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Chapter 100
Introduction

Introduction
100-1

This chapter contains
general information about
VSR and COVoice,
Environmental and Electrical
Requirements for COVoice
operation, and how to get
help if you need it.

Here are answers to some general questions about COVoice.

Your Questions
Answered

How do I get started?
Read chapters 100 and 200, which include general information about
COVoice and directions for assembly. For installation, read the section of
Chapter 300 which corresponds to the Mitel PBX you are working with.

Which Mitel Systems work with COVoice?
COVoice is a powerful call processing system for Mitel PBX’s. The Mitel
SX-20, SX-50, SX-100/200, SX-200 Digital, SX-200 Light, SX-2000VS,
SX-2000S, SX-2000SG, and SX-2000 Light will integrate with COVoice.
Each PBX connects to COVoice through a COV/Superset port. Some
systems have a software and hardware specific feature list will have
different capabilities. Consult your Mitel practices for information not
found in this manual.

Does VSR have programming information for my Mitel PBX?
Yes. We have pre-configured information for each of the above systems.
You will also find additional information to customize your application in
this manual.

How do I configure COVoice for my customer?
Configuration starts with PLANNING. (See Chapter 300). QUICK
SETUP (see Chapter 300, section 300-1) provides you with a quick way of
initially configuring the system (required). To modify the system further,
read Chapters 400 (Using the CDE Forms), and 500 (Maintenance).

Can I customize COVoice prompts?
COVoice has two kinds of prompts. System prompts, which are integral to
the operation of the system, and can not be rerecorded with two exceptions
-- prompt # 50, which asks callers to hold while a call is transferred, and
prompt # 205, which instructs users of the extension and mailbox directories to enter the last name first. COVoice Release 2.x will allow for all
prompts to be rerecorded. Menu prompts or play-file prompts can be
created and/or modified to your specifications.

How does COVoice handle incoming calls?
Each call presented to COVoice has a unique display. The display is read
and a route is determined. The programming of how the displays are routed
is controlled in the Channel Forms. The routing of virtually any extension,
trunk, hunt group, or any other display can be customized to your application.
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How and when can I get help?
VSR's corporate offices are located at: 4095 Delmar Ave. Suite 10, Rocklin,
California, 95677 with the following telephone numbers:

n

Technical Support

1-800-5VSRTECH

n

Sales Toll Free Number

1-800-967-4877

n

Sales & Customer Service

Press 2

n

Product Information

Press 4

n

Administration

916-624-6300

n

Fax

916-632-9555

What documentation is available?
Included with each COVoice system are the following guides:

n

User Guides (30 per each 4 ports; additional guides are available.
Contact the Sales Department for further information.)

What's new?
VSR publishes Release Notes which explain the changes to our software
since publication of this manual. Release Notes are usually inserted in the
front section of this manual.
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Overview of
COVoice

Each COVoice system comes standard with a full-featured Voice Mail,
Automated Attendant, and Hotel/Motel package. Configurations are
available from 4 to 12 ports in 2 port increments with 10 to 100 hours of
storage, in 10 hour increments. The future release of COVoice will be able
to grow to 32 ports.
COVoice systems are PC-based and therefore use state-of-the-art technology. COVoice uses the only Mitel licensed COV card designed for PCbased systems.

Basic Requirements - Electrical

Power Requirements:
The COVoice system requires 115 Volts AC and 60 HZ (standard electrical) and draws no more power than a typical personal computer. Make sure
to connect COVoice to a power source with an isolated ground and at least
15 amp circuit protection. The COVoice system should be installed on a
computer grade circuit to avoid hard disk problems induced by power
fluctuations.
Surge Suppressor, UPS

If you are using a
multiple-outlet surge
suppressor and a UPS
(Uninterruptable
Power Supply), be sure
to plug the UPS into the
wall, and the surge
suppressor into the UPS.
Not following these
recommendations may
cause abnormal power
fluctuations.

Make sure the system is connected to some form of surge suppression
which blocks voltage spikes and filters EMI/RFI emissions. To ensure that
calls are processed in the event of a power failure, connect COVoice to an
uninterruptable power supply (UPS) with a minimum of 300 watt output
over a time adequate for the system administrator to take appropriate
shutdown action.
Equipment Sharing the COVoice Circuit
It is recommended that COVoice be connected to a separate dedicated
circuit, but this is not always possible. If not, assure that other equipment
does not draw excessive current, whether continuous or intermittent.
Copiers and laser printers sit idle with relatively little draw in current, but
when they are in operation, current requirements are significant. Production tools and cleaning equipment may require large amounts of current. If
the COVoice system reboots or locks up frequently, power source contention is a good place to start looking for the problem.
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The COVoice system should be installed in a location with a temperature
between 65°F and 100°F, stable and free from vibration, and secure from
unauthorized persons whenever possible. The system can be located anywhere RJ-14 jacks can be installed. It is often located in the same room as
the telephone switch. Some technicians prefer to place it on top of the PBX,
as long as there is enough room for ventilation. Another common location is
on the system administrator's desktop.

Basic Requirements Environmental

The system should not be installed in an area where it will be consistently
exposed to dust, such as a construction area, or in an area where there is a lot
of activity or movement from the outside to the inside. Smoke or humidity
over 90% (condensing) can damage the system.

How to Use
This Manual

Special Features
Very important information and warnings about potential installation problems, as well as interesting application ideas are highlighted in boxes outside
of regular margins. Pay special attention to these.
References
Occasionally there will be a reference on a subject to another chapter, to the
glossary, or to another guide. Look for these references in the text.
Definitions:
User or Owner will always refer to a logged-in mailbox owner on the installed COVoice system.
Caller will always mean a person making a call into a COVoice system.
Administrator is the person at a customer site who is responsible for routine
configuration, maintenance and operation of the COVoice System.
Installer is the dealer technician who is responsible for unpacking, preparing
and installing the COVoice System, including the initial configuration and
application design.
Technical support refers to a customer service technician at VSR.
Engineering support refers to a development and/or support engineer at VSR.
COVoice and System refer to the COVoice call processing system.
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COVoice Limited
System Warranty

The following warranty applies to the COVoice system only. The
COVoice software has a separate warranty, which is described in the
COVoice Software License Agreement. A copy of the Software License
Agreement follows the Limited System Warranty.
VSR warrants to the original purchaser of this Voice Processing System
that this product is free from manufacturing defects in material and/or
workmanship. The period of this warranty is for one year from the original
date of purchase.
This warranty does not cover damage due to misuse or abuse, shipping
damage, acts of God such as lightning, flood, or earthquake, alteration of
the product, or loading of any software other than utility software especially designed for disk maintenance.
If a defect does occur VSR retains the right to replace or repair its product
at its discretion. VSR makes no other warranties of any kind either implied
or expressed, including warranties of merchantability and fitness for a
particular use. VSR is not liable for any incidental, accidental, consequential, or punitive damages from any breech of warrant or otherwise.
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The following agreement describes the conditions under which VSR
furnishes the software that comes with its systems.
Ownership
VSR retains ownership of the COVoice Software. It is licensed to the
purchaser under the following conditions.
You May
You may resell the COVoice System as a unit. The license is transferable to
the new purchaser provided it is reregistered with VSR. (See "Limited
Warranty.")
You May Not
You may not copy the documentation or software except for backup
purposes. You may not distribute, rent, sublicense or lease the software or
documentation, including translating, decompiling, disassembling or
creating derivative works. You may not reverse-engineer any part of this
software. You may not make telecommunication transmittal of this software. It is against the law to copy the software on any medium except as
specifically allowed in the license agreement.
Termination
This license and your right to use this software automatically terminate if
you fail to comply with any provisions of this license agreement.
Rights
VSR retains all rights not expressly granted. Nothing in this license agreement constitutes a waiver of VSR's rights under the U.S. copyright laws or
any other Federal or State law.
Limited Warranty
If you discover physical defects in the media, VSR will replace the media
or documentation at no charge to you, provided that you return the item to
be replaced with proof of purchase to VSR during the 90-day period
following your receipt of the COVoice System.
License Agreement
VSR excludes any and all implied warranties, including warranties of
merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose and limits your remedy
to returning the software and documentation to VSR for replacement.
Although VSR has tested the software and reviewed the documentation,
VSR MAKES NO WARRANTY OF REPRESENTATION, EITHER
EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, WITH RESPECT TO THIS SOFTWARE
OR DOCUMENTATION, ITS QUALITY, PERFORMANCE, MER-
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COVoice Software License
Agreement

CHANTABILITY, OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. AS A
RESULT, THIS SOFTWARE AND DOCUMENTATION ARE LICENSED
"AS IS" AND YOU, THE LICENSEE, ARE ASSUMING THE ENTIRE
RISK AS TO ITS QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE.
IN NO EVENT WILL VSR BE LIABLE FOR DIRECT, INDIRECT,
SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING
OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE SOFTWARE OR
DOCUMENTATION, even if advised of the possibility of such damages. In
particular, VSR shall have no liability for any data stored or processed with
this software, including the costs of recovering such data.

COVoice
Publications

The INSTALLER’S GUIDE covers basic and advanced installations, and
includes a Troubleshooting section.
The USER'S GUIDE provides everything Mailbox Users (owners) need to
know to activate, use, and make modifications to their mailboxes.
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Chapter 200
Platform
Assembly

Platform Assembly
200-1

This chapter gives you
general information about
the assembly of your
COVoice system, and how
to connect COVoice to your
PBX.

Your Questions
Answered

What is involved in assembly?
If you have set up a personal computer previously, you should be right at home
assembling your COVoice voice processing system. All voice cards are preinstalled and all the basic software is pre-loaded.

What is necessary for connection?
Line cords, 4 conductor, which plug into the RJ-14 jacks in COVoice. These
are supplied with the system.
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Your COVoice system is shipped with all internal hardware installed and all
software loaded per your order. The only hardware assembly necessary is
connection of computer components and phone cables. This is not difficult,
but please take a few precautions.

Hardware Assembly

Computer Assembly
1. With the power off, plug the monitor cable into the back of the CPU port
labeled “Video”.
2. Plug the keyboard connector into the rear of the CPU at the position
marked “Keyboard.”
3. The monitor A/C cord can be plugged into the A/C outlets on the back or
directly to your power source.
4. Plug the external modem for remote maintenance operations into the COM
port.
5. Parallel printers can be plugged into the LPT1 port.

For each 4 ports, 1 Pika Trans 4-M and 1 voice card are used. The voice card
connects to the Pika Card. The Pika card connects to the voice card directly
below and also to the Mitel PBX. All line cords are supplied. Connect the
COV/Superset ports from the PBX to the appropriately labeled card and
ports. The connection between line cards is made from the factory using
short line cord “jumpers”. Please see the picture below.

Pika Trans 4-M card
To the Mitel PBX
Voice Card
Factory installed
jumpers for voice
card to Pika card
connection

COVoice - back side

Platform Assembly
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Connecting To The
PBX System

Using a labeler or a pen with indelible ink, mark the jacks or cables with the
their appropriate extension numbers and hunt group access code.
The voice cards are mounted in a vertical position and looking from the back
of the COVoice system the channels start from the top as shown.
For more information about connecting COVoice to the PBX, please see
Chapter 300, Section 300-1.
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Chapter 300
Programming
COVoice and
Initial Testing

This chapter will guide you through
the initial programming needed in
order for COVoice to perform basic
functions, initial testing, and PBXspecific information about features,
system requirements, and PBX
Programming. You should read the
information in section 300-1, for
general COVoice programming
information and initial testing, as

PBX-specific
Features and
Programming

Programming, Testing and Features
300-1

well as the information pertaining
to the PBX you are working with,
found in sections 301-305.
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Section 300-1:
Programming
COVoice and
Initial Testing

Programming COVoice and Initial Testing
300-1-1

This section will guide you through
the initial programming needed in
order for COVoice to perform basic
functions, as well as some initial
testing. More detailed programming will be described in Chapter
400, Using CDE Forms.
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The Quick Setup program was designed to help you bring your system on-line
quickly with minimal programming. This process should just take a few
minutes. After it is complete, you can then program specific settings for
mailboxes, extensions, channels, classes of service, and other system options
in the various Customer Data Entry (CDE) Forms which are discussed in
Chapter 400.
Quick Setup establishes some basic system defaults for your particular Mitel
telephone system, builds COVoice's initial extensions and mailboxes, and sets
up the operator station and general mailbox. These defaults can be changed
as needed at any time with the System Options Form.
The first time you turn on your COVoice system, the QUICK SETUP program should be highlighted in the Maintenance menu. Press <Enter> to
begin. If for some reason it is not highlighted, you can find it in the Maintenance Menu in the External Maintenance Program.
Quick Setup Command Keys
The following command keys have standard functions during the operation of
Quick Setup.
F2 -

Lookup valid entries from a list

F9 -

Exit Installation

F10 - Save current screen and continue
ESC - Return to the previous screen.

Programming
COVoice: The
Quick Setup
Program

CAUTION: Unless
you want to remove all previous
programming RUN
THIS PROGRAM
ONLY ONCE.
Running it a second
time will remove all
the programming
which you previously completed.
This program can
not be run while
on-line. When you
are past the Build
Screen you may
not go back.

Working Hours
Enter the working hours for the company. COVoice uses this information for
its day and night time settings. If the organization is on 24 hour operation,
then use the 8am-5pm default setting, and change it later in Channel Forms
once Quick Setup is complete.

Programming COVoice and Initial Testing
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Quick Setup
Step by Step

Quick Setup
Step by Step,
cont.

Phone System
Press F2 on this field to display a list of available telephone systems. COVoice has
Mitel telephone system configurations pre-programmed. This means that we have
built a tone table, programmed the Phone System Form and, if necessary, created
masks and functions for integration.
Depending on the telephone system and application, some additional programming may be required. Press <Enter> to select your phone system.

Notification
Mailbox owners often want some form of notification when a message has been
placed in their mailbox. COVoice uses two forms of message notification:
1. Message Waiting Lamp/Bell Notification
2. Telephone Notification which consists of calls to extensions, outside numbers,
and/or pager notification.

Select what form of notification the organization will be using. Use the space bar
to place the check mark next to the desired setting.
The message waiting lamp/bell codes are automatically programmed. No action is
required to activate lamps/bell except allowing this feature in class of service for
the appropriate extensions.
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Password Length and Type
The password type can be fixed length or variable length. If variable length
is used, ignore the password length field. If fixed length is used, type the
digit length, which can be from 3-15 digits. Passwords can be controlled by
Class of Service; customization by Class of Service can be changed if
desired.

Quick Setup
Step by Step,
cont.

Note: If variable password length
is used, a system wide inter-digit
timer must expire before
informing user that they are
logged in to their mailbox. This
provides a higher level of security

Number of Seconds System Rings Before No Answer
Enter the number of seconds COVoice is to ring the extension during analysis before determining a "ring no answer" condition. The acceptable range is
4-99 seconds, with a default of 15 seconds. Note: If your configuration uses
blind transfers the number of times an extension will ring before forwarding
to COVoice is determined through phone system programming, and this field
will not have any effect.

and reduces the possibility of
“hackers” attempting to
penetrate a mailbox.

Hint: If you have one or more
non-contiguous ranges of
extensions -- 130 -150, 200 -

Range of Extensions

250 and 610 - 625, for example,
it will be much easier to enter

Enter the starting and ending extension numbers in order to create a range
of phone extensions. This step will not actually create the extensions. There
will be an upcoming screen to remove unwanted extensions.

only one of these now, and finish
the others later in Basic
Installation, than to enter the
range 130 - 625 and then
remove all the unwanted
extensions.
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Range of Mailboxes

Quick Setup
Step by Step,
cont.

Enter the starting and ending mailbox numbers in order to create a range of
mailboxes. This step, as with the extension ranges, will not actually create
the mailboxes; the next step will be to remove unwanted extensions and
mailboxes.

Here, you will also be asked to define the default mailbox mode. Individual
mailbox modes and settings can be edited later in the Mailbox Forms. The
default options are:
Take Messages. This option plays a greeting and allows messages to be
received in the mailbox. This is the most commonly used mailbox mode.
Greeting only. With this option, only the greeting is played; no messages
can be left in the mailbox.
Hotel/Motel. This mailbox option is specifically designed for the Hotel/
Motel guest. Some of its features include single button access to the voice
mail system from the room, wake-up calls, and remote retrieval of messages
from outside the room.
Hotel Admin. This option allows the Hotel Administrator to perform many
routine tasks such as setting and resetting guest room mailboxes, setting,
checking, and printing wake up calls, and leaving messages. Multiple
administrators may be assigned to this function.
Q & A Mode. This option allows users to set up question lists to interview
callers. The Q & A mailbox asks a question, then collects the caller's
response. There can be up to 99 questions in a question list. Responses can
be voice, 0-9 touch tone, or yes/no touch tone.
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RAD Mode. This mailbox mode emulates a recorded announcement device,
which plays an announcement, and then hangs up. It does not accept messages, and it does not respond to DTMF. For example, RAD mode can be
used in an ACD system to periodically inform callers in a hold queue that
they will be assisted as soon as possible.

Quick Setup
Step by Step,
cont.

Service Bureau. This mailbox mode is strictly for taking messages. Immediately after the message has been recorded, COVoice hangs up. This mode is
typically for organizations that provide a limited message-taking service.

Remove Unwanted Extensions
Each extension defined in COVoice should have a corresponding station/
extension on the telephone system. You may remove an extension by
pressing the space bar when you are to the left of the extension number.

Remove Mailboxes
When you define extension numbers, COVoice automatically creates a
mailbox for each extension number. However, some extensions, such as
lobby or conference room phones, may not need mailboxes. Remove the
mailboxes in the same manner as you removed extensions.

COVoice will now create the mailboxes and extensions and display the
Controlling Mailboxes screen. From this point on, you may not press the
escape key to go back.
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IT IS MANDATORY TO
REMOVE NONEXISTENT EXTENSION
NUMBERS. A caller
transferring to an
invalid extension will
experience a very
long wait or be
disconnected, depending on the phone
system.

Controlling Extensions and Mailboxes

Quick Setup
Step by Step,
cont.

COVoice will now ask you to assign some of the most important extensions
and mailboxes. These include the following:
Operator. This is the extension to which COVoice should transfer a call
when "0" is pressed. An entry here is required to complete installation.
Operator's Secondary Extension. If the operator is busy or does not
answer, COVoice will try to transfer the call to this extension.
General Mailbox. The Operator/General Mailbox will be assigned to the
Operator's extension as its user mailbox. It will also be assigned as an
exit to the Night Menu. (Either can be modified later.) It is a required
entry.
Administrator's Mailbox. Enter the mailbox for the system administrator.
This mailbox can be separate from the Administrator's personal
mailbox and has additional programming privileges. It should be
carefully password-protected. An entry in this field is required.

Voice Mail Extension Numbers
Enter the extension numbers for each COVoice port.
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Quick Setup is now complete, and when you have made the last entry on the
Voice Mail Extension Numbers screen, you will be sent back to the External
Maintenance Menu.
Your system is not yet at the stage where operations can begin, however -there are a few more tasks to be accomplished before COVoice can begin
answering calls, transferring calls, taking messages, and having mailbox
owners claim and configure their mailboxes.
Tasks remaining before basic operations can begin include:
1. Additional Extensions and Mailboxes (a) Adding additional ranges of
mailboxes (page 400-19) and extensions (page 400-11); (b) Entering
Extension Names (page 400-10); (c) Copy Extensions Names to Mailboxes (page 400-20).
2. Create or modify menus (page 400-46).
3. Record menu prompts (page 400-46).
4. Define Work Days and Holidays and Assign Menus to days of week and
holidays (page 400-54).
Chapter 400, Making Changes: Using the CDE Forms will describe these
and other operations in great detail.
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Completing
The Basic
Installation

Connecting
COVoice to the
PBX
Before you connect
COVoice to the PBX,
you must first program the PBX. See
Section 30x-3, Programming the PBX,
for programming
information for the
PBX you are working
with.

The PIKA integration card for MITEL PBX's is a Trans 4M card. This card
is a device which provides PC based applications with access to all keys of
the Superset 4 telephone. This allows COVoice to send and receive data that
is normally accessible to Superset 4 telephone users.
The Trans 4M card provides four ports for connection to the Mitel PBX,
through the Superset telephone ports, using COV signalling.
The Trans 4M hardware includes an on-board microprocessor for handling
real-time low level protocol communication with the PBX. All firmware on
the card is downloaded at initialization time, ensuring that any future
upgrades require no hardware modification.
The COVoice system also contains a Voice Card, which connects to the
COV card.
Below is a diagram of the connection between the Trans 4M COV and
Voice cards in the COVoice system and the Mitel PBX.

Trans 4M
COV
Card

Voice Card

Initial COVoice
System Tests

To Mitel
PBX COV
Ports
These line
cord
jumpers are
provided and
installed by
VSR

These tests should be done at the COVoice system to be sure the correct codes
are sent by the PBX.
Test Primary Greeting and Menu
1. Call the Voice Mail Hunt Group from an extension, and make sure that the
system answers and asks for the password for the mailbox associated with
that extension.
2. With the call still connected, call the same number from a second telephone
to make sure that the extension group is hunting properly.
3. Make a call to the Automated Attendant from an outside line and make sure
that the correct greeting is played. You can Refer to channel forms to see the
event and code for each call type.
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Activate a Mailbox
Following the instructions in the COVoice User's Guide, pages 1 & 2,
activate a mailbox. First, call the COVoice Hunt Group. You will be
prompted to enter the default password. If you selected Fixed Length Password in Quick Setup, enter a string of "1's," of the password length you
chose. For example, if you chose a fixed password length of 4 digits, enter
1111. If you selected Variable Length Password in Quick Setup, enter
111111111111111 (fifteen "1's."), which is the maximum password length.
The prompts will instruct you to record your name, greeting, and password.
Before exiting the mailbox, proceed to the following step.
Test Message Waiting Lights
While still in the newly activated mailbox, send a message to another mailbox by pressing 2 at the Main User Menu to leave a message. Enter the
mailbox number to which you would like the message to be sent, and record
a test message. Make sure that the message waiting lamp at the extension to
which you sent the message is lit after the call is complete. (Note: The
mailbox to which you are sending your test message must have an extension
associated with it, and you must have lamp notification ON in the System
Option Forms).
Test Call Transferring
1. Call into the system and dial a valid, unattended extension. By default, it
should ring four times, then prompt you with "Extension xxx does not
answer...." Press 9 to hang up.
2. To test handling of busy calls, place the extension you will be calling in a
busy mode. For some telephone configurations, this means taking it off
hook, for others it means placing a call and connecting. For example, if
multi-call exists on a key set, all lines will have to be busy in order to create
the busy condition. Call into COVoice and test a transfer to that extension.
COVoice should prompt you with "Extension xxx is busy, press...."
3. When using COVoice as an auto attendant, call in to the auto attendant and
dial an extension within phone system. Make sure that you are transferred
to the correct extension.
4. When you are logged into a mailbox, try transferring to another extension.
At the mailbox Main User Menu, press 6 to transfer elsewhere, then 2 to
transfer to an extension. Verify that you are connected with the extension
you dialed.
Now that you have your system running on-line and have completed these
initial tests, you are ready to make more specific modifications for your
application. Chapter 400, Making Changes: Using the CDE Forms will guide
you through the customization of your system.
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Initial COVoice
System tests,
cont.
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Section 301-1
Mitel SX-20:
Requirements

Mitel SX-20: Requirements
301-1-1

Before your telephone system can
operate with COVoice, it must meet
some minimum requirements. If you
are sure that your telephone
system meets these requirements,
you may skip the minimum
requirements section of this chapter.

What does minimum requirements mean?

Your Questions
Answered

Meeting the minimum requirements means that most or all of the COVoice
functions will work with your telephone system. This includes the minimum
telephone system software and equipment requirements.

Will I need additional equipment?
By reading the section in this chapter entitled "Minimum Phone System
Requirements," you will be able to determine if there is any other equipment
necessary.

How does COVoice transfer calls?
COVoice can transfer calls via either blind or smart transfers. Blind Transfers
rely on the PBX to route the caller to COVoice in order to leave a message
for the appropriate person. In smart transfer mode, COVoice monitors the
transfer until it is complete.

Can COVoice light message lights?
Yes. Depending on which PBX and specific software level, a different
procedure may be used for each system.

How does COVoice handle a disconnect?
COVoice will immediately disconnect when a caller hangs up, whether it is
an internal or an external call. COVoice is programmed to read a low level
display indicating that caller has hung up.
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Minimum Phone System Requirements
For the Mitel SX-20 PBX, 1 Superset port from the PBX is required for
each COVoice port. When connecting the ports to COVoice, use RJ-14
jacks. Connect 2 Superset ports per jack. Line cords are supplied with the
COVoice system, and a Superset line card is required. Generic 503 Software, or higher, is required to support Superset 4's.
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Phone System
Requirements

VOICE SYSTEMS RESEARCH

Section 301-2
COVoice Features
available on the
Mitel SX-20

Mitel SX-20:Features
301-2-1

COVoice is equipped with many
powerful features. The
functionality of these features
varies slightly with each Mitel
PBX. Described here are the
features available on the Mitel
SX-20.
In this section, you will also find
information about any special
software requirements or
additional equipment needed for
full feature access.

Advanced Menuing
Features marked with
a "*" will be available in COVoice software release 2.0.

A menu can use all keys (0-9,*,#) for specific and/or multiple functions. The
available options for each key are Call Transfer (Direct to specific extension,
Request an Extension, or First Key of an extension number range, i.e. extensions 100-199), Extension Directory, Mailbox Directory, Menu, Play File,
Voice Mail (Direct to a specific mailbox, Request a mailbox, or First Key of a
mailbox number range, i.e. mailbox 100-199), Select Language*, Hang-up, or
Invalid Key.
For example key 1 can be used for transferring to a department, i.e. sales, and
also used to transfer to an extension, i.e. extension 100, using the extension/
mailbox Immediate Dialing feature.
AMIS Analog Networking*
AMIS Analog Networking allows a mailbox owner to send and receive
messages to and from different site locations. Up to 99 separate sites can be
pre-programmed. Sites can be either a COVoice or VSR system, or any voice
mail system that conforms to the AMIS Analog standard. Multiple message
send parameters can be specified by site.
Audiotext
Mailbox or Play files may be recorded up to play 17 minutes or an unlimited
amount of time of outgoing information. This information can be linked
together and a caller may transfer from one outgoing message to another.
When a mailbox is utilized, this information can be changed off-site.
Auto Copy*
A mailbox can be programmed to copy all new messages to another mailbox
or to a personal distribution list. Each mailbox can have 1 (one) Auto Copy
destination. This feature is controlled through class of service by the administrator.
Auto Day/Night Switching
Using the Scheduled Event feature described below, Day/Night mode can be
programmed to automatically switch to the required service any time of day,
day of week, and/or specific day of year. This feature eliminates the human
error when different modes of operation controlling trunks by time of day are
used.
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Auto Disk Optimization
During the designated system clean-up time, the hard drive will be
defragmented and all files will be properly compressed. Cleanup can be
programmed for any time of day or day of week.
Auto Time Synchronization
COVoice reads the time on the COV display and updates its internal clock, if
necessary. This insures that the PBX and COVoice are always using the same
time for important events requiring both systems to be synchronized.
Auto Message Pause on Hold
While listening to a message, pressing the Hold key on the Superset telephone will automatically pause playback of the message. Playback will
resume once the call is retrieved off of hold.
Also, a Manual Message Pause is possible by pressing the 8 key while
listening to a message. Playback will resume by pressing the 8 key again or if
the Manual Message Pause timer expires. The Manual Message Pause timer
is located in the class of service forms.
Note: Keep in mind the PBX class of service timer will control the hold
recall timer.
Auto Reply
When an internal extension calls another internal extension that is forwarded
to voicemail, the name or number of the calling extensions mailbox is
included with the message. This allows the recipient of the message to
quickly respond the sender by pressing the 5 (five) key and recording a
response.
Caller Holding/Queuing
When callers are transferred to an extension that is busy, the caller can
request to be placed on hold. The system will inform the caller of their
position in the queue and allow them to hold, try another extension, or leave
a message.
Call Screening
Users may be notified of who is calling before the transfer occurs. Callers
announce their name and the user can either accept or reject the call. Smart
Transfer must be used for this feature.
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Certified, Priority, Emergency* and Private Messages
Messages labeled with Certification allow the sender to receive a receipt in
their mailbox confirming the message has been retrieved by the intended
recipient. The time and date of retrieval is included in the message.
Messages labeled with Priority are heard prior to new messages, with the
exception of Emergency Messages*.
Messages labeled as Emergency* are heard prior to all new messages.
Messages labeled as Private cannot be copied to another mailbox.
Class of Service
The Class of service form allows for the customization of specific features
and functionality to be assigned as a template for a single or group of extensions/mailboxes.
Some of the available features are selection of mailbox mode, Hotel/Motel
features, timers, mailbox and extension maintenance options, forwarding
capabilities, notification options, password options, distribution lists types,
message sending options, loudspeaker paging options, personal operator,
holding, screening, and transfer type.
Cleanup
Cleanup is a utility program designed to defragment the hard disk drive, sort
and organize files and directories, purge old logs files, and purge old messages. Cleanup can be programmed at any time of day and day of week.
COV Integration
COVoice utilizes the only Mitel approved COV PC card providing COV
integration. Because both the PBX and COV card were designed by Mitel,
COVoice provides the best integration possible. COVoice will integrate with
the following Mitel PBX’s: SX-20 generic 503 or greater, SX-50, SX-100/200
generic 217 or greater, SX-200D, SX-200FD, and SX-2000 systems. Each
PBX has independent features and capabilities.
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COVTest
COVTest is a utility program designed to display up to 4 COV ports simultaneously. COVTest emulates the Superset 4 telephone and all softkey and
hardkey functionality, status, testing, and system programming.
Custom Prompt Recording
Prompts and Greetings can quickly and easily be recorded and replaced
through a touch tone telephone through the administrator’s mailbox or
through the recording studio accessed from the keyboard.
As an option, VSR can also provide custom Prompt, Greeting, and On-Hold
information from our recording studio.
Date and Time Stamping
A date and time stamp may automatically or manually be heard indicating
when a message was sent. This may be programmed by the user through the
mailbox or by the administrator.
Definable Primary/Secondary System Operators
Any extension number may be assigned as the primary operator or the
secondary operator. A caller pressing 0 from a mailbox will reach the primary
or possibly the secondary operator, unless the specific extension has a personal operator assigned (See Personal Operator for more information). The
secondary operator will be called if the primary operator does not answer.
Dial Through during Greeting
While listening to a mailbox greeting, a caller may dial another extension and
routed to that specific extension. (i.e.,: A caller transfers to the company
president, goes to voice mail and dials the executive secretary’s extension as
designated by the mailbox greeting).
This feature may be enabled or disabled through class of service.
Digital Messaging On Hold (DMOH)*
DMOH allows one or more play files recorded on COVoice to be played over
the PBX’s Music On Hold (MOH). Customers may wish to provide information about their company and provide this to their customers. VSR offers
professional Information On Hold recording optionally.
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Distribution Lists
This feature allows a list of mailboxes to be assigned to a distribution list.
A Broadcast list includes all mailboxes on the system, with the exception of
those who have disabled their inclusion via class of service.
A System list can include up to 200 mailboxes. This list can be accessed by
all mailbox owners who have been granted access via class of service.
A Personal list is programmed and accessed only by the mailbox owner.
A Manual list is a list created “on the fly” by the mailbox owner. A Manual
list may be saved as a personal list for future message sending.
DND-Treat as CFFM
This feature determines whether COVoice will treat the called extension
which has been placed in DND as a Busy condition or follow the Always
forwarding option in the extension form.
Easily Constructed Menu System
Menus can be easily constructed and maintained on site or remotely. Outgoing information, extension/mailbox directories, call transfers, access to
voicemail, etc. may be quickly and easily set up and modified when needed.
Up to 5 prompts can be assigned to each menu. Menu construction can be up
to 99 levels deep.
Enhanced Notification (Cascading)
Users may be notified of messages by programming COVoice to call a pager,
cellular telephone, internal, or an external telephone number. Enhanced
notification allows up to 10 telephone numbers per mailbox allowing multiple attempts and flexible intervals between calls, stopping when a message
has been retrieved by the user. Enhanced notification will continue through
the list of programmed numbers until the message has been retrieved or if the
intervals have been exceeded. Each entry can be activated by type of message, time of day, and day or date. Pagers can be sent the type and quantity of
messages, as well as additional digits. A user must enter their password to
retrieve their message.
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Extension/Mailbox Creation and Editing
Extensions and mailboxes may be added and/or edited by the system
administrator. This can be programmed via touch tone telephone, or directly
at the keyboard, or through remote maintenance without interruption of
service.
Extension/Mailbox Range Selection
A complete range of extensions may be assigned quickly by the system
administrator, eliminating the need to add extensions one at a time. Many
common features can be created in the range. Existing extensions and
mailboxes can be copied and used as a template for range programming.
External Priority and Emergency Labeling
External callers can elect to send their message with priority or as and
Emergency Message. This allows for the emergency and priority message
to be listened to prior to any new messages in the mailbox.
Fax Tone Detection
If a fax tone is detected by the system, a transfer can occur to a designated
fax extension. This eliminates the need for a separate fax telephone number
and as an example, allows for the use of 800 numbers common to the
system be used for additional functionality..
Fast-Forward/Rewind Message
A mailbox user may fast-forward or rewind for a specific length of time,
which is programmed in class of service, while listening to a message. The
user presses the * key to rewind and the # key to fast-forward. Multiple key
presses will be recognized.
Flexible Channel Controls and Time Settings
The Channel form is a very unique and powerful tool which can be programmed to accommodate virtually any display that COVoice may receive
from the PBX. It is also where scheduled events are programmed.
Advanced routing by extension, trunk, or hunt group can be independently
controlled by time of day, day of week, and/or day of year. Specialized
voicemail routing and forwarding information can also be programmed.
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Flexible Extension/Mailbox Length
Extensions and Mailboxes can be programmed in variable lengths from 2-6
digits. Extensions can begin with 0-9 and *. Mailboxes can begin with 1-9.
Forwarding: Mailbox & Extension
Users may forward their extension or mailbox to another mailbox, extension,
menu or external number. This may be activated on or off-site and preprogrammed to be activated at specific times and dates.
Each extension in COVoice can be programmed for conditional forwarding.
Always, No Answer, and Busy conditions can each be separately routed to
different destinations. No Answer and Busy condition may have an alternative
secondary destination. Extension forwarding can be programmed for Smart or
Blind transfers.
Future Delivery*
Messages can be recorded and sent on a predetermined day. Each mailbox can
have future delivery based upon Class of Service.
Holiday Greetings and Settings
Any date can be considered a holiday. A separate menu and greetings can be
pre-programmed by date and trunk to provide specific information.
Hotel/Motel Package
The Hotel/Motel package is included with the system. Mailboxes are specifically designed for the Hotel/Motel guest. Features include single button
access to voice mail system from the room, wake-up calls, ease of use, remote
retrieval of messages from outside the room, callers and guests dial 0 to reach
the hotel operator at any time, password required or not required based on
class of service, simplified transfers from attendant to voice mail. Messages
can be forced to be discarded or saved via class of service.
A default greeting is heard by the caller stating the guest is not available. This
greeting can be customized by the administrator for a specific property
greeting.
A Hotel/Motel administrator, assigned through class of service, can perform
many routine tasks such setting and resetting guest room mailboxes, setting,
checking, and printing wake up calls, and leaving messages. Multiple administrators may be assigned to this function.
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Immediate Dialing
In the menu form, the Immediate Dialing field can be programmed to enable
multiple functions for the same key. For example, if key 1 is set to CALL
TRANSFER to extension 105 and the PBX extensions are in the 100 number
range, selecting EXTENSION allows a single key press of 1 to be routed to
extension 105 extension and the entry of a specific extension number i.e. 127
to be routed to that individual extension.
Loudspeaker Paging Announcement and Call Retrieve
COVoice gives a caller, attempting to reach an extension that has been
forwarded to voice mail, the option to either “leave a message, try another
extension, or "have me paged”. If the caller elects “to have me paged”,
COVoice will place the caller on hold, dial the paging system access code,
make a paging announcement “I have a call for Joe Smith, please dial
53301”. (Where 53 is the Call Hold Retrieve Remote Access Code and 301 is
the extension number of the voice mail extension that is holding the call.) Joe
Smith would go to any telephone on the system and retrieve the call by
dialing the specified code. If Joe Smith does not retrieve the call, the caller
can leave a message or try another extension.
Note: Codes listed above are only examples. COVoice can accommodate
existing codes.
Loudspeaker Play File
This feature will play a voice file over the paging system at a specific time.
For example, a customer may be a retail store that closes at 6:00 PM. At 5:45
PM, an announcement can be made asking all customers to bring their
purchases to the cashier. Many other options are available.
Mailbox Modes
A mailbox can be programmed to emulate different characteristics. The
following is a list of available modes.
Take Messages: Typical mailbox setting for most applications. This mode
allows the greeting to be played and the caller to leave a message. The caller
can simply hang up or press any key for more options.
Greeting Only: This mode will play the greeting, and then hang up. DTMF
digits are allowable in this mode. If mailbox forwarding is defined, the caller
will route to the forwarding destination rather than hanging up.
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Hotel/Motel: This mode is primarily for guest rooms. A caller will hear a
prerecorded greeting indicating the guest is unavailable. The caller has the
option of leaving a message or transferring to the Hotel operator. The prerecorded greeting can be rerecorded to meet the Hotels needs.
The guest has the ability to have a single button access to voicemail for
message retrieval or setting wake up calls. Simplified instructions walk the
guest through these options.
Hotel/Motel Admin: A Hotel/Motel administrator has access to routine
tasks such as setting and resetting guest room mailboxes, setting, checking,
and printing wake up calls, and leave messages. Multiple administrators may
be assigned to this function.
Q & A: A mailbox can be programmed for the Question and Answer (Q&A)
mode. Mailboxes may be programmed to ask up to 99 questions per mailbox.
Answers may be via voice, touch tone 0-9, or 1 for yes or 2 for no. When
played back, one contiguous message is heard. Each answer is replayed after
playing the appropriate question number. Forward and rewind features are
allowed during playback.
RAD: A mailbox can be programmed for RAD (Recording Announcement
Device) mode. This mailbox mode can be used even if an ACD system is not
used. A RAD mailbox will play the greeting, ignore DTMF digits, wait 2
(two) seconds after greeting ends, and then hang up or if mailbox forwarding
is defined, the caller will route to the forwarding destination.
RADs are typically used in an ACD environment to provide messages to
callers informing them of their status in queue or provide information about
the company. A RAD on the Mitel PBX connects through as ONS analog
connection. Additional hardware is required if ACD RADs are to be used as
specified by Mitel.
Service Bureau Mailbox: The Service Bureau Mailbox mode allows a
mailbox to be programmed to play a mailbox greeting, take a message, and
then hang up. All DTMF digits are ignored. This mode is typical for customers who resell mailboxes to end users and who want restrictive access.
System Administrator*: This mode gives the mailbox owner the ability to
make low level changes to the system from their mailbox. Some of the
capabilities are extension and mailbox creation, resetting mailbox features
and passwords, rerecord prompts, etc.
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Manual Message Pause
A Manual Message Pause occurs by pressing the 8 key while listening to a
message. Playback will resume by pressing the 8 key again or if the Manual
Message Pause timer expires. The Manual Message Pause timer is located in
the Class of Service Forms.
Menu Prompt Recording
Menu Prompts may easily be recorded through any touch tone telephone
either on or off site, or they can be imported from another medium such as a
DAT tape. Up to 5 prompts per menu are allowed.
Message Retrieve, Save, Copy and Delete
A user may retrieve messages in their mailbox internally or off site, save a
message for future reference, copy a message to another mailbox or delete a
message. Saved messages will be retained for a time period specified in class
of service.
Message Waiting Lamps/Bells
Message Waiting lamps can be lit on all Mitel PBX’s. COVoice will automatically keep track of whether a light should be on or off. The telephone
will ring once to activate and once to deactivate the light. If a light is not
installed on the specific telephone, the bell will ring at the interval set by the
PBX. The bell interval is set in System Options, Option 601, Register 6.
Refer to Mitel SX-20 practices 9102-095-210 for more options regarding the
PBX.
Multiple Languages*
As an option, the system will support English (US), English (UK), Mexican
Spanish, Canadian French, Mandarin Chinese, Japanese or a combination of
these languages by allowing each channel, trunk, or mailbox to be language
selectable.
When the caller selects a language, they will remain in the chosen language
until the call is completed.
Additional languages will be added based on customer request.
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Multiple or Single Greetings
Users may prerecord a single greeting or up to 10 greetings per mailbox.
Each greeting may be activated when desired. The type of greeting is selectable through class of service.
A Hotel/Motel default greeting is heard by the caller stating the guest is not
available. This greeting can be customized by the administrator for a specific
property greeting.
On/Off Site Mailbox Programming and Recording
Users have complete programming capability to all assigned features in their
mailbox through touch tone, on or off site. This also includes recording of
their outgoing mailbox greetings, notification of messages, etc.
On-Line Maintenance*
The system can be administered without the interruption of service for most
changes. Administration is achieved either through touch tone telephone,
locally through the keyboard, or off site through remote maintenance.
Many changes such as extension/mailbox MAC’s, menu MAC’s, system
defaults, prompt recording, etc. can be administered without the interruption
of service.
Password Protection
Mailboxes may be assigned a fixed or variable length password. Passwords
can be from 3 to 15 digits in length.
Personal Operator
Each mailbox can be programmed for a personal operator, rather than using
the primary system operator. While listening to a mailbox greeting, the caller
can press 0 and be transferred to a departmental secretary, assistant, or any
extension. (i.e.: A caller transfers to the sales department, all sales personnel
are busy, the caller dials 0 and transfers to the sales secretary, not the main
operator).
Access is controlled through class of service and modified from the mailbox
owner.
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Port Assignments
Each port must be assigned with its actual extension number from the PBX.
This allows for other dependent features, such as Loudspeaker Paging
Announcement and Call Retrieve, etc. to function correctly.
Quick Setup
Quick Setup is a powerful tool to help quickly program and bring the system
on line. Many of the default values and common features are set thus minimizing customization time.
Remote Maintenance and Modem
Complete system programming, diagnostics, and maintenance can be accessed remotely through the modem and “Host” remote maintenance software supplied with each COVoice system. ”Remote” remote maintenance
software (optional) is required to access the system from a remote computer.
COVoice can also be utilized to access the PBX for MAC’s through
COVTest.
Reports
COVoice provides a reporting facility capable of providing reports on
numerous system functions and activities. Information can also be exported
into a common format to allow import capabilities into a peripheral program.
Restricted Password
A restricted password can be assigned by a mailbox user to allow someone
else to login into their mailbox, retrieve messages, and save the message. No
message deletion is allowed.
Save Messages
The Save Message option can be enabled or disabled through class of service
to allow a mailbox owner the ability to save messages.
Scan Messages
Scan messages offers a unique and very efficient way to search for a specific
message. A user can press 71 and hear the first 5 seconds of each message.
Once the desired message has been located, pressing 1 will replay the
message from the beginning and offer all of the options available after the
message has been listened to. Priority, new, and saved messages can be
scanned.
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Scheduled Event
Scheduled Event is a very powerful feature allowing COVoice the ability to
dial virtually any digit string at any time or date on any specific channel. Not
only digit strings, but the ability to access all soft and hard keys gives
COVoice the capability to provide enhanced functionality through the display.
An example may be automatically switching the PBX from Day to Night
mode. The possibilities are endless.
Simplified Mailbox Activation
With the aid of tutorial prompts, first time users may quickly and easily set up
their mailbox by recording an outgoing greeting, recording their name and
entering a password.
Skip Messages
Messages can be skipped, thus advancing to the next message. Priority,
emergency, private, new, and saved messages can be skipped. To skip to the
next message, press 7 or 77 while listening to the message.
System Back-Up/Restore
A backup of system information may be archived for future retrieval and
restored at a later date. Each system should be backed up on a regular basis
and the disks should be stored in an off site location.
System Hardware
All systems include all necessary hardware to connect to the SX-20. COVoice
utilizes industry standard PC hardware which includes a 486 processor, Mitel
licensed and approved PC based COV card, an IDE hard disk drive, VGA
monitor, enhanced keyboard, and modem.
Systems are assembled, software is installed, and thoroughly tested at the
VSR manufacturing facility.
System Password Protection
Access to the system maintenance and programming is restricted by a password. Separate passwords can be used for remotely accessing the system and
administering the system.
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Transfers - Blind and Smart
COVoice supports both Blind and Smart transfers. Each extension can be
programmed for the appropriate transfer type.
Blind transfers rely exclusively on the PBX to route the call back to voicemail via call forwarding, if the caller does not answer. The SX-20 does
provide a conditional forwarding status enabling the ability to provide
conditional forwarding options to further route the caller. This form of
transfer will be used in most cases on the SX-20.
Smart transfers provide an intelligent determination of call status. By reading
the display, COVoice can determine if the called destination answers, is busy,
does not answer, or may be forwarded to another destination. COVoice can
appropriately route the call to the desired destination. Smart transfers are
required if call screening is used.
Trunk Routing
Each individual CO trunk can be programmed to route separately based on
time of day, day week, and/or specific day of year. This can be very useful in
a shared tenant service, specialized departmental routing, or in a multiple
company environment.
Transaction Processing
Callers may have 1 digit access to specific extensions, departments, or
specific greetings in each menu. This feature allows for callers to quickly
route through the system to the appropriate destination.
Voicemail/Extension Directories
The system may allow a caller to dial by name or dial alphabetically and
transfer to the appropriate extension, mailbox or announcement. A factory
recorded greeting may be utilized or users may rerecord and customize the
directory.
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VOICE SYSTEMS RESEARCH

This section outlines the
programming settings for the

Section 301-3:
Programming
the Mitel SX-20

Mitel SX-20 that VSR recommends you use with COVoice.
VSR has done extensive testing
to determine the best possible
PBX settings for tight
integration with COVoice. The
following pages include Mitel
SX-20 Programming Record
Sheets. Bold typed values and
settings in the tables indicate
that it is highly recommended
that you use these settings when
you install COVoice.
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What is required to program the PBX for COVoice?

Your Questions
Answered

Before programming the PBX, verify that you have the proper equipment
needed, such as a COV card, and a compatible software version. Specific
Mitel SX-20 hardware and software requirements for COVoice can be
found in section 301-1 of this manual.

What is involved in programming the PBX?
Programming the PBX involves Customer Data Entry, which is entering
the register codes in the command fields. You will find VSR's recommended register value entries on the following pages.

Should the PBX be programmed before installing COVoice?

WARNING! Only
Mitel Certified
Technicians should
attempt to program a
Mitel PBX.

Programming the PBX before you install COVoice is not necessary, but it
can make the installation process easier and more convenient. After the
PBX has been programmed, COVoice's Quick Setup allows you to have
COVoice running in a short amount of time. Preprogramming the PBX
can be done remotely, which can save you time at the customer site.
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SYSTEM OPTIONS PROGRAMMING (COMMAND 601)
DEFAULT DATA REGISTER 1

a

a:

Register Number

b:

Transfer Dial Tone

b

c

d

e

f

g

h

1 1

0

1

1

0

0

0

0 = Disable
1 = Enable
c:

Camp-on (Onto Stations Only)
0 = Disable
1 = Enable, Stations —> Stations
2 = Enable, Trunks —> Stations
3 = Enable, Both

d:

Discriminating Ringing
0 = Disable
1 = Enable

e:

Distinctive Callback Ringing
0 = Disable
1 = Enable

f:

Music on Hold
0 = Disable
1 = Enable

g:

Not Used

h:

Auto-hold on SUPERSET Set Switch to New Line
0 = Disable (auto-release)
1 = Enable
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SYSTEM OPTIONS PROGRAMMING (COMMAND 601) (CONT’D)
DEFAULT DATA REGISTER 2

a:

Register Number

b:

Automatic Diagnostics

a

b

c

d

e

f

2

1

0

1

0

0

g

h

0 = Disable
1 = Enable
c:

Executive Busy Override (Console)
0 = Disable
1 = Enable Except on Incoming Trunks
2 = Enable All Calls

d:

System Speed Dial Enable
0 = Disable
1 = Enable

e:

Last Number Dial Pound (#) Sign Access Enables
0 = Disable
1 = Enable

f:

Auto-Answer Enable
0 = Disable
1 = Enable

g,h:

Not Used

Note: Auto-Answer should not be enabled unless all trunks are provided with Disconnect
Supervision.
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SYSTEM OPTIONS PROGRAMMING (COMMAND 601) (CONT’D)
DEFAULT DATA REGISTER 3

a

b

c

d

e

f

g

3

3

2

3

3

2

1

a:

Register Number

b:

Timed Recall - Camp-on

h

b = (1—>7) X 10 s
c:

Timed Recall - Don’t Answer Time-out
c = (1—>7) X 10 s

d:

Timed Recall - Call Hold (Station)
d = (1—>4) X 1 min.

e:

Timed Recall - Call Hold (Prime Line/Attendant)
e = (1—>7) X 10 s

f:

Call Forward - Don’t Answer Time-out
f = (1—>7) X 10 s

g:

Delayed Ringing Key Time-out (SUPERSET Set)
g = (1—>3) X 10 s

h:

Not Used
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SYSTEM OPTIONS PROGRAMMING (COMMAND 601) (CONT’D)
DEFAULT DATA REGISTER 4

a:

Register Number

b:

Day TAFAS Mode

a

b

c

d

e

f

g

h

4

0

0

3

0

0

0

0

0 = Disable
1 = Immediate Switching to TAFAS
2 = Automatic Switching to TAFAS after Time-out
c:

Night TAFAS Mode
0 = Disable
1 = Immediate Switching to TAFAS
2 = Automatic Switching to TAFAS after Time-out

d:

Automatic Switch to TAFAS Time-out
d = (1—>7) X 10 s

e:

Station Calls to Attendant or Test Line Routed to Night Bells
0 = Disable
1 = Enable during Day Service
2 = Enable during Night Service
3 = Enable during both Day and Night Service

f,g:

Station to Attendant Answer Point during Console Inhabit or Night
Service
XX = 00 for Attendant
01 = 72 for Station Equipment Number

h:

Console Inhibit (must be set to 0)
0 = Disable
1 = Enable
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SYSTEM OPTIONS PROGRAMMING (COMMAND 601) (CONT’D)
DEFAULT DATA REGISTER 5

a:

Register Number

b,c:

Tone Plan

a

b

c

d

e

f

g

h

5

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

b,c = 00—>03 (refer to Table 4-1, Selectable Tone Plans)
d:

Ringing Frequency
0 = 20 Hz
1 = 25 Hz
2 = 17.5 Hz

e:

Trunk Digit-to-Pulse Translation
e = 0—>3 (refer to Table 4-2, Rotary Dial Pulse-to-Digit Translation Plan)

f:

Rotary Dial Station Pulse-to-Digit Translation
f = 0—>3 (refer to Table 4-2)

g:

Station Switchhook-Flash Timing
0 = 150-750 ms
1 = 150-1500 ms
2 = Flash is Release
3 = 90 ms Calibrated Flash (DTMF sets only)

h:

Station Digit Collection
1 = 10 pps
2 = 20 pps
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SELECTABLE TONE PLANS
TONE

TONE PLAN 00

TONE PLAN 01

TONE PLAN 02

TONE PLAN 03

Dial Tone

350/440 Hz; continuous

350/450 Hz; continuous

400 Hz; continuous

425 Hz; continuous

Busy Tone

480/620Hz; 500 ms On,
500 ms Off, repeated
continuously

400 Hz; 350 ms On, 350
ms Off, repeated
continuously

400 Hz; 500 ms On, 500
ms Off, repeated
continuously

425 Hz; 250 ms On, 250
ms Off, repeated
continuously

Ringback Tone

440/480 Hz; 1 sec. On, 3
sec. Off, repeated
continuously

400/450 Hz; 1 sec. On, 3
sec. Off, repeated
continuously

Reorder Tone

480/620 Hz; 250 ms On,
250 ms Off, repeated
continuously

400 Hz; continuous

400/450 Hz; 400 ms On, 425 Hz; 1 sec. On, 4 sec.
200 ms Off, 400 ms On, 2 Off, repeated continuously
sec. off, repeated
continuously
400 Hz; 250 ms On, 250
ms Off, repeated
continuously

425 Hz; 250 ms On, 250
ms Off, repeated
continuously

Camp-On Tone 440/480 Hz; single burst of 400/450 Hz; single burst of 400/450 Hz; single burst of 425 Hz; single burst of 200
200 ms

200 ms

200 ms

ms

Transfer Dial
Tone

350/440 Hz; 100 ms On, 350/450 Hz; 100 ms On, 400 Hz; 100 ms On, 100 425 Hz; 100 ms On, 100
100 ms Off, repeated three 100 ms Off, repeated three ms Off, repeated three
ms Off, repeated three
times, then continuous dial times, then continuous dial times, then continuous dial times, then continuous dial
tone
tone
tone
tone

Busy Override
Tone

440 Hz; 1 sec. burst of
440 Hz; 1 sec. burst of
400 Hz; 1 sec. burst of
425 Hz; 1 sec. burst of
warning tone then 200 ms warning tone, then 200 ms warning tone, then 200 ms warning tone, then 200 ms
burst of Busy Override
burst of Busy Overridde
burst of Busy Overridde
burst of Busy Overridde
Process tone repeated
Process tone repeated
Process tone repeated
Process tone repeated
every 6 sec
every 6 sec.
every 6 sec.
every 6 sec.

Discriminating
Dial

350/440 Hz; 100 ms On, 350/440 Hz; 100 ms On, 400 Hz; 100 ms On, 100 425 Hz; 100 ms On, 100
100 ms Off, repeated six 100 ms Off, repeated six ms Off, repeated six times, ms Off, repeated six times,
times, then continuous dial times then continuous dial then continuous dial tone then continuous dial tone
tone
tone

Trunk Camp-On 440 Hz; 100 ms On, 5 ms 440 Hz; 100 ms On, 5 ms 400 Hz; 100 ms On, 5 ms 425 Hz; 100 ms On, 5 ms
Off, repeated twice
Off, repeated twice
Off, repeated twice
Off, repeated twice
Tone
Tone heard from 440 Hz; 0.5 sec. On, 0.5 440 Hz; 0.5 sec. On, 0.5 400 Hz; 0.5 sec. On, 0.5 425 Hz; 0.5 sec. On, 0.5
sec. Off, continuous for 10 sec. Off, continuous for 10 sec. Off, continuous for 10 sec. Off, continuous for 10
originating
sec, then busy tone
sec, then busy tone
sec, then busy tone
sec, then busy tone
station
indicating the
ability to camp
on to the station
Three cycles of 0.3 sec On, Three cycles of 0.3 sec On, Three cycles of 0.3 sec On, Three cycles of 0.3 sec On,
Message
1.7 sec. off
1.7 sec. off
1.7 sec. off
1.7 sec. off
Waiting Ringing

Auto Wake-Up Four cycles of ringing at up Four cycles of ringing at up Four cycles of ringing at up Four cycles of ringing at up
to four 5 minute intervals. to four 5 minute intervals. to four 5 minute intervals. to four 5 minute intervals.
Ringing
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SYSTEM OPTIONS PROGRAMMING (COMMAND 601) (CONT’D)
Rotary Dial Pulse-to-Digit Translation Plans
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Number

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

1

of Pulses

2

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

10

3

10

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

DEFAULT DATA REGISTER 6

a

b

c

d

e

f

g

h

6

1

1

3

1

1

0

0

a:

Register Number

b:

Message Waiting System Enable
0 = Disable Message Waiting
1 = Enable Message Waiting
2 = Enable Message Waiting and 30 s Housephone (Manual Line)

c:

Message Waiting Indications During Day Service Only
0 = Disable
1 = Enable

d:

Message Waiting Indication Interval
d = (1 --> 4) x 5 min.

e:

Message Waiting Automatic Cancel
0 = Disable
1 = Enable

f:

Automatic Wake-Up
0 = Disable
1 = Enable with Wake-Up Tone
2 = Enable with Music
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SYSTEM OPTIONS PROGRAMMING (COMMAND 601) (CONT’D)
DEFAULT DATA REGISTER 7

a

b

c

d

e

f

g

7

0

6

0

8

1

1

a:

Register Number

b:

Data Demultiplexer Enable
0 = Disable
1 = Enable

c:

Printer Baud Rate
0 = 50 Baud
1 = 75 Baud
2 = 110 Baud
3 = 135 Baud
4 = 150 Baud
5 = 200 Baud
6 = 300 Baud
7 = 600 Baud
8 = 1200 Baud
9 = 1800 Baud

d:

Printer Parity
0 = No Parity
1 = Odd Parity
2 = Even Parity

e:

Printer Number of Bits Tx
5,6,7,8 = Number of Bits Tx

f:

Printer Number of Stop Bits
1,2 = Number of Stop Bits
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h

SYSTEM OPTIONS PROGRAMMING (COMMAND 601) (CONT’D)
g:

Printer Slow Carriage Return Option
0 = Disable
1 = Output 2 nulls at End-of-Line
2 = Output 4 nulls at End-of-Line
3 = Output 8 nulls at End-of-Line
4 = Output 16 nulls at End-of-Line
5 = Output 32 nulls at End-of-Line
6 = Output 64 nulls at End-of-Line

h:

Not Used

DEFAULT DATA REGISTER 8

a:

Register Number

b:

SMDR: System Enable

a

b

c

d

e

f

g

h

8

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0 = Disable
1 = Enable Incoming Trunk Calls Only
2 = Enable Outgoing Trunk Calls Only
3 = Enable Both Incoming and Outgoing Trunk Calls
c:

SMDR: Record Meter Pulses
0 = Disable
1 = Enable

d:

SMDR: Long Call Indicator
0 = Disable
1 = Enable
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SYSTEM OPTIONS PROGRAMMING (COMMAND 601) (CONT’D)
e:

SMDR: Record Only Incoming CO Trunk Calls
0 = Disable
1 = Enable

f:

SMDR: Drop Calls of Less Than Eight Digits
0 = Disable
1 = Enable

g:

SMDR: Drop Incomplete Outgoing Calls
0 = Disable
1 = Enable

h:

SMDR Purge
0 = Disable
1 = Enable
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FEATURE ACCESS CODE PROGRAMMING (Command 602)

FEATURE ACCESS CODES DEFAULT DATA

Register
a
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2

b
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
0
1
2
3
4
5

Access Code
c
0
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
7
7
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

d
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
0
1
4
5
5
5
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9

e

4
1
2
3
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

f

g

FEATURE
h
DIAL ACCESS TO ATTENDANT
PAGING ACCESS
CALL HOLD
CALL HOLD RETRIEVE-LOCAL
CALL HOLD RETRIEVE-REMOTE
DIAL CALL PICKUP
SYSTEM SPEED CALL ACCESS CODE
CALL FORWARD - FOLLOW ME
TAFAS PICKUP
CALL FORWARD DON'T ANSWER
CALL FORWARD - BUSY
PROGRAMMING & SPECIAL FUNCTIONS
ATTENDANT FUNCTIONS
STATION FEATURES RESET *
CALL PARK (ATTENDANT) 1
CALL PARK (ATTENDANT) 2
CALL PARK (ATTENDANT) 3
HUNT GROUP 1 ACCESS
HUNT GROUP 2 ACCESS
HUNT GROUP 3 ACCESS
HUNT GROUP 4 ACCESS
HUNT GROUP 5 ACCESS
HUNT GROUP 6 ACCESS
RING GROUP ACCESS
RMATS MODEM ACCESS

* Cancels Call Forwarding, Callback, and Do Not Disturb.
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CLASS-OF-SERVICE PROGRAMMING (COMMANDS 611 - 619)
DEFAULT DATA REGISTER 1

a:

Register Number

b:

Trunk Group 1 Access

a

b

c

d

e

f

g

h

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

0 = Disable
1 = Enable
c:

Trunk Group 2 Access
0 = Disable
1 = Enable

d:

Trunk Group 3 Access
0 = Disable
1 = Enable

e:

Trunk Group 4 Access
0 = Disable
1 = Enable

f:

Trunk Group 5 Access
0 = Disable
1 = Enable

g:

Trunk Group 6 Access
0 = Disable
1 = Enable

h:

Access to Trunk Group Overflow
0 = Disable
1 = Enable
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CLASS-OF-SERVICE PROGRAMMING (COMMANDS 611 - 619) (CONT’D)
DEFAULT DATA REGISTER 2

a

b

c

d

e

f

g

h

2

1

1

0

0

0

1

0

a:

Register Number

b:

Switchhook/Ground Button Flash
0 = Disable
1 = Flash for Consultation Hold
2 = Flash for Prime Line/Attendant

c:

Call Direction
0 = Originate Only
1 = Bothway Calling
2 = Receive Only

d:

Housephone (Manual Line)
0 = Disable
1 = Enable

e:

DISA Access Code Required
0 = Disable
1 = Enable

f:

Message Registration/Restrictive Station Control
0 = Disable Both
1 = Enable Restrictive Station Control Only
2 = Enable Message Registration Only
3 = Enable Both
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CLASS-OF-SERVICE PROGRAMMING (COMMANDS 611 - 619) (CONT’D)
g:

Message Waiting
0 = Disable
1 = Enable

h:

Rotary Only
0 = Disable
1 = Enable
DEFAULT DATA REGISTER 3

a

b

c

d

e

f

g

h

3

0

1

1

1

0

2

1

a:

Register Number

b:

Automatic Callback - Busy
0 = Disable
1 = Enable

c:

Paging Access
0 = Disable
1 = Enable

d:

Data Line Security
0 = Disable
1 = Enable

e:

Call Hold
0 = Disable
1 = Enable

f:

Controlled Station-to-Station Restriction (Call Block)
0 = Disable
1 = Enable
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CLASS-OF-SERVICE PROGRAMMING (COMMANDS 611 - 619) (CONT’D)
g:

TAFAS Access
0 = Disable
1 = Enable Pickup from Night Bells
2 = Enable Pickup from Night Bells/Attendant

h:

Class-of-Service SMDR Enable
0 = Disable
1 = Enable
DEFAULT DATA REGISTER 4

a

b

c

d

e

f

g

4

1

1

1

0

1

1

a:

Register Number

b:

Call Forward - Follow Me

h

0 = Disable
1 = Enable
2 = Enable, plus Enable to External Speed Call Number
c:

Call Forward - Busy
0 = Disable
1 = Enable
2 = Enable, plus Enable to External Speed Call Number

d:

Call Forward - Don’t Answer
0 = Disable
1 = Enable
2 = Enable, plus Enable to External Speed Call Number

e:

Proceed To Be Call Forwarded Externally
0 = Disable
1 = Enable
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CLASS-OF-SERVICE PROGRAMMING (COMMANDS 611 - 619) (CONT’D)
f:

Executive Busy Override
0 = Disable
1 = Enable Except on Incoming Trucks
2 = Enable on All Calls

g:

Executive Busy Override Security
0 = Disable
1 = Enable

h:

Not Used
DEFAULT DATA REGISTER 5

a

b

c

d

e

f

g

h

5

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

a:

Register Number

b:

Access to Speed Dial Numbers 10 through 19 (Table 1)
0 = Disable
1 = Enable

c:

Access to Speed Dial Numbers 20 through 29 (Table 2)
0 = Disable
1 = Enable

d:

Access to Speed Dial Numbers 30 through 39 (Table 3)
0 = Disable
1 = Enable

e:

Access to Speed Dial Numbers 40 through 49 (Table 4)
0 = Disable
1 = Enable
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f:

Access to Speed Dial Numbers 50 through 59 (Table 5)
0 = Disable
1 = Enable

g:

Access to Speed Dial Numbers 60 through 69 (Table 6)
0 = Disable
1 = Enable

h:

Last Number Redial Enable
0 = Disable
1 = Enable
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STATION HUNTING PROGRAMMING (COMMAND 631 - 636)
DEFAULT DATA REGISTER 1

a:

Register Number

b:

Hunt Type

a

b

c

1

0 0

d

e

f

g

h

0 = Circular
1 = Terminal
c:

Hunt Group Linking
0 = Unlinked Hunt Group
1—>6 = Link to Hunt Groups 1—>6

d,e,f,

Not Used

g,h:

DEFAULT DATA REGISTER 2 - 9

a

b

c

d

e

X Y Y Y
a:

Register Number
X = Register Numbers 2—>9

b,c,d:

Station Directory Number
YYY = COVoice Station Directory Number

e,f,g,h: Not Used
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f

g

h

SUPERSET SET PROGRAMMING (COMMANDS 701 - 740)
DEFAULT DATA KEY 01

a

b

c

d

e

0

1

1

1

1 d d d

a,b:

f

g

DEFAULT DATA KEYS 02—>15

h

a

b

c

d

f

g

h

X X 0

Key Number
XX = 01 to 15 for keys 1 to 15

c:

e

Equipment Function Type (EFT)
0 = Speed Call
1 = Prime Line
2 = Key Line
3 = Multiple-Call Line

Notes
1.
The SUPERSET Line Card can be
installed in Slot 1or Slot 2 of the SX-20
System. If it is installed in Slot 1,then
the equipment numbers range from 01 to
16. (Equipment Numbers 17 to 24 do not
exist.) If it is installed in Slot 2, then the
equipment numbers range from 25 to 40.

4 = Direct Trunk Select
2.
If Bit C (EFT) is set to 7 (Personal
Outgoing Line), then the system automatically sets Bit D(Ringing Type) to 0
(No Ring) and Bit E(Call Direction) to 0
( Originate Only).

5 = Direct Line Select
6 = Private Line
7 = Personal Outgoing Line
d:

Ringing Type
0 = No Ring
1 = Ring Immediately
2 = Delayed Ring - (refer to SYSTEM OPTIONS for timeout period)

e:

Call Direction
0 = Originate Only
1 = Bothway Calling
2 = Receive Only

f,g,h:

Directory Number or Trunk Equipment Number
If bit ‘EFT’ is 0, then ddd = Speed Call XXX
If bit ‘EFT’ is 1,2 or 3, then ddd = Station Directory Number XXX
If bit ‘EFT’ is 4 or 5, then ddd = Trunk Equipment Number XX
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Section 302-1
Mitel SX-50:
Requirements

Mitel SX-50: Requirements
302-1-1

Before your telephone system can
operate with COVoice, it must meet
some minimum requirements. If you
are sure that your telephone system
meets these requirements, you may
skip the minimum requirements
section of this chapter.

What does minimum requirements mean?

Your Questions
Answered

Meeting the minimum requirements means that most or all of the COVoice
functions will work with your telephone system. This includes the minimum
telephone system software and equipment requirements.

Will I need additional equipment?
By reading the section in this chapter entitled "Minimum Phone System
Requirements," you will be able to determine if there is any other equipment
necessary.

How does COVoice transfer calls?
COVoice can transfer calls via either blind or smart transfers. Blind Transfers
rely on the PBX to route the caller to COVoice in order to leave a message
for the appropriate person. In smart transfer mode, COVoice monitors the
transfer until it is complete.

Can COVoice light message lights?
Yes. Depending on which PBX and specific software level, a different
procedure may be used for each system.

How does COVoice handle a disconnect?
COVoice will immediately disconnect when a caller hangs up, whether it is
an internal or an external call. COVoice is programmed to read a low level
display indicating that caller has hung up.
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Minimum Phone System Requirements
MS-52, MS-54, or MS-55 software is required on the SX-50 PBX to provide full voice mail integration. MS-55 or later software is recommended to
take advantage of Mitel's latest integration. 1 COV port is required for each
COV port, and a COV line card is required (8 ports). When connecting the
ports to COVoice, use RJ-14 jacks, connecting 2 COV ports per jack. Line
cords are supplied with COVoice.
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Phone System
Requirements
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Section 302-2
COVoice Features
available on the
Mitel SX-50

Mitel SX-50:Features
302-2-1

COVoice is equipped with many
powerful features. The
functionality of these features
varies slightly with each Mitel
PBX. Described here are the
features available on the Mitel
SX-50.
In this section, you will also find
information about any special
software requirements or
additional equipment needed for
full feature access.

Advanced Menuing
Features marked with
a "*" will be available in COVoice software release 2.0.

A menu can use all keys (0-9,*,#) for specific and/or multiple functions. The
available options for each key are Call Transfer (Direct to specific extension,
Request an Extension, or First Key of an extension number range, i.e. extensions 100-199), Extension Directory, Mailbox Directory, Menu, Play File,
Voice Mail (Direct to a specific mailbox, Request a mailbox, or First Key of a
mailbox number range, i.e. mailbox 100-199), Select Language*, Hang-up, or
Invalid Key.
For example key 1 can be used for transferring to a department, i.e. sales, and
also used to transfer to an extension, i.e. extension 100, using the extension/
mailbox Immediate Dialing feature.
AMIS Analog Networking*
AMIS Analog Networking allows a mailbox owner to send and receive
messages to and from different site locations. Up to 99 separate sites can be
pre-programmed. Sites can be either a COVoice or VSR system, or any voice
mail system that conforms to the AMIS Analog standard. Multiple message
send parameters can be specified by site.
Audiotext
Mailbox or Play files may be recorded up to play 17 minutes or an unlimited
amount of time of outgoing information. This information can be linked together and a caller may transfer from one outgoing message to another. When
a mailbox is utilized, this information can be changed off-site.
Auto Copy*
A mailbox can be programmed to copy all new messages to another mailbox
or to a personal distribution list. Each mailbox can have 1 (one) Auto Copy
destination. This feature is controlled through class of service by the administrator.
Auto Day/Night Switching
Using the Scheduled Event feature described below, Day/Night mode can be
programmed to automatically switch to the required service any time of day,
day of week, and/or specific day of year. This feature eliminates the human
error when different modes of operation controlling trunks by time of day are
used.
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Auto Disk Optimization
During the designated system clean-up time, the hard drive will be
defragmented and all files will be properly compressed. Cleanup can be
programmed for any time of day or day of week.
Auto Message Pause on Hold
While listening to a message, pressing the Hold key on the Superset telephone will automatically pause playback of the message. Playback will
resume once the call is retrieved off of hold.
Also, a Manual Message Pause is possible by pressing the 8 key while
listening to a message. Playback will resume by pressing the 8 key again or if
the Manual Message Pause timer expires. The Manual Message Pause timer
is located in the class of service forms.
Note: Keep in mind the PBX class of service timer will control the hold
recall timer.
Auto Reply
When an internal extension calls another internal extension that is forwarded
to voicemail, the name or number of the calling extensions mailbox is
included with the message. This allows the recipient of the message to
quickly respond the sender by pressing the 5 (five) key and recording a
response.
Auto Switch Configuration
At installation, COVoice can automatically program the SX-50 to function
with the voice mail system. System options, extensions, and key assignments
can all be auto-programmed by COVoice. COVoice also can be used for on
going Adds, Moves, and Changes. Access to the PBX is achieved from one
of the ports that is programmed as a Sub-Attendant in the PBX.
Auto Time Synchronization
COVoice reads the time on the COV display and updates its internal clock, if
necessary. This insures that the PBX and COVoice are always using the same
time for important events requiring both systems to be synchronized.
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Caller Holding/Queuing
When callers are transferred to an extension that is busy, the caller can
request to be placed on hold. The system will inform the caller of their
position in the queue and allow them to hold, try another extension, or leave a
message.
Call Screening
Users may be notified of who is calling before the transfer occurs. Callers
announce their name and the user can either accept or reject the call. Smart
Transfer must be used for this feature.
Certified, Priority, Emergency* and Private Messages
Messages labeled with Certification allow the sender to receive a receipt in
their mailbox confirming the message has been retrieved by the intended
recipient. The time and date of retrieval is included in the message.
Messages labeled with Priority are heard prior to new messages, with the
exception of Emergency Messages*.
Messages labeled as Emergency* are heard prior to all new messages.
Messages labeled as Private cannot be copied to another mailbox.
Class of Service
The Class of service form allows for the customization of specific features
and functionality to be assigned as a template for a single or group of extensions/mailboxes.
Some of the available features are selection of mailbox mode, Hotel/Motel
features, timers, mailbox and extension maintenance options, forwarding
capabilities, notification options, password options, distribution lists types,
message sending options, loudspeaker paging options, personal operator,
holding, screening, and transfer type.
Cleanup
Cleanup is a utility program designed to defragment the hard disk drive, sort
and organize files and directories, purge old logs files, and purge old messages. Cleanup can be programmed at any time of day and day of week.
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COV Integration
COVoice utilizes the only Mitel approved COV PC card providing COV
integration. Because both the PBX and COV card were designed by Mitel,
COVoice provides the best integration possible. COVoice will integrate with
the following Mitel PBX’s: SX-20 generic 503 or greater, SX-50, SX-100/200
generic 217 or greater, SX-200D, SX-200FD, and SX-2000 systems. Each
PBX has independent features and capabilities.
COVTest
COVTest is a utility program designed to display up to 4 COV ports simultaneously. COVTest emulates the Superset 4 telephone and all softkey and
hardkey functionality, status, testing, and system programming.
Custom Prompt Recording
Prompts and Greetings can quickly and easily be recorded and replaced
through a touch tone telephone through the administrator’s mailbox or through
the recording studio accessed from the keyboard.
As an option, VSR can also provide custom Prompt, Greeting, and On-Hold
information from our recording studio.
Date and Time Stamping
A date and time stamp may automatically or manually be heard indicating
when a message was sent. This may be programmed by the user through the
mailbox or by the administrator.
Definable Primary/Secondary System Operators
Any extension number may be assigned as the primary operator or the
secondary operator. A caller pressing 0 from a mailbox will reach the primary
or possibly the secondary operator, unless the specific extension has a personal operator assigned (See Personal Operator for more information). The
secondary operator will be called if the primary operator does not answer.
Dial Through during Greeting
While listening to a mailbox greeting, a caller may dial another extension and
routed to that specific extension. (i.e.,: A caller transfers to the company
president, goes to voice mail and dials the executive secretary’s extension as
designated by the mailbox greeting).
This feature may be enabled or disabled through class of service.
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Digital Messaging On Hold (DMOH)*
DMOH allows one or more play files recorded on COVoice to be played over
the PBX’s Music On Hold (MOH). Customers may wish to provide information about their company and provide this to their customers. VSR offers
professional Information On Hold recording optionally.
Distribution Lists
This feature allows a list of mailboxes to be assigned to a distribution list.
A Broadcast list includes all mailboxes on the system, with the exception of
those who have disabled their inclusion via class of service.
A System list can include up to 200 mailboxes. This list can be accessed by
all mailbox owners who have been granted access via class of service.
A Personal list is programmed and accessed only by the mailbox owner.
A Manual list is a list created “on the fly” by the mailbox owner. A Manual
list may be saved as a personal list for future message sending.
DND-Treat as CFFM
This feature determines whether COVoice will treat the called extension
which has been placed in DND as a Busy condition or follow the Always
forwarding option in the extension form.
Easily Constructed Menu System
Menus can be easily constructed and maintained on site or remotely. Outgoing information, extension/mailbox directories, call transfers, access to voicemail, etc. may be quickly and easily set up and modified when needed.
Up to 5 prompts can be assigned to each menu. Menu construction can be up
to 99 levels deep.
Enhanced Notification (Cascading)
Users may be notified of messages by programming COVoice to call a pager,
cellular telephone, internal, or an external telephone number. Enhanced
notification allows up to 10 telephone numbers per mailbox allowing multiple attempts and flexible intervals between calls, stopping when a message
has been retrieved by the user. Enhanced notification will continue through
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the list of programmed numbers until the message has been retrieved or if
the intervals have been exceeded. Each entry can be activated by type of
message, time of day, and day or date. Pagers can be sent the type and
quantity of messages, as well as additional digits. A user must enter their
password to retrieve their message.
Extension/Mailbox Creation and Editing
Extensions and mailboxes may be added and/or edited by the system
administrator. This can be programmed via touch tone telephone, or directly
at the keyboard, or through remote maintenance without interruption of
service.
Extension/Mailbox Range Selection
A complete range of extensions may be assigned quickly by the system
administrator, eliminating the need to add extensions one at a time. Many
common features can be created in the range. Existing extensions and
mailboxes can be copied and used as a template for range programming.
External Priority and Emergency Labeling
External callers can elect to send their message with priority or as and
Emergency Message. This allows for the emergency and priority message
to be listened to prior to any new messages in the mailbox.
Fax Tone Detection
If a fax tone is detected by the system, a transfer can occur to a designated
fax extension. This eliminates the need for a separate fax telephone number
and as an example, allows for the use of 800 numbers common to the
system be used for additional functionality..
Fast-Forward/Rewind Message
A mailbox user may fast-forward or rewind for a specific length of time,
which is programmed in class of service, while listening to a message. The
user presses the * key to rewind and the # key to fast-forward. Multiple key
presses will be recognized.
Flexible Channel Controls and Time Settings
The Channel form is a very unique and powerful tool which can be programmed to accommodate virtually any display that COVoice may receive
from the PBX. It is also where scheduled events are programmed.
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Advanced routing by extension, trunk, or hunt group can be independently
controlled by time of day, day of week, and/or day of year. Specialized
voicemail routing and forwarding information can also be programmed.
Flexible Extension/Mailbox Length
Extensions and Mailboxes can be programmed in variable lengths from 2-6
digits. Extensions can begin with 0-9 and *. Mailboxes can begin with 1-9.
Forwarding: Mailbox & Extension
Users may forward their extension or mailbox to another mailbox, extension,
menu or external number. This may be activated on or off-site and preprogrammed to be activated at specific times and dates.
Each extension in COVoice can be programmed for conditional forwarding.
Always, No Answer, and Busy conditions can each be separately routed to
different destinations. No Answer and Busy condition may have an alternative
secondary destination. Extension forwarding can be programmed for Smart or
Blind transfers.
Future Delivery*
Messages can be recorded and sent on a predetermined day. Each mailbox can
have future delivery based upon Class of Service.
Holiday Greetings and Settings
Any date can be considered a holiday. A separate menu and greetings can be
pre-programmed by date and trunk to provide specific information.
Hotel/Motel Package
The Hotel/Motel package is included with the system. Mailboxes are specifically designed for the Hotel/Motel guest. Features include single button access
to voice mail system from the room, wake-up calls, ease of use, remote
retrieval of messages from outside the room, callers and guests dial 0 to reach
the hotel operator at any time, password required or not required based on
class of service, simplified transfers from attendant to voice mail. Messages
can be forced to be discarded or saved via class of service.
A default greeting is heard by the caller stating the guest is not available. This
greeting can be customized by the administrator for a specific property
greeting.
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A Hotel/Motel administrator, assigned through class of service, can perform
many routine tasks such setting and resetting guest room mailboxes, setting,
checking, and printing wake up calls, and leaving messages. Multiple administrators may be assigned to this function.
Immediate Dialing
In the menu form, the Immediate Dialing field can be programmed to enable
multiple functions for the same key. For example, if key 1 is set to CALL
TRANSFER to extension 105 and the PBX extensions are in the 100 number
range, selecting EXTENSION allows a single key press of 1 to be routed to
extension 105 extension and the entry of a specific extension number i.e. 127
to be routed to that individual extension.
Loudspeaker Paging Announcement and Call Retrieve
COVoice gives a caller, attempting to reach an extension that has been
forwarded to voice mail, the option to either “leave a message, try another
extension, or have me paged”. If the caller elects “to have me paged”,
COVoice will place the caller on hold, dial the paging system access code,
make a paging announcement “I have a call for Joe Smith, please dial 53301”.
(Where 53 is the Call Hold Retrieve Remote Access Code and 301 is the
extension number of the voice mail extension that is holding the call.) Joe
Smith would go to any telephone on the system and retrieve the call by dialing
the specified code. If Joe Smith does not retrieve the call, the caller can leave
a message or try another extension.
Note: Codes listed above are only examples. COVoice can accommodate
existing codes.
Loudspeaker Play File
This feature will play a voice file over the paging system at a specific time.
For example, a customer may be a retail store that closes at 6:00 PM. At 5:45
PM, an announcement can be made asking all customers to bring their
purchases to the cashier. Many other options are available.
Mailbox Modes
A mailbox can be programmed to emulate different characteristics. The
following is a list of available modes.
Take Messages: Typical mailbox setting for most applications. This mode
allows the greeting to be played and the caller to leave a message. The caller
can simply hang up or press any key for more options.
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Greeting Only: This mode will play the greeting, and then hang up. DTMF
digits are allowable in this mode. If mailbox forwarding is defined, the caller
will route to the forwarding destination rather than hanging up.
Hotel/Motel: This mode is primarily for guest rooms. A caller will hear a
prerecorded greeting indicating the guest is unavailable. The caller has the
option of leaving a message or transferring to the Hotel operator. The prerecorded greeting can be rerecorded to meet the Hotels needs.
The guest has the ability to have a single button access to voicemail for
message retrieval or setting wake up calls. Simplified instructions walk the
guest through these options.
Hotel/Motel Admin: A Hotel/Motel administrator has access to routine
tasks such as setting and resetting guest room mailboxes, setting, checking,
and printing wake up calls, and leave messages. Multiple administrators may
be assigned to this function.
Q & A: A mailbox can be programmed for the Question and Answer (Q&A)
mode. Mailboxes may be programmed to ask up to 99 questions per mailbox.
Answers may be via voice, touch tone 0-9, or 1 for yes or 2 for no. When
played back, one contiguous message is heard. Each answer is replayed after
playing the appropriate question number. Forward and rewind features are
allowed during playback.
RAD: A mailbox can be programmed for RAD (Recording Announcement
Device) mode. This mailbox mode can be used even if an ACD system is not
used. A RAD mailbox will play the greeting, ignore DTMF digits, wait 2
(two) seconds after greeting ends, and then hang up or if mailbox forwarding
is defined, the caller will route to the forwarding destination.
RADs are typically used in an ACD environment to provide messages to
callers informing them of their status in queue or provide information about
the company. A RAD on the Mitel PBX connects through as ONS analog
connection. Additional hardware is required if ACD RADs are to be used as
specified by Mitel.
Service Bureau Mailbox: The Service Bureau Mailbox mode allows a
mailbox to be programmed to play a mailbox greeting, take a message, and
then hang up. All DTMF digits are ignored. This mode is typical for customers who resell mailboxes to end users and who want restrictive access.
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System Administrator*: This mode gives the mailbox owner the ability to
make low level changes to the system from their mailbox. Some of the
capabilities are extension and mailbox creation, resetting mailbox features
and passwords, rerecord prompts, etc.
Manual Message Pause
A Manual Message Pause occurs by pressing the 8 key while listening to a
message. Playback will resume by pressing the 8 key again or if the Manual
Message Pause timer expires. The Manual Message Pause timer is located in
the Class of Service Forms.
Menu Prompt Recording
Menu Prompts may easily be recorded through any touch tone telephone
either on or off site, or they can be imported from another medium such as a
DAT tape. Up to 5 prompts per menu are allowed.
Message Retrieve, Save, Copy and Delete
A user may retrieve messages in their mailbox internally or off site, save a
message for future reference, copy a message to another mailbox or delete a
message. Saved messages will be retained for a time period specified in class
of service.
Message Waiting Lamps/Bells
Message Waiting lamps can be lit on all Mitel PBX’s. If a light is not installed on the specific telephone, the bell will ring at the interval set by the
PBX. The bell interval is set in System Options, Command 100 Register 12.
Refer to Mitel SX-50 practices for more options regarding the PBX.
Multiple Languages*
As an option, the system will support English (US), English (UK), Mexican
Spanish, Canadian French, Mandarin Chinese, Japanese or a combination of
these languages by allowing each channel, trunk, or mailbox to be language
selectable.
When the caller selects a language, they will remain in the chosen language
until the call is completed.
Additional languages will be added based on customer request.
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Multiple or Single Greetings
Users may prerecord a single greeting or up to 10 greetings per mailbox.
Each greeting may be activated when desired. The type of greeting is selectable through class of service.
A Hotel/Motel default greeting is heard by the caller stating the guest is not
available. This greeting can be customized by the administrator for a specific
property greeting.
On/Off Site Mailbox Programming and Recording
Users have complete programming capability to all assigned features in their
mailbox through touch tone, on or off site. This also includes recording of their
outgoing mailbox greetings, notification of messages, etc.
On-Line Maintenance*
The system can be administered without the interruption of service for most
changes. Administration is achieved either through touch tone telephone,
locally through the keyboard, or off site through remote maintenance.
Many changes such as extension/mailbox MAC’s, menu MAC’s, system
defaults, prompt recording, etc. can be administered without the interruption
of service.
Password Protection
Mailboxes may be assigned a fixed or variable length password. Passwords
can be from 3 to 15 digits in length.
Personal Operator
Each mailbox can be programmed for a personal operator, rather than using
the primary system operator. While listening to a mailbox greeting, the caller
can press 0 and be transferred to a departmental secretary, assistant, or any
extension. (i.e.: A caller transfers to the sales department, all sales personnel
are busy, the caller dials 0 and transfers to the sales secretary, not the main
operator).
Access is controlled through class of service and modified from the mailbox
owner.
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Port Assignments
Each port must be assigned with its actual extension number from the PBX.
This allows for other dependent features, such as Loudspeaker Paging
Announcement and Call Retrieve, etc. to function correctly.
Quick Setup
Quick Setup is a powerful tool to help quickly program and bring the system
on line. Many of the default values and common features are set thus minimizing customization time.
Remote Maintenance and Modem
Complete system programming, diagnostics, and maintenance can be accessed remotely through the modem and “Host” remote maintenance software supplied with each COVoice system. ”Remote” remote maintenance
software (optional) is required to access the system from a remote computer.
COVoice can also be utilized to access the PBX for MAC’s through
COVTest.
Reports
COVoice provides a reporting facility capable of providing reports on numerous system functions and activities. Information can also be exported into a
common format to allow import capabilities into a peripheral program.
Restricted Password
A restricted password can be assigned by a mailbox user to allow someone
else to login into their mailbox, retrieve messages, and save the message. No
message deletion is allowed.
Save Messages
The Save Message option can be enabled or disabled through class of service
to allow a mailbox owner the ability to save messages.
Scan Messages
Scan messages offers a unique and very efficient way to search for a specific
message. A user can press 71 and hear the first 5 seconds of each message.
Once the desired message has been located, pressing 1 will replay the
message from the beginning and offer all of the options available after the
message has been listened to. Priority, new, and saved messages can be
scanned.
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Scheduled Event
Scheduled Event is a very powerful feature allowing COVoice the ability to
dial virtually any digit string at any time or date on any specific channel. Not
only digit strings, but the ability to access all soft and hard keys gives
COVoice the capability to provide enhanced functionality through the display.
An example may be automatically switching the PBX from Day to Night
mode. The possibilities are endless.
Simplified Mailbox Activation
With the aid of tutorial prompts, first time users may quickly and easily set up
their mailbox by recording an outgoing greeting, recording their name and
entering a password.
Skip Messages
Messages can be skipped, thus advancing to the next message. Priority,
emergency, private, new, and saved messages can be skipped. To skip to the
next message, press 7 or 77 while listening to the message.
System Back-Up/Restore
A backup of system information may be archived for future retrieval and
restored at a later date. Each system should be backed up on a regular basis
and the disks should be stored in an off site location.
System Hardware
All systems include all necessary hardware to connect to the SX-50. COVoice
utilizes industry standard PC hardware which includes a 486 processor, Mitel
licensed and approved PC based COV card, an IDE hard disk drive, VGA
monitor, enhanced keyboard, and modem.
Systems are assembled, software is installed, and thoroughly tested at the
VSR manufacturing facility.
System Password Protection
Access to the system maintenance and programming is restricted by a password. Separate passwords can be used for remotely accessing the system and
administering the system.
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Transfers - Blind and Smart
COVoice supports both Blind and Smart transfers. Each extension can be
programmed for the appropriate transfer type.
Blind transfers rely exclusively on the PBX to route the call back to voicemail via call forwarding, if the caller does not answer. The SX-50 does
provide a conditional forwarding status enabling the ability to provide
conditional forwarding options to further route the caller. This form of
transfer will be used in most cases on the SX-50.
Smart transfers provide an intelligent determination of call status. By reading
the display, COVoice can determine if the called destination answers, is busy,
does not answer, or may be forwarded to another destination. COVoice can
appropriately route the call to the desired destination. Smart transfers are
required if call screening is used.
Trunk Routing
Each individual CO trunk can be programmed to route separately based on
time of day, day week, and/or specific day of year. This can be very useful in
a shared tenant service, specialized departmental routing, or in a multiple
company environment.
Transaction Processing
Callers may have 1 digit access to specific extensions, departments, or
specific greetings in each menu. This feature allows for callers to quickly
route through the system to the appropriate destination.
Voicemail/Extension Directories
The system may allow a caller to dial by name or dial alphabetically and
transfer to the appropriate extension, mailbox or announcement. A factory
recorded greeting may be utilized or users may rerecord and customize the
directory.
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This section outlines the
programming settings for the

Section 302-3
Programming
the Mitel SX-50

Mitel SX-50 that VSR
recommends you use with
COVoice. VSR has done
extensive testing to determine
the best possible PBX settings
for tight integration with
COVoice. The following pages
include Mitel SX-50 Programming Record Sheets. Bold
typed values and settings in

the tables indicate that it is
highly recommended that you
use these settings when you
install COVoice.
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What is required to program the PBX for COVoice?

Your Questions
Answered

Before programming the PBX, verify that you have the proper equipment
needed, such as a COV card, and a compatible software version. Specific
Mitel SX-50 hardware and software requirements for COVoice can be
found in section 302-1 of this manual.

What is involved in programming the PBX?
Programming the PBX involves Customer Data Entry, which is entering
the register codes in the command fields. You will find VSR's recommended register value entries on the following pages.

Should the PBX be programmed before installing COVoice?

WARNING! Only
Mitel Certified
Technicians should
attempt to program a
Mitel PBX.

Programming the PBX before you install COVoice is not necessary, but it
can make the installation process easier and more convenient. After the
PBX has been programmed, COVoice's Quick Setup allows you to have
COVoice running in a short amount of time. Preprogramming the PBX
can be done remotely, which can save you time at the customer site.
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COMMAND 100 System Options Programming
Overflow control

a

b

0

8

a,b:

Register Number

c:

Overflow Mode In Day Service

c

d

e

f

g

h

i

0 = Disable
1 = Immediate Switching to Overflow
2 = Automatic Switching to Overflow after Timeout
3 = Automatic Switching to Night Service
d:

Overflow Mode In Night Service
0 = Disable
1 = Immediate Switching to Overflow
2 = Automatic Switching to Overflow after Timeout

e:

Automatic Switch To Overflow Timeout (1—> 7) X 10 seconds

f:

Internal Calls To Console Routed to Overflow
0 = Disable
1 = Enable During Day Service
2 = Enable During Night Service
3 = Enable During Both Day and Night Service

g,h,i

Overflow Point
000 = Night Bell
001 -> 160 = Station (Equipment Number)
161 -> 166 = Hunt Group
167 = Ring Group
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COMMAND 100 System Options Programming (CONT'D.)
Message Waiting

a

b

c

d

e

f

1

2

1

0

2

0

a,b:

Register Number

c:

Message Waiting System Enable
0 = Disable
1 = Enable with Lamps
2 = Enable with Bells
3 = Enable with 30- second Manual Line

d:

Message Waiting Indication
0 = Always
1 = During Day Service Only

e:

Message Waiting Indication Interval (1—>4) X 5 minutes

f:

Message Waiting Automatic Cancel
0 = Disable
1= Enable
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FEATURE ACCESS CODE PROGRAMMING
COMMAND 110
a
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
4

b
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
0
1

c
0
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
6
7
7
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
7
7
7
6
7
6
6
6

d

6
6
6
6

5
6
7
9

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
0
0
1
4
5
5
5
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
2
5
6
1
4
2
3
4

e

f
DIAL ACCESS TO ATTENDANT
PAGING ACCESS
CALL HOLD
CALL HOLD RETRIEVE-LOCAL
CALL HOLD RETRIEVE-REMOTE
DIAL CALL PICKUP
SYSTEM ABBREVIATED DIAL ACCESS
CALL FORWARD - FOLLOW ME
TAFAS PICKUP
CALL FORWARD NO ANSWER
CALL FORWARD - BUSY
CALL FORWARD - BUSY/NO ANSWER
PROGRAMMING ACCESS
ATTENDANT FUNCTIONS
CLEAR ALL FEATURES
CALL PARK (ATTENDANT) 1
CALL PARK (ATTENDANT) 2
CALL PARK (ATTENDANT) 3
HUNT GROUP 1 ACCESS
HUNT GROUP 2 ACCESS
HUNT GROUP 3 ACCESS
HUNT GROUP 4 ACCESS
HUNT GROUP 5 ACCESS
HUNT GROUP 6 ACCESS
RING GROUP ACCESS
RMATS MODEM ACCESS
ONS MESSAGE WAITING ACTIVATE *
ACCOUNT CODE ENTRY
RESERVED
ATTENDANT/DIRECTED CALL PICKUP
MAID IN ROOM
CALLBACK SETUP
DO NOT DISTURB
HUNT GROUP LOGIN/LOGOUT
DID LDN 1 ACCESS **
DID LDN 2 ACCESS **
DID LDN 3 ACCESS **
ONS MESSAGE WAITING CALLBACK *
ONS CANCEL MESSAGE WAITING *
VAC ACCESS *
WAKEUP FROM EXTENSION *

4
1
2
3
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

7

*Not available in versions prior to MS54
**Not available in MS51-MR0
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COMMANDS 121—>129 COS 1—>COS 9 Programming
Register 1

b:

a

b

c

d

e

f

g

h

i

j

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

1

Trunk Group 1 Access
0= Disable
1= Enable

c:

Trunk Group 2 Access
0= Disable
1= Enable

d:

Trunk Group 3 Access
0= Disable
1= Enable

e:

Trunk Group 4 Access
0= Disable
1= Enable

f:

Trunk Group 5 Access
0= Disable
1= Enable

g:

Trunk Group 6 Access
0= Disable
1= Enable

h:

Trunk Group Overflow Access
0= Disable
1= Enable
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COMMANDS 121—>129 COS 1—>COS 9 Programming (CONT'D.)
i:

RESERVED

j:

Authorized Trunk to Trunk Connection
0= Disable
1= Enable
Register 2

b:

a

b

c

d

e

f

g

h

i

j

k

2

1

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

Switchhook/Ground Button Flash
0 = Disable
1 = Flash For Consultation Hold
2 = Flash For Test Line/Attendant

c:

Call Direction
0 = Originate only
1 = Bothway calling
2 = Receive Only

d:

Automatic Ringdown Circuit
0 = Disable
1 = Enable

e:

DISA Access Code Required
0 = Disable
1 = Enable
2= Special DISA /VAC Required

f:

Message Registration/Restrictive Station Control
0 = Disable both
1 = Enable restrictive station control only
2 = Enable message registration only
3 = Enable both
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COMMANDS 121—>129 COS 1—>COS 9 Programming (CONT'D.)
g:

Message Waiting
0 = Disable
1 = Enable

h:

Rotary Only (DISA E&M trunks only)
0 = Disable
1 = Enable

i:

RESERVED

J:

SUPERSET 4/SUPERSET 420 Headset Operation
0 = Disable
1 = Enable

k:

Do Not Disturb
0 = Disable
1 = Enable
Register 3

b:

a

b

c

d

e

f

g

h

i

j

k

3

0

1

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

Automatic Callback Busy/No Answer
0 = Disable
1 = Enable

c:

Paging Access
0 = Disable
1 = Enable

d:

Data Line Security
0 = Disable
1 = Enable
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COMMANDS 121—>129 COS 1—>COS 9 Programming (CONT'D.)
e:

Call Hold
0 = Disable
1 = Enable

f:

Call Block
0 = Disable
1 = Enable

g:

TAFAS Access
0 = Disable
1 = Enable Pickup Form Night Bells
2 = Enable Pickup From Night Bells/Attendant

h:

COS SMDR
0 = Disable
1 = Enable

i:

Room Status
0 = Disable
1 = Enable

j:

ONS Callback No Answer
Activation During Ringback
0 = Disable
1 = Enable

k:

Voice Mail Port
0 = Disable
1 = Message Optimization Control*
2 = Send Disconnect Tone
*Available with MS54 andMS55 only
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COMMANDS 121—>129 COS 1—>COS 9 Programming (CONT'D.)
Register 4

b:

a

b

c

d

e

f

g

h

i

j

4

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

Call Forward - Follow Me
0 = Disable all Call Forwarding
1 = Allow Forwarding of trunks or extensions to internal numbers only
2 = Allow Forwarding of extensions only to internal or external numbers
3 = Allow forwarding of trunks or extensions to internal or external numbers

c:

Call Forward - Busy
0 = Disable all Call Forwarding
1 = Allow forwarding of trunks or extensions to internal numbers only
2 = Allow forwarding of extensions only to internal or external numbers
3 = Allow forwarding of trunks or extensions to internal or external numbers

d:

Call Forward - No Answer
0 = Disable all Call Forwarding
1 = Allow forwarding to trunks or extensions to internal numbers only
2 = Allow forwarding of extensions only to internal or external numbers
3 = Allow forwarding of trunks or extensions to internal or external numbers

e:

Call Forward Busy/No Answer
0 = Disable all Call Forwarding
1 = Allow forwarding of trunks or extensions to internal numbers only
2 = Allow forwarding of extensions only to internal or external numbers
3 = Allow forwarding of trunks or extensions to internal or external numbers

f:

Proceed To Be Call Forwarded Externally
0 = Disable
1 = Enable
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COMMANDS 121—>129 COS 1—>COS 9 Programming (CONT'D.)
g:

Executive Busy Override
0 = Disable
1 = Enable Except on Incoming trunks
2 = Enable On All Calls

h:

Executive Busy Override Security
0 = Disable
1 = Enable

i:

Associated Modem Line
0 = Disable
1 = Enable

j:

Wake Up from Extension
0 = Disable
1 = Enable
Register 5

b:

a

b

c

d

e

f

g

h

i

j

k

5

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Abbreviated Dial Numbers 10 —> 19 or 100 —> 199
0 = Disable
1 = Enable

c:

Abbreviated Dial Numbers 20 —> 29 or 200 —> 299
0 = Disable
1 = Enable

d:

Abbreviated Dial Numbers 30 —> 39 or 300 —> 399
0 = Disable
1 = Enable
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COMMANDS 121—>129 COS 1—>COS 9 Programming (CONT'D.)
e:

Abbreviated Dial Numbers 40 —> 49 or 400 —> 499
0 = Disable
1 = Enable

f:

Abbreviated Dial Number 50 —> 59 or 500 —> 599
0 = Disable
1 = Enable

g:

Abbreviated Dial Numbers 60 —> 69 or 600 —> 699
0 = Disable
1 = Enable

h:

Abbreviated Dial Numbers 70 —> 79 or 700 —> 799
0 = Disable
1 = Enable

i:

Abbreviated Dial Numbers 80 —> 89 or 800 —> 899
0 = Disable
1 = Enable

j:

Abbreviated Dial Numbers 90 —> 99 or 900 —> 999
0 = Disable
1 = Enable

k:

Last Number Redial
0 = Disable
1 = Enable
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COMMANDS 121—>129 COS 1—>COS 9 Programming (CONT'D.)
Register 7

b:

a

b

c

d

e

f

g

7

0

0

1

0

0

0

h

SUPERSET 4/SUPERSET 420 Message Programming
0 = Disable
1 = Enable

c:

Account Code Entry
0 = Not allowed
1 = Optional
2 = Required for Toll Calls Only
3 = Required for all Calls (Toll & Non-Toll)

d:

Auxiliary Attendant Position
0 = Disable
1 = Enable

e:

Directed Call Pickup
0 = Disable
1 = Enable

f:

Directed Call Pickup Security
0 = Disable
1 = Enable

g:

Hunt Group Login
0 = Disable
1 = Enable
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COMMANDS 121—>129 COS 1—>COS 9 Programming (CONT'D.)
Register 8

b:

a

b

c

d

e

f

g

8

0

0

0

0

0

0

Extension Camp-on
0 = Disable
1 = Enable

c:

CO Trunk Camp-on
0 = Disable
1 = Enable

d:

Inward Dial Trunk Camp-on
0 = Disable
1 = Enable

e:

DID Restriction
0 = Disable
1 = Enable

COMMANDS 301 —> 310 SLOT 1 —> SLOT 10
Extension Programming

a,b:

a

b

c

d

e

f

g

h

i

j

k

l

.

.

0

9

0

0

0

0

x

x

x

x

Circuit numbers 01 —> 16 ( 01 —> 08 for COV and DNIC Card)

NOTE: Even circuit numbers are invalid for the OPS Line Card.
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COMMANDS 301 —> 310 SLOT 1 —> SLOT 10 (CONT'D.)
c:

Extension Type
0 = Extension
1 = Contact Monitor
2 —> 9 = Hotline Groups 2 —> 9

d:

Class of Service 1 —> 9
0 = No Class of Service

e:

Allow Attendant to Change Extension COS
0 = Not Allowed
1 = Allowed

f:

Pickup Group 1 —> 7
0 = No Pickup Group

g:

ARS Routing Class of Service (RCS)
0 = ARS Does not Apply
1 = RCS1
2 = RCS2
3 = RCS3
4 = Attendant Selectable RCS

h:

OPS Loop Length (no effect on ONS circuits)
0 = Short (under 2km)
1 = Long (over 2km)

i->l:

Extension Number 1 —> 9999
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Extension Hunt Group Programming
Extension Hunt Group Programming assigns extensions to Hunt Groups. The
installer enters the type of hunting, the linked Hunt Group number (if any) and
up to 8 extension numbers.

COMMANDS 361 —> 366
a

b

c

1

0

0

For 12 Port Systems, link 2 Hunt Groups together
a:

Register Number

b:

Hunt Type
0 = Circular
1 = Terminal

c:

Hunt Group Linking
0 = Unlinked
1 —> 6 = Link to Hunt Group 1 —> 6
a

b

c

.

a:

Hunt Group Member Number 2 —> 9

b->e:

Hunt Group Member Extension Number
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d

e

COMMANDS 401 —> 480 SUPERSET Telephone Programming
a

b

c

d

e

f

g

h

i

First available card slot for COV Card.
*1 for Key Number 01,0 for Keys numbered 02 —> 15
a,b:

SUPERSET Telephone Key Number

c:

Line Appearance Type
0 = Speed Dial Key
1 = Prime Line (key 01 only - nonprogrammable
2 = Key Line, 3 = Multiple Call Line
4 = Direct Trunk Select
5 = Direct Line Select
6 = Private Line
7 = Personal Outgoing line
8 = Attendant Function Key (programmable on key 03 only
and valid for SUPERSET 3 sets only)
d:

Ringing Type (Line Appearance Type 0 or 8)
0 = No Ring
1 = Immediate Ring
2 = Delay Ring

e:

Call Direction (Line Appearance Type 0 or 8
0 = Originate Only
1 = Bothway Calling
2 = Receive Only
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d,e:

f->i:

Attendant Function Key (Line Appearance Type = 8 only)
01=

DIAL 0

02=

DO NOT DISTURB

03=

RECALL

04=

HOLD 1

05=

HOLD 2

06=

HOLD 3

07=

LDN 1

08=

LDN 2

09=

LDN 3

10=

MESSAGE WAITING

11=

MSG REGISTER

12=

NIGHT SERVICE

13=

OVERFLOW

Extension or Trunk Number
Extension Number for line Types 1,2,3 & 7
Trunk Number for Line Types 4,5, & 6
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Key Programming for 4 Port COVoice Systems
a, b: Key Number
c:
Line Appearance Type
0 = Speed Dial Key
1 = Prime Line (key 01 only-nonprogrammable)
2 = Key Line
3 = Multiple Call Line
4 = Direct Trunk Select
5 = Direct Line Select
6 = Private Line
7 = Personal Outgoing Line
8 = Attendant Function Key (Aux. Attendant only)
9 = Message Waiting Key (programmable on key 03 only)
(Valid for SUPERSET 3 telephone only)
d:
Ringing Type (Line Appearance Type not equal to 0 or 8)
1 = Immediate Ring
0 = No Ring
2 = Delay Ring
Auto Attendant Function Key
(Line Appearance Type = 8 only)
See Aux. Attendant Functions table and Note below.

a

b

c

d

e

f

g

h

i

0

1

1

1

1

x

x

x

x

0

2

7

0

0

x

x

x

x

0

3

0

4

0

5

0

6

0

7

0

8

0

9

1

0

1

1

1

2

1

3

8

0

2

1

4

8

1

2

1

5

8

1

0

e:
Call Direction
(Line Appearance Type not equal to 0 or 8)
1 = Bothway Calling
0 = Originate only
2 = Receive only
Auto Attendant Function Key
(Line Appearance Type = 8 only)
See Aux. Attendant Functions table and Note below.
f,g,h,i:
Extension or Trunk Number
Extension Number for line 1, 2 ,3 & 7
Trunk Number for Line Types 4, 5 & 6

AUX.ATTENDANTFUNCTIONS
01 = DIAL "0"
02 = DO NOT DISTURB
03 = RECALL
04 = HOLD 1
05 = HOLD 2
06 = HOLD 3
07 = LDN 1
08 = LDN 2
09 = LDN 3
10 = MESSAGE WAITING
11 = MESSAGE REGISTER
12 = NIGHT SERVICE
13 = OVERFLOW

Note: A maximum of FIVE
appearances of each Auxiliary
Attendant function key can be
programmed on the SX-50 system.
(On 8 and 12 port COVoice systems,
program the last 5 ports with key 15
as message wait. See next page).
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Key Programming for 8 & 12 Port COVoice Systems
a, b:
Key Number
c:
Line Appearance Type
0 = Speed Dial Key
1 = Prime Line (key 01 only-nonprogrammable)
2 = Key Line
3 = Multiple Call Line
4 = Direct Trunk Select
5 = Direct Line Select
6 = Private Line
7 = Personal Outgoing Line
8 = Attendant Function Key (Aux. Attendant only)
9 = Message Waiting Key (programmable on key 03 only)
(Valid for SUPERSET 3 telephone only)
d:
Ringing Type (Line Appearance Type not equal to 0 or 8)
1 = Immediate Ring
0 = No Ring
2 = Delay Ring
Auto Attendant Function Key
(Line Appearance Type = 8 only)
See Aux. Attendant Functions table and Note below.

a

b

c

d

e

f

g

h

i

0

1

1

1

1

x

x

x

x

0

2

7

0

0

x

x

x

x

0

3

0

4

0

5

0

6

0

7

0

8

0

9

1

0

1

1

1

2

1

3

1

4

1

5

e:
Call Direction
(Line Appearance Type not equal to 0 or 8)
1 = Bothway Calling
0 = Originate only
2 = Receive only
Auto Attendant Function Key
(Line Appearance Type = 8 only)
See Aux. Attendant Functions table and Note below.
f,g,h,i:
Extension or Trunk Number
Extension Number for line 1, 2 ,3 & 7
Trunk Number for Line Types 4, 5 & 6

AUX.ATTENDANTFUNCTIONS
01 = DIAL "0"
02 = DO NOT DISTURB
03 = RECALL
04 = HOLD 1
05 = HOLD 2
06 = HOLD 3
07 = LDN 1
08 = LDN 2
09 = LDN 3
10 = MESSAGE WAITING
11 = MESSAGE REGISTER
12 = NIGHT SERVICE
13 = OVERFLOW

Note: A maximum of FIVE
appearances of each Auxiliary
Attendant function key can be
programmed on the SX-50 system.
(On 8 and 12 port COVoice systems,
program the last 5 ports with key 15
as message wait).
8

1

0
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303

304

305

400

500

VOICE SYSTEMS RESEARCH

Section 303-1
Mitel SX100/200:
Requirements

Mitel SX-100/200: Requirements
303-1-1

Before your telephone system can
operate with COVoice, it must meet
some minimum requirements. If you
are sure that your telephone system
meets these requirements, you may
skip the minimum requirements
section of this chapter.

Your Questions
Answered

What does minimum requirements mean?
Meeting the minimum requirements means that most or all of the COVoice
functions will work with your telephone system. This includes the minimum
telephone system software and equipment requirements.

Will I need additional equipment?
By reading the section in this chapter entitled "Minimum Phone System
Requirements," you will be able to determine if there is any other equipment
necessary.

How does COVoice transfer calls?
COVoice can transfer calls via either blind or smart transfers. Blind Transfers
rely on the PBX to route the caller to COVoice in order to leave a message
for the appropriate person. In smart transfer mode, COVoice monitors the
transfer until it is complete.

Can COVoice light message lights?
Yes. Depending on which PBX and specific software level, a different
procedure may be used for each system.

How does COVoice handle a disconnect?
COVoice will immediately disconnect when a caller hangs up, whether it is
an internal or an external call. COVoice is programmed to read a low level
display indicating that caller has hung up.
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Minimum Phone System Requirements
Generic 216, 217, or 218 software is required to provide Superset integration. Generic 216, 217, and 218 software can be upgraded for full voice mail
integration. Contact VSR Technical Support for more information.
1 Superset port from the PBX is required for each COVoice port. A Superset
line card is required (8 ports).
When connecting the ports to COVoice, use RJ-14 jacks, connecting 2
Superset ports per jack. Line cords are supplied with COVoice.
IMPORTANT! SUPERSET LINE CARDS SHOULD BE REVISION
E12 OR HIGHER.
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Phone System
Requirements

VOICE SYSTEMS RESEARCH

Section 303-2
COVoice Features
available on the
Mitel SX-100/200

Mitel SX-100/200: Features
303-2-1

COVoice is equipped with many
powerful features. The
functionality of these features
varies slightly with each Mitel
PBX. Described here are the
features available on the Mitel
SX-100/200.
In this section, you will also find
information about any special
software requirements or
additional equipment needed for
full feature access.

ACD Hunt Group DND On and Off
Features marked with
a "*" will be available in COVoice software release 2.0.

Using the Scheduled Event feature described below, an ACD Hunt Group can
be placed in and out of DND. This allows ACD Groups to “turn on and off”
at specifically designated times and dates. This feature is available on the SX100/200 Generic 218 ACD utilizing Dean Communications NANP upgrade.
ACD Silent Monitoring Recording*
ACD extensions can be programmed to allow COVoice to selectively Silent
Monitor and record conversations. This gives ACD supervisors the ability to
review their agents’ conversations for training purposes. This feature is
available on the SX-100/200 Generic 218 ACD utilizing Dean Communications NANP upgrade.
Advanced Menuing
A menu can use all keys (0-9,*,#) for specific and/or multiple functions. The
available options for each key are Call Transfer (Direct to specific extension,
Request an Extension, or First Key of an extension number range, i.e. extensions 100-199), Extension Directory, Mailbox Directory, Menu, Play File,
Voice Mail (Direct to a specific mailbox, Request a mailbox, or First Key of a
mailbox number range, i.e. mailbox 100-199), Select Language*, Hang-up, or
Invalid Key.
For example key 1 can be used for transferring to a department, i.e. sales, and
also used to transfer to an extension, i.e. extension 100, using the extension/
mailbox Immediate Dialing feature.
AMIS Analog Networking*
AMIS Analog Networking allows a mailbox owner to send and receive
messages to and from different site locations. Up to 99 separate sites can be
pre-programmed. Sites can be either a COVoice or VSR system, or any voice
mail system that conforms to the AMIS Analog standard. Multiple message
send parameters can be specified by site.
Audiotext
Mailbox or Play files may be recorded up to play 17 minutes or an unlimited
amount of time of outgoing information. This information can be linked together and a caller may transfer from one outgoing message to another. When
a mailbox is utilized, this information can be changed off-site.
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Auto Copy*
A mailbox can be programmed to copy all new messages to another mailbox
or to a personal distribution list. Each mailbox can have 1 (one) Auto Copy
destination. This feature is controlled through class of service by the administrator.
Auto Day/Night Switching
Using the Scheduled Event feature described below, Day/Night mode can be
programmed to automatically switch to the required service any time of day,
day of week, and/or specific day of year. This feature eliminates the human
error when different modes of operation controlling trunks by time of day are
used.
Auto Disk Optimization
During the designated system clean-up time, the hard drive will be
defragmented and all files will be properly compressed. Cleanup can be
programmed for any time of day or day of week.
Auto Message Pause on Hold
While listening to a message, pressing the Hold key on the Superset telephone will automatically pause playback of the message. Playback will
resume once the call is retrieved off of hold.
Also, a Manual Message Pause is possible by pressing the 8 key while
listening to a message. Playback will resume by pressing the 8 key again or if
the Manual Message Pause timer expires. The Manual Message Pause timer
is located in the class of service forms.
Note: Keep in mind the PBX class of service timer will control the hold
recall timer.
Auto Reply
When an internal extension calls another internal extension that is forwarded
to voicemail, the name or number of the calling extensions mailbox is
included with the message. This allows the recipient of the message to
quickly respond the sender by pressing the 5 (five) key and recording a
response.
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Auto Time Synchronization
COVoice reads the time on the COV display and updates its internal clock, if
necessary. This insures that the PBX and COVoice are always using the same
time for important events requiring both systems to be synchronized.
Caller Holding/Queuing
When callers are transferred to an extension that is busy, the caller can
request to be placed on hold. The system will inform the caller of their
position in the queue and allow them to hold, try another extension, or leave a
message.
Call Screening
Users may be notified of who is calling before the transfer occurs. Callers
announce their name and the user can either accept or reject the call. Smart
Transfer must be used for this feature.
Certified, Priority, Emergency* and Private Messages
Messages labeled with Certification allow the sender to receive a receipt in
their mailbox confirming the message has been retrieved by the intended
recipient. The time and date of retrieval is included in the message.
Messages labeled with Priority are heard prior to new messages, with the
exception of Emergency* Messages.
Messages labeled as Emergency* are heard prior to all new messages.
Messages labeled as Private cannot be copied to another mailbox.
Class of Service
The Class of service form allows for the customization of specific features
and functionality to be assigned as a template for a single or group of extensions/mailboxes.
Some of the available features are selection of mailbox mode, Hotel/Motel
features, timers, mailbox and extension maintenance options, forwarding
capabilities, notification options, password options, distribution lists types,
message sending options, loudspeaker paging options, personal operator,
holding, screening, and transfer type.
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Cleanup
Cleanup is a utility program designed to defragment the hard disk drive, sort
and organize files and directories, purge old logs files, and purge old messages. Cleanup can be programmed at any time of day and day of week.
COV Integration
COVoice utilizes the only Mitel approved COV PC card providing COV
integration. Because both the PBX and COV card were designed by Mitel,
COVoice provides the best integration possible. COVoice will integrate with
the following Mitel PBX’s: SX-20 generic 503 or greater, SX-50, SX-100/200
generic 217 or greater, SX-200D, SX-200FD, and SX-2000 systems. Each
PBX has independent features and capabilities.
COVTest
COVTest is a utility program designed to display up to 4 COV ports simultaneously. COVTest emulates the Superset 4 telephone and all softkey and
hardkey functionality, status, testing, and system programming.
Custom Prompt Recording
Prompts and Greetings can quickly and easily be recorded and replaced
through a touch tone telephone through the administrator’s mailbox or through
the recording studio accessed from the keyboard.
As an option, VSR can also provide custom Prompt, Greeting, and On-Hold
information from our recording studio.
Date and Time Stamping
A date and time stamp may automatically or manually be heard indicating
when a message was sent. This may be programmed by the user through the
mailbox or by the administrator.
Definable Primary/Secondary System Operators
Any extension number may be assigned as the primary operator or the
secondary operator. A caller pressing 0 from a mailbox will reach the primary
or possibly the secondary operator, unless the specific extension has a personal operator assigned (See Personal Operator for more information). The
secondary operator will be called if the primary operator does not answer.
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Dial Through during Greeting
While listening to a mailbox greeting, a caller may dial another extension and
routed to that specific extension. (i.e.,: A caller transfers to the company
president, goes to voice mail and dials the executive secretary’s extension as
designated by the mailbox greeting).
This feature may be enabled or disabled through class of service.
Digital Messaging On Hold (DMOH)*
DMOH allows one or more play files recorded on COVoice to be played over
the PBX’s Music On Hold (MOH). Customers may wish to provide information about their company and provide this to their customers. VSR offers
professional Information On Hold recording optionally.
Distribution Lists
This feature allows a list of mailboxes to be assigned to a distribution list.
A Broadcast list includes all mailboxes on the system, with the exception of
those who have disabled their inclusion via class of service.
A System list can include up to 200 mailboxes. This list can be accessed by
all mailbox owners who have been granted access via class of service.
A Personal list is programmed and accessed only by the mailbox owner.
A Manual list is a list created “on the fly” by the mailbox owner. A Manual
list may be saved as a personal list for future message sending.
DND-Treat as CFFM
This feature determines whether COVoice will treat the called extension
which has been placed in DND as a Busy condition or follow the Always
forwarding option in the extension form.
Easily Constructed Menu System
Menus can be easily constructed and maintained on site or remotely. Outgoing information, extension/mailbox directories, call transfers, access to voicemail, etc. may be quickly and easily set up and modified when needed.
Up to 5 prompts can be assigned to each menu. Menu construction can be up
to 99 levels deep.
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Enhanced Notification (Cascading)
Users may be notified of messages by programming COVoice to call a
pager, cellular telephone, internal, or an external telephone number. Enhanced notification allows up to 10 telephone numbers per mailbox allowing multiple attempts and flexible intervals between calls, stopping when a
message has been retrieved by the user. Enhanced notification will continue
through the list of programmed numbers until the message has been retrieved or if the intervals have been exceeded. Each entry can be activated
by type of message, time of day, and day or date. Pagers can be sent the type
and quantity of messages, as well as additional digits. A user must enter
their password to retrieve their message.
Extension/Mailbox Creation and Editing
Extensions and mailboxes may be added and/or edited by the system
administrator. This can be programmed via touch tone telephone, or directly
at the keyboard, or through remote maintenance without interruption of
service.
Extension/Mailbox Range Selection
A complete range of extensions may be assigned quickly by the system
administrator, eliminating the need to add extensions one at a time. Many
common features can be created in the range. Existing extensions and
mailboxes can be copied and used as a template for range programming.
External Priority and Emergency Labeling
External callers can elect to send their message with priority or as and
Emergency Message. This allows for the emergency and priority message
to be listened to prior to any new messages in the mailbox.
Fast-Forward/Rewind Message
A mailbox user may fast-forward or rewind for a specific length of time,
which is programmed in class of service, while listening to a message. The
user presses the * key to rewind and the # key to fast-forward. Multiple key
presses will be recognized.
Fax Tone Detection
If a fax tone is detected by the system, a transfer can occur to a designated
fax extension. This eliminates the need for a separate fax telephone number
and as an example, allows for the use of 800 numbers common to the
system be used for additional functionality.
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Flexible Channel Controls and Time Settings
The Channel form is a very unique and powerful tool which can be programmed to accommodate virtually any display that COVoice may receive
from the PBX. It is also where scheduled events are programmed.
Advanced routing by extension, trunk, or hunt group can be independently
controlled by time of day, day of week, and/or day of year. Specialized
voicemail routing and forwarding information can also be programmed.
Flexible Extension/Mailbox Length
Extensions and Mailboxes can be programmed in variable lengths from 2-6
digits. Extensions can begin with 0-9 and *. Mailboxes can begin with 1-9.
Forwarding: Mailbox & Extension
Users may forward their extension or mailbox to another mailbox, extension,
menu or external number. This may be activated on or off-site and preprogrammed to be activated at specific times and dates.
Each extension in COVoice can be programmed for conditional forwarding.
Always, No Answer, and Busy conditions can each be separately routed to
different destinations. No Answer and Busy condition may have an alternative
secondary destination. Extension forwarding can be programmed for Smart or
Blind transfers.
Future Delivery*
Messages can be recorded and sent on a predetermined day. Each mailbox
can have future delivery based upon Class of Service.
Holiday Greetings and Settings
Any date can be considered a holiday. A separate menu and greetings can be
pre-programmed by date and trunk to provide specific information.
Hotel/Motel Package
The Hotel/Motel package is included with the system. Mailboxes are specifically designed for the Hotel/Motel guest. Features include single button access
to voice mail system from the room, wake-up calls, ease of use, remote
retrieval of messages from outside the room, callers and guests dial 0 to reach
the hotel operator at any time, password required or not required based on
class of service, simplified transfers from attendant to voice mail. Messages
can be forced to be discarded or saved via class of service.
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A default greeting is heard by the caller stating the guest is not available.
This greeting can be customized by the administrator for a specific property
greeting.
A Hotel/Motel administrator, assigned through class of service, can perform
many routine tasks such setting and resetting guest room mailboxes, setting,
checking, and printing wake up calls, and leaving messages. Multiple administrators may be assigned to this function.
Immediate Dialing
In the menu form, the Immediate Dialing field can be programmed to enable
multiple functions for the same key. For example, if key 1 is set to CALL
TRANSFER to extension 105 and the PBX extensions are in the 100 number
range, selecting EXTENSION allows a single key press of 1 to be routed to
extension 105 extension and the entry of a specific extension number i.e. 127
to be routed to that individual extension.
Loudspeaker Paging Announcement and Call Retrieve
COVoice gives a caller, attempting to reach an extension that has been
forwarded to voice mail, the option to either “leave a message, try another
extension, or have me paged”. If the caller elects “to have me paged”,
COVoice will place the caller on hold, dial the paging system access code,
make a paging announcement “I have a call for Joe Smith, please dial 53301”.
(Where 53 is the Call Hold Retrieve Remote Access Code and 301 is the
extension number of the voice mail extension that is holding the call.) Joe
Smith would go to any telephone on the system and retrieve the call by dialing
the specified code. If Joe Smith does not retrieve the call, the caller can leave
a message or try another extension.
Note: Codes listed above are only examples. COVoice can accommodate
existing codes.
Loudspeaker Play File
This feature will play a voice file over the paging system at a specific time.
For example, a customer may be a retail store that closes at 6:00 PM. At 5:45
PM, an announcement can be made asking all customers to bring their
purchases to the cashier. Many other options are available.
Mailbox Modes
A mailbox can be programmed to emulate different characteristics. The
following is a list of available modes.
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Take Messages: Typical mailbox setting for most applications. This mode
allows the greeting to be played and the caller to leave a message. The caller
can simply hang up or press any key for more options.
Greeting Only: This mode will play the greeting, and then hang up. DTMF
digits are allowable in this mode. If mailbox forwarding is defined, the caller
will route to the forwarding destination rather than hanging up.
Hotel/Motel: This mode is primarily for guest rooms. A caller will hear a
prerecorded greeting indicating the guest is unavailable. The caller has the
option of leaving a message or transferring to the Hotel operator. The prerecorded greeting can be rerecorded to meet the Hotels needs.
The guest has the ability to have a single button access to voicemail for
message retrieval or setting wake up calls. Simplified instructions walk the
guest through these options.
Hotel/Motel Admin: A Hotel/Motel administrator has access to routine
tasks such as setting and resetting guest room mailboxes, setting, checking,
and printing wake up calls, and leave messages. Multiple administrators may
be assigned to this function.
Q & A: A mailbox can be programmed for the Question and Answer (Q&A)
mode. Mailboxes may be programmed to ask up to 99 questions per mailbox.
Answers may be via voice, touch tone 0-9, or 1 for yes or 2 for no. When
played back, one contiguous message is heard. Each answer is replayed after
playing the appropriate question number. Forward and rewind features are
allowed during playback.
RAD: A mailbox can be programmed for RAD (Recording Announcement
Device) mode. This mailbox mode can be used even if an ACD system is not
used. A RAD mailbox will play the greeting, ignore DTMF digits, wait 2
(two) seconds after greeting ends, and then hang up or if mailbox forwarding
is defined, the caller will route to the forwarding destination.
RADs are typically used in an ACD environment to provide messages to
callers informing them of their status in queue or provide information about
the company. A RAD on the Mitel PBX connects through as ONS analog
connection. Additional hardware is required if ACD RADs are to be used as
specified by Mitel.
Service Bureau Mailbox: The Service Bureau Mailbox mode allows a
mailbox to be programmed to play a mailbox greeting, take a message, and
then hang up. All DTMF digits are ignored. This mode is typical for customers who resell mailboxes to end users and who want restrictive access.
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System Administrator*: This mode gives the mailbox owner the ability to
make low level changes to the system from their mailbox. Some of the
capabilities are extension and mailbox creation, resetting mailbox features
and passwords, rerecord prompts, etc.
Manual Message Pause
A Manual Message Pause occurs by pressing the 8 key while listening to a
message. Playback will resume by pressing the 8 key again or if the Manual
Message Pause timer expires. The Manual Message Pause timer is located in
the Class of Service Forms.
Menu Prompt Recording
Menu Prompts may easily be recorded through any touch tone telephone
either on or off site, or they can be imported from another medium such as a
DAT tape. Up to 5 prompts per menu are allowed.
Message Retrieve, Save, Copy and Delete
A user may retrieve messages in their mailbox internally or off site, save a
message for future reference, copy a message to another mailbox or delete a
message. Saved messages will be retained for a time period specified in class
of service.
Message Waiting Lamps/Bells
Message Waiting lamps can be lit on all Mitel PBX’s. With Mitel’s Generic
217 or 218 the telephone will ring once to activate and once to deactivate the
light. With Dean Communications Generic 217 or 218 NANP upgrade the
telephone will not be rung. If a light is not installed on the specific telephone,
the bell will ring at the interval set by the PBX. Refer to Mitel SX-100/200
practices for more options regarding the PBX.
Multiple Languages*
As an option, the system will support English (US), English (UK), Mexican
Spanish, Canadian French, Mandarin Chinese, Japanese or a combination of
these languages by allowing each channel, trunk, or mailbox to be language
selectable.
When the caller selects a language, they will remain in the chosen language
until the call is completed.
Additional languages will be added based on customer request.
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Multiple or Single Greetings
Users may prerecord a single greeting or up to 10 greetings per mailbox.
Each greeting may be activated when desired. The type of greeting is selectable through class of service.
A Hotel/Motel default greeting is heard by the caller stating the guest is not
available. This greeting can be customized by the administrator for a specific
property greeting.
On/Off Site Mailbox Programming and Recording
Users have complete programming capability to all assigned features in their
mailbox through touch tone, on or off site. This also includes recording of their
outgoing mailbox greetings, notification of messages, etc.
On-Line Maintenance*
The system can be administered without the interruption of service for most
changes. Administration is achieved either through touch tone telephone,
locally through the keyboard, or off site through remote maintenance.
Many changes such as extension/mailbox MAC’s, menu MAC’s, system
defaults, prompt recording, etc. can be administered without the interruption
of service.
Password Protection
Mailboxes may be assigned a fixed or variable length password. Passwords
can be from 3 to 15 digits in length.
Personal Operator
Each mailbox can be programmed for a personal operator, rather than using
the primary system operator. While listening to a mailbox greeting, the caller
can press 0 and be transferred to a departmental secretary, assistant, or any
extension. (i.e.: A caller transfers to the sales department, all sales personnel
are busy, the caller dials 0 and transfers to the sales secretary, not the main
operator).Access is controlled through class of service and modified from the
mailbox owner.
Port Assignments
Each port must be assigned with its actual extension number from the PBX.
This allows for other dependent features, such as Loudspeaker Paging
Announcement and Call Retrieve, etc. to function correctly.
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Quick Setup
Quick Setup is a powerful tool to help quickly program and bring the system
on line. Many of the default values and common features are set thus minimizing customization time.
Remote Maintenance and Modem
Complete system programming, diagnostics, and maintenance can be accessed remotely through the modem and “Host” remote maintenance software supplied with each COVoice system. ”Remote” remote maintenance
software (optional) is required to access the system from a remote computer.
COVoice can also be utilized to access the PBX for MAC’s through
COVTest.
Reports
COVoice provides a reporting facility capable of providing reports on numerous system functions and activities. Information can also be exported into a
common format to allow import capabilities into a peripheral program.
Restricted Password
A restricted password can be assigned by a mailbox user to allow someone
else to login into their mailbox, retrieve messages, and save the message. No
message deletion is allowed.
Save Messages
The Save Message option can be enabled or disabled through class of service
to allow a mailbox owner the ability to save messages.
Scan Messages
Scan messages offers a unique and very efficient way to search for a specific
message. A user can press 71 and hear the first 5 seconds of each message.
Once the desired message has been located, pressing 1 will replay the
message from the beginning and offer all of the options available after the
message has been listened to. Priority, new, and saved messages can be
scanned.
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Scheduled Event
Scheduled Event is a very powerful feature allowing COVoice the ability to
dial virtually any digit string at any time or date on any specific channel. Not
only digit strings, but the ability to access all soft and hard keys gives
COVoice the capability to provide enhanced functionality through the display.
An example may be automatically switching the PBX from Day to Night
mode. The possibilities are endless.
Simplified Mailbox Activation
With the aid of tutorial prompts, first time users may quickly and easily set up
their mailbox by recording an outgoing greeting, recording their name and
entering a password.
Skip Messages
Messages can be skipped, thus advancing to the next message. Priority,
emergency, private, new, and saved messages can be skipped. To skip to the
next message, press 7 or 77 while listening to the message.
System Back-Up/Restore
A backup of system information may be archived for future retrieval and
restored at a later date. Each system should be backed up on a regular basis
and the disks should be stored in an off site location.
System Hardware
All systems include all necessary hardware to connect to the SX-100/200.
COVoice utilizes industry standard PC hardware which includes an 486
processor, Mitel licensed and approved PC based COV card, an IDE hard disk
drive, VGA monitor, enhanced keyboard, and modem.
Systems are assembled, software is installed, and thoroughly tested at the
VSR manufacturing facility.
System Password Protection
Access to the system maintenance and programming is restricted by a password. Separate passwords can be used for remotely accessing the system and
administering the system.
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Transfers - Blind and Smart
COVoice supports both Blind and Smart transfers. Each extension can be
programmed for the appropriate transfer type.
Blind transfers rely exclusively on the PBX to route the call back to voicemail via call forwarding, if the caller does not answer. The SX-100/200 does
not provide a conditional forwarding status. This form of transfer will be
used in most cases on the SX-100/200.
Smart transfers provide an intelligent determination of call status. By reading
the display, COVoice can determine if the called destination answers, is busy,
does not answer, or may be forwarded to another destination. COVoice can
appropriately route the call to the desired destination. Smart transfers are
required if call screening is used.
Trunk Routing
Each individual CO trunk can be programmed to route separately based on
time of day, day week, and/or specific day of year. This can be very useful in
a shared tenant service, specialized departmental routing, or in a multiple
company environment.
Transaction Processing
Callers may have 1 digit access to specific extensions, departments, or
specific greetings in each menu. This feature allows for callers to quickly
route through the system to the appropriate destination.
Voicemail/Extension Directories
The system may allow a caller to dial by name or dial alphabetically and
transfer to the appropriate extension, mailbox or announcement. A factory
recorded greeting may be utilized or users may rerecord and customize the
directory.
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VOICE SYSTEMS RESEARCH

This section outlines the
programming settings for the

Section 303-3
Programming the
Mitel SX-100/200

Mitel SX-100/200 that VSR
recommends you use with
COVoice. VSR has done
extensive testing to determine
the best possible PBX settings
for tight integration with
COVoice. The following pages
include Mitel SX-100/200
Programming Record Sheets.
Bold typed values and

settings in the tables indicate
that it is highly recommended
that you use these settings
when you install COVoice.
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What is required to program the PBX for COVoice?

Your Questions
Answered

Before programming the PBX, verify that you have the proper equipment
needed, such as a COV card, and a compatible software version. Specific
Mitel SX-100/200 hardware and software requirements for COVoice can
be found in section 303-1 of this manual.

What is involved in programming the PBX?
Programming the PBX involves Customer Data Entry, which is entering
the register codes in the command fields. You will find VSR's recommended register value entries on the following pages.

Should the PBX be programmed before installing COVoice?

WARNING! Only
Mitel Certified
Technicians should
attempt to program a
Mitel PBX.

Programming the PBX before you install COVoice is not necessary, but it
can make the installation process easier and more convenient. After the
PBX has been programmed, COVoice's Quick Setup allows you to have
COVoice running in a short amount of time. Preprogramming the PBX
can be done remotely, which can save you time at the customer site.
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SX 100/200 SYSTEM OPTIONS

OPTION
DIAL OPTION
NUMBER
(100-339)

OPTION NAME

OPTION
DIAL OPTION
NUMBER
(100-339)

ADD

OPTION
NUMBER

ATTENDANT RELATED OPTIONS

OPTION NAME

OPTION
NUMBER

ATTENDANT - TIMED RECALL - DON'T ANSWER - 40 SECONDS

127

ATTENDANT - TIMED RECALL - HOLD - 20 SECONDS

128

ATTENDANT BELL OFF BUTTON ENABLE

100

ATTENDANT - TIMED RECALL - HOLD - 40 SECONDS

129

ATTENDANT BOTH KEY ENABLE

101

ATTENDANT - TRUNK BUSY OUT ENABLE

130

ATTENDANT BOTH MODE STANDARD

102

RESERVED

131

ATTENDANT BUSY OVERRIDE

103

RESERVED

132

ATTENDANT CALLBACK KEY ENABLE

104

DID TO NON-CO TRUNK VIA ATTENDANT INHIBIT

133

ATTENDANT CALL BLOCK ENABLE (HOLD BUTTON 4)

105

END OF DIAL SIGNAL FOR OUTGOING TRUNKS (#)

134

ATTENDANT CAMP - ON

106

INTERCEPT TO ATTEND. -DID DIAN-IN CCSA VACANT/ILLEGAL

135

ATTENDANT CO TRUNK - CO TRUNK CONNECT ENABLE

107

INTERCEPT TO ATTENDANT - ILLEGAL ACCESS

136

ATTENDANT CO TRUNK - NON CO TRUNK CONNECT ENABLE

108

INTERCEPT TO ATTENDANT - VACANT NUMBER

137

ATTEND. NON CO TRUNK-NON CO TRUNK CONNECT ENABLE

109

INTERCEPT TO ATTENDANT - DO NOT DISTURB

138

ATTENDANT CONFERENCE ENABLE

110

RESERVED

139

ATTENDANT DISA CODE SET-UP ENABLE

111

RESERVED

140

ATTENDANT DO NOT DISTURB AND MSG. WAITING DISPLAY

112

RESERVED

141

ATTENDANT GUEST ROOM KEY ENABLE

113

RESERVED

142

RESERVED

114

RESERVED

143

ATTENDANT LOCK OUT ALARM ENABLE

115

RESERVEDRESERVED

144

ATTENDANT NEW CALL TONE ENABLE

116

RESERVED

145

ATTENDANT PAGE KEY ENABLE

117

RESERVED

146

ATTENDANT PRINTER CONTROL ENABLE

118

RESERVED

147

ATTENDANT ROOM STATUS KEY ENABLE & DISPLAY ENABLE

119

RESERVED

148

ATTENDANT SERIAL CALL

120

RESERVED

149

ATTENDANT KEY CHANGE FLASH TO SERIAL CALL

121

ATTENDANT STATION BUSY OUT ENABLE

122

ATTENDANT - TIMED RECALL - CAMP ON - 20 SECONDS

123

ATTENDANT - TIMED RECALL - CAMP ON - 40 SECONDS

124

24 HOUR CLOCK

150

ATTENDANT - TIMED RECALL - DON'T ANSWER - 10 SECONDS

125

DATA DEMULTIPLEXER ENABLE

151

ATTENDANT - TIMED RECALL - DON'T ANSWER - 20 SECONDS

126

RESERVED

152

ADD

SYSTEM RELATED OPTIONS

X

*
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SX 100/200 SYSTEM OPTIONS, CONT.

OPTION

OPTION
DIAL OPTION
NUMBER
(100-339)

OPTION NAME

DIAL OPTION
NUMBER
(100-339)

ADD

ADD

OPTION
NUMBER

OPTION NAME

DIGIT TRANSLATION PLAN 1

153

STATION RELATED OPTIONS

DIGIT TRANSLATION PLAN 2

154

DIGIT TRANSLATION PLAN 3

155

CAN FLASH IF TALKING TO A STATION

180

X

FLEXIBLE NIGHT SERVICE

156

CAN FLASH IF TALKING TO AN INCOMING TRUNK

181

X

IDENTIFIED TRUNK GROUP ENABLE

157

CAN FLASH IF TALKING TO AN OUTGOING TRUNK

182

X

INCOMING TO OUTGOING CALL FORWARD ENABLE

158

CANNOT DIAL TRUNK AFTER FLAXH

183

INHIBIT AUTOMATIC SUPERVISION

159

CAN'T DIAL TRUNK AFTER FLASH IF HOLDING OR IN CONF.

184

LIMITED WAIT FOR DIAL TONE - 5 SECONDS

160

DISCRIMINATING DIAL TONE

185

MUSIC ON HOLD DISABLE

161

DISCRIMINATING RINGING

186

NIGHT BELL 3 WITH MINOR ALARM ENABLE

162

DO NOT DISTURB ENABLE

187

X

NIGHT SERVICE AUTOMATIC SWITCHING

163

EXTENSION NON-CO TRUNK TO TRUNK CONNECT ENABLE

188

X

NIGHT SERVICE TIME-OUT - 20 SECONDS

164

FLASH TIMING = .7 SECONDS

189

NIGHT SERVICE TIME-OUT - 40 SECONDS

165

FLASH TIMING = .9 SECONDS

190

REMOTE SYSTEM RESET - PROTECTION OVERRIDE

166

FLACH TIMING = 1.1 SECONDS

191

RINGING TIME-OUT 1 MINUTE

167

MESSAGE REGISTRATION ENABLE

192

SYSTEM ID ENABLE

168

MESSAGE REGISTRATION COUNT ADD'L SUPERVISIONS

193

TRUNK RE-CALL PARTIAL INHIBIT

169

MESSAGE REGISTRATION TIMER = 20 SECONDS

194

RESERVED

170

MESSAGE REGISTRATION TIMER = 40 SECONDS

195

STORE AND FORWARD

171

MESSAGE REGISTRATION MULTIPLIER = 2 UNITS

196

15 SEC EXTERNAL INTERDIGIT TIME-OUT

172

MESSAGE REGISTRATION MULTIPLIER = 3 UNITS

197

TRUNK ALARM ENABLE: NO SEIZE ACKNOWLEDGE

173

MESSAGE REGISTRATION MULTIPLIER = 4 UNITS

198

TRUNK ALARM ENABLE: NO RELEASE ACKNOWLEDGE

174

MESSAGE REGISTRATION SURCHARGE = 1 UNIT

199

DISA DELAY BEFORE ANSWER

175

MESSAGE REGISTRATION SURCHARGE = 2 UNITS

200

DTMF ON DID TRUNK

176

MESSAGE REGISTRATION SURCHARGE = 3 UNITS

201

DID EXTERNAL CALL FORWARD ENABLE

177

MESSAGE REGISTRATION SURCHARGE = 4 UNITS

202

TRUNK GROUP TYPE 2 XXX CONF. W/OUT ANS. SUPERVISION

178

MESSAGE REGISTRATION SURCHARGE = 5 UNITS

203

RESERVED

179

MESSAGE REGISTRATION SURCHARGE = 6 UNITS

204

MESSAGE REGISTRATION SURCHARGE = 7 UNITS

205

MESSAGE REGISTRATION SURCHARGE = 8 UNITS

206
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X

OPTION
NUMBER

SX 100/200 SYSTEM OPTIONS, CONT.

OPTION

DIAL OPTION
NUMBER
(100-339)

OPTION NAME

OPTION

DIAL OPTION
NUMBER
(100-339)

ADD

OPTION
NUMBER

OPTION NAME

OPTION
NUMBER

DISCRIMINATING RINGING - ALL CALLS

207

RESERVED

233

OUTGOING TRUNK CALLBACK

208

ACCOUNT CODE LENGTH 8 DIGITS

234

OUTGOING TRUNK CAMP - ON

209

ACCOUNT CODE LENGTH 12 DIGITS

235

PARK AND CALL - HOLD RECALL - 2 MINUTES

210

VARIABLE LENGTH ACCOUNT CODES

236

PARK AND CALL - HOLD RECALL - 4 MINUTES

211

RESERVED

237

RANGE PROGRAMMING ENABLE

212

ARS ENABLE

238

SINGLE DIGIT DIALING ENABLE

213

ARS RETURN DIAL TONE

239

SINGLE DIGIT DIALING TIME-OUT - 3 SECONDS

214

ARS DIAL 0 TIME-OUT - 5 SECONDS

240

SINGLE DIGIT DIALING TIME-OUT - 5 SECONDS

215

ARS DIAL 0 TIME-OUT - 10 SECONDS

241

RESERVED

216

ARS UNRESTRICTED OFFICE CODE ENABLE

242

REPEATED CAMP-ON TONES - 5 SECONDS

217

RESERVED

243

REPEATED CAMP-ON TONES - 15 SECONDS

218

RESERVED

244

TAFAS AVAILABLE DURING DAY

219

AUTOMATIC WAKE-UP ENABLE

245

TRANSFER DIAL TONE

220

AUTOMATIC WAKE-UP ALARM TO ATTENDANT ENABLE

246

10 MIN PARK AND CALL HOLD RECALL

221

AUTOMATIC WAKE-UP MUSIC ON HOLD

247

INFINITE PARK AND CALL HOLD RECALL

222

AUTOMATIC WAKE-UP PRINT

248

10 MIN RINGING TIME-OUT

223

AUTOMATIC WAKE-UP RECORDED ANNOUNCEMENT

249

INFINITE RINGING TIME-OUT

224

RESERVED

250

RESERVED

225

RESERVED

251

RESERVED

226

AGENT REPORT ENABLE (ACD)

252

RESERVED

227

CALL FORWARDING - BUSY

253

RESERVED

225

CALL FORWARDING - DON'T ANSWER

254

RESERVED

229

CALL FORWARDING - NO ANSWER TIME-OUT 10 SEC.

255

CALL FORWARDING - NO ANSWER TIME-OUT 20 SEC.

256

CALL FORWARDING - NO ANSWER TIME-OUT 40 SEC.

257

CONTROLLED OUTGOING RESTRICTION SET-UP

258

FEATURE RELATED OPTIONS

X

X

ADD

ACCOUNT CODE ENABLE

230

CUSTOMER DATA PRINTOUT ENABLE

259

VERIFIABLE ACCOUNT CODES

231

CUSTOMER PROGRAMMING ENABLE

260

ACCOUNT CODE LENGTH 4 DIGITS

232

CUSTOMER PROGRAMMING OF ARS ENABLE

261
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SX 100/200 SYSTEM OPTIONS, CONT.

OPTION

DIAL OPTION
NUMBER
(100-339)

OPTION NAME

OPTION

DIAL OPTION
NUMBER
(100-339)

ADD

OPTION
NUMBER

OPTION NAME

OPTION
NUMBER

CUSTOMER PROGRAMMING OF COS DEFINITIONS ENABLE

262

TOLL CONTROL - FIRST DIGIT

291

CUSTOMER PROGRAMMING OF EXTENSIONS ENABLE

263

TOLL CONTROL - MULTI DIGIT

292

CUSTOMER PROGRAMMING OF FEATURES ENABLE

264

RESERVED

293

CUSTOMER PROGRAMMING OF HUNT GROUPS ENABLE

265

RESERVED

294

CUSTOMER PROGRAMMING OF ABBREV. DIALING ENABLE

266

TRAFFIC MEASUREMENT AUTOPRINT

295

CUSTOMER PROGRAMMING OF SYSTEM OPTIONS ENABLE

267

TRAFFIC MEASUREMENT COMPACT REPORT

296

CUSTOMER PROGRAMMING OF TOLL CONTROL ENABLE

268

TRAFFIC MEASUREMENT CONSOLE FUNCTION ENABLE

297

CUSTOMER PROGRAMMING OF TRUNK GROUPS ENABLE

269

TRAFFIC MEASUREMENT ENABLE

298

CUSTOMER PROGRAMMING OF TRUNKS ENABLE

270

TRAFFIC MEASUREMENT EXTREME VALUE MODE

299

CUSTOMER RANGE PROGRAMMING ENABLE

271

TRAFFIC MEASUREMENT POLLING

300

CUSTOMER PROGRAMMING OF SUPERSET 4 ENABLE

272

SUPPRESS SMDR FROM TRAFFIC (ACD)

301

EXTERNAL CALL FORWARDING ENABLE

273

CUMULATIVE REPORT (ACD)

302

HANDSFREE ENABLE

274

RESERVED

303

MESSAGE WAITING SET-UP (BELL)

275

RESERVED

304

MESSAGE WAITING SET-UP (LAMP)

276

RESERVED

305

SMDR RECORD OUTGOING CALLS

277

RESERVED

306

SMDR RECORD INCOMING CO CALLS

278

RESERVED

307

SMDR RECORD ONLY INCOMING CO CALLS

279

RESERVED

308

SMDR RECORD METER PULSES

280

RESERVED

309

SMDR DROP INCOMPLETE OUTGOING CALLS

281

SMDR DROP CALLS OF LESS THAN 8 DIGITS

282

SMDR EXTENDED RECORD

283

SMDR INDICATE LONG CALLS

284

SMDR OVERWRITE ENABLE

285

SPECIAL ANI FEATURE

286

ABBREVIATED DIALING ENABLE

287

ABBREVIATED DIALING PROGRAMMING ENABLE
ABBREV. DIALING CONFIDENTIAL NUMBER DISPLAY ENABLE
RESERVED

X

X

PRINTER RELATED OPTIONS

CONDENSED SMDR PRINT ENABLE (CENTRONICS 730-3)

310

IGNORE PRINT ENABLE

311

MSG. WAITING & MSG. WAITING CHANGE PRINT ENABLE

312

PRINTER CARRIAGE RETURN DELAY

313

288

PRINTER TRANSMIT ADDITIONAL NULLS

314

289

PRINTOUTS EXTRA LINE FEEDS (HOTEL/MOTEL ONLY)

315

290

ROOM MESSAGE REGISTER AUDIT ENABLE

316
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X

X

ADD

303

304

305

400

500
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Section 304-1
Mitel SX-200
D/FD:
Requirements

Mitel SX-200 D/FD: Requirements
304-1-1

Before your telephone system can
operate with COVoice, it must meet
some minimum requirements. If you
are sure that your telephone system
meets these requirements, you may
skip the minimum requirements
section of this chapter.

What does minimum requirements mean?

Your Questions
Answered

Meeting the minimum requirements means that most or all of the COVoice
functions will work with your telephone system. This includes the minimum
telephone system software and equipment requirements.

Will I need additional equipment?
By reading the section in this chapter entitled "Minimum Phone System
Requirements," you will be able to determine if there is any other equipment
necessary.

How does COVoice transfer calls?
COVoice can transfer calls via either blind or smart transfers. Blind Transfers
rely on the PBX to route the caller to COVoice in order to leave a message
for the appropriate person. In smart transfer mode, COVoice monitors the
transfer until it is complete.

Can COVoice light message lights?
Yes. Depending on which PBX and specific software level, a different
procedure may be used for each system.

How does COVoice handle a disconnect?
COVoice will immediately disconnect when a caller hangs up, whether it is
an internal or an external call. COVoice is programmed to read a low level
display indicating that caller has hung up.
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Minimum Phone System Requirements

Phone System
Requirements

SX-200 Digital
Versions 1002, 1003, 1004, and 1005 support COVoice voice mail. It is
recommended that whenever possible, the latest version of software be
installed. There are features available in Version 1005 that are not available
in Version 1001. Refer to Mitel practices for further explanation.
1 COV port is required for each COVoice port. A COV card is required in a
336, or 672 configuration. A COV or Superset card is required in a 456 or
480 configuration.
When connecting the ports to COVoice, use RJ-14 jacks, connecting 2 COV
ports per jack. Line cords are supplied with COVoice.
SX-200 Light
All versions of software will integrate with COVoice. It is recommended
that whenever possible, the latest version of software be installed.
1 COV port is required for each COVoice port. A COV line card is required.
When connecting the ports to COVoice, use RJ-14 jacks, connecting 2 COV
ports per jack. Line cords are supplied with COVoice.

Note: Remember - COV cards require a high power slot.
If using a Superset line card, Revision E12 or higher should be used.
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Section 304-2
COVoice Features
available on the
Mitel SX-200 D/FD

Mitel SX-200 D/FD: Features
304-2-1

COVoice is equipped with many
powerful features. The
functionality of these features
varies slightly with each Mitel
PBX. Described here are the
features available on the Mitel
SX-200 D/FD.
In this section, you will also find
information about any special
software requirements or
additional equipment needed for
full feature access.

ACD Hunt Group DND On and Off
Features marked with
a "*" will be available in COVoice software release 2.0.

Using the Scheduled Event feature described below, an ACD Hunt Group can
be placed in and out of DND. This allows ACD Groups to “turn on and off”
at specifically designated times and dates. This feature is available with ACD
software on the SX-200 D/FD.
ACD Silent Monitoring Recording*
ACD extensions can be programmed to allow COVoice to selectively Silent
Monitor and record conversations. This allows ACD supervisors the ability to
review their agents’ conversations for training purposes This feature is
available with ACD software on the SX-200 D/FD.
Advanced Menuing
A menu can use all keys (0-9,*,#) for specific and/or multiple functions. The
available options for each key are Call Transfer (Direct to specific extension,
Request an Extension, or First Key of an extension number range, i.e. extensions 100-199), Extension Directory, Mailbox Directory, Menu, Play File,
Voice Mail (Direct to a specific mailbox, Request a mailbox, or First Key of a
mailbox number range, i.e. mailbox 100-199), Select Language*, Hang-up, or
Invalid Key.
For example key 1 can be used for transferring to a department, i.e. sales, and
also used to transfer to an extension, i.e. extension 100, using the extension/
mailbox Immediate Dialing feature.
AMIS Analog Networking*
AMIS Analog Networking allows a mailbox owner to send and receive
messages to and from different site locations. Up to 99 separate sites can be
pre-programmed. Sites can be either a COVoice or VSR system, or any voice
mail system that conforms to the AMIS Analog standard. Multiple message
send parameters can be specified by site.
Audiotext
Mailbox or Play files may be recorded up to play 17 minutes or an unlimited
amount of time of outgoing information. This information can be linked
together and a caller may transfer from one outgoing message to another.
When a mailbox is utilized, this information can be changed off-site.
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Auto Copy*
A mailbox can be programmed to copy all new messages to another mailbox
or to a personal distribution list. Each mailbox can have 1 (one) Auto Copy
destination. This feature is controlled through class of service by the administrator.
Auto Day/Night 1/Night 2 Switching
Using the Scheduled Event feature described below, Day/Night 1/Night 2
mode can be programmed to automatically switch to the required service any
time of day, day of week, and/or specific day of year. This feature eliminates
the human error when different modes of operation controlling trunks by
time of day are used.
Auto Disk Optimization
During the designated system clean-up time, the hard drive will be
defragmented and all files will be properly compressed. Cleanup can be
programmed for any time of day or day of week.
Auto Message Pause on Hold
While listening to a message, pressing the Hold key on the Superset telephone will automatically pause playback of the message. Playback will
resume once the call is retrieved off of hold.
Also, a Manual Message Pause is possible by pressing the 8 key while
listening to a message. Playback will resume by pressing the 8 key again or if
the Manual Message Pause timer expires. The Manual Message Pause timer
is located in the class of service forms.
Note: Keep in mind the PBX class of service timer will control the hold
recall timer.
Auto Reply
When an internal extension calls another internal extension that is forwarded
to voicemail, the name or number of the calling extensions mailbox is
included with the message. This allows the recipient of the message to
quickly respond the sender by pressing the 5 (five) key and recording a
response.
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Auto Time Synchronization
COVoice reads the time on the COV display and updates its internal clock, if
necessary. This insures that the PBX and COVoice are always using the same
time for important events requiring both systems to be synchronized.
Caller Holding/Queuing
When callers are transferred to an extension that is busy, the caller can
request to be placed on hold. The system will inform the caller of their
position in the queue and allow them to hold, try another extension, or leave a
message.
Call Screening
Users may be notified of who is calling before the transfer occurs. Callers
announce their name and the user can either accept or reject the call. Smart
Transfer must be used for this feature.
Certified, Priority, Emergency* and Private Messages
Messages labeled with Certification allow the sender to receive a receipt in
their mailbox confirming the message has been retrieved by the intended
recipient. The time and date of retrieval is included in the message.
Messages labeled with Priority are heard prior to new messages, with the
exception of Emergency* Messages.
Messages labeled as Emergency* are heard prior to all new messages.
Messages labeled as Private cannot be copied to another mailbox.
Class of Service
The Class of service form allows for the customization of specific features
and functionality to be assigned as a template for a single or group of extensions/mailboxes.
Some of the available features are selection of mailbox mode, Hotel/Motel
features, timers, mailbox and extension maintenance options, forwarding
capabilities, notification options, password options, distribution lists types,
message sending options, loudspeaker paging options, personal operator,
holding, screening, and transfer type.
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Cleanup
Cleanup is a utility program designed to defragment the hard disk drive, sort
and organize files and directories, purge old logs files, and purge old messages. Cleanup can be programmed at any time of day and day of week.
COV Integration
COVoice utilizes the only Mitel approved COV PC card providing COV
integration. Because both the PBX and COV card were designed by Mitel,
COVoice provides the best integration possible. COVoice will integrate with
the following Mitel PBX’s: SX-20 generic 503 or greater, SX-50, SX-100/200
generic 217 or greater, SX-200D, SX-200FD, and SX-2000 systems. Each
PBX has independent features and capabilities.
COVTest
COVTest is a utility program designed to display up to 4 COV ports simultaneously. COVTest emulates the Superset 4 telephone and all softkey and
hardkey functionality, status, testing, and system programming.
Custom Prompt Recording
Prompts and Greetings can quickly and easily be recorded and replaced
through a touch tone telephone through the administrator’s mailbox or
through the recording studio accessed from the keyboard.
As an option, VSR can also provide custom Prompt, Greeting, and On-Hold
information from our recording studio.
Date and Time Stamping
A date and time stamp may automatically or manually be heard indicating
when a message was sent. This may be programmed by the user through the
mailbox or by the administrator.
Definable Primary/Secondary System Operators
Any extension number may be assigned as the primary operator or the
secondary operator. A caller pressing 0 from a mailbox will reach the primary
or possibly the secondary operator, unless the specific extension has a personal operator assigned (See Personal Operator for more information). The
secondary operator will be called if the primary operator does not answer.
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Dial Through during Greeting
While listening to a mailbox greeting, a caller may dial another extension and
routed to that specific extension. (i.e.,: A caller transfers to the company
president, goes to voice mail and dials the executive secretary’s extension as
designated by the mailbox greeting).
This feature may be enabled or disabled through class of service.
Digital Messaging On Hold (DMOH)*
DMOH allows one or more play files recorded on COVoice to be played over
the PBX’s Music On Hold (MOH). Customers may wish to provide information about their company and provide this to their customers. VSR offers
professional Information On Hold recording optionally.
Distribution Lists
This feature allows a list of mailboxes to be assigned to a distribution list.
A Broadcast list includes all mailboxes on the system, with the exception of
those who have disabled their inclusion via class of service.
A System list can include up to 200 mailboxes. This list can be accessed by
all mailbox owners who have been granted access via class of service.
A Personal list is programmed and accessed only by the mailbox owner.
A Manual list is a list created “on the fly” by the mailbox owner. A Manual
list may be saved as a personal list for future message sending.
DND-Treat as CFFM
This feature determines whether COVoice will treat the called extension
which has been placed in DND as a Busy condition or follow the Always
forwarding option in the extension form.
Easily Constructed Menu System
Menus can be easily constructed and maintained on site or remotely. Outgoing information, extension/mailbox directories, call transfers, access to
voicemail, etc. may be quickly and easily set up and modified when needed.
Up to 5 prompts can be assigned to each menu. Menu construction can be up
to 99 levels deep.
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Enhanced Notification (Cascading)
Users may be notified of messages by programming COVoice to call a
pager, cellular telephone, internal, or an external telephone number. Enhanced notification allows up to 10 telephone numbers per mailbox allowing multiple attempts and flexible intervals between calls, stopping when a
message has been retrieved by the user. Enhanced notification will continue
through the list of programmed numbers until the message has been retrieved or if the intervals have been exceeded. Each entry can be activated
by type of message, time of day, and day or date. Pagers can be sent the type
and quantity of messages, as well as additional digits. A user must enter
their password to retrieve their message.
Extension Conflict Dialing
COVoice has the ability, similar to the PBX, to allow digit conflict dialing.
For example, extensions 10, 100, 1000, 10000, and 100000 can all reside on
the same system.
Extension/Mailbox Creation and Editing
Extensions and mailboxes may be added and/or edited by the system
administrator. This can be programmed via touch tone telephone, or directly
at the keyboard, or through remote maintenance without interruption of
service.
Extension/Mailbox Range Selection
A complete range of extensions may be assigned quickly by the system
administrator, eliminating the need to add extensions one at a time. Many
common features can be created in the range. Existing extensions and
mailboxes can be copied and used as a template for range programming.
External Priority and Emergency Labeling
External callers can elect to send their message with priority or as and
Emergency Message. This allows for the emergency and priority message
to be listened to prior to any new messages in the mailbox.
Fast-Forward/Rewind Message
A mailbox user may fast-forward or rewind for a specific length of time,
which is programmed in class of service, while listening to a message. The
user presses the * key to rewind and the # key to fast-forward. Multiple key
presses will be recognized.
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Fax Tone Detection
If a fax tone is detected by the system, a transfer can occur to a designated fax
extension. This eliminates the need for a separate fax telephone number and
as an example, allows for the use of 800 numbers common to the system be
used for additional functionality.
Flexible Channel Controls and Time Settings
The Channel form is a very unique and powerful tool which can be programmed to accommodate virtually any display that COVoice may receive
from the PBX. It is also where scheduled events are programmed.
Advanced routing by extension, trunk, or hunt group can be independently
controlled by time of day, day of week, and/or day of year. Specialized
voicemail routing and forwarding information can also be programmed.
Flexible Extension/Mailbox Length
Extensions and Mailboxes can be programmed in variable lengths from 2-6
digits. Extensions can begin with 0-9 and *. Mailboxes can begin with 1-9.
Forwarding: Mailbox & Extension
Users may forward their extension or mailbox to another mailbox, extension,
menu or external number. This may be activated on or off-site and preprogrammed to be activated at specific times and dates.
Each extension in COVoice can be programmed for conditional forwarding.
Always, No Answer, and Busy conditions can each be separately routed to
different destinations. No Answer and Busy condition may have an alternative
secondary destination. Extension forwarding can be programmed for Smart or
Blind transfers.
Future Delivery*
Messages can be recorded and sent on a predetermined day. Each mailbox can
have future delivery based upon Class of Service.
Holiday Greetings and Settings
Any date can be considered a holiday. A separate menu and greetings can be
pre-programmed by date and trunk to provide specific information.
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Hotel/Motel Package
The Hotel/Motel package is included with the system. Mailboxes are specifically designed for the Hotel/Motel guest. Features include single button
access to voice mail system from the room, wake-up calls, ease of use,
remote retrieval of messages from outside the room, callers and guests dial 0
to reach the hotel operator at any time, password required or not required
based on class of service, simplified transfers from attendant to voice mail.
Messages can be forced to be discarded or saved via class of service.
A default greeting is heard by the caller stating the guest is not available.
This greeting can be customized by the administrator for a specific property
greeting.
A Hotel/Motel administrator,assigned through class of service, can perform
many routine tasks such setting and resetting guest room mailboxes, setting,
checking, and printing wake up calls, and leaving messages. Multiple administrators may be assigned to this function.
Immediate Dialing
In the menu form, the Immediate Dialing field can be programmed to enable
multiple functions for the same key. For example, if key 1 is set to CALL
TRANSFER to extension 105 and the PBX extensions are in the 100 number
range, selecting EXTENSION allows a single key press of 1 to be routed to
extension 105 extension and the entry of a specific extension number i.e. 127
to be routed to that individual extension.
Loudspeaker Paging Announcement and Call Retrieve
COVoice gives a caller, attempting to reach an extension that has been
forwarded to voice mail, the option to either “leave a message, try another
extension, or have me paged”. If the caller elects “to have me paged”,
COVoice will place the caller on hold, dial the paging system access code,
make a paging announcement “I have a call for Joe Smith, please dial
53301”. (Where 53 is the Call Hold Retrieve Remote Access Code and 301 is
the extension number of the voice mail extension that is holding the call.) Joe
Smith would go to any telephone on the system and retrieve the call by
dialing the specified code. If Joe Smith does not retrieve the call, the caller
can leave a message or try another extension.
Note: Codes listed above are only examples. COVoice can accommodate
existing codes.
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Loudspeaker Play File
This feature will play a voice file over the paging system at a specific time.
For example, a customer may be a retail store that closes at 6:00 PM. At 5:45
PM, an announcement can be made asking all customers to bring their
purchases to the cashier. Many other options are available.
Mailbox Modes
A mailbox can be programmed to emulate different characteristics. The
following is a list of available modes.
Take Messages: Typical mailbox setting for most applications. This mode
allows the greeting to be played and the caller to leave a message. The caller
can simply hang up or press any key for more options.
Greeting Only: This mode will play the greeting, and then hang up. DTMF
digits are allowable in this mode. If mailbox forwarding is defined, the caller
will route to the forwarding destination rather than hanging up.
Hotel/Motel: This mode is primarily for guest rooms. A caller will hear a
prerecorded greeting indicating the guest is unavailable. The caller has the
option of leaving a message or transferring to the Hotel operator. The prerecorded greeting can be rerecorded to meet the Hotels needs.
The guest has the ability to have a single button access to voicemail for
message retrieval or setting wake up calls. Simplified instructions walk the
guest through these options.
Hotel/Motel Admin: A Hotel/Motel administrator has access to routine
tasks such as setting and resetting guest room mailboxes, setting, checking,
and printing wake up calls, and leave messages. Multiple administrators may
be assigned to this function.
Q & A: A mailbox can be programmed for the Question and Answer (Q&A)
mode. Mailboxes may be programmed to ask up to 99 questions per mailbox.
Answers may be via voice, touch tone 0-9, or 1 for yes or 2 for no. When
played back, one contiguous message is heard. Each answer is replayed after
playing the appropriate question number. Forward and rewind features are
allowed during playback.
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RAD: A mailbox can be programmed for RAD (Recording Announcement
Device) mode. This mailbox mode can be used even if an ACD system is not
used. A RAD mailbox will play the greeting, ignore DTMF digits, wait 2
(two) seconds after greeting ends, and then hang up or if mailbox forwarding
is defined, the caller will route to the forwarding destination.
RADs are typically used in an ACD environment to provide messages to
callers informing them of their status in queue or provide information about
the company. A RAD on the Mitel PBX connects through as ONS analog
connection. Additional hardware is required if ACD RADs are to be used as
specified by Mitel.
Service Bureau Mailbox: The Service Bureau Mailbox mode allows a
mailbox to be programmed to play a mailbox greeting, take a message, and
then hang up. All DTMF digits are ignored. This mode is typical for customers who resell mailboxes to end users and who want restrictive access.
System Administrator*: This mode gives the mailbox owner the ability to
make low level changes to the system from their mailbox. Some of the
capabilities are extension and mailbox creation, resetting mailbox features
and passwords, rerecord prompts, etc.
Manual Message Pause
A Manual Message Pause occurs by pressing the 8 key while listening to a
message. Playback will resume by pressing the 8 key again or if the Manual
Message Pause timer expires. The Manual Message Pause timer is located in
the Class of Service Forms.
Menu Prompt Recording
Menu Prompts may easily be recorded through any touch tone telephone
either on or off site, or they can be imported from another medium such as a
DAT tape. Up to 5 prompts per menu are allowed.
Message Retrieve, Save, Copy and Delete
A user may retrieve messages in their mailbox internally or off site, save a
message for future reference, copy a message to another mailbox or delete a
message. Saved messages will be retained for a time period specified in class
of service.
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Message Waiting Lamps/Bells
Message Waiting lamps can be lit on all Mitel PBX’s. The light can be lit
without ringing the telephone. If a light is not installed on the specific
telephone, the bell will ring at the interval set by the PBX. Refer to Mitel
SX-200 D/FD practices for more options regarding the PBX.
Multiple Languages*
As an option, the system will support English (US), English (UK), Mexican
Spanish, Canadian French, Mandarin Chinese, Japanese or a combination of
these languages by allowing each channel, trunk, or mailbox to be language
selectable.
When the caller selects a language, they will remain in the chosen language
until the call is completed.
Additional languages will be added based on customer request.
Multiple or Single Greetings
Users may prerecord a single greeting or up to 10 greetings per mailbox.
Each greeting may be activated when desired. The type of greeting is selectable through class of service.
A Hotel/Motel default greeting is heard by the caller stating the guest is not
available. This greeting can be customized by the administrator for a specific
property greeting.
On/Off Site Mailbox Programming and Recording
Users have complete programming capability to all assigned features in their
mailbox through touch tone, on or off site. This also includes recording of
their outgoing mailbox greetings, notification of messages, etc.
On-Line Maintenance*
The system can be administered without the interruption of service for most
changes. Administration is achieved either through touch tone telephone,
locally through the keyboard, or off site through remote maintenance.
Many changes such as extension/mailbox MAC’s, menu MAC’s, system
defaults, prompt recording, etc. can be administered without the interruption
of service.
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Password Protection
Mailboxes may be assigned a fixed or variable length password. Passwords
can be from 3 to 15 digits in length.
Personal Operator
Each mailbox can be programmed for a personal operator, rather than using
the primary system operator. While listening to a mailbox greeting, the caller
can press 0 and be transferred to a departmental secretary, assistant, or any
extension. (i.e.: A caller transfers to the sales department, all sales personnel
are busy, the caller dials 0 and transfers to the sales secretary, not the main
operator).Access is controlled through class of service and modified from the
mailbox owner.
Port Assignments
Each port must be assigned with its actual extension number from the PBX.
This allows for other dependent features, such as Loudspeaker Paging
Announcement and Call Retrieve, etc. to function correctly.
Quick Setup
Quick Setup is a powerful tool to help quickly program and bring the system
on line. Many of the default values and common features are set thus minimizing customization time.
Remote Maintenance and Modem
Complete system programming, diagnostics, and maintenance can be accessed remotely through the modem and “Host” remote maintenance software supplied with each COVoice system. ”Remote” remote maintenance
software (optional) is required to access the system from a remote computer.
COVoice can also be utilized to access the PBX for MAC’s through
COVTest.
Reports
COVoice provides a reporting facility capable of providing reports on
numerous system functions and activities. Information can also be exported
into a common format to allow import capabilities into a peripheral program.
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Restricted Password
A restricted password can be assigned by a mailbox user to allow someone
else to login into their mailbox, retrieve messages, and save the message. No
message deletion is allowed.
Save Messages
The Save Message option can be enabled or disabled through class of service
to allow a mailbox owner the ability to save messages.
Scan Messages
Scan messages offers a unique and very efficient way to search for a specific
message. A user can press 71 and hear the first 5 seconds of each message.
Once the desired message has been located, pressing 1 will replay the message from the beginning and offer all of the options available after the message has been listened to. Priority, new, and saved messages can be scanned.
Scheduled Event
Scheduled Event is a very powerful feature allowing COVoice the ability to
dial virtually any digit string at any time or date on any specific channel. Not
only digit strings, but the ability to access all soft and hard keys gives
COVoice the capability to provide enhanced functionality through the display.
An example may be automatically switching the PBX from Day to Night
mode.
Some other examples may be to activate ACD groups at specific times of day,
or to place the system in Night 2 mode on the first of the month at 10:00 a.m.
for a company meeting. The possibilities are endless.
Simplified Mailbox Activation
With the aid of tutorial prompts, first time users may quickly and easily set up
their mailbox by recording an outgoing greeting, recording their name and
entering a password.
Skip Messages
Messages can be skipped, thus advancing to the next message. Priority,
emergency, private, new, and saved messages can be skipped. To skip to the
next message, press 7 or 77 while listening to the message.
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System Back-Up/Restore
A backup of system information may be archived for future retrieval and
restored at a later date. Each system should be backed up on a regular basis
and the disks should be stored in an off site location.
System Hardware
All systems include all necessary hardware to connect to the SX-200 D/FD.
COVoice utilizes industry standard PC hardware which includes a 486
processor, Mitel licensed and approved PC based COV card, an IDE hard
disk drive, VGA monitor, enhanced keyboard, and modem.
Systems are assembled, software is installed, and thoroughly tested at the
VSR manufacturing facility.
System Password Protection
Access to the system maintenance and programming is restricted by a
password. Separate passwords can be used for remotely accessing the system
and administering the system.
Transfers - Blind and Smart
COVoice supports both Blind and Smart transfers. Each extension can be
programmed for the appropriate transfer type.
Blind transfers rely exclusively on the PBX to route the call back to voicemail via call forwarding, if the caller does not answer. The SX-200 D/FD
does not provide a conditional forwarding status. This form of transfer will
be used in most cases on the SX-200 D/FD.
Smart transfers provide an intelligent determination of call status. By reading
the display, COVoice can determine if the called destination answers, is busy,
does not answer, or may be forwarded to another destination. COVoice can
appropriately route the call to the desired destination. Smart transfers are
required if call screening is used.
Trunk Routing
Each individual CO trunk can be programmed to route separately based on
time of day, day week, and/or specific day of year. This can be very useful in
a shared tenant service, specialized departmental routing, or in a multiple
company environment.
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Transaction Processing
Callers may have 1 digit access to specific extensions, departments, or
specific greetings in each menu. This feature allows for callers to quickly
route through the system to the appropriate destination.
Voicemail/Extension Directories
The system may allow a caller to dial by name or dial alphabetically and
transfer to the appropriate extension, mailbox or announcement. A factory
recorded greeting may be utilized or users may rerecord and customize the
directory.
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This section outlines the
programming settings for the

Section 304-3
Programming the
Mitel SX-200 D/FD

Mitel 200 D/FD that VSR
recommends you use with
COVoice. VSR has done
extensive testing to determine
the best possible PBX settings
for tight integration with
COVoice. The following pages
include Mitel SX-200 D/FD
Programming Record Sheets.
Bold typed values and

settings in the tables indicate
that it is highly recommended
that you use these settings
when you install COVoice.
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What is required to program the PBX for COVoice?

Your Questions
Answered

Before programming the PBX, verify that you have the proper equipment
needed, such as a COV card, and a compatible software version. Specific
Mitel SX-200 D/FD hardware and software requirements for COVoice
can be found in section 304-1 of this manual.

What is involved in programming the PBX?
Programming the PBX involves Customer Data Entry, which is entering
the register codes in the command fields. You will find VSR's recommended register value entries on the following pages.

Should the PBX be programmed before installing COVoice?

WARNING! Only
Mitel Certified
Technicians should
attempt to program a
Mitel PBX.

Programming the PBX before you install COVoice is not necessary, but it
can make the installation process easier and more convenient. After the
PBX has been programmed, COVoice's Quick Setup allows you to have
COVoice running in a short amount of time. Preprogramming the PBX
can be done remotely, which can save you time at the customer site.
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COVoice SX200 D/FD FEATURE ACCESS CODE PROGRAMMING
FEATURE
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53

FEATURE NAME
ACCOUNT CODE ACCESS
AUTO-ANSWER ACTIVATION
CALL FORWARDING - ALL CALLS
CALL FORWARDING - INTERNAL ONLY
CALL FORWARDING - EXTERNAL ONLY
CALL FORWARDING - I'M HERE
CALL FORWARDING - CANCEL I'M HERE
DIAL CALL PICKUP
DIRECTED CALL PICKUP
DO NOT DISTURB
EXTENSION GENERAL ATTENDANT ACCESS
PAGING ACCESS TO DEFAULT ZONE(S)
PAGING ACCESS TO SPECIFIC ZONE(S)
TAFAS - ANY
TAFAS - LOCAL TENANT
HOLD PICKUP ACCESS (ATTENDANT HOLD SLOTS)
CONSOLE LOCKOUT ACCESS CODE
MAINTENANCE FUNCTIONS (TEST LINE)
DIRECT INWARD SYSTEM ACCESS
CALLBACK BUSY <<SINGLE DIGIT>>
CALL HOLD
CALL HOLD RETRIEVE (LOCAL)
CALL HOLD RETRIEVE (REMOTE)
ABBREVIATED DIAL ACCESS
CLEAR ALL FEATURES
SUPERSET 4 TELEPHONE LOOPBACK TEST
TONE DEMONSTRATION
ADL CALL SETUP
ADL DISCONNECT
RESERVED
EXECUTIVE BUSY OVERRIDE <<SINGLE DIGIT>>
AUTOMATIC WAKE-UP
CALL PARK
NODE ID
MAID IN ROOM
SUPERSET 4 ROOM STATUS DISPLAY
DIRECT TO ARS
UCD AGENT LOGIN/LOGOUT
ANALOG NETWORK ACCEPT CALLERS EXTENSION
SUPERSET 4 MAID IN ROOM STATUS DISPLAY
SEND MESSAGE
CALL MESSAGE SENDER OF OLDEST MESSAGE
CALLBACK - NO ANSWER
ACD LOGIN/LOGOUT
ACD SILENT MONITORING
FLASH OVER TRUNK
PROGRAM FEATURE KEY
KEY SYSTEM - DIRECT PAGING
KEY SYSTEM - GROUP PAGE - MEET ME ANSWER
KEY SYSTEM - DIRECT CO LINE SELECT
KEY SYSTEM - STORE PERSONAL SPEED CALL
KEY SYSTEM - RETRIEVE PERSONAL SPEED CALL
DOUBLE FLASH OVER TRUNK

ACCESS CODE

**
**
**

**
**

** These features should be activated for use with COVoice.
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SX200 D/FD COS PROGRAMMING

[COS:COVoice] OPTION: ENABLED/DISABLED
ATTENDANT BELL - OFF
ATTENDANT O/G RESTRICTION/ROOM STATUS SETUP
ATTENDANT DISPLAY OF SYSTEM ALARMS
ATTENDANT DISA CODE SETUP
ATTENDANT FLEXIBLE NIGHT SERVICE SETUP
ATTENDANT GUEST ROOM KEY
ATTENDANT NEW CALL TONE
ATTENDANT AUTOMATIC CALL FORWARD - NO ANSW.
ATTENDANT AUDIBLE LOCKOUT ALARM
ATTENDANT SERIAL CALL
ATTENDANT ABBR. DIAL CONFIDENTIAL NUM. DISPLAY
ATTENDANT ABBREVIATED DIAL PROGRAMMING
ATTENDANT STATION BUSY - OUT
ATTENDANT CALL BLOCK KEY
ATTENDANT TRUNK BUSY - OUT
ATTENDANT TIMED RECALL (NO ANS) 0=DISABLE 5-240 S
ATTENDANT TIMED RECALL (HOLD) 10-240 SECONDS
ATTENDANT TIMED RECALL (CAMPON) 0=DISABLE 5-240 S
ATTENDANT CALL FORWARD NO ANSWER TIMER 10-240 S
ATTENDANT TONE SIGNALLING
ATTENDANT CONFERENCE DISABLE
ATTENDANT STATION DO NOT DISTURB
ATTENDANT SETUP TIME/DATE
ATTENDANT CALL FORWARD SETUP AND CANCEL
ATTENDANT HOLD POSITION SECURITY
ATTENDANT MULTI-NEW CALL TONE
RESERVED
SUB-ATTENDANT STATION SETUP ADVISORY MESSAGE
ACCOUNT CODE, FORCED ENTRY-EXTERNAL CALLS
ACCOUNT CODE, FORCED ENTRY-LONG DISTANCE CALLS
ALARM CALL
BROKER'S CALL
CALL BLOCK APPLIES (ROOM TO ROOM)
FLASH FOR WAITING CALL
CALL FORWARDING - BUSY
CALL FORWARDING - DON'T ANSWER
CALL FORWARDING - EXTERNAL
CALL FORWARDING - FOLLOW ME
CALL FORWARDING INHIBIT ON DIAL-IN TRUNKS
CALL HOLD AND RETRIEVE ACCESS
CAN FLASH IF TALKING TO AN INCOMING TRUNK
CAN FLASH IF TALKING TO AN OUTGOING TRUNK
CANNOT DIAL A TRUNK AFTER FLASHING
CANNOT DIAL A TRUNK IF HOLDING OR IN CONF W/ONE
DATA SECURITY
DIRECT TO ARS
DIRECTED CALL PICKUP
DISCRIMINATING DIAL TONE
DO NOT DISTURB
CLEAR ALL FEATURES
CALL FORWARDING INHIBIT ON HOLD TIMEOUT
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STATUS
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
30
30
30
30
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
ENABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
ENABLED
ENABLED
ENABLED
ENABLED
DISABLED
ENABLED
ENABLED
ENABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
ENABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
ENABLED
ENABLED
DISABLED

OPTION NUM.
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
104
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
150
200
201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210
211
212
213
214
215
216
217
218
219
220
221
222

SX200 D/FD COS PROGRAMMING, CONT.
FLASH DISABLE
FLASH FOR ATTENDANT
HOLD PICKUP (ATTENDANT PAGED ACCESS)
INWARD RESTRICTION (DID)
LOCKOUT ALARM APPLIES
MANUAL LINE (DIAL 0 HOTLINE)
COV VOICE MAIL PORT
MESSAGE REGISTER OVERFLOW ALARM
MESSAGE WAITING SETUP - BELL
MESSAGE WAITING SETUP - LAMP
NEVER A CONSULTEE
NEVER A FORWARDEE
ORIGINATE ONLY
OUTGOING TRUNK CALLBACK
OUTGOING TRUNK CAMP-ON
OVERRIDE SECURITY
PRIORITY DIAL 0
LINE PRIVACY
RECEIVE ONLY
REPEATED CAMP-ON BEEPS
NON-BUSY EXTENSION
ROOM STATUES APPLIES
ABBREVIATED DIALING ACCESS
SMDR - EXTENDED RECORD
SMDR - RECORD METER PULSES
TAFAS ANY ACCESS
TAFAS ACCESS TENANT
TAFAS ACCESS DURING DAY SERVICE
TRANSFER DIAL TONE
BROKER'S CALL WITH TRANSFER
CALL FORWARD - DON'T ANSWER TIMER 2-6 RINGS
PBX TELEPHONE - CALL HOLD RECALL TIMER 1-10 MIN.
REPEATED CAMP-ON BEEPS TIMER 5-15 SECONDS
UCD MUSIC ON HOLD TIMER 0-50 MINUTES
FLASH OVER TRUNK
DISPLAY PRIME AS FORWARDER
MESSAGE SENDING
INTERNAL/EXTERNAL SPLIT CALL FORWARDING
ONS VOICE MAIL PORT
RESERVED
RESERVED
RESERVED
RESERVED
AUTOMATIC CALLBACK
CAMP-ON
FLASH-IN CONFERENCE
PAGING ZONE 1 ACCESS
PAGING ZONE 2 ACCESS
PAGING ZONE 3 ACCESS
PAGING ZONE 4 ACCESS
PAGING ZONE 5 ACCESS
PAGING ZONE 6 ACCESS

DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
ENABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
ENABLED
ENABLED*
ENABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
ENABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
ENABLED
DISABLED
5
1
10
0
DISABLED
ENABLED
ENABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
ENABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED

223
224
225
226
227
228
229
230
231
232
233
234
235
236
237
238
239
240
241
242
243
244
245
246
247
248
249
250
251
252
253
254
255
256
257
258
259
260
261
262
263
264
265
300
301
302
303
304
305
306
307
308

* Program a LDN Key on the Attn. Console and label it "COVoice."
In Form 19 Priority Dial 0 and put that LDN number in the Day/
NT1/NT2 Column.
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SX200 D/FD COS PROGRAMMING, CONT.
PAGING ZONE 7 ACCESS
PAGING ZONE 8 ACCESS
PAGING ZONE 9 ACCESS
PAGING DEFAULT (0-9) (0 GIVES ALL ENABLED ZONES)
CO TRUNK TO CO TRUNK CONNECT
CO TRUNK TO TIE TRUNK CONNECT
CO TRUNK TO DID TRUNK CONNECT
TIE TRUNK TO TIE TRUNK CONNECT
TIE TRUNK TO DID TRUNK CONNECT
DID TRUNK TO DID TRUNK CONNECT
EXTENSION NON-CO TRUNK TO TRUNK CONNECT
TRANSPARENT MULTI-CONSOLE OPERATION
RESERVED
RESERVED
RESERVED
RESERVED
RESERVED
ACCOUNT CODE, FORCED ENTRY-DATA INTERNAL CALLS
ACCOUNT CODE, FORCED ENTRY-DATA EXTERNAL CALLS
ACCOUNT CODE, FORCED ENTRY-DATA LONG DIST CALLS
RESERVED
RESERVED
RESERVED
CONTACT MONITOR
CALL PARK
LONG LOOP (OFF PREMISES EXTENSION ONLY)
TRUNK RECALL PARTIAL INHIBIT
RECORDING FAILURE TO HANGUP TIMER 1-255 SECONDS
RESERVED
RESERVED
RESERVED
OVERRIDE
OVERRIDE ANNOUNCE
DISPLAY ANI/DNIS INFORMATION
RESERVED
RESERVED
SUPERSET TELEPHONE - AUTO-ANSWER
SUPERSET TELEPHONE - AUTO-HOLD DISABLE
SUPERSET TELEPHONE - BACKGROUND MUSIC
SUPERSET TELEPHONE - DISCONNECT ALARM
PBX SUPERSET TELEPHONE - AUTO. OUTGOING LINE
SUPERSET TELEPHONE - MESSAGE PROGRAM
SUPERSET TELEPHONE - ENHANCED ANS. POSITION
SUPERSET TELEPHONE - ASSOCIATED MODEM LINE
SUPERSET TELEPHONE - ROOM STATUS DISPLAY
SUPERSET TELEPHONE - NIGHT SERVICE SWITCHING
SUPERSET TELEPHONE - GUEST RM. TELPLATE (0-3)(DN)
SUPERSET TELEPHONE - LIMITED NEW CALL RING
SUPERSET TELEPHONE - HEADSET OPERATION
DISPLAY ANI INFORMATION ONLY
RESERVED
RESERVED
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DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
ENABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
10
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
ENABLED
DISABLED
ENABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
ENABLED
0
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED

309
310
311
312
313
314
315
316
317
318
319
320
321
322
323
324
325
326
327
328
329
330
331
400
401
402
403
404
405
406
407
500
501
502
503
504
600
601
602
603
604
605
606
607
608
609
610
611
612
613
614
615

SX200 D/FD COS PROGRAMMING, CONT.
ACD - AGENT TEMPLATE (0-3, 0 = DISABLE)
ACD - SUPERVISOR TEMPLATE (0-3, 0 = DISABLE)
ACD - SENIOR SUPERVISOR TEMPLATE (0-3, 0 = DISABLE)
ACD - AGENT ALWAYS AUTO-ANSWER
RESERVED
RESERVED
RESERVED
RESERVED
RESERVED
KEY SYSTEM - DIRECT CO ACCESS
KEY SET/SUB ATT. - CALL HOLD NOTIFY TIMER 0-600 S
KEY SYSTEM - AUTO ANSWER - INTERNAL CALLS
KEY SYSTEM-DIRECT PAGING HANDSFREE ANSWERBACK
RESERVED
SMDR - DOES NOT APPLY
NO DIAL TONE
SMDR - OVERWRIT BUFFER
MESSAGE REGISTER APPLIES
INCOMING/INTERNAL MODEM POOLING ACCESS
AUTOMATIC OVERFLOW FROM ATTENDANT
RESERVED
RESERVED
RESERVED
RESERVED
RESERVED
ANI APPLIES
INCOMING TRUNK CALL ROTARY
LIMITED WAIT FOR DIAL TONE
SMDR - DROP CALLS < n DIGITS (0-11, DISABLE = 0)
SMDR - DROP INCOMPLETE OUTGOING CALLS
TRUNK NO DIAL TONE ALARM
SMDR - RECORD INCOMING CALLS
SMDR - DISPLAY PRIVATE SPEEDCALL
SPECIAL DISA
STANDARD RING APPLIES
DISA DURING NIGHT SERVICE ONLY
ANI/DNIS TRUNK
LOOP START TRUNK TO ACD PATH CONNECT
RESERVED
SMDR - RECORD ANI/DNIS
RESERVED
RESERVED
DATA STATION QUEUEING
DTRX HERALD
DTRX MESSAGE CODE
DTRX MESSAGE CODE TEXT
DTRX COMPLETE MESSAGE TEXT
DTRX HERAL TEXT SELECT (1-4)
DATA SMDR - DOES NOT APPLY
DATA SMDR - EXTENDED RECORD
DATA SMDR - OVERWRITE BUFFER
RESERVED
RESERVED
RESERVED

0
0
0
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
0
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
ENABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
0
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
1
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED

650
651
652
653
654
655
656
657
658
680
681
682
683
684
700
701
702
703
704
705
706
707
708
709
710
800
801
802
803
804
805
806
807
808
809
810
811
812
813
814
815
816
900
901
902
903
904
905
906
907
908
909
910
911
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SX200 D/FD SYSTEM OPTIONS PROGRAMMING
SYSTEM OPTIONS
24 HOUR CLOCK
MESSAGE LAMP TEST ENABLE
SINGLE PAGING AMPLIFIER
MESSAGE WAITING & MESSAGE REGISTER CLEAR PRINT
VERIFIED ACCOUNT CODES
ANALOGUE NETWORKING SMDR
CANCEL 24-HOUR MESSAGE WAITING
FIVE DIGIT SMDR
ATTENDANT CALL BLOCK
ATTENDANT CONFERENCE BEEPS
AUTOMATIC WAKE-UP
AUTOMATIC WAKE-UP ALARM
AUTOMATIC WAKE-UP PRI
AUTOMATIC WAKE-UP MUSIC
DATA DEMULTIPLIER
AUTOMATED ATTENDANT
DISCRIMINATING RINGING
DISCRIMINATING RINGING ALWAYS
MITEL APPLICATION INTERFACE
HOLIDAY MESSAGES
INCOMING TO OUTGOING CALL FORWARD
LAST PARTY CLEAR - DIAL TONE
MESSAGE REGISTER COUNT ADDITIONAL SUPERVISORS
MESSAGE REGISTER AUDIT
MESSAGE REGISTER ZERO AFTER AUDIT
NO OVERLAP OUTPULSING
ROOM STATUS AUDIT
SMDR INDICATE LONG CALLS
SUPERSET TELEPHONE LAST NUMBER REDIAL
RESERVED
SATELLITE PBX
OUTGOING CALL RESTRICTION
ROOM STATUS
AUTO ROOM STATUS CONVERSION/AUTO WAKE-UP PRINT
PROPERTY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
END OF DIAL CHARACTER (#)
CALIBRATED FLASH
SWITCH HOOK FLASH
DATA SMDR INDICATE LONG CALLS
MESSAGE REGISTER FOLLOWS TALKER
AUTOMATIC CALL DISTRIBUTION
ACD SILENT MONITORING
ACD SILENT MONITORING BEEPS
ACD REPORTS
RESERVED
DIGIT TRANSLATION PLAN (0-3)
ARS UNKNOWN DIGIT LENGTH TIME-OUT (2-15 SECONDS)
LIMITED WAIT FOR DIALTONE (1-15 SECONDS)
PSEUDO ANSWER SUPERVISION TIMER (10-60 SECONDS)
DIALING CONFLICT TIMER (2-10 SECONDS)
FINAL RING TIME-OUT (1-30 MINUTES)

STATUS
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
ENABLED*
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
ENABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
ENABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
DISABLED
0
5
5
20
3
1

OPTION NUM.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51

* Enabling this option will allow COVoice to access another trunk and
forward your voice mailbox to an outside number. CAUTION SHOULD BE
USED WITH THIS OPTION!!
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SX200 D/FD SYSTEM OPTIONS PROGRAMMING, CONT.

MINIMUM FLASH TIMER 20-50 ms (10 ms INCREMENTS)
MAXIMUM FLASH TIMER 20-150 ms (10 ms INCREMENTS)
DISA ANSWER TIMER (1-8 SECONDS)
ACCOUNT CODE LENGTH (VARIABLE OR 4-12 DIGITS)
AUTO ROOM STATUS CONV./WAKE-UP PRINT TIMER
VACANT/RESERVED ROOM DEFAULT CALL RESTRICTION
OCCUPIED ROOM DEFAULT CALL RESTRICTION
RECEIVERS RESERVED FOR NON-AUTO ATTENDANT USE
TONE PLAN

20
100
8
4
00:00
INTERNAL
INTERNAL
UNKNOWN
N/A

52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60

SX200 D/FD HUNT GROUP PROGRAMMING AND OPTIONS

[GRP 1:250] [CIRC] [STN/SET]

[GRP 1:250] [CIRC] [STN/SET]
NAME
OVERFLOW

EXT. NUMBER
251
252
253
254

BAY
2
2
2
2

SLT
4
4
4
4

CCT
1
2
3
4

COMMENTS
COVoice 1
COVoice 2
COVoice 3
COVoice 4

OPTIONS
COVoice
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Section 305-1
Mitel SX-2000:
Requirements

Mitel SX-2000: Requirements
305-1-1

Before your telephone system can
operate with COVoice, it must meet
some minimum requirements. If you
are sure that your telephone system
meets these requirements, you may
skip the minimum requirements
section of this chapter.

What does minimum requirements mean?

Your Questions
Answered

Meeting the minimum requirements means that most or all of the COVoice
functions will work with your telephone system. This includes the minimum
telephone system software and equipment requirements.

Will I need additional equipment?
By reading the section in this chapter entitled "Minimum Phone System
Requirements," you will be able to determine if there is any other equipment
necessary.

How does COVoice transfer calls?
COVoice can transfer calls via either blind or smart transfers. Blind Transfers
rely on the PBX to route the caller to COVoice in order to leave a message
for the appropriate person. In smart transfer mode, COVoice monitors the
transfer until it is complete.

Can COVoice light message lights?
Yes. Depending on which PBX and specific software level, a different
procedure may be used for each system.

How does COVoice handle a disconnect?
COVoice will immediately disconnect when a caller hangs up, whether it is
an internal or an external call. COVoice is programmed to read a low level
display indicating that caller has hung up.
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Minimum Phone System Requirements

SX-2000 (VS, S, SG)
All versions of software will integrate with COVoice. It is recommended
that whenever possible, the latest version of software be installed. There are
features available in Version 2007 that are not available in Version 2001.
Refer to Mitel practices for further explanation.
When connecting the ports to COVoice, use RJ-14 jacks, connecting 2 COV
ports per jack. A COV line card is required (12 ports). Line cords are
supplied with COVoice.
SX-2000 Light
All versions of software will integrate with COVoice. It is recommended
that whenever possible, the latest version of software be installed. Refer to
Mitel practices for further explanation.
1 COV port is required for each COVoice port, and a COV line card is
required. (12 ports)
When connecting the ports to COVoice, use RJ-14 jacks, connecting 2 COV
ports per jack. Line cords are supplied with COVoice.

Note: Remember to check your MFRD and MTLC to ensure PBX
limitations will not be exceeded.
IMPORTANT!! COV line card revision needs to be Revision A.28 G.02 or
higher.
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Phone System
Requirements
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Section 305-2
COVoice Features
available on the
Mitel SX-2000

Mitel SX-2000: Features
305-2-1

COVoice is equipped with many
powerful features. The
functionality of these features
varies slightly with each Mitel
PBX. Described here are the
features available on the Mitel
SX-2000.
In this section, you will also find
information about any special
software requirements or
additional equipment needed for
full feature access.

ACD Hunt Group DND On and Off
Features marked with
a "*" will be available in COVoice software release 2.0.

Using the Scheduled Event feature described below, an ACD Hunt Group can
be placed in and out of DND. This allows ACD Groups to “turn on and off”
at specifically designated times and dates. This feature is available with ACD
software on the SX-2000.
ACD Silent Monitoring Recording*
ACD extensions can be programmed to allow COVoice to selectively Silent
Monitor and record conversations. This allows ACD supervisors the ability to
review their agents’ conversations for training purposes This feature is
available with ACD software on the SX-2000.
Advanced Menuing
A menu can use all keys (0-9,*,#) for specific and/or multiple functions. The
available options for each key are Call Transfer (Direct to specific extension,
Request an Extension, or First Key of an extension number range, i.e. extensions 100-199), Extension Directory, Mailbox Directory, Menu, Play File,
Voice Mail (Direct to a specific mailbox, Request a mailbox, or First Key of a
mailbox number range, i.e. mailbox 100-199), Select Language*, Hang-up, or
Invalid Key.
For example key 1 can be used for transferring to a department, i.e. sales, and
also used to transfer to an extension, i.e. extension 100, using the extension/
mailbox Immediate Dialing feature.
AMIS Analog Networking*
AMIS Analog Networking allows a mailbox owner to send and receive
messages to and from different site locations. Up to 99 separate sites can be
pre-programmed. Sites can be either a COVoice or VSR system, or any voice
mail system that conforms to the AMIS Analog standard. Multiple message
send parameters can be specified by site.
Audiotext
Mailbox or Play files may be recorded up to play 17 minutes or an unlimited
amount of time of outgoing information. This information can be linked
together and a caller may transfer from one outgoing message to another.
When a mailbox is utilized, this information can be changed off-site.
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Auto Copy*
A mailbox can be programmed to copy all new messages to another mailbox
or to a personal distribution list. Each mailbox can have 1 (one) Auto Copy
destination. This feature is controlled through class of service by the administrator.
Auto Day/Night 1/Night 2 Switching
Using the Scheduled Event feature described below, Day/Night 1/Night 2
mode can be programmed to automatically switch to the required service any
time of day, day of week, and/or specific day of year. This feature eliminates
the human error when different modes of operation controlling trunks by
time of day are used.
Auto Disk Optimization
During the designated system clean-up time, the hard drive will be
defragmented and all files will be properly compressed. Cleanup can be
programmed for any time of day or day of week.
Auto Message Pause on Hold
While listening to a message, pressing the Hold key on the Superset telephone will automatically pause playback of the message. Playback will
resume once the call is retrieved off of hold.
Also, a Manual Message Pause is possible by pressing the 8 key while
listening to a message. Playback will resume by pressing the 8 key again or if
the Manual Message Pause timer expires. The Manual Message Pause timer
is located in the class of service forms.
Note: Keep in mind the PBX class of service timer will control the hold
recall timer.
Auto Reply
When an internal extension calls another internal extension that is forwarded
to voicemail, the name or number of the calling extensions mailbox is
included with the message. This allows the recipient of the message to
quickly respond the sender by pressing the 5 (five) key and recording a
response.
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Auto Time Synchronization
COVoice reads the time on the COV display and updates its internal clock, if
necessary. This insures that the PBX and COVoice are always using the same
time for important events requiring both systems to be synchronized.
Caller Holding/Queuing
When callers are transferred to an extension that is busy, the caller can
request to be placed on hold. The system will inform the caller of their
position in the queue and allow them to hold, try another extension, or leave a
message.
Call Screening
Users may be notified of who is calling before the transfer occurs. Callers
announce their name and the user can either accept or reject the call. Smart
Transfer must be used for this feature.
Certified, Priority, Emergency* and Private Messages
Messages labeled with Certification allow the sender to receive a receipt in
their mailbox confirming the message has been retrieved by the intended
recipient. The time and date of retrieval is included in the message.
Messages labeled with Priority are heard prior to new messages, with the
exception of Emergency* Messages.
Messages labeled as Emergency* are heard prior to all new messages.
Messages labeled as Private cannot be copied to another mailbox.
Class of Service
The Class of service form allows for the customization of specific features
and functionality to be assigned as a template for a single or group of extensions/mailboxes.
Some of the available features are selection of mailbox mode, Hotel/Motel
features, timers, mailbox and extension maintenance options, forwarding
capabilities, notification options, password options, distribution lists types,
message sending options, loudspeaker paging options, personal operator,
holding, screening, and transfer type.
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Cleanup
Cleanup is a utility program designed to defragment the hard disk drive, sort
and organize files and directories, purge old logs files, and purge old messages. Cleanup can be programmed at any time of day and day of week.
COV Integration
COVoice utilizes the only Mitel approved COV PC card providing COV
integration. Because both the PBX and COV card were designed by Mitel,
COVoice provides the best integration possible. COVoice will integrate with
the following Mitel PBX’s: SX-20 generic 503 or greater, SX-50, SX-100/200
generic 217 or greater, SX-200D, SX-200FD, and SX-2000 systems. Each
PBX has independent features and capabilities.
COVTest
COVTest is a utility program designed to display up to 4 COV ports simultaneously. COVTest emulates the Superset 4 telephone and all softkey and
hardkey functionality, status, testing, and system programming.
Custom Prompt Recording
Prompts and Greetings can quickly and easily be recorded and replaced
through a touch tone telephone through the administrator’s mailbox or
through the recording studio accessed from the keyboard.
As an option, VSR can also provide custom Prompt, Greeting, and On-Hold
information from our recording studio.
Date and Time Stamping
A date and time stamp may automatically or manually be heard indicating
when a message was sent. This may be programmed by the user through the
mailbox or by the administrator.
Definable Primary/Secondary System Operators
Any extension number may be assigned as the primary operator or the
secondary operator. A caller pressing 0 from a mailbox will reach the primary
or possibly the secondary operator, unless the specific extension has a personal operator assigned (See Personal Operator for more information). The
secondary operator will be called if the primary operator does not answer.
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Dial Through during Greeting
While listening to a mailbox greeting, a caller may dial another extension and
routed to that specific extension. (i.e.,: A caller transfers to the company
president, goes to voice mail and dials the executive secretary’s extension as
designated by the mailbox greeting).
This feature may be enabled or disabled through class of service.
Digital Messaging On Hold (DMOH)*
DMOH allows one or more play files recorded on COVoice to be played over
the PBX’s Music On Hold (MOH). Customers may wish to provide information about their company and provide this to their customers. VSR offers
professional Information On Hold recording optionally.
Distribution Lists
This feature allows a list of mailboxes to be assigned to a distribution list.
A Broadcast list includes all mailboxes on the system, with the exception of
those who have disabled their inclusion via class of service.
A System list can include up to 200 mailboxes. This list can be accessed by
all mailbox owners who have been granted access via class of service.
A Personal list is programmed and accessed only by the mailbox owner.
A Manual list is a list created “on the fly” by the mailbox owner. A Manual
list may be saved as a personal list for future message sending.
DND-Treat as CFFM
This feature determines whether COVoice will treat the called extension
which has been placed in DND as a Busy condition or follow the Always
forwarding option in the extension form.
ND Remote Extension Set and Clear
COVoice can be programmed to set and clear the DND feature on an extension or hunt group, or ACD hunt group of the PBX using the Scheduled
Event feature.
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Easily Constructed Menu System
Menus can be easily constructed and maintained on site or remotely. Outgoing information, extension/mailbox directories, call transfers, access to
voicemail, etc. may be quickly and easily set up and modified when needed.
Up to 5 prompts can be assigned to each menu. Menu construction can be
up to 99 levels deep.
Enhanced Notification (Cascading)
Users may be notified of messages by programming COVoice to call a
pager, cellular telephone, internal, or an external telephone number. Enhanced notification allows up to 10 telephone numbers per mailbox allowing multiple attempts and flexible intervals between calls, stopping when a
message has been retrieved by the user. Enhanced notification will continue
through the list of programmed numbers until the message has been retrieved or if the intervals have been exceeded. Each entry can be activated
by type of message, time of day, and day or date. Pagers can be sent the type
and quantity of messages, as well as additional digits. A user must enter
their password to retrieve their message.
Extension Conflict Dialing
COVoice has the ability, similar to the PBX, to allow digit conflict dialing.
For example, extensions 10, 100, 1000, 10000, and 100000 can all reside on
the same system.
Extension/Mailbox Creation and Editing
Extensions and mailboxes may be added and/or edited by the system
administrator. This can be programmed via touch tone telephone, or directly
at the keyboard, or through remote maintenance without interruption of
service.
Extension/Mailbox Range Selection
A complete range of extensions may be assigned quickly by the system
administrator, eliminating the need to add extensions one at a time. Many
common features can be created in the range. Existing extensions and
mailboxes can be copied and used as a template for range programming.
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External Priority and Emergency Labeling
External callers can elect to send their message with priority or as and
Emergency Message. This allows for the emergency and priority message to
be listened to prior to any new messages in the mailbox.
Fast-Forward/Rewind Message
A mailbox user may fast-forward or rewind for a specific length of time,
which is programmed in class of service, while listening to a message. The
user presses the * key to rewind and the # key to fast-forward. Multiple key
presses will be recognized.
Fax Tone Detection
If a fax tone is detected by the system, a transfer can occur to a designated fax
extension. This eliminates the need for a separate fax telephone number and
as an example, allows for the use of 800 numbers common to the system be
used for additional functionality.
Flexible Channel Controls and Time Settings
The Channel form is a very unique and powerful tool which can be programmed to accommodate virtually any display that COVoice may receive
from the PBX. It is also where scheduled events are programmed.
Advanced routing by extension, trunk, or hunt group can be independently
controlled by time of day, day of week, and/or day of year. Specialized
voicemail routing and forwarding information can also be programmed.
Flexible Extension/Mailbox Length
Extensions and Mailboxes can be programmed in variable lengths from 2-6
digits. Extensions can begin with 0-9 and *. Mailboxes can begin with 1-9.
Forwarding: Mailbox & Extension
Users may forward their extension or mailbox to another mailbox, extension,
menu or external number. This may be activated on or off-site and preprogrammed to be activated at specific times and dates.
Each extension in COVoice can be programmed for conditional forwarding.
Always, No Answer, and Busy conditions can each be separately routed to
different destinations. No Answer and Busy condition may have an alternative
secondary destination. Extension forwarding can be programmed for Smart or
Blind transfers.
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Future Delivery*
Messages can be recorded and sent on a predetermined day. Each mailbox
can have future delivery based upon Class of Service.
Holiday Greetings and Settings
Any date can be considered a holiday. A separate menu and greetings can be
pre-programmed by date and trunk to provide specific information.
Hotel/Motel Package
The Hotel/Motel package is included with the system. Mailboxes are specifically designed for the Hotel/Motel guest. Features include single button
access to voice mail system from the room, wake-up calls, ease of use,
remote retrieval of messages from outside the room, callers and guests dial 0
to reach the hotel operator at any time, password required or not required
based on class of service, simplified transfers from attendant to voice mail.
Messages can be forced to be discarded or saved via class of service.
A default greeting is heard by the caller stating the guest is not available.
This greeting can be customized by the administrator for a specific property
greeting.
A Hotel/Motel administrator, assigned through class of service, can perform
many routine tasks such setting and resetting guest room mailboxes, setting,
checking, and printing wake up calls, and leaving messages. Multiple administrators may be assigned to this function.
Immediate Dialing
In the menu form, the Immediate Dialing field can be programmed to enable
multiple functions for the same key. For example, if key 1 is set to CALL
TRANSFER to extension 105 and the PBX extensions are in the 100 number
range, selecting EXTENSION allows a single key press of 1 to be routed to
extension 105 extension and the entry of a specific extension number i.e. 127
to be routed to that individual extension.
Loudspeaker Paging Announcement and Call Retrieve
COVoice gives a caller, attempting to reach an extension that has been
forwarded to voice mail, the option to either “leave a message, try another
extension, or have me paged”. If the caller elects “to have me paged”,
COVoice will place the caller on hold, dial the paging system access code,
make a paging announcement “I have a call for Joe Smith, please dial
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53301”. (Where 53 is the Call Hold Retrieve Remote Access Code and 301 is
the extension number of the voice mail extension that is holding the call.) Joe
Smith would go to any telephone on the system and retrieve the call by
dialing the specified code. If Joe Smith does not retrieve the call, the caller
can leave a message or try another extension.
Note: Codes listed above are only examples. COVoice can accommodate
existing codes.
Loudspeaker Play File
This feature will play a voice file over the paging system at a specific time.
For example, a customer may be a retail store that closes at 6:00 PM. At 5:45
PM, an announcement can be made asking all customers to bring their
purchases to the cashier. Many other options are available.
Mailbox Modes
A mailbox can be programmed to emulate different characteristics. The
following is a list of available modes.
Take Messages: Typical mailbox setting for most applications. This mode
allows the greeting to be played and the caller to leave a message. The caller
can simply hang up or press any key for more options.
Greeting Only: This mode will play the greeting, and then hang up. DTMF
digits are allowable in this mode. If mailbox forwarding is defined, the caller
will route to the forwarding destination rather than hanging up.
Hotel/Motel: This mode is primarily for guest rooms. A caller will hear a
prerecorded greeting indicating the guest is unavailable. The caller has the
option of leaving a message or transferring to the Hotel operator. The prerecorded greeting can be rerecorded to meet the Hotels needs.
The guest has the ability to have a single button access to voicemail for
message retrieval or setting wake up calls. Simplified instructions walk the
guest through these options.
Hotel/Motel Admin: A Hotel/Motel administrator has access routine tasks
such as setting and resetting guest room mailboxes, setting, checking, and
printing wake up calls, and leaving messages. Multiple administrators may be
assigned to this function.
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Q & A: A mailbox can be programmed for the Question and Answer (Q&A)
mode. Mailboxes may be programmed to ask up to 99 questions per mailbox.
Answers may be via voice, touch tone 0-9, or 1 for yes or 2 for no. When
played back, one contiguous message is heard. Each answer is replayed after
playing the appropriate question number. Forward and rewind features are
allowed during playback.
RAD: A mailbox can be programmed for RAD (Recording Announcement
Device) mode. This mailbox mode can be used even if an ACD system is not
used. A RAD mailbox will play the greeting, ignore DTMF digits, wait 2
(two) seconds after greeting ends, and then hang up or if mailbox forwarding
is defined, the caller will route to the forwarding destination.
RADs are typically used in an ACD environment to provide messages to
callers informing them of their status in queue or provide information about
the company. A RAD on the Mitel PBX connects through as ONS analog
connection. Additional hardware is required if ACD RADs are to be used as
specified by Mitel.
Service Bureau Mailbox: The Service Bureau Mailbox mode allows a
mailbox to be programmed to play a mailbox greeting, take a message, and
then hang up. All DTMF digits are ignored. This mode is typical for customers who resell mailboxes to end users and who want restrictive access.
System Administrator*: This mode gives the mailbox owner the ability to
make low level changes to the system from their mailbox. Some of the
capabilities are extension and mailbox creation, resetting mailbox features
and passwords, rerecord prompts, etc.
Manual Message Pause
A Manual Message Pause occurs by pressing the 8 key while listening to a
message. Playback will resume by pressing the 8 key again or if the Manual
Message Pause timer expires. The Manual Message Pause timer is located in
the Class of Service Forms.
Menu Prompt Recording
Menu Prompts may easily be recorded through any touch tone telephone
either on or off site, or they can be imported from another medium such as a
DAT tape. Up to 5 prompts per menu are allowed.
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Message Retrieve, Save, Copy and Delete
A user may retrieve messages in their mailbox internally or off site, save a
message for future reference, copy a message to another mailbox or delete a
message. Saved messages will be retained for a time period specified in class
of service.
Message Waiting Lamps/Bells
Message Waiting lamps can be lit on all Mitel PBX’s. The light can be lit
without ringing the telephone. If a light is not installed on the specific
telephone, the bell will ring at the interval set by the PBX. Refer to Mitel
SX-2000 practices for more options regarding the PBX.
Multiple Languages*
As an option, the system will support English (US), English (UK), Mexican
Spanish, Canadian French, Mandarin Chinese, Japanese or a combination of
these languages by allowing each channel, trunk, or mailbox to be language
selectable.
When the caller selects a language, they will remain in the chosen language
until the call is completed.
Additional languages will be added based on customer request.
Multiple or Single Greetings
Users may prerecord a single greeting or up to 10 greetings per mailbox.
Each greeting may be activated when desired. The type of greeting is selectable through class of service.
A Hotel/Motel default greeting is heard by the caller stating the guest is not
available. This greeting can be customized by the administrator for a specific
property greeting.
On/Off Site Mailbox Programming and Recording
Users have complete programming capability to all assigned features in their
mailbox through touch tone, on or off site. This also includes recording of
their outgoing mailbox greetings, notification of messages, etc.
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On-Line Maintenance*
The system can be administered without the interruption of service for most
changes. Administration is achieved either through touch tone telephone,
locally through the keyboard, or off site through remote maintenance.
Many changes such as extension/mailbox MAC’s, menu MAC’s, system
defaults, prompt recording, etc. can be administered without the interruption
of service.
Password Protection
Mailboxes may be assigned a fixed or variable length password. Passwords
can be from 3 to 15 digits in length.
Personal Operator
Each mailbox can be programmed for a personal operator, rather than using
the primary system operator. While listening to a mailbox greeting, the caller
can press 0 and be transferred to a departmental secretary, assistant, or any
extension. (i.e.: A caller transfers to the sales department, all sales personnel
are busy, the caller dials 0 and transfers to the sales secretary, not the main
operator).Access is controlled through class of service and modified from the
mailbox owner.
Port Assignments
Each port must be assigned with its actual extension number from the PBX.
This allows for other dependent features, such as Loudspeaker Paging
Announcement and Call Retrieve, etc. to function correctly.
Quick Setup
Quick Setup is a powerful tool to help quickly program and bring the system
on line. Many of the default values and common features are set thus minimizing customization time.
Remote Maintenance and Modem
Complete system programming, diagnostics, and maintenance can be accessed remotely through the modem and “Host” remote maintenance software supplied with each COVoice system. ”Remote” remote maintenance
software (optional) is required to access the system from a remote computer.
COVoice can also be utilized to access the PBX for MAC’s through
COVTest.
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Reports
COVoice provides a reporting facility capable of providing reports on numerous system functions and activities. Information can also be exported into a
common format to allow import capabilities into a peripheral program.
Restricted Password
A restricted password can be assigned by a mailbox user to allow someone
else to login into their mailbox, retrieve messages, and save the message. No
message deletion is allowed.
Save Messages
The Save Message option can be enabled or disabled through class of service
to allow a mailbox owner the ability to save messages.
Scan Messages
Scan messages offers a unique and very efficient way to search for a specific
message. A user can press 71 and hear the first 5 seconds of each message.
Once the desired message has been located, pressing 1 will replay the message from the beginning and offer all of the options available after the message has been listened to. Priority, new, and saved messages can be scanned.
Scheduled Event
Scheduled Event is a very powerful feature allowing COVoice the ability to
dial virtually any digit string at any time or date on any specific channel. Not
only digit strings, but the ability to access all soft and hard keys gives
COVoice the capability to provide enhanced functionality through the display.
An example may be automatically switching the PBX from Day to Night
mode.
Some other examples may be to activate ACD groups at specific times of day,
or to place the system in Night 2 mode on the first of the month at 10:00 a.m.
for a company meeting. The possibilities are endless.
Simplified Mailbox Activation
With the aid of tutorial prompts, first time users may quickly and easily set up
their mailbox by recording an outgoing greeting, recording their name and
entering a password.
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Skip Messages
Messages can be skipped, thus advancing to the next message. Priority,
emergency, private, new, and saved messages can be skipped. To skip to the
next message, press 7 or 77 while listening to the message.
System Back-Up/Restore
A backup of system information may be archived for future retrieval and
restored at a later date. Each system should be backed up on a regular basis
and the disks should be stored in an off site location.
System Hardware
All systems include all necessary hardware to connect to the SX-2000.
COVoice utilizes industry standard PC hardware which includes an 486
processor, Mitel licensed and approved PC based COV card, an IDE hard
disk drive, VGA monitor, enhanced keyboard, and modem.
Systems are assembled, software is installed, and thoroughly tested at the
VSR manufacturing facility.
System Password Protection
Access to the system maintenance and programming is restricted by a
password. Separate passwords can be used for remotely accessing the system
and administering the system.
Transfers - Blind and Smart
COVoice supports both Blind and Smart transfers. Each extension can be
programmed for the appropriate transfer type.
Blind transfers rely exclusively on the PBX to route the call back to voicemail via call forwarding, if the caller does not answer. The SX-2000 does
provide a conditional forwarding status. This form of transfer will be used in
most cases on the SX-2000.
Smart transfers provide an intelligent determination of call status. By reading
the display, COVoice can determine if the called destination answers, is busy,
does not answer, or may be forwarded to another destination. COVoice can
appropriately route the call to the desired destination. Smart transfers are
required if call screening is used.
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Trunk Routing
Each individual CO trunk can be programmed to route separately based on
time of day, day week, and/or specific day of year. This can be very useful in
a shared tenant service, specialized departmental routing, or in a multiple
company environment.
Transaction Processing
Callers may have 1 digit access to specific extensions, departments, or
specific greetings in each menu. This feature allows for callers to quickly
route through the system to the appropriate destination.
Voicemail/Extension Directories
The system may allow a caller to dial by name or dial alphabetically and
transfer to the appropriate extension, mailbox or announcement. A factory
recorded greeting may be utilized or users may rerecord and customize the
directory.
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This section outlines the
programming settings for the

Section 305-3
Programming the
Mitel SX-2000

Mitel SX-2000 that VSR
recommends you use with
COVoice. VSR has done
extensive testing to determine
the best possible PBX settings
for tight integration with
COVoice. The following pages
include Mitel SX-2000
Programming Record Sheets.
Bold typed values and

settings in the tables indicate
that it is highly recommended
that you use these settings
when you install COVoice.
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What is required to program the PBX for COVoice?

Your Questions
Answered

Before programming the PBX, verify that you have the proper equipment
needed, such as a COV card, and a compatible software version. Specific
Mitel SX-2000 hardware and software requirements for COVoice can be
found in section 305-1 of this manual.

What is involved in programming the PBX?
Programming the PBX involves Customer Data Entry, which is entering
the register codes in the command fields. You will find VSR's recommended register value entries on the following pages.

Should the PBX be programmed before installing COVoice?
WARNING! Only
Mitel Certified
Technicians should
attempt to program a
Mitel PBX.

Programming the PBX before you install COVoice is not necessary, but it
can make the installation process easier and more convenient. After the
PBX has been programmed, COVoice's Quick Setup allows you to have
COVoice running in a short amount of time. Preprogramming the PBX
can be done remotely, which can save you time at the customer site.
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SX-2000 CLASS OF SERVICE OPTIONS ASSIGNMENTS, CONT.

OPTION

SETTING

MULTILINE SET ON HOOK DIALING
MULTILINE SET PHONEBOOK ALLOWED
NON-DID EXTENSION
NON-VERIFIED ACCOUNT CODE
ONS/OPS INT. RING CADENCE FOR EXT. CALLERS
PAGER ACCESS - ALL ZONES
PAGER ACCESS - INDIVIDUAL ZONES
PRIVACY RELEASED
PUBLIC NETWORK ACCESS VIA DPNSS
PUBLIC NETWORK IDENTITY PROVIDED
PUB. NETWORK TO PUB. NETWORK CONNECTION ALLOWED
R2 CALL PROGRESS TONES
RECORDED ANNOUNCEMENT DEVICE
REDIAL FACILITIES
RINGING LINE SELECT
SMDR - EXTERNAL
SMDR - INTERNAL
TIMED REMINDER ALLOWED
TRUNK CALLING PARTY IDENTIFICATION
TIMER OPTIONS/ACCOUNT CODE LENGTH VALUE
ACCOUNT CODE LENGTH (2-12 DIGITS)
ANSWER PLUS - DELAY TO MESSAGE TIMER (0-300 SECS)
ANSWER PLUS - EXPECTED OFFHOOK TIMER (0-255 SECS)
ANSWER PLUS - MESSAGE LENGTH TIMER (0-120 SECONDS)
ANSWER PLUS - SYSTEM REROUTE TIMER (0-720 SECONDS)
ATTENDANT BUSY-OUT TIMER (1-1440 MINUTES)
AUTO CAMP-ON TIMER (0-30 SECONDS, BLANK FOR OFF)
AUTOVON PRECEDENCE (0-4)
BUSY TONE TIMER (10-120 SECONDS)
CALL FORWARD NO ANSWER TIMER (0-125 SECONDS)
CALL HOLD TIMER (10-600 SECONDS)
CAMP-ON RECALL TIMER (0-180 SECONDS)
DELAY RING TIMER (5-6- SECONDS)
DIALING CONFLICT TIMER (2-5 SECONDS)
FIRST DIGIT TIMER (5-60 SECONDS)
INTER-DIGIT TIMER (3-60 SECONDS)
LOCKOUT TIMER (10-60 SECONDS)
MESSAGE WAITING RINGING START TIME (00:00 TO 23:59)
MESSAGE WAITING RINGING STOP TIME (00:00 TO 23:59)
NO ANSWER RECALL TIMER (0-125 SECONDS)
RINGING TIMER (60-300 SECONDS)
WORK TIMER (0-600 SECONDS)
DTMF KEY ASSIGNMENTS VALUE
KEY A
KEY B
KEY C
KEY D

YES
YES
NO
NO
NO
YES
YES
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
YES
YES
NO
YES
NO

Please see following page for Engineering Notes.
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20
30
10
0
10
10
4
30
15
60
10
10
3
15
10
45
:
:
17
180
0

ENGINEERING
NOTES

5
5

6
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SX-2000 CLASS OF SERVICE OPTIONS ASSIGNMENTS
ENGINEERING NOTES
1. Select a distinct Class Of Service for the COVoice. Make COS for both day and night the
same.
2. Yes allows COVoice to monitor & record agents to a mailbox for training purposes.
3. Yes allows a call to be pickup up from hold, when COVoice announces a call on hold over the paging
system.
4. Yes allows COVoice to control the Day/Night mode of the SX-2000 ICS.
5. Yes allows COVoice to access the paging system and announce a call on hold at ext. xxx.
6. CAUTION!! Yes will allow COVoice to forward or transfer a call to an external destination and drop
off, leaving a trunk connected soley with another trunk.
7. Must be greater than the call forward no answer time of station users of COVoice.
8. As a precaution to make sure all calls can be answered during times when COVoice is taken off-line,
the voice mail port could be call forwarded on a no answer condition to an open extension.
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SX-2000 HUNT GROUP ASSIGNMENT

Member

Pilot Number:

(Your choice)

Name: COVoice

Hunt Mode:

Circular recommended

Priority:

Group Type:

Voice Mail *

1st Threshold (%):

RAD 1:

2nd Threshold (%):

RAD 2:

Alert Device:

NIGHT RAD:

Phase Timer:

Directory
Number
x

x

Name

x

x

* with (N-Stream), Voice with all other Software
x = Extension Number of COV Port for COVoice
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Chapter 400
Making
Changes:
Using the CDE
Forms

Using the CDE Forms
400-1

This chapter will give you a full
explanation of each of the forms
used in COVoice, in greater detail
than you found in the installation
sections. Each form will be
discussed field by field, including
the entries, ranges, and limitations.
Use this information to make
changes to the system after the
initial installation. In addition, a
number of utilities are discussed
toward the end of the chapter.

About This
Chapter

This chapter describes how to program your COVoice system using the
External Maintenance program. It is designed to take you quickly to the
procedures you need. After you become familiar with the External
Maintenance program, you will find that you will only need to refer to
these procedures occasionally.
This chapter contains these subjects:
■

Making Changes to Extensions. This describes how to change
functions that determine how extensions operate.

■

Making Changes to Mailboxes. This describes how to make
changes to mailbox features and functions, including enhanced notification.

■

Setting up Distribution Lists. This describes how to set up and change
lists of mailboxes to which users can send messages simultaneously.

■

Making Voice Menu Changes. This describes how to create and
modify voice menus and play-files.

■

Making Class of Service Changes. This describes how to change or
create classes of service. Classes of Service determine the range of
features each mailbox has.

■

Making Channel Control Changes. This describes changes that affect
how each COVoice voice channel handles incoming calls. Typical tasks
include modifying the work day and holiday schedule, and assigning
voice menus to the channels.

■

Making Phone System Changes. This describes how to make phone
system changes, such as changing the outgoing call dialing code, or
PBX Feature Access code modifications.

n Making System Options Changes. This describes how to make
changes to some of the COVoice system options, such as the default
settings for mailbox setup and Enhanced Notification.
NOTE: Once changes have been made, you can run reports that show
how your system is set up. These are described in Chapter 700, Running
Reports.
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During normal operation, COVoice is in the online mode, and your
monitor displays the status screen:

Files : 13
Hours : 2:37

Type: V16

VSR 200 - 2.8.1
Serial Num: 40023310

Date : 2/15/95
Time : 03:55:59P

#

Assignment

1.

DAY MENU

Waiting For Call

2.

DAY MENU

Playing Menu

3.

DAY MENU

Transferring

4.

DAY MENU

Transferring Menu : RNA

Current Activity

DTMF

105

Learning
About the
External
Maintenance
Program

COVoice status screen

In order to use the External Maintenance program, you must shut the
system down. (Not necessary in Release 2.0 or greater).
To shut the system down,
1. Type SHIFT-F10.
2. Enter the system password (it is the word password unless it has been
changed since installation. See your dealer if you don't know).
3. Press 1 if all columns display "Waiting for Call." Otherwise press 2 and
wait for COVoice to shut down.
The C:\VSR> prompt now appears.
To enter the External Maintenance program,
1. At the C:\VSR> prompt, type e <Enter>.
The External Maintenance screen will appear:

External Maintenance main menu

2. Type the system password in the Please Enter Password box, and
press <Enter>. (Use the word password unless another has been
established.)
The Please Enter Password box will disappear. The External Maintenance program can now be used.
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Entering External
Maintenance

Exiting External
Maintenance

NOTE: Once you have entered

When you are finished making changes, here is how to exit the External
Maintenance program and return to the online mode:
1. Move to the Quit menu selection using the right or left arrow key (you
may have to exit some menus before you can do this). Then press
<Enter>.
—or—

the External Maintenance

Exit all drop-down menus; then press Q.

program, we recommend that
you stop using the word
“password” as the password,
but change it as soon as possible

2. You will see the C:\VSR> prompt.
3. Type v <Enter>; The status screen will appear.
COVoice is now in the online mode.

for the sake of security.

The External Maintenance program is easy to navigate. It is designed for
flexibility; some operations can be performed from different locations in
the program, and often there is more than one way to perform the same
operation. This allows you to find a working method that is comfortable
for you.

Top Menus
Drop-down
Menus

Bottom
Menu Bar

The External Maintenance Main Menu

External Maintenance main menu areas

The main menu contains three primary areas: the top menu, drop-down
menus, and the bottom menu bar.
NOTE: The External Maintenance
program operates similarly to
many other DOS programs. If
you are familiar with DOS
screens, you may want to skip
this section and move directly

n

The Top Menus include the following for making changes: CDE
Forms, Recording, Reports, and Maintenance. Quit is for exiting the
External Maintenance program. Forms are screens through which most
changes are made.
Move among the top menus using the right and left arrow keys. The
currently-selected menu is highlighted.

to instructions for making
changes.
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n

The Drop-Down Menus expand the main menus, revealing additional
choices. As shown above, for example, the CDE drop-down menu
reveals the choices of Extension, Mailbox, System Distribution List,
Personal Distribution List, Menu, Class of Service, Channel, Phone
System, or System Options Forms.
Activate drop-down menus by pressing <Enter> or the down-arrow
while any top menu, except when Quit, is highlighted. To move within
drop-down menus, use up and down-arrow keys. To make a choice in a
drop-down menu, press <Enter> while the item you wish to choose is
highlighted. To back out of drop-down menus, press <esc>.

n

The Bottom Menu Bar becomes activated when you are in a CDE
Form. It contains instructions for performing functions, often using the
F-keys. Some examples are Copy, Save, Lookup, and Exit. The bottom
menu bar is context-sensitive, and may vary as you move around the
screen.
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Hint: If you seem unable to
enter data in the manner you are
trying, look at the bottom menu
bar. The instructions you need
may be there.

Using the CDE Forms

Typical Form screen

General Instructions
To add or change information in an form, it must be placed into fields
(see above). In some fields, you must type numbers or letters. In other
fields, a choice must be made from a list. See "Typical CDE Tasks" on
the next page.
Special Symbols
The carat symbol (^) appearing on the bottom menu bar represents the
Ctrl key. For example, ^Pg Up means “hold down the Ctrl key while
pressing the Page Up key.”
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Typical CDE Tasks
To
Move from field
to field

Enter
information

Choose from a
list

Back out of a
screen
Save and exit

Do This
Use the down-arrow to move down or forward through
fields. In some fields where information is entered by
typing, <Enter> can also be used. In fields where
information must be selected from a list, <Enter> is
used for other purposes.
Use the up-arrow to move up or to back up through
fields, or through a range of choices.
Type the information into a field, or choose from a list.
Some fields allow you to enter information using one
method; others allow both.
If an existing entry is enclosed in square brackets, for
example [Enabled], or if you cannot type into a
highlighted field, a choice must be made from a list.
Use the space bar to cycle through the list, or display
the list by pressing <Enter> or F2. Use the up- and
down-arrows to make a selection, and confirm the
choice by pressing <Enter>.
To leave a list without making a choice, press Esc.
You can also move through a list by typing in the first
letter of the item you wish to choose (or the number of
the item, if it is a numbered list).
In some cases, you have the ability to either choose
from a list or type information, but the field is not
enclosed in brackets. For example, in the Class field of
the Class of Service Form, you can either type in the
number of the class you wish or press F2 to obtain a
list of classes. This is helpful when you can’t remember
the number or the name of the item.
Use the Esc key.

Press F10. Often you may also press Esc, and the
system will give you the option of saving or discarding
changes before exiting. This is not always the case,
however (exceptions are noted in the instructions in
this chapter).
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Making
Changes to
Extensions
Accessing the Extension Forms

This section describes how to add, delete, and make changes to extensions.
Extension changes are made through the Extension Forms.
To reach the Extension Forms,
1. From the Forms menu of the COVoice Maintenance main menu, select
CDE, then Extension Forms. Press <Enter>.
The Select Record screen will appear.
2. Select the extension record or records you wish to modify.

n Use the up- and down-arrows to highlight the record. (To find
numbers that are not visible, use the down-arrow to scroll the screen.)
—or—
Type the number of the extension you wish to modify (or the name
of the extension owner). As you type, the number will appear beside
the > mark.
To select more than one extension record to modify, mark them:
n

Mark one record by highlighting it and pressing the space bar. A check
symbol will appear beside the record.
To unmark a record, press the space bar again while the record is
highlighted.

n

Mark a range of records by holding the shift key down at one record
and scrolling with the up or down-arrow, Page Up key, or Page Down
key. As the screen scrolls, the records will become marked.
Other Options: The bottom menu of the Select Record screen allows
you to add new records, delete existing records, copy names, and exit.
Press F1 to get information on these options.

3. When you have selected the extension(s), press <Enter>.
The Extension Forms will open, showing the record for one extension.

Extension Forms screen
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You may add extensions one at a time, or create a range of extensions. This
does not mean that you actually physically install them; you just enter
information that defines them. When adding an extension to COVoice, that
extension must either exist at the PBX or be forwarded elsewhere. If either of
these conditions is not met and COVoice attempts to ring the invalid extension at the PBX, it may produce unwanted side effects, such as holding
indefinitely. Extensions which are forwarded in COVoice and do not exist on
the PBX are called Dummy Extensions. They may be used for people who do
not have a physical extension, but have a mailbox. The dummy extension
would be forwarded to the mailbox.
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Adding Extensions

Dummy Extensions

Adding a Single Extension

CAUTION: An extension which is not
valid in the telephone system should
not be defined in COVoice, (unless it
is a dummy extension that is
forwarded to another extension, a
mailbox, or a menu). When such an
extension is dialed, COVoice may
hang up on the caller. The administrator may get an error message in
the Administrative Mailbox.

You may add a new extension using default settings or by cloning if you
like. Cloned extensions have all the characteristics of the extension from
which they were cloned. See "Notes" at the end of this procedure.
1. Open the Extension Forms Select Record screen: at the External Maintenance main menu, select CDE, then Extension Forms; Press <Enter>.
The Select Record screen will appear. You may now create a new
extension with only the default settings, or clone an extension. (A
cloned extension has the same basic settings as the extension from
which it was cloned. See “Notes” at the end of this procedure.)
2. To create a new extension with only default settings, Press F4.
To clone an existing extension, highlight the record from which the new
extension will be cloned, or type its number. Then press SHIFT-F4.
The Add Extension screen will appear.

Add Extension screen

3. In the Extension field, type in a NEW extension number. Choose a
number that is not already being used.
NOTE: If you enter the number of an existing extension, you will not be
able to save it.
4. Move to the Name field and type in the name of the new extension
owner. Type last name first, then the first name (e.g., Hansen, Harold or
Hansen Harold). This permits the extension directory to work properly.
NOTE: If the new extension has been cloned, the name from the cloned
extension will appear in the Name field. Unless the new extension will
be assigned to the same owner, type a new name in this field.
Assigning a Mailbox
to an Extension

5. If you wish to assign a mailbox to the extension, enter the number of the
mailbox in the Mailbox field. Usually it is the same number as the
extension (it need not be the number of an existing mailbox. You can
create the new mailbox at the same time the extension is created).
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To look up a mailbox on a list, press F2 while the Mailbox field is
selected. Select the mailbox and press <Enter> to confirm your selection.
6. At this point, you can press F6 to copy the name in the Name field to
the mailbox you have specified in the Mailbox field.
7. If you have other information to enter, move to the appropriate field(s)
and enter it.
8. Press F10 to save the record for this new extension
—or—
press Esc; choose Save Changes or Discard Changes as appropriate;
and press <Enter>
NOTE: If you specified a nonexisting mailbox in the Mailbox field,
you will be asked if you want to create the mailbox you specified.
Choose Yes or No as appropriate, and press <Enter>.
The Select Record screen will appear.
9. At the Select Record screen, you can either add another extension or
exit the extension editing mode by pressing Esc.
Notes
■

After cloning, only minor changes are needed to form the new extension. Cloning allows you to use an existing extension for a template,
saving you typing time and reducing the chances for error. For example,
you may wish to clone when the new extension will belong to the same
owner as the cloned extension.

You may want to add a range of extensions.
Please note:
■

The range you add does not have to be numbered consecutively with the
existing range of extensions.

■

The range can include up to 100 extensions (but note that the maximum number of extensions for the entire system is also 1000).

■

The range can include existing extensions. You will have the option of
writing over them when you create the new range.

1. Open the Extension Forms Select Record screen: at the External
Maintenance main menu, select CDE, then Extension Forms; Press
<Enter>.
The Select Record screen will appear. You may now create a new range
of extensions with only the default settings, or clone an extension. (A
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Adding a Range of
Extensions

cloned extension has the same basic settings as the extension from which it
was cloned. See “Notes” at the end of the preceding procedure.)
2. To create an extension range with only default settings, Press F4.
To clone an existing extension, select the record from which the new
record will be cloned, or type its number, at the Select Record screen.
Then press SHIFT-F4.
The Add Extension screen will appear.
3. In the Extension Number field of the Add Extension screen, enter the
beginning extension number in the range you wish to add.
4. Move to the To Extension field using the down arrow.
Enter the number of the last extension in the range you wish to add.
5. If the extensions in the range are to be linked to mailboxes, move to the
Mailbox field.
Type in the beginning number of the mailboxes to which the extensions
are to be linked. Normally this is the same as the number of the first
extension in the range. When you save and exit, the range of mailboxes
will be automatically inserted in numerical order.
6. Type unassigned in the Name field. All the extensions in the new range
will have this name. You can add personal names later to the extensions
as indicated in "Notes" at the end of this procedure.
7. Change any other information that will apply to all the extensions in the
new range, by moving to the appropriate fields and entering the necessary information or making selections from lists.
8. Press F10 to create the new range of extensions and exit
—or—
press Esc and choose Save Changes or Discard Changes as appropriate; then press <Enter>.
9. You will be asked to choose an ADD RANGE method:
■

Choose Skip over Existing Extensions to leave existing extensions
intact.

■

Choose Overwrite Existing Extensions to substitute extensions in
the new range for existing extensions.

10. After choosing the Add Range method, press <Enter>.
11. You will be asked to choose Mailbox Assignments:
■

Choose Link to Existing Mailboxes only if the mailboxes already
exist in your COVoice system.

■

Choose Create Non-Existing Mailboxes to create new mailboxes
in COVoice. The new extensions will be linked to the new mailboxes.
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12. After choosing the Mailbox Assignment, press <Enter>.
The new range of extensions will be created, and you will return to the
Select Record screen.
Notes
■

After creating a range of extensions, you can assign user names to each
record in their Name fields. Use the Page Up and Page Down keys to
progress through the records.

■

If the extensions have the same numbers as existing mailboxes, you can
copy the names from those mailboxes to the extensions from within the
Mailbox Forms. See “Adding a Single Mailbox."

You can delete a single extension or a range of extensions.
Please note:
■

Any extension you delete may be referenced by another extension
(forwarding), a mailbox, and/or a menu. When you delete an extension,
these references must also be removed. Also, the mailbox associated
with a deleted extension should be removed or its Lamp Extension
field should be changed. Otherwise, COVoice will not operate properly.

■

To look for references to an extension, use the Listing Reports described in the Running Reports chapter. You can look up the assigned
mailbox in the Mailbox field of the Extension Forms record of the
extension, before you delete the extension. If, as is usual, the mailboxes
have the same number as their associated extensions, it is of course not
necessary to look it up.

Deleting a Single Extension
1. Open the Extension Forms Select Record screen: at the External
Maintenance main menu, select CDE, then Extension Forms. Press
<Enter>.
The Select Record screen will appear.
2. Highlight the extension you wish to delete
—or—
type the number of the extension
3. Press F5 to delete the record.
You will be given a choice of YES or NO to confirm the deletion.
4. To delete the record, choose YES, then press <Enter>.
The extension will be deleted.
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Deleting Extensions

Deleting a Range of Extensions
1. Open the Extension Forms Select Record screen: at the External Maintenance main menu, select CDE, then Extension Forms. Press <Enter>.
The Select Record screen will appear.
2. Mark the range of Extensions you wish to delete.
If you wish to retain some of the Extensions in the range, go back and
unmark them using the space bar.
3. Press F5 to delete the records.
You will be given the choice of deleting Current Record, Marked
Records, and Marked Records with Verify.
■

If you choose Current Record, only the record that was highlighted when you pressed F5 will be deleted.

■

If you choose Marked Records, all marked records will be deleted.

■

If you choose Marked Records with Verify, you will be asked to
verify the deletion of each record after making your choice.

4. Choose Current Record, Marked Records, or Marked Records with
Verify, and press <Enter>.
The records will be deleted, with the action chosen in the preceding
step.
Notes
■

You may delete Extension “0” but if Extension “0” was defined as your
operator, be sure and change it in the System Options Form.

■

Extensions may be referenced by other extensions (forwarding), mailboxes, and/or menus. After you delete a range of extensions, make sure
you then either delete their assigned mailboxes or remove the lamp
extension number for the mailboxes using the Mailbox Forms (see
"Assigning a Mailbox to an Extension"). Also change the key assignments that reference the extensions in the relevant menus (see "Assigning Keys to Menus" under "Voice Menu Changes"). Otherwise, COVoice will not function properly when these extensions, mailboxes, or
menus are accessed. See "Before Deleting Extensions", above.

Normally COVoice assigns the same mailbox number as the extension
during installation. But you can change it if need be. Or, if a mailbox was
not assigned a mailbox, it can be added later.
1. Open the Extension Forms record for the extension to which a mailbox
is to be assigned.
2. Move to the Mailbox field. Enter the number of the mailbox you wish
to assign to the extension
—or—
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Press F2 to obtain a list of mailboxes and select from the list; then
press <Enter>.
3. Press F10 to save the record for the extension you have changed
—or—
press Esc; choose Save Changes or Discard Changes as appropriate;
and press <Enter>.
COVoice returns you to the preceding menu for other extension
maintenance choices.
A personal operator is a person whom callers can reach by dialing “0”
during a greeting. The personal operator could be a person who is more
qualified to handle callers’ problems than the main operator.

Assigning a Personal
Operator

1. Open the Extension Forms record for the extension to be changed.
2. Move to the Personal Operator field. Enter the number of the
extension to be assigned as the personal operator's extension
—or—
Press F2 to obtain a list of extensions and select from the list; then
press <Enter>.
3. Press F10 to save your changes and press <Enter>
—or—
press Esc; choose Save Changes or Discard Changes as appropriate;
and press <Enter>.

You may select an existing Class of Service and apply it to this extension. To add a Class of Service, use the Class of Service Form. (See
"Class of Service Forms," this chapter). Only those items which pertain
to the extension will apply, and they will not affect the associated
mailbox.

Assigning a Class of
Service

To assign a Class of Service to the extension:
1. Press F2 to see a list of classes, or toggle the space bar to move to the
next class.
2. Select a Class of Service and press <Enter>.
You can enable or disable Call Holding. When Call Holding is enabled,
COVoice puts callers on hold if the extension they call is busy. Callers
are then given the option of remaining on hold, leaving a message in the
extension owner's mailbox, dialing "0", or hanging up.
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Setting Up Call
Holding

To set up Call Holding,
1. Open the Extension Forms record for the extension to be changed.
2. Move to the Holding field. Choose [Enabled] or [Disabled] as desired,
using the space bar.
3. Press F10 to save your changes and exit
—or—
press Esc; choose Save Changes or Discard Changes as appropriate;
and press <Enter>.

n The holding interval, or the length of time a caller must wait each time
before being reminded that they are on hold, is set in the Class of
Service Forms (see "Class of Service Forms" section in this chapter).

n Holding with queuing is available only if the extension is set to Smart
Transfer (see Extension Mode field).

n Holding is not available when forwarding is active.

Setting Up Call
Screening

You can enable or disable Call Screening. When Call Screening is
enabled, COVoice asks the caller to state their name. The name is announced to the recipient, who then has the option of accepting or rejecting the call.
To set up Call Screening,
1. Open the Extension Forms record for the extension to be changed.
2. Move to the Screening field. Choose [Enabled] or [Disabled] as desired, using the space bar.
3. Press F10 to save your changes and exit
—or—
press Esc; choose Save Changes or Discard Changes as appropriate;
and press <Enter>.
Notes

n Screening is available only if the extension is set to Smart Transfer (see
Extension Mode field).

n Screening is not available when forwarding is active.
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The forwarding table in the Extension Forms allows you to forward the
extension in many different ways based on certain conditions.
Setting up Call Forwarding
The Forwarding Table

There are five rows in this table:

n Always. Forwards any time the extension is entered within COVoice.
n 1st Alternate Busy. Forwards when extension is busy.
n 2nd Alternate Busy. Forwards when the 1st Alternate Busy extension
is busy or doesn't answer.

n 1st Alternate Ring No Answer. Forwards when extension does not
answer.

n 2nd Alternate Ring No Answer. Forwards when the 1st Alternate Ring
No Answer extension is busy or doesn't answer.
There are four columns in this table:

n Forwarding. Contains the forwarding options discussed above.
n Types. There are two types of forwarding available :
n

Direct. Transfers directly to the extension, mailbox, or outside
number without playing any options.

n

After Options. Plays options to the caller before transferring.

n Forward To. There are many forwarding options.
n

Forward to None. No forwarding will take place.

n

Forward to Smart Extension. COVoice will forward using Smart
Transfer regardless of the settings of the forward-to extension.

n

Forward to Blind Extension. COVoice will forward using Blind
Transfer, regardless of the settings of the forward-to extension.

n

Forward to Mailbox. The extension will be forwarded to a mail
box.

n

Menu. The extension will be forwarded to a Menu.

n

External (Telephone Number). The extension will be forwarded
to an external telephone number.

n Number. When transferring using any of the above types, with the
exception of None, you must enter a number for either the extension,
mailbox, menu, or external number. This field will allow you to save
any defined number, except for the external number, which can be up to
15 digits, including the * and # keys.
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Setting up Call Forwarding, cont.

The following example "A" shows the default forwarding settings after
installation or when any new extension is added. (Not cloned). Since
Always is set to None, this is the "off state" for forwarding. With this
setting, callers are given the normal options (Class of Service controlled)
to go to another extension, leave a message, or dial the operator.

Example "A"

Example "B" shows a setup which will do the following:

n If the extension is BUSY, it will forward directly to extension 305 using
Smart Transfer. If there is no answer, or the extension is busy, the caller
will be forwarded to extension 306, using Blind Transfer, which releases the call.

n If the extension does not Answer (RNA), the call will be forwarded
directly using Smart Transfer to extension 305. If extension 305 does
not answer or is busy, the caller will be prompted with the option menu
and be allowed to transfer to an extension, dial the operator, or leave a
message in the mailbox designated in the number field.

Example "B"
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This section describes how to make changes to the operation of COVoice
voice mailboxes.
The Mailbox Form is used to define the settings for a specific mailbox. It
may also be used to add a mailbox or a range of extensions with the same
defaults (cloning). All mailboxes in COVoice must be defined in the
Mailbox Form. Mailboxes are created separately from extensions so that
they can be used independently. A mailbox doesn't have to have the same
number as an extension; it may simply be referred to by the extension (in
the Extension Form). If there is no extension, the mailbox may be accessed directly through the Channel or Menu Setup. (See Channel and
Menu Forms).

Making Changes
to Mailboxes

Reference to extensions in the Mailbox Form are related to notification,
rather than forwarding. Forwarding to a mailbox is activated primarily
through the extension.
The Mailbox Form is operated using the same techniques described for
the Extension Forms. See the “Extension Forms” section in this chapter.

Accessing the Mailbox Forms

Mailbox Form

You can add mailboxes one at a time, or create a range of mailboxes.
Adding a Single Mailbox
1. Open the Mailbox Select Record screen: at the External Maintenance
main menu, select CDE, then Mailbox Forms. Press <Enter>.
The Select Record screen will appear. You may now create a new
mailbox with default settings, or clone a mailbox. (A cloned mailbox
has the same basic settings as the mailbox from which it was cloned.
See “Notes” at the end of this procedure.)
2. To create a new mailbox with default settings, press F4.
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Adding Mailboxes

To clone an existing mailbox, select the record from which the new
record will be cloned, and press SHIFT-F4.
The Add Mailbox screen will appear.

NOTE: You can press F1 to get
help in the Mailbox Form. Help
provides additional information

Add Mailbox screen

about F-key selections you can
make, and techniques for moving
around the screen and between
records.

3. In the Mailbox Number field, enter a NEW mailbox number. Choose a
number that is not already being used.
4. Move to the Name field and type in the name of the new mailbox
owner. Type last name first, then the first name (e.g., Hansen, Harold or
Hansen Harold). This permits the mailbox directory to work properly.
(If your directory is set up to locate by first name or any other information, ask your dealer for the proper way to enter the name.)
NOTE: If the new mailbox has been cloned, the name from the cloned
mailbox will appear in the Name field. Unless the new mailbox will be
assigned to the same owner, type a new name in this field.
5. Make sure that the New User field is [Enabled]. If it is not, change it.
6. If you wish to assign an extension to the owner of the mailbox, press F6
to copy the name to that extension.
Do not press F6 unless the extension is to be associated with that
mailbox. If the extension will have a different number, type the number
of the extension in the Lamp Extens. field.
To look up the extension on a list, press F2 while the Lamp Extens.
field is selected. Select the extension and press <Enter>.
7. If you have other information to enter, move to the appropriate field(s)
and enter it.
8. Press F10 to save the record for this new mailbox and exit
—or—
press Esc; choose Save Changes or Discard Changes as appropriate;
and press <Enter>.
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Notes
■

After cloning, only minor changes are needed to form the new mailbox.
Cloning allows you to use an existing mailbox for a template, saving
time and reducing error. For example, you may wish to clone when you
want the new mailbox to have the same class of service as an existing
mailbox; or when the new mailbox will be assigned to the same owner.

Adding a Range of Mailboxes
You may want to add a range of mailboxes to accommodate your
organization’s growth.
Please note:

n The range you add does not have to be numbered consecutively with the
existing range of mailboxes.

n The range can include up to 1000 mailboxes (but note that the maximum number of mailboxes for the entire system is also 1000).
1. Open the Mailbox Select Record screen: at the External Maintenance
main menu, select CDE, then Mailbox Forms. Press <Enter>.
The Select Record screen will appear. You may now create a new range
of mailboxes with only the default settings, or clone a mailbox. (A
cloned mailbox has the same basic settings as the mailbox from which it
was cloned. See “Notes” in the preceding procedure.)
2. To create a mailbox range with only default settings, press F4.
To clone an existing mailbox, select the record from which the new
range will be cloned and press SHIFT-F4.
The Add Mailbox screen will appear.
3. In the Mailbox Number field of the Add Mailbox screen, type in the
beginning mailbox number in the range to be added.
4. Move to the To Mailbox field.
Type in the number of the last mailbox in the range you wish to add.
5. If the new range is cloned, move to the Name field.
Enter the name "Unassigned." All the mailboxes in the new range will
have this name until they are assigned to owners. (If you did not enter a
new name, they would all be assigned the name of the owner whose
mailbox was cloned.)
6. If the mailboxes in the range will be linked to extensions, move to the
Lamp Extens. field.
Enter the beginning number of the extensions to which the mailboxes
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are to be linked. Normally this is the same as the number of the first
mailbox in the range. When you save and exit later, the extensions will
be inserted in numerical order beginning with this number.
7. Change any other information that will apply to all the mailboxes in the
new range, moving to other fields as necessary.
If some mailboxes will not be assigned immediately, you may wish to
select [Inactive] in the MBox Status field; they can be changed to
[Active] when the mailboxes are individually assigned to users. This
will prevent unauthorized use of the mailboxes, which can build up
messages on your system and reduce your disk space. It can also result
in unwanted toll charges through the mailbox forwarding feature.
8. Press F10 to create the new range of mailboxes
—or—
press Esc and choose Save Changes or Discard Changes as appropriate; and press <Enter>.
9. You will be asked to choose an Add Range method:

n Choose Skip over Existing Mailboxes to leave existing mailboxes
intact.

n Choose Overwrite Existing Mailboxes to substitute the new range for
existing mailboxes.
10. After choosing the Add Range method, press <Enter>.
11. You will be asked to choose Lamp Assignments:

n Choose Link to Existing Lamp Extensions to link the mailboxes only
if the extensions already exist in your COVoice system.

n Choose Create Non-Existing Lamps Ext. to create new extensions in
COVoice. The new mailboxes will be linked to the new extensions.
12. After choosing the Lamp Assignment, press <Enter>.
The new range of mailboxes will be created, and you will return to the
Select Record screen.
Notes

n After creating a range of mailboxes, you can assign user names to each
record in their Name fields. Use the Page Up and Page Down keys to
progress through the records.

n You can assign two mailboxes to one individual. One mailbox might be
their personal general-use mailbox, while the other would be used for a
special greeting, or perhaps for vendors to leave messages.
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You can delete a single mailbox or a range of mailboxes.
Please note:

Deleting Mailboxes

■

Any mailbox you delete may be referenced by an extension, another
mailbox (forwarding), a menu, or distribution lists. When you delete a
mailbox, these references must also be removed. Otherwise, COVoice
will not operate properly.

■

Look up the references to any mailbox using the Listing Reports, which
are described in the Running Reports chapter. You can look up the
assigned extension in the Lamp Extens. field of the mailbox form
record of the mailbox, before you delete the mailbox. If, as is usual, the
extensions have the same number as their associated mailboxes, it is of
course not necessary to look it up.

Deleting a Single Mailbox
1. Open the Mailbox Form Select Record screen: at the External Maintenance main menu, select CDE, then Mailbox Forms. Press <Enter>.
The Select Record screen will appear.
2. Select the record to be deleted.
3. Press F5 to delete the record. The record will appear, and you will be
given a choice of YES or NO to confirm the deletion.
4. To delete the record, choose YES, then press <Enter>.
The mailbox will be deleted.
5. After you delete a mailbox, make sure you either delete its assigned
extension or remove the mailbox number from the extension using the
Extension Forms (see “Assigning a Mailbox to an Extension.")
Deleting a Range of mailboxes
1. Open the Mailbox Forms Select Record screen: at the External Maintenance main menu, select CDE, then Mailbox Forms. Press <Enter>.
The Select Record screen will appear.
2. Mark the range of mailboxes you wish to delete.
If you wish to retain some of the mailboxes in the range, go back and
unmark them using the space bar.
3. Press F5 to delete the marked records.
You will be given the choice of deleting Current Record, Marked
Records, or Marked Records with Verify.

n If you choose Current Record, only the record that was highlighted
when you pressed F5 will be deleted.

n If you choose Marked Records, all marked records will be deleted.
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n If you choose Marked Records with Verify, you will be asked to
verify the deletion of each record after making your choice.
4. Choose Current Record, Marked Records, or Marked Records with
Verify, and press <Enter>.
The records will be deleted as described in the preceding step.

Changing a
Mailbox’s Owner

5. After you delete a range of mailboxes, make sure you then either delete
their assigned extensions or remove the user mailbox numbers from the
extensions using the Extension Forms (see “Assigning a Mailbox to an
Extension" under "Making Changes to Extensions.")
You may change the name that is assigned to a mailbox
1. Open the Mailbox record for the mailbox you wish to change.
2. Move to the Name field. Type a new name in the field, according to its
use by the directory (also see” Notes”, at the end of this procedure):
Type the last name first, followed by the first name (the first name is
optional. You may type "Hansen, Harold" or "Hansen Harold" (with or
without a comma).
NOTE: If your directory locates by the first name or by any other type
of information, ask your dealer for the correct way to enter the name.
3. Move to the Password field.
Press F7 to reset only the password
—or—
Press SHIFT-F7 to reset the mailbox. Resetting the mailbox causes the
password to be reset to default, and all greetings and messages to be
removed, Many of the settings also revert to the default values. The
lamp extension and the name, however, do not.
5. Move to the New User field, and set it to [Enabled]. This is not necessary if the mailbox was reset in the preceding step.
6. Press F6 to copy the new mailbox owner's name to the associated
extension.
COVoice will verify with the message “Name Copied.”
7. Press F10 to save your changes and exit
—or—
Press Esc; choose Save Changes or Discard Changes as appropriate;
and press <Enter>.
Notes

n The directory is a list of names COVoice creates from mailbox Name
fields. It is used to help incoming callers to locate mailboxes or extensions.
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Password Changes

The password is used by the mailbox owner to access their mailbox. It is
established during activation of the mailbox, and can only be accessed by
the owner. The administrator cannot alter it.
The password options for COVoice are: fixed length, variable length, or
none. This is set in the Class of Service Forms under "Password Type."
The maximum number of digits for variable length passwords is also set
here.
Resetting the Password
A password is typically reset at the request of a mailbox owner who has
forgotten their password.
1. Open the Mailbox Form record for the mailbox at which the password
is to be reset.
2. Press F7 to reset the password.
This sets the password to the default (1111). (The number of ones in the
default password is equal to the password size set for your system.)
3. Press F10 to save your changes and exit
—or—
Press Esc; choose Save changes or Discard Changes as appropriate;
and press <Enter>.
Notes

n After the password has been reset, the mailbox owner must log in and
enter the password—or a new password—again.
Disabling or Enabling Password
To disable a password, see the Class of Service Form. Simply set the
password type to "none" for the particular class of service. This can also
be done during Quick Setup if all mailboxes are to be without a password
by default.
Notes

n Some organizations require that the password requirement be turned off.
This is not generally recommended because it eliminates security for
the mailbox owner. Disabling the password is useful where users
change frequently, such as in hotels and motels.
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You may choose a class of service for a mailbox, if your system has more
than one class of service.
See also “Making Class of Service Changes” in this chapter.
1. Open the Mailbox record for the mailbox you wish to change.
2. Move to the Class of Service field. The currently-chosen class of
service for that mailbox will appear in the field.
3. Use the space bar to choose a different class of service
—or—
press F2 or <Enter> to obtain a list of classes; select the new class; and
press <Enter>.
4. Press F10 to save the change for this mailbox and exit
—or—
Press Esc; choose Save changes or Discard Changes as appropriate;
and press <Enter>.
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Choosing a Class of
Service

Changing the Mailbox Mode

You can change a user’s mailbox to operate in several different modes,
which include:

n Take Messages. This is the normal operating mode, in which the
mailbox receives messages.

n Play Greeting Only. This mode is for playing announcements that are
not to be repeated. After the greeting is played, COVoice hangs up.

n Q & A Mode. This mode is for creating and playing a list of questions
to which callers can respond.

n Forwarding: When the mailbox is forwarded, the caller never hears the
mailbox owner’s greeting. They are instead transferred to directly to
one of the following
—A mailbox, where the user would like messages to be left when, for
example, they are out of the office.
—A menu, which allows the caller to be directed by voice prompts to
other extensions, menus, or mailboxes.
—An Outside Number, when the mailbox owner wishes to be reached
at an off-site location or perhaps an answering service (see “Notes”,
at the end of this procedure).
■

RAD Mode. In this mode, the mailbox emulates a recorded announcement device, which plays a greeting and then hangs up. It does not
accept messages, and it does not respond to touch-tones.

■

Service Bureau Mode. This mode is strictly for taking messages. In this
mode, the mailbox plays a greeting, accepts one message, and immediately hangs up. It does not respond to touch-tones.

■ Hotel/Motel Mode. This mode is specifically designed for mailboxes
which are to be used by hotel or motel guests. It has limited access;
message retrieval and wake-up calls are available.
■ Hotel Admin Mode. This mode is specifically designed for mailboxes
which are to be used by hotel or motel administrators to reset the hotel/
motel mailboxes, in addition to other functions.
For a more detailed description of the mailbox modes, see Section 30x-2,
Features, Mailbox Modes.
To Change the Mailbox Mode
1. Open the Mailbox record for the mailbox you wish to change.
2. Move to the Mailbox Mode field.
3. Use the space bar to choose the desired mailbox mode
—or—
press F2 or <Enter> to obtain a list of mailbox modes; select the mode;
menus; select the mailbox, extension, or menu; and press <Enter>. The
item you have chosen will appear in the field.
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4. Press F10 to save your changes and exit
—or—
press Esc; choose Save changes or Discard Changes as appropriate;
and press <Enter>.
5. If you have chosen forwarding to an outside number, follow these
instructions:

n Move to the Outside Number field.
n Type in the outside telephone number to which the mailbox will be
forwarded. Up to 20 digits may be entered.
Your telephone system may require that you include a prefix number
such as "9" in order to reach outside numbers. Contact your dealer for
information.

n CAUTION: Voice mail system hackers have accessed mailboxes and
changed forwarding numbers to long-distance numbers, made calls, and
created excessive charges. If users have access to the outside forwarding
option, make sure that your telephone system is properly restricted.

n Outside forwarding is turned on/off in the System Options Form.
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Disabling the Mailbox

You can make a mailbox inactive and inaccessible, for example to protect
it from unauthorized use. If, for example, some newly-created mailboxes
will not be assigned to users immediately, you could disable those
mailboxes until users are assigned. If personnel changes cause a mailbox
to be unassigned temporarily, you could disable that mailbox until it is
reassigned.
1. Open the Mailbox Form for the mailbox you wish to change.
2. Move to the MBox Status field.
3. Use the space bar to select [Active] or [Inactive]
—or—
press F2 or <Enter> to obtain a list of the two choices; select [Active]
or [Inactive] as desired; and press <Enter>. Your selection will appear
in the MBox Status field.
4. Press F10 to save your changes and exit
—or—
Press Esc; choose Save changes or Discard Changes as appropriate;
and press <Enter>.

Changing Time and
Date Announcement

You can enable or disable the time and date announcement for a user's
mailbox. If the Time and Date Announcement is enabled, COVoice
announces the time and date of each message automatically after it plays.
If Time and Date Announcement is disabled, the user can still manually
request a Time and Date announcement after any message has played by
pressing 6.
To enable or disable the Time and Date Announcement,
1. Open the Mailbox Form for the mailbox you wish to change.
2. Move to the Time Stamp field.
3. Use the space bar to select [Enabled] or [Disabled] as desired.
4. Press F10 to save your changes and exit
—or—
press Esc; choose Save changes or Discard Changes as appropriate;
and press <Enter>.
Notes

n The user can also change this feature through their mailbox.
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Each mailbox record contains a New User field. When this field is
enabled, the user can enter the mailbox only through the activation
process. Activation establishes a new password, greeting, and recorded
name. As soon as the mailbox is activated, the status reverts to disabled.

New User [Enable]

To enable or disable the New User field,
1. Open the Mailbox record for the mailbox you wish to change.
2. Move to the New User field, and choose [Enabled] or [Disabled].
3. Press F10 to save your changes
—or—
press Esc; choose Save Changes or Discard Changes as appropriate;
and press <Enter>.
Notes

n Whenever a new mailbox is created, the New User field is automatically enabled.

n The New User field is enabled whenever a mailbox is reset, for example in preparation for a new user. If the wrong user activates the
mailbox after it has been reset, New User may be re-enabled to allow
the owner to activate it.
You can assign or change the message-waiting lamp extension which
lights to notify the mailbox owner of new messages. You may assign the
same extension to several mailboxes, for example if several mailbox
owners share an extension.
To assign or change a lamp extension of a mailbox,
1. Open the Mailbox record for the mailbox you wish to change.
2. Move to the Lamp Extens. field.
3. Enter the desired lamp extension number
—or—
press F2 to view a list of extensions; select the extension; and press
<Enter>. The extension you have selected will now be in the Lamp
Extens. field.
4. Press F10 to save your changes and exit
—or—
press Esc; choose Save changes or Discard Changes as appropriate;
and press <Enter>.
Notes

n The ability to provide lamp notification is determined by the PBX
system where COVoice is installed, and of course whether or not the
extensions have notification lamps. Most telephone systems have this
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Assigning Lamp
Extension

capability. For more information about your particular PBX, see Section
30x-1, Requirements.

n Lamp notification can also be affected by the class of service to which the
mailbox belongs.

n If a lamp is not lighting when it should, it can be reset through the administrative mailbox.
Assigning a Personal
Operator

Each mailbox can be programmed for a personal operator, rather than using
the primary system operator. While listening to a mailbox greeting, the caller
can press 0 and be transferred to another extension.
To assign a personal operator,
1.

Open the Mailbox Form for the mailbox you wish to change.

2.

Move to the Personal Operator field.

3.

Type the extension you wish to be used as a personal operator.

4.

Press F10 to save your changes and exit
—or—
press Esc; choose Save Changes or Discard Changes as appropriate;
and press <Enter>.

Notes

n Access to this feature is controlled through class of service.
n Personal operator selection can be modified by the mailbox owner.
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Enhanced Notification is the process of notifying a mailbox owner when
new messages have been received by dialing either an extension, pager,
or an external number. The power in this Notification process is that
notification can start and stop at a specified time and day of the week. A
good example would be on-call technicians who could be paged only
after five o'clock in the evening and only Monday through Friday.
Each number can be specified for starting time and stopping time, day(s)
of the week, number of tries, and waits between tries. There can be up to
10 different notification numbers, and each number can be turned on or
off separately. All the numbers which are ON become a notification
LIST. The LIST may be repeated according to the values contained in the
List Attempts and List Intervals fields.

Enhanced
Notification:
Using the Notification Forms
Enabling/Disabling
Notification
NOTE: Notification changes do
not take effect until all new
messages have been cleared by
saving or discarding.

The Notification Form

Programming Enhanced Notification consists of setting up a list of
telephone numbers. Each entry in the list consists of the telephone
number and various characteristics which enable COVoice to notify at the
number.
Planning
1. Begin with a planning form. Make a copy of COVoice EZ Form 205,
Enhanced Notification Planning sheet, which is located in Appendix A.
One copy will be needed for every two mailboxes you program.
NOTE: Every COVoice User's Guide includes an Enhanced Notification
Planning Form, which is similar to COVoice EZ Form 205.
2. Fill out the planning form(s) according to the following information:
—Entry Number. These numbers represent the order in which
COVoice will notify.
—On/Off. This is a toggle field which allows each entry to be turned
on or off separately.
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—Message Type. This field identifies when the notification is to take
place: Upon receipt of ALL messages, New Messages only, Priority
Messages only, or Emergency Messages only.
—Start Time. If you would like notification to be active 24 hours a
day, enter ANY in this field. If a message is received which matches
the Message Type, and this field is set to ANY, then notification
will take place. A starting time and ending time can be specified
using military time. (A 24 hour clock). Simply enter the time to
begin notifying in the Start Time field and the time to end notification in the End Time field. (See below).
—End Time. This field defaults to NONE, and can remain blank if the
Start Time field is set to ANY. The End Time field specifies the
ending time for notification, and values must be entered using
military time. (A 24 hour clock).
—Day of Week. This field specifies the day or days of the week for
notification to occur. Acceptable values are ALL, or any combination of M,T,W,TH,F,S,SU, separated by commas.
—Where. This can be an extension, an external number, or a pager.
—Number. This is the telephone number to be dialed. For pagers that
require dialing two numbers, the first number is entered here. For
pagers that require only one number, that number is also entered
here.
When this field is highlighted, press <enter> to change the number. For outside or long-distance dialing, it is not necessary to enter
the outside dialing prefix (usually 9) or the long-distance prefix (1).
NOTE: The following three items are for use with pagers.
—Pager PIN Prefix. This is the number of pauses that occur between
when the Phone Number is dialed and the PIN Number is dialed.
Each pause is two seconds in length. The pauses provide an interval
long enough for COVoice to receive a dial tone. The default Pager
PIN Prefix is 5 pauses.

n The Pager PIN Prefix will not need to be changed unless COVoice
is having difficulty sending the mailbox number to the pager.

n CAUTION: The Pager PIN Prefix can be, but should not be
changed by the user unless under your or the administrator's direction.
— Pager PIN Number. This is for pagers that require two numbers to
be dialed; enter the second number here.
— Mailbox Prefix. This is the number of pauses that occur between
when the final pager number is dialed and COVoice sends the
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mailbox number to the pager. Each pause is two seconds in length.
The pauses provide an interval long enough for COVoice to connect
with the pager. The default is 5 pauses.

n The Mailbox Prefix will not need to be changed unless COVoice is
having difficulty sending the mailbox number to the pager.

n CAUTION: The Mailbox Prefix should not be changed by the user
except under your or the administrator's direction.
— After Dial. This is for phone systems that require digits to be dialed
after the outgoing number is dialed. It allows the administrator to
enter any digits (0-9, * or #) to follow the mailbox number. COVoice also has several after dial options which allow for additional
information to be sent to the pager. If this field is left blank, only
the mailbox number will be sent to the pager. If any of the options
are used in this field, the "M" option must be used to receive the
mailbox number.
After Dial Field Options are:

Example Output to Pager
M*N
M*T

306-2
306-1

M = Mailbox Number
* = "-"
# = Signals the page is finished
N = New message count
P = Priority message count
T = Message Type
1 = Priority
2 = New
3 = All
Explanation

Mailbox 306 has two new messages.
Mailbox 306 has a priority message.

—Tries. This is the number of times the mailbox owner wishes
COVoice to dial the extension, outside number, or pager. The
default is 3 tries.

n For numbers where the user is less likely to be, they may wish to
reduce the number of tries. Others may have to hear the telephone
ring, and excessive ringing can be quite disturbing.

n The allowable range of tries is from 1 to 10.
NOTE: a Try is simply ringing a number, whether or not it was answered.
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—Wait (minutes). This is the number of minutes COVoice waits after each
try before trying again. The default is 3 minutes.

n If the user has an urgent need to be notified, you might enter 5 (five
minutes). If their need is not urgent, you can enter up to 60 (sixty
minutes).

n The allowable wait range is from 1 to 60 minutes.
—Emergency Attempts. (Release 2.0 or greater) A different attempts
value can be set for Emergency Messages, which will override the value
in the Tries field.
—Emergency Interval. (Release 2.0 or greater) A different notification
interval can be set for Emergency Messages, which will override the
value in the Wait field.
3. Identify which numbers the user wants to be active at this time.
4. Decide List Attempts: the number of times COVoice will repeat the Enhanced Notification list each time new messages appear in the mailbox. The
default number is 1.
NOTE: Notification ceases as soon as all messages are either deleted or
saved.
5. Decide List Interval: the number of minutes COVoice waits between each
repetition of the Enhanced Notification list. The default is 15 minutes.
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A distribution list is a list of mailboxes to which a voice mail message
may be sent simultaneously. It is like a distribution list for memos at an
office.

Setting up Distribution Lists

There are three types of distribution lists:

n System lists, which are set up and maintained by the administrator.

Types of Lists

They are available to all users in the system, unless prevented by their
class of service. Any mailboxes in your COVoice system can be on a
system distribution list. Up to 200 mailboxes can be on a system
distribution list.

n Personal lists, which are specified by individual users but set up and
maintained by the administrator. They are available only to the user who
specified them. All mailboxes in your COVoice system can be on a
personal distribution list. Each mailbox can have up to 5 personal
distribution lists.

NOTE: The availability of distributions lists is determined by the class
of service to which the mailbox
belongs.

n Manual lists, which are created by individual users as they are preparing
to send a message. Manual lists are discarded after they are used once.
Up to 5 mailboxes can be in each manual distribution list. Manual lists
are not described in this chapter.
Be prepared with an unused number and a name for the new list. You
can determine existing distribution lists by running distribution list
reports as described in the Reports chapter. We suggest that names
reflect the use of the list or the nature of the group that the list covers.)
There are two Distribution List Forms, one for system lists, and one for
personal lists. These forms are maintained separately, but are so similar
that they will be discussed together. To access the Distribution List Forms:
From the COVoice Maintenance menu, select CDE and then either
System Distribution List Forms or Personal Distribution List Forms, and
press <Enter>. Both screens are shown below:
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Accessing the Distribution List Forms

System Distribution List Form

Building New System
and Personal Distribution Lists

Personal Distribution List Form

To build a new system or personal distribution list,
1. Open the system or personal Distribution List Forms, as appropriate.
2. (Personal distribution list only) In the Mailbox field, enter the number of
the mailbox for which the distribution list is being created and press
<Enter>
—or—
press F2 or <Enter> to obtain a list of mailboxes and select from the list;
then press <Enter>.
The List field will become highlighted.
3. Enter the number you wish to give the new list.
Be sure to use a number that is currently not in use. You can view
existing distribution lists by pressing F2.
(DO NOT press <Enter>.)
4. Press F4 to enter the ADD mode.
The Description field will become highlighted.
5. Enter the name you wish to give the new distribution list (a name that
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indicates the nature of the group it covers is recommended); press
<Enter>. (A name must be entered before you can proceed.)
The field for the first mailbox in the distribution list will be highlighted.
6. Enter the number of the first mailbox to be on the new list and press
<Enter>.
The next Mailbox field will be highlighted. If the first mailbox has a
person's name assigned, the name will appear beside the mailbox
number.
7. Continue the preceding two steps until the distribution list is complete.
If more than twenty mailboxes are to be on the list, press the Page
Down key to advance to an empty page.
8. Press F10 to save the record for this new distribution list
—or—
Press Esc; choose Yes or No to save or not save changes as desired; and
press <Enter>.
The screen will revert to the LOCATE mode. You may now either exit or
set up another distribution list.
9. To exit the Distribution List Forms, press Esc again.
You can create a new distribution list by copying an existing list and
modifying it. (If the distribution list you create is a personal list, it will
apply to the mailbox from which the list was copied.)
Be prepared with an unused number and a name for the new list.
To create a new distribution list by copying,
1. Open the Personal or System Distribution List Forms as described
above.
The screen will be in the LOCATE mode.

n The System Distribution List screen will have its List field highlighted.

n The Personal Distribution List screen will have its Mailbox field
highlighted.
2. (Personal distribution lists only) Enter the number of the mailbox to
which the new list will belong
—or—
press F2 to obtain a list of mailboxes and select from the list; then press
<Enter>.
The List field will become highlighted.
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Adding a List by
Copying and
Modifying

3. In the List field, enter the number of the list to be copied
—or—
press F2 to obtain a list of distribution lists and select from the list;
then press <Enter>.
The record for that list will appear.
4. Copy the distribution list:

n

Press F6.
A box with two fields to be filled will appear.

n Enter a currently unused number for the new list in the NEW List
Number field and press <Enter>.
To obtain a list of existing distribution lists, press F2. You can review
them to make sure your new number is different from any on the list.
Press Esc to exit the list.

n Enter a name for the new list in the NEW List Description field.
n Press F10 (Do Copy) to copy the existing list and return to the
Distribution List Forms screen.
5. Move through the fields and make changes to form the new list:

n To replace items in the list, type the new mailbox number over a
highlighted number.

n To delete a mailbox from the list, highlight its number and press F5.
The mailbox number will disappear, and the list will close up.

n To insert a mailbox number into the list,
a. Highlight the mailbox that is just below the insertion point.
A new field will be inserted and highlighted.
b. Enter the new mailbox number; then press <Enter>.
Modifying a Distribution List

6. When finished making changes, press F10 to save the record for this
new distribution list
—or—
Press Esc; choose Yes or No to save or not save changes as desired;
and press <Enter>.
The screen will revert to the LOCATE mode. You may now either
select a different list for editing or copying, or exit the Distribution
List screen.
7. To exit the Distribution List Forms, press Esc again.
After distribution lists have been created, you may modify them in order
to keep up with personnel or organizational changes.
To modify a distribution list,
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1. Open the Personal or System Distribution List Forms, whichever is
appropriate, as described above.
The screen will be in the LOCATE mode.

n The System Distribution List screen will have its List field highlighted.
n The Personal Distribution List screen will have its Mailbox field
highlighted.
2. (Personal distribution list only) Type the number of the mailbox with
which the list to be edited is associated; then press <Enter>.
The List field will become highlighted.
3. In the List field, enter the name of the list to be edited; then press
<Enter>.
The record for that list will appear.
4. Move through the fields and make changes:

n To replace items in the list, enter the new mailbox number over a highlighted number.

n To delete a mailbox, highlight its number and press F5.
The mailbox number will disappear, and the list will close up.

n To insert a mailbox number into the list,
a. Highlight the mailbox that is just below the insertion point.
A new field will be inserted and highlighted.
b. Type in the new mailbox number
—or—
Press F2 to obtain a list of mailboxes and select from the list; then
press <Enter>.
5. When finished making changes, press F10 to save the record for this new
distribution list
—or—
Press Esc; choose Yes or No to save or not save changes as desired; and
press <Enter>.
The screen will revert to the LOCATE mode. You may now either select
a different list for editing or exit the Distribution List screen.
6. To exit the Distribution List Forms, press Esc again.
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Making Voice
Menu Changes

You can create new voice menus to meet your communication needs, or modify
existing menus. This section describes the steps to create and modify your
menus.
Your COVoice system contains standard voice menus and prompts. The
standard menus and prompts can be modified, and the prompts can be used in
new menus you create. See the "Standard Prompt List" in this section of this
chapter.
COVoice also contains system prompts. System prompts cannot be modified,
until Release 2.0.
Any menu can be called from any other menu, creating a tree of menus and
sub-menus. The menu at the trunk of the tree, or the menu which is assigned to
play when the channel/port is answered, is call the main menu for that channel.
To go to sub-menus, you simply press their assigned key(s). To go to the
previous menu, press the pound (#) key. (Within the COVoice system, the
pound key, by default, is used to back up or go to the previous menu. You can,
however, assign any key within the menus. It is best to assign the pound key to
go to the previous menu, as it is consistent with the rest of the system).

Planning Voice
Menus

Before you begin to create or modify voice menus, careful planning is required. Otherwise, they may not function as you expect. To assist with your
planning, VSR has supplied three forms. The forms are located in Appendix A:
■

COVoice EZ Form 201, Menu Flow Chart. This form permits you to plan
the flow of voice menus. The Menu Flow Chart provides space to record the
channel and the time at which the main voice menu will appear, and the keys
that must be pressed to reach submenus. To fill out this form you will need to
select a name for each menu that you plan. As you create the menus later,
COVoice assigns each a number. You should then enter the number on the
Menu Flow Chart for later reference.

■

COVoice EZ Form 202, Menu Planner. The Menu Planner permits you to
plan in detail the contents of each menu. The form corresponds to the areas of
the Menu Forms: Prompts, Key Assignments, and Exit Commands. Also see
the "Creating a Voice Menu" box. If your menu will include a play-file, list it
on the form in the Prompts section. Use a separate sheet of paper for detailed
planning of the play-file. (Because play-files can be quite long, it is not
practical to provide a form for planning them.)

HINT: When planning prompts,
if you name them with numbers
rather than words, they can be
accessed from the Administrative Mailbox as well as the
External Maintenance program.

CAUTION: Do not give a prompt
the numbers 50 or 205. These
are the "Please Hold" and the
Last Name request in the
extension and mailbox
directories. If you create a
prompt with these numbers, they
will play when a caller is placed
on hold or reaches a directory.

n COVoice EZ Form 203, Menu Prompt Recording Sheet. This is another
form for keeping track of menu prompt recordings. It contains some COVoice
system prompts, with room to add the prompts you record.
The planning forms not only help you prepare for making changes; once filled
out, they can provide valuable records which you can use the next time you
make changes. When changes are made, mark the changes on the forms. This
will keep your records up-to-date.
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Main voice menu

Submenus

More Submenus

Assigned to one or
more channels, for
example Channel 2
at 8:00 A.M.

Assigned to main
menu.

Assigned to
preceding

Thank you for
calling our
company.
Press "1" for
sales.
Press "2" for
service.
Press "0" to
transfer to the

Press "1" to
order a product.
Press "2" for
product
information.
Press "0" to
transfer to an
assistant.
Press "1" if you
need service for
product A.
Press "2" if you
need service for
product B.

Use EZ
Form 201
to plan
menu
Use EZ
Form 202
to plan
individual
menus.

Press "3" to
reach our fax
hotline for all

Voice Menus in multiple-level application
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Standard Prompt List
Listed below are the standard prompts that are included with every COVoice
system. You may use them in new voice menus that you create, and you may rerecord them to better fit your organization's needs. See "Creating or Modifying
Voice Menus" in this chapter
The prompts are listed according to the menus in which they appear.
Prompt
DAYMENU1
DAYMENU2
DAYMENU3
DAYMENU4
DAYMENU5

NGTMENU1
NGTMENU2
NGTMENU3
NGTMENU4

NGTMENU5
MSGCTR1
MSGCTR2
MSGCTR3
MSGCTR4
MSGCTR5
50
205

Text
DAY MENU
Thank you for calling our company.
If you know your party's extension, you may dial it now;
otherwise please stay on the line and an operator will be with
you momentarily.
For our corporate directory, press 7; to leave a message,
press 8.
Press 0 to transfer to the operator, 9 to hang up,
or star key to repeat these instructions.
NIGHT MENU
Thank you for calling our company. Our office hours are from
8:00 A.M. to 5:00 P.M. Monday through Friday.
If you know your party's extension, you may dial it now;
otherwise
For our corporate directory, press 7; to leave a message, press
8.
If you remain on the line, you will be transferred to our general
mailbox. Leave a message, and when the operator comes on
duty the next working day your message will be directed to the
appropriate person.
Press 9 to hang up, or the star key to repeat these instructions.
MESSAGE CENTER MENU
Welcome to our message center.
If you know your party's mailbox number, please enter it now;
otherwise press 6 for our mailbox directory.
If you would like to transfer to an extension and know the
number, press 7; otherwise press 8 for our extension directory.
Press 0 to go to the operator, 9 to hang up
or the star key to repeat these instructions.
Reserved system prompt.
Reserved system prompt.
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Voice menu changes are made through the Menu Forms. To reach the
Menu Forms, select CDE at the External Maintenance Main menu; then
Menu Forms; then press <Enter>.

The Menu Form
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Accessing the Menu
Forms

Creating or Modifying Voice Menus

You may wish to make only minor changes, such as re-re-recording a
single prompt or adding a new prompt to a menu. If so, just follow the
instructions that apply.
1. Open the Menu Forms.

n To begin a new menu, press F4. A number will automatically be
HINT: When creating a complex
system of menus, create all
submenus (beginning with the
lowest) before creating main
menus. This will make key
assignments (described later)
easier.

assigned to the new menu, and will appear in the upper left-hand
corner of the screen.
Enter the name of the menu in the Description field. Use the name
from COVoice EZ Form 202 (Menu Planner). Press <Enter>.

n To select a menu for modifying, enter the name of the menu in the
Description field and press <Enter>
-orpress <Enter> to obtain a list of menus and select from the list.
Then press <Enter> again.

NOTE: COVoice offers a prompt
recording service. Contact your
dealer for details.

Recording Prompts and Forming Menus
Prompts are usually recorded from within the Menu Forms, but can be
recorded directly from the Recording menu (available at the COVoice
Maintenance Main Menu). They can also be recorded from the Administrative Mailbox. The following instructions describe recording from
within the Menu Forms, but provide for recording from the Recording
Menu as well.
2. Press Alt-F2.
The Choose Prompt Order screen will appear. This screen displays
prompts in the order in which they will be played. It combines the tasks
of forming menus and recording prompts.

Choose Prompt Order screen

3. Highlight the correct field, and designate or insert a prompt:

n To designate a new prompt: enter the name of the prompt in the
highlighted field (do not press <Enter>).

n To insert an existing prompt, which you may then re-record: press
F2 to obtain a list of prompts and select from the list; then press
<Enter>.

Continued on page 400-48
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Creating a Menu
Also create a menu by copying and modifying. See "Modifying a Menu."

1. Record Prompts

2. Form Menu

Record individual
short statements
(prompts).

Put prompts
together to form a
menu.

Thank you for
calling our
company.

Thank you for
calling our
company.

Press "1" for

Transfers to ext. 123
Transfers to ext.
MNO

PRS

TUV

WXY

0

#

7

Press "0" to
transfer to the
operator.

Press "0" to transfer
to the operator.

Where to access
Prompt Studio,
accessible from:
Menu Forms
Recording menu
Administrative
Mailbox

Where to access
Menu Forms
(ALT-F2)

Where to access
Menu Forms

DEF

JKL

4

Press "1" for sales.
Press "2" for
service.

Functions
These define action
to take if there is no
response or invalid
response to menu.

ABC

GHI

1

Press "2" for
service.

4. Assign Exit

3. Assign Keys
Program keys to
respond according
to prompts in

2

5
8

3
6
9

Transfers to ext.
Ext. = extension

Where to access
Menu Forms

5. Assign the Menu
Assigning the menu puts it
to work. It may be
assigned to
another menu
one or more channels
Where to access
Menu Forms
Channel Forms
Mailbox Forms
Extension Forms
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See also the "Channel Forms"
section in this chapter.

Continued from page 400-46
4. Press F3 to enter the Recording Studio, at the Prompt Studio screen.

Prompt Studio screen

5. Fill in the following fields:
*Prompt Filename: (only when accessing from Recording menu) For
new prompts, enter the name or number of the prompt you wish to
record.
For existing prompts, type in the name
—or—
press F2 to obtain a list of prompts and select from the list; then press
<Enter>.

n Prompts 50 and 205 are reserved system prompts; use these only if
you intend to change them. Refer to COVoice EZ form 203 in
Appendix A.
Channel to use: This is the channel through which the recording will
be made. Usually this need not be changed. If necessary, though, select
a channel by pressing the space bar.
Before you continue, you may want to review the recording options
shown in Step 8.
6. Press F10 to continue (or Esc to exit the Prompt Studio if you don't
want to record now).
(If a new prompt, COVoice will ask you to confirm that you wish to
create a new prompt. Choose Yes or No and press <Enter>.
7. Dial the COVoice extension assigned to the selected channel, and the
following information will be displayed to guide you through the
recording.

Current Status screen

Continued on page 400-50
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Modifying a Voice Menu
To modify voice menus, the same procedures are used as for
creating menus. The menu example shown here is from the
"Creating a Menu" box.

1. Change Prompts
Re-record existing
prompts
Or
record new

Re-record
Press "2"
for service.
Press "3"
for service.
New
Or, press "9"
to hang up.

Where to access
Prompt Studio,
accessible from:
Menu Editor
Recording menu
Administrative
Mailbox

4. Change Exit

Functions
(Only if necessary)
See "Creating a
Menu" for
description.

Where to access
Menu Editor

2

. Change Menu
Put new prompts
into menu (rerecorded prompts
require no menu
Thank you for
calling our
company.
Press "1" for
sales.
Press "3" for
service.
Press "0" to
transfer to the
operator.
Or, press "9" to

Where to access
Menu Forms
(ALT-F2)

3

. Re-assign Keys
Re-program keys
according to
changes in
prompts.
Transfers to ext. 123
Transfers to ext.
Moved
ABC

DEF

GHI

JKL

MNO

PRS

TUV

WXY

0

#

1
4
7

2

5
8

3

New

6
9

Hangs
up

Transfers to ext.
Ext. = extension

Where to access
Menu Forms

5. Re-assign Menu
(Only if necessary) Assigning
the menu puts it to work. It
may be re-assigned to
another menu
one or more channels
a mailbox or an extension.
Where to access
Menu Editor (key assignments)
Channel Assignments Editor
Mailbox Editor
Extension Editor
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Continued from page 48
The Current Status Screen displays information that you may wish to
track while you are recording. If your telephone doesn't ring, for
example, you can check with the screen to confirm that the correct
extension number is being dialed.
Another reason your telephone may not ring is that the incorrect
channel was chosen. See Step 5, above.
8. When your telephone rings, pick up the handset. COVoice will prompt
you with the following options:
1

to play. Press "1" to play the prompt. If you are recording a new
prompt and it has not been recorded, this option is not available.

2

to record. Press "2" and record after the voice says "recording."

3

to append. Pressing "3" allows you to record again. This recording
is added to the end of the current recording.

After a prompt has been recorded, there is usually some leading or trailing silence. To
eliminate excessive silence, the following trim options are provided.

The Restore to Original feature
is not available when recording
from the Administrative
Mailbox.

4

to trim front. Pressing "4" trims a set amount of time (trim length)
from the beginning of the prompt. The default trim length is 0.1
seconds.

5

to trim end. Pressing "5" trims a set amount of time (trim length)
from the end of the prompt.

6

set trim length. The trim length can be set in increments of one
tenth of a second.

7

to restore to original. Press "7" to restore the prompt after you
have re-recorded it or appended it during the current recording
session.

9

to save and exit. When you are finished, press "9" to save the
prompt and exit. COVoice asks you "Please hang up now."

9. When you are finished recording, exit the Recording Studio by pressing
Esc.
10. Repeat options 2 through 9, as needed, for each prompt you wish to
record or re-record.
Recording Prompts From Main Menu
If you are recording or re-recording a single prompt or play-file, it is
convenient to access the recording function directly from the main menu
of the COVoice Maintenance program:
1. Open the Prompt Recording Studio: at the COVoice Maintenance main
menu, select Recording, then press <Enter> twice. The Prompt Studio
will appear.
2. Follow the "Recording Prompts" instructions, beginning with Step 5.
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Assigning Keys to Voice Menus
Assigning keys causes the menu to respond according to its prompts
when the caller presses a key. Key assignments are made in the Telephone Key Assignments area of the Menu Forms.

Menu Forms Telephone Key Assignments area

Any of ten commands can be assigned to keys 0 through 9 (although we
recommend that the "9" key always be assigned the hangup command or
remain unused, the "#" key be set to return to the previous menu, and the
"*" key be set to replay the prompts beginning with a prompt that you
choose in this procedure).
To assign commands to keys,
1. Move to the Command field belonging to the key you wish to assign.
Press <Enter> or F2 to reveal the Choose Command Type screen.
Highlight the appropriate command and press <Enter>. (Some commands may require that you choose several options before you are
finished selecting the command. See the command descriptions below.)
The chosen command will appear in the Command field for the key.
Repeat this step for each key that will be assigned a function.
2. Assign the Invalid Key command to all keys that the menu does not use.
This must be done or your menu will not operate properly.
Assigning Voice Menu Exit Functions
Exit Functions are the actions COVoice takes when the caller either does
not respond to the menu, or repeatedly presses invalid keys. Assigning
the exit functions completes the menu.
Use the bottom portion of the Menu Forms to assign exit functions. The
exit function uses the same commands as for "Assigning Keys." Those
commands are described on page 400-53.

Menu Forms Exit Functions area
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Every choice specified in a
prompt must have the correct
corresponding key assignment.

To assign exit functions to your menu,

Assigning
Exit Functions

1. Move to the Maximum Replays Without Response field. Enter the
number of times you wish the menu to replay if there is no response.
2. Move to the COMMAND - When Replays are Exceeded field. Choose
which action COVoice is to take when the menu has replayed the maximum number of times:

n Press <Enter> or F2 to reveal the Choose Command Type screen.
Highlight the appropriate command and press <Enter>. (Some
commands may require that you choose several options in addition to
selecting the command. See "Key Command and Exit Command
Descriptions", on the next page.)

n The chosen command will appear in the COMMAND - When
Replays are Exceeded field.
3. Move to the Maximum Invalid Key Attempts field. If the default
number is not acceptable, enter the number of times that a caller may
press an invalid key before the menu terminates.
4. Move to the COMMAND - When Invalid Attempts Exceeded field.
Choose the action you wish COVoice to take when the maximum number
of invalid key attempts have been made:

n Press <Enter> or F2 to reveal the Choose Command Type screen.
Highlight the appropriate command and press <Enter>. (Some
commands may require that you choose several options before you
are finished selecting the command. See "Key Command and Exit
Command Descriptions", on the next page.)

n The chosen command will appear in the COMMAND - When
Invalid Attempts Exceeded field.
5. Move to the Immediate Dialing Field. Immediate Dialing is used to
allow callers to immediately dial an extension or a mailbox with keys
which are also used to perform other functions. For instance, if the "4"
key is assigned to go to the extension directory, and the extensions are
in the 400 series, then you may dial either a "4" or a 400 series extension if Immediate Dial is set to the extension.

n Immediate Dialing can also be set to a mailbox for the same purpose, or it can be set to "none." Press the spacebar to toggle between these options. (The caller, however, can still dial an extension
if the key assigned is Call Transfer Firstkey).
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Key Command and Exit Command Descriptions
These descriptions apply to the Key Commands and Exit Functions commands.

n

Call Transfer. This transfers the caller to an extension when the associated key is
pressed. Call transfer has three options to choose from:
Direct. Transfers to an extension you specify.
Request. COVoice requires the caller to enter an extension number, to which the caller
is transferred.
Firstkey. Allows the caller to enter an extension directly without being prompted. The
first key pressed by the caller is recognized as the first digit of an extension number.
After the remainder of the digits is entered, the call is transferred. The keys you
designate for Firstkey transfer will be the same as the initial digits of your range or
ranges of extension numbers. If, for example, your extensions range from 300 and
500, you would designate keys 3, 4, and 5 as Firstkeys.

n

Extension Directory. This transfers the caller to the Extension Directory, which allows
callers to look up the extension number of the party they wish to contact. The caller is
prompted through the directory.

n

Hangup. This causes COVoice to play a default good-bye message and disconnect the
caller. (The "9" key is used throughout the COVoice system as hangup. It is therefore
a good idea to continue to use it for this purpose to maintain consistency.

n

Invalid Key. This causes COVoice to play the prompt "Invalid Key" when the
associated key is pressed. All keys that are not assigned a command must be assigned
the Invalid Key function. (This command is not applicable to menu Exit Commands.)

n

Mailbox Directory. This transfers the caller to the Mailbox Directory, which allows
callers to look up the mailbox number of the party they wish to contact. The caller is
prompted through the directory.

n

Menu. This transfers the caller to a voice menu (which then becomes a submenu of the
current menu). The caller can return to any preceding menu by pressing the "#" key.

n

Play File. This command plays a series of prompts used to make an announcement or
provide information. When this command is chosen, you are directed through
choosing and/or recording prompts exactly as for recording prompts for menus
(described above). While the play-file is playing, all the menu options are available.
When a Play File has finished playing, it replays the menu to which it is assigned.
(See also "Creating or Modifying Play-Files" in this section.)

n

Voice Mail. This operates identically to the Call Transfer command described above.
This transfers the caller to a mailbox when the associated key is pressed. Call transfer
has three options to choose from:
Direct. Transfers to a mailbox you specify.
Request. COVoice asks the caller to enter a mailbox number, to which the caller is
transferred.
Firstkey. Allows the caller to enter a mailbox directly without being prompted. The
first key pressed by the caller is recognized as the first digit of a mailbox number.
After the remainder of the digits is entered, the caller is transferred. The keys you
designate for Firstkey will be the same as the initial digits of your range or ranges of
mailbox numbers. If, for example, your mailboxes range between 300 and 400, you
would designate keys 3 and 4 as Firstkeys.
Replay at. Can be assigned to any key which, when pressed, will repeat the menu
prompts at that prompt. This is useful when you want the caller to repeat the
instructions, but not play the introductory prompts. The "*" key is normally assigned
to this function throughout the system.
Previous Menu. Determines the key which returns you to the previous menu. The "#"
key, by default, is assigned to this function.
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Saving the New or Modified Menu
When you are finished creating or modifying a voice menu, press F10 to
save your changes and exit the edit mode of the Menu Forms. To exit the
Menu Forms, press Esc.
Once a voice menu has been created, it may need to be assigned. Assigning
the menu puts it to work. You may assign the menu to other menus, one or
more channels, a mailbox, or an extension.
Assigning or Reassigning a Menu

Assigning a Menu to Another Menu
You may wish callers to reach this voice menu by pressing a key while
another voice menu is playing. This is done through the Menu Forms record
of the other menu. If you are creating a flow of menus, this was probably
done while the other menu was being set up. However, you may have created
a new menu which is to be accessed from another menu that is already in use.
To assign a menu to another menu, make a key assignment in the other
menu:
1. Open the Menu Forms record for the other menu:

n With the Menu Form open, enter the name of the menu that this menu
will be assigned to in the Description field. Press <Enter>.
-orpress <Enter> to obtain a list of menus and select from the list. Then
press <Enter> again.

n The menu record will appear.
2. Move to the Command field for the key that will transfer the caller to this
menu when pressed (in the Telephone Key Assignments part of the Menu
Forms).

n Press <Enter> or F2 to reveal the Choose Command Type screen.
Highlight Menu and press <Enter>. Select the menu from the list that
now appears, and press <Enter>.

n The name of the selected menu will appear to the right of the Command
field for the key.
3. Press F10 to save your changes and exit the edit mode of the Menu Forms.
To exit the Menu Forms, press Esc.
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Assigning a Menu To One or More Channels
A voice menu may be designed to meet outside callers. To do this, it must
be assigned to one or more of COVoice's channels during specific times of
the day, or on specific days.
To assign a menu to a channel, refer to the section "Making Channel
Assignments" later in this chapter, under the heading "Making Channel
Control Changes."
Assigning a Menu To A Mailbox or Extension
Sometimes it is desirable to forward a mailbox or an extension to a voice
menu. For instructions, refer to "Changing the Mailbox Mode" or "Forwarding Extensions."
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Creating or Modifying Play-Files

Play-Files are voice recordings used for making announcements or providing information. For example, a play-file could provide information about
new products. Like voice menus, play-files consist of one or more prompts
that play in sequence. After the prompts have played, the caller is returned
to the menu from which the play-file was accessed. Unlike menus, playfiles contain no key assignments or exit commands. However, all the menu
options are available while the play-file is playing.
Setting up a play file involves planning, and recording prompts in the
proper sequence. Recording is done through the Menu Forms.
Planning Play-Files
Write out the exact wording of the prompts that the play-file will include.
This should be done while planning the voice menu which will play the
play-file.
NOTE: Because play-files can be quite long, it is impractical for VSR
to provide a form for recording the prompts in a play-file.
Play-File prompts can be as long as allowed by the system settings. The
default maximum length is 120 seconds, but can be increased to as much
as 999 seconds using the System Settings Forms. In addition, the length of
prompts can be increased by appending during recording. This is a useful
technique for extremely long play-files, because the maximum number of
prompts allowed in any play-file is five.
Recording Play-Files
Record the play-file from within the voice menu to which it is being
assigned. Follow the procedures described in "Assigning Keys to Menus."
Look for "Play File" under "Key Command and Exit Command Descriptions."
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The Class of
Service Forms

A class of service is a series of settings, restrictions, or defaults which
may be applied to either an extension or a mailbox. Because a certain
combination of settings may be stored in a class of service, you have the
ability to set them only once and apply them over and over again. For
example, you could assign twenty "normal" mailboxes one class of service
which would allow 30 messages with a maximum message length of 120
seconds, and you could assign ten other, more "privileged" mailboxes a
class of service that would allow 999 messages with a maximum message
length of 999 seconds. In this way, you are able to set parameters for thirty
mailboxes, but only need to design two classes of service.
The following are just a few of the parameters which may be set in the
Class of Service Forms:

n
n
n
n
n

maximum length of messages that can be accepted
maximum number of messages that can be stored in the mailbox
length of time that saved messages are retained
type of notification that is allowed
maximum length of the owner's greetings

Every mailbox/extension belongs to a class of service. New COVoice
systems normally have one class of service installed, to which all mailboxes belong. More classes can be added or existing classes modified as
needed.
Planning Classes of
Service

To help you plan for new classes of service, we have included COVoice
EZ planning form 207 in the Programming Forms chapter. Make a copy
for each class you will be creating, and fill in according to your needs.
Consult "Classes of Service Field-By-Field," on the following pages, for
guidance.
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Class of Service Field-By-Field
Page 1 - Extension

The Class of Service Form has three
pages. The first page consists only

Directory. This field governs whether an extension will be part of the
COVoice extension directory, which helps callers locate the extension
of the person they are calling. Anyone who wishes to have callers'
access to their extension limited would set this field to NO.
n The default is YES. The options are YES/NO.
DND Treat as CFFM. If the Mitel Telephone is set to Do Not Disturb
(DND), when COVoice receives the forwarded call, it will treat it as a
normally forwarded call.
n The default is YES. The options are YES/NO.
Extension Maintenance. This field allows the mailbox owner access to the
extension maintenance function within their mailbox, option "5/7"
from their mailbox main menu.
Forwarding Maintenance. This field allows the mailbox owner to forward
their extension through the extension maintenance function within their
mailbox, option "5" from their mailbox main menu.
n The default is YES. The options are YES/NO.
Holding. Holding allows the caller to hold and wait for a busy extension to
be available. Holding can be turned on or off by the mailbox user when
they are logged into their mailbox, if allowed by Class of Service.
n The default is YES. The options are YES/NO.
Personal Operator. With this option, when the extension is busy, if callers
press "0" to go to the operator, they will be transferred to the personal
operator extension specified in the Extension Form.
n The default is YES. The options are YES/NO.
Screening. When a caller tries to reach an extension in which screening has
been enabled, they will be asked to give their name so that it may be
passed on to the called party. The call may then be accepted or rejected
by the person at the extension. If this field is set to NO, then Screening
will not be available at that extension. DO NOT FORWARD YOUR
TELEPHONE TO VOICEMAIL IF YOU ARE GOING TO USE
SCREENING. See Detailed User's Guide for instructions about how to
forward your telephone.
n The default is NO. The options are YES/NO.
Transfer Type
Forced Blind. Dials the extension and releases the call to the PBX.
Smart Transfer. Monitors the call's progress for busy or no answer
conditions and releases the call only on a connect.
n The default is Forced Blind.
Dial Through.
n The default is YES. The options are YES/NO.
Dial "0". This field allows a caller to dial a "0" to access the operator while
the mailbox greeting is being played. If this field is set to NO, the caller
can only dial an extension or leave a message.
n The default is YES. The options are YES/NO.

Continued on next page
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of Class of Service items which
apply to extensions. The last two
pages apply to mailboxes. Each
item will be discussed briefly here,
including its definition, range, and
default setting.

Class of Service Field-By-Field, cont.
Loud Speaker Paging. If Loud Speaker Paging is allowed on your PBX, then
COVoice, based on the settings below, will attempt to page you, if the caller
elects to do so, after not being able to reach you at your extension. COVoice
will play a prompt over the Loudspeaker, announcing a code for call retrieval
from any phone.
n Attempts - This is the number of attempts COVoice will make to try to reach
you before playing alternate options to the caller. The default is 2, the range is
1-99.
n Holding Interval - This is the amount of time between paging attempts. The
default is 30 seconds, the range is 1-180 seconds.
n On Busy - With this field enabled, the extension will be paged when busy.
The default is NO, the options are YES/NO.
n On No Answer - With this field enabled, the extension will be paged when
there is no answer. The default is YES, the options are YES/NO.
n On Always - With this field enabled, the extension will be paged regardless of the condition. The default is NO, the options are YES/NO.
Page 2 - Mailboxes
Mailbox Modes. All modes work the same way, in that if they are set to YES,
they are available to the mailbox user. When a mode is set to NO, it is not
available, and the user is not prompted for it. The mailbox modes are
explained fully in the Mailbox Forms section of this chapter, as well as in
the Feature Descriptions in Sections 30x-2.
n Take Message Mode defaults to YES, all others NO, with options of YES/
NO.
Password Type. If the password type is set to "Fixed," it must be the same length
as specified in the password length field during Quick Setup. If it is set to
"Variable," its length can be up to the maximum as defined in the password
length field during Quick Setup.
n The password type can be either Fixed, Variable, or None.
Password Length. The password length can be set to Fixed or Variable, from 3-15
numbers.
Distribution Lists. The distribution list is a quick way to send messages to a
group of users. These groups may be system wide (System Distribution
Lists), or limited to a user's mailbox (Personal Distribution Lists). If this
field is set to "Both," then both types of lists are available to the mailbox
owner. A separate manual list, which is not stored, may be created by the user
while in their mailbox, if "Personal" or "Both" is selected in this field.
n The default setting is "Both," and the options are Both/System/Personal.
Notify Type. This field allows message notification by either lighting message
waiting lamps, or ringing the telephone.
n The default setting is set up in Quick Setup. Options are Lamps, Phone, or
None.
Greeting Type. The Multiple Greetings setting allows the user to have up to 10
greetings which can be stored for future use. If the greeting type is set to
single, then only one greeting will be allowed.
n The default setting is Multiple. Options are Multiple or Single.
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Class of Service Field-By-Field, cont.
Maximum Greeting Length. This is the maximum number of seconds for
which a mailbox greeting can be recorded. Reducing the greeting length can
save voice storage space as well as prevent callers from listening to lengthy
greetings, tying up the system.
n The default setting is 999 seconds, and the range is 20-999 seconds.
Max Msg Count (Maximum Message Count). This is the maximum number
of messages which may be stored in the mailbox. Keeping this number low
forces the user to delete old messages, which take up valuable storage space.
n The default setting is 30 messages, and the range is 0-999 messages.
Max Message Length. This is the maximum message length allowed by the
mailbox. The messages may be appended to make a longer message, but
appends are limited to maximum message length as well.
n The default setting is 120 seconds, and the range is 0-999 seconds.
Max Message Retention. This is the maximum number of days the message
will be stored before it is automatically deleted by the cleanup process.
n The default setting is 30 days, and the range is 0-999 days.
RW/FF. (Rewind/Fast Forward) The amount of time, in tenths of a second,
pressing the rewind or fast forward keys (usually * or #), will rewind or fastforward a message.
n The default setting is 30, the range is 1-120, in tenths of a second.
Page 3 - Permissions
Permissions. Permissions are the rights to use certain features within the
mailbox. All permissions have a range of YES/NO, so only the defaults will
be stated here. The features are detailed in the Mailbox Forms Section.
n Send Messages - Allows the user to send messages from the mailbox.
Disallowing this feature still allows retrieval and maintenance. The default
is YES.
n Transfer Elsewhere - Allows the user to transfer to another mailbox or
extension from within their mailbox. The default is YES.
n External Priority - Allows a caller to leave a message in the mailbox,
labeled as Priority. The Default is NO.
n External Notify - Allows a mailbox user to program enhanced notification
to notify him or her of messages, outside of the PBX, for example to a
pager or outside number. You may want to restrict this to prevent unnecessary long distance calls, or excess pager charges. Some pager systems
charge for each page or each page over a set amount. The default setting is
YES.
n Emergency Message* - A message sent as Emergency will be placed ahead
of all other new messages, including Priority messages.
n Priority Messages - A message sent by another user, from within a
mailbox, can be labelled with Priority, which will put it ahead of all other
messages, except for emergency messages.
n Certified Messages - A message sent by another user, from within a
mailbox, can be labeled as Certified, which will return a date and time the
message was received to the sender's mailbox.

Continued on next page
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NOTE: Toll fraud is
possible with External
Forwarding! It is
important that mailboxes be restricted
from forwarding to
outside numbers which
are long distance,
especially outside the
country. Hackers have
been known to gain
access to mailboxes
and forward them
temporarily to outside
numbers to make costly
long distance calls.
Make sure you have a
plan to deal with this.
Your PBX is the best
place to start.

Class of Service Field-By-Field, cont.

n Private Messages - A message sent by another user, from within a mailbox,

can be labeled as Private, meaning that it cannot be copied to another
mailbox.
n Save Allowed - An Administrator may want to set up a mailbox where
messages cannot be saved and they remain as new messages.
n Restricted Password - A restricted password can be assigned by a mailbox
user to allow someone else to log in to their mailbox, retrieve messages, and
save messages. No message deletion is allowed.
n Auto-Reply -When an internal extension, not logged into a mailbox, calls
another internal extension that is forwarded to voice mail, this feature allows
the name or number of the calling extension to be included with the message.
This allows the recipient to quickly respond to the sender by pressing the (5)
key and recording a response.
n Extension ID - With this feature, COVoice recognizes a user not only when
they are logged in to their mailbox, but when they call another user from their
extension. A user can call another user from their extension, without logging
in to their mailbox, leave a message, and the message will be sent with
identity for reply to mailbox capabilities.
n Dial Through - This field allows a caller to dial and be transferred to another
extension while the mailbox greeting is being played. If this is set to NO, the
caller can only dial "0," (if allowed, see below) or leave a message.
n Dial "0" - This field allows a caller to dial a "0" to reach the operator or
personal operator while the mailbox greeting is being played. If this is set to
NO, the caller can only dial an extension (if allowed, see above) or leave a
message.
n Directory - This field governs whether or not a mailbox will be part of the
COVoice extension directory. The directory helps callers locate the extension or mailbox of whomever they are calling. Anyone who wishes to have
access to their mailbox or extension limited would set this field to NO.
n Mailbox Maintenance - This field allows or disallows the mailbox user
access to the mailbox maintenance feature.
n Forwarding Maintenance - Allows the mailbox user to forward
their mailbox to a menu, mailbox, extension, or outside number.
n External Forwarding - Allows the user to forward their mailbox to
an outside number. This can be disallowed separately from other
types of forwarding.
n Broadcast Allowed - Allows the user to broadcast a message to all
other users.
* COVoice Release 2.0 or greater.
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Continued from page 400-58
1. At the main menu, choose CDE; then Class of Service Forms; now
press <Enter>. The Class of Service Form will appear. It will be in the
Locate mode, with all fields blank.

Class of Service Forms screen, page 1

Class of Service Forms screen, page 2

Class of Service Forms screen, page 3
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Accessing the Class
of Service Forms

Adding a Class of
Service

You may add a new class of service beginning with the default Class of
Service values.
1. Open the Class of Service Forms.
2. Press F4; the fields will display default values.
3. Enter a currently-unused number in the Class field; Enter a name or
description in the Description field (both must be entered).
4. Move to the fields and make the changes required to define the new
class. (See the "Class of Service field-by-field box further on.)
5. Press F10 to save the record for this new class; the Class of Service
Form will revert to the Locate mode.
CAUTION: If you press Esc, you will return to the Locate mode but the
changes will not be saved; you must return to the new class of service
record and enter them again; then press F10.
6. When you are finished, press Esc to return to the Main Menu.

Adding a Class Of
Service by Copying
And Modifying

You may create a new class of service by copying and modifying when
you want to base a new class on an existing class.
1. Open the Class of Service Forms.
2. Copy a class of service:

n Enter the name or number of the class to be copied in the *Class
field
—or—
press F2 to view a list of classes; select a class and press <Enter>.
The record for the class you specified will appear.

n Press F6 to copy the class.
A box with two fields to be filled will appear.

n Enter a currently-unused number in the New Class of Service
field; Enter a name or description in the New Description field.
Both must be entered).

n Press F10 to continue.
The Class of Service Forms record of the class you copied will
appear. Press F10 again; the editor will go to the Locate mode.
NOTE: If you entered a number that is already in use in the preceding step, COVoice will remind you. If this happens, press <Enter>
to exit the reminder screen, and type in an unused number. Then
press F10 once again to continue.
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3. Enter the number of the new class in the *Class field and press
<Enter>. The record for the new class will appear, ready for editing.
4. Move to the fields and make the changes required to define the new class.
5. Press F10 to save your changes; the Class of Service Forms will revert to
the Locate mode.
CAUTION: If you press Esc instead of F10, you will exit the record but the
changes will not be saved; you will then have to reenter them.
6. When you are finished, press Esc to exit the Class of Service Forms.
You may make changes to classes of service as needed.
1. Open the Class of Service Forms.

Modifying a Class of
Service

2. Enter the name or number of the class to be modified in the *Class field
—or—
press F2 to view a list of classes; select a class and press <Enter>.
The record for the class you specified will appear.
3. Move to the field(s) you wish to edit and make the required changes.
4. Press F10 to save your changes. The Class of Service Forms will revert to
the Locate mode.
CAUTION: If you press Esc, you will return to the Locate mode but the
changes will not be saved; you must return to the new class of service
record and enter them again; then press F10.
5. Press Esc to exit the Class of Service Forms.
You may easily delete a class that is no longer needed. But first, it's a good
idea to run a Mailbox Listing report (described in the Running Reports
chapter). This will give you a list of the mailboxes and their classes. After
deleting a class, the mailboxes belonging to that class should be assigned to a
different class.
1. Open the Class of Service Forms.
2. Press F5 to delete; the Mode field will display DELETE.
3. Immediately type the number of the class to be deleted
—or—
press F2 or <Enter> to view a list of classes. Select from the list and press
<Enter>. Follow directions to delete or not delete the class and press
<Enter> again.
The Class of Service Forms will return to the Delete mode. You may now
delete another class or exit by pressing Esc.
4. When you are finished deleting classes, press Esc twice to exit the Class of
Service Forms.
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Deleting a Class of
Service

Making
Channel Control
Changes: Using
the Channel
Forms

The COVoice Channel Forms allow the administrator/installer to program
events which will be active at specific times of the day, week or year. Events
can be scheduled for a specific time, date, day or days of week, all days of the
week, or countless other combinations. In addition, each channel can be
programmed separately. For instance, a menu can play on Channel 1 for one
company between the hours of 8 a.m. and 5 p.m. Monday through Friday, and
a different menu can play on Channel 2 for a different company between the
hours of 7:30 a.m. and 6:30 p.m., Monday through Saturday.
Events which can be programmed fall into several categories:

n PBX Initiated Events. This type of event occurs when a particular Event
Code is received from the Mitel PBX. For example, a specific menu could
play when the event code for a Trunk call is received by COVoice. Or if a
"call forward busy" code, CFB -E, was received from the PBX, then
COVoice could forward the caller to a mailbox.

n COVoice Initiated Events. These events fall into three categories:
n

Feature Codes. Those which activate features at the Mitel PBX by
sending feature access codes. Note: Feature codes are programmed in
the Phone System Form and are available by pressing F2 while in the
event code field, provided you have selected an Event that requires a
feature access code.

n

Cleanup. Runs the COVoice Cleanup Program at a specific time.

n

Notification. Sets the channels to be used for notification during
specific time periods, or all of the time.

Changing Time
Settings
(Hours, Work Days,
and Holidays)

After you complete Quick Setup, or change the PBX in the Phone System
Form, the Channel Forms will be programmed with the default feature access
codes of your specific Mitel switch.

Channel Form for the Mitel SX-2000

Continued on page 400-69
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Channel Control
COVoice systems have two or more channels. Each channel can be
programmed to handle incoming calls differently. The channels are
programmed in the Channel Forms.

1. Time Slots

2. Channel Assignments
Each time slot is assigned a function.
The functions determine how incoming
calls will be handled.
This is done individually for every
channel.

Monday

The function for a time slot can be:
A Menu
8:00 A.M.

Time
Slot

A Call Transfer
-Direct (to a specified extension)
-Request (the caller is asked to
dial desired extension)

12:00 P.M.
1:00 P.M.

Voice Mail
-Direct (to a specified voice mailbox for leaving a message)
-Request (caller is asked to dial
desired extension for leaving a
message).

5:00 P.M.

Where to access
Channel Forms

Below is a schedule containing the weekly time slots for a typical
COVoice System. It shows the assignments for one COVoice
channel.
OFF

WORK

WORK

Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

WORK

WORK

Wednesday Thursday

WORK

OFF

Friday

Saturday

Night Menu

8:00 A.M. 8:00 A.M. 8:00 A.M. 8:00 A.M. 8:00 A.M.
Day Menu
Night Menu

12:00 P.M. 12:00 P.M. 12:00 P.M. 12:00 P.M. 12:00 P.M.
Noon Menu

Night Menu

1:00 P.M. 1:00 P.M. 1:00 P.M. 1:00 P.M. 1:00 P.M.
Day Menu

5:00 P.M. 5:00 P.M. 5:00 P.M. 5:00 P.M. 5:00 P.M.
Night Menu

Other channels can be assigned a single function, in which case
all daytime slots would have the same assignment.
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Standard Time Settings
Standard Time Settings
All work days have identical time settings. This schedule shows
the days for a typical Monday through Friday work week.
OFF
Sunday

WORK
Monday

WORK
Tuesday

WORK

WORK

Wednesday Thursday

WORK

OFF

Friday

Saturday

Night Menu

8:00 A.M. 8:00 A.M. 8:00 A.M. 8:00 A.M. 8:00 A.M.
Day Menu
Night Menu 12:00 P.M. 12:00 P.M. 12:00 P.M. 12:00 P.M. 12:00 P.M. Night Menu
Noon Menu

1:00 P.M. 1:00 P.M. 1:00 P.M. 1:00 P.M. 1:00 P.M.
Day Menu

5:00 P.M. 5:00 P.M. 5:00 P.M. 5:00 P.M. 5:00 P.M.
Night Menu
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Continued from page 400-66
The Channel Form has five columns:

n Event. Events are operations which are triggered either by time or by an
event code received from the PBX during a specific time. All events will be
explained below, although not all events are available on every PBX. To see
a list of events for your PBX, highlight any one of the fields in the Event
column and press F2. To select an event, highlight it and press <Enter>. To
cancel, press <esc>.

n PBX Initiated Events.
n

Menu. Plays a particular menu.

n

Login to Mailbox. Receives the calling extension number from
the Mitel PBX and prompts the user to enter their password to
login to their mailbox.

n

Request Mailbox. Requests the caller to enter a mailbox
number.

n

Get Mailbox. Allows the caller to enter a mailbox without
request.

n

Call Forward Always. The caller has been forwarded from the
extension and goes directly to the mailbox greeting.

n

Call Forward Busy. The caller has been forwarded from the
extension, and is presented with options to hold *, leave a
message, go to another extension *, or go to the operator *.

n

Call Forward No Answer. The caller has been forwarded from
the extension and is prompted with options to leave a message,
go to another extension *, or go to the operator *.

n

Direct to Mailbox. The caller is sent directly to the mailbox
specified.

n

Direct to Extension. The caller is sent directly to the extension
specified.
* Class of Service & switch dependent.

n COVoice Initiated Events. The following feature access codes are
programmed in the Phone System Form, and can not be changed in the
Channel Form unless they require an additional number, such as an
extension number. Some of the feature access codes in the Phone
System Form are not available to the Channel Form and are programmed for system use only.
n

Do Not Disturb - Remote. Sets the telephone into DND mode.
Users may want to have their phones automatically set to DND
at a particular time each day.
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n

Do Not Disturb - Cancel. Cancels the DND mode.

n

PBX Day 1. The PBX is set to Day Mode. You may want
to set the PBX to Day Mode at a different time each day.

n

PBX Night 1. The PBX is set to Night 1 Mode.

n

PBX Night 2. The PBX is set to Night 2 Mode. Night 2 is
not available on the SX-20 or the SX-50.

n

Call Forwarding I Am Here. Forwards an extension to
another extension. Users may want to set their phones to
forwarding at a particular time of day.

n

Cancel Call Forwarding Follow Me Remote. Cancels
forwarding.

n

Loud Speaker Play File. COVoice will play a specified
voice prompt file over the paging system at a specific time.
The event code is the feature access code which is used for
paging access. You may want to play a particular prompt
during the day, accessing a particular paging system.

n Notification. Specifies the channels to be used for notification.
n Periodic Cleanup. Performs cleanup. This function purges old
messages and logs which exceed their respective retention periods.
It also runs a compression utility on the hard drive and starts a new
log for the day.

n Day(s)/Date. Entries here can be any day or days of the week, such as
M for Monday, T for Tuesday, or MTWTHF for all weekdays. In
addition, you can type WK for all weekdays, or WE for weekend. ALL
will give you all days of the week.

n Time. You must use military time, or the 24 hour clock. Hours after
12:00 p.m. (noon) continue as 1300 (1:00 p.m.), 1400 (2:00 p.m.) and
so on. Midnight is 00:00 or 24:00. 12:30 a.m. is 00:30. The time entered
in this field is the starting time of day for the event to occur. If there is
no other event that conflicts, it will be operative 24 hours a day.

n Channel. Channels may be designated as a single channel or a range of
channels. Channels may be designated using the following formats:
n

1

n

01

n

01-01

n

01-02

n

1-2

n

1-1
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n Event Code. These codes can be associated with PBX initiated events
or COVoice initiated events. For PBX initiated events, they represent
the display codes received from the Mitel PBX when a call is directed
to COVoice. For COVoice initiated events, they represent Feature
Access Codes. See Appendix D, PBX Event and Feature Programming.

The Phone System Form is used to select the Mitel PBX, set the dialing
prefixes, and define the feature access codes which are available for the
selected PBX. To access the Phone System Form, select CDE from the
COVoice Maintenance Main Menu, and then Phone System Form.

The Phone System Form

Changing the Phone System
You may see a list of available phone systems by pressing F2 at the
Phone System Field. A phone system has already been selected during
Quick Setup, so there is generally no need to change it in this screen. If
you need to, however, highlight the PBX you would like, and press
<Enter>. When you change the PBX, you must reboot the system for the
change to take effect.
Depending on how your telephone system functions, you may need to
enter a dialing prefix, such as dialing "9" before all outgoing calls. The
following three fields are located directly below the phone system field.
Enter any prefix required here:

n Local Call. The prefix to be dialed before all outgoing local calls. The
default is "9,"

n Long Distance. The prefix to be dialed before all outgoing long distance calls. The default is "9,"

n After Dialing. The number to be added to the end of the outgoing
telephone number. The default is "none."
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The Phone
System Form

Feature Access Codes
The feature access codes are required to give COVoice access to certain Mitel
You can find a complete list of feature Features. Since these codes may be defined by the technician at the PBX,
codes for your PBX in Chapter 300,
they can be changed here from the defaults. Each Mitel system has its own
Section 30x-3, Programming the PBX. set of feature access codes. If a feature is not listed here, it does not mean that
COVoice can not access this feature, since some of the features are accessed
via softkeys. To change a code, simply highlight the code and make the
changes desired. To save your changes, press F2.

The System
Options Form

System Options are settings and defaults that apply to the general operation of the COVoice system. Occasionally you may need to change some
of them to customize COVoice's operation to your organization's needs.
Changes to System Options are made at the System Options Form. To
reach the System Options Form: at the External Maintenance main menu,
select CDE, then System Options Form. Press <Enter>. The System
Options Form will appear.

System Options Form

Delay Before Paging Analysis
This field is used to measure the delay in cycles before analysis starts
when a call is made to a pager. The default is "0" and the range is 032,000.
FAX Dial String
This field specifies the extension or number to which COVoice should
transfer fax calls.
FAX Tone Detection Setting
This enables COVoice to detect incoming fax calls by listening for their
tones, and then transfer them to a fax extension. This field toggles on/off
with space bar.
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Change the General Mailbox
This is the mailbox that is assigned to collect messages at night, or any time a
mailbox cannot be found by the system (for example, a mailbox may have
been deleted but is still referenced by the COVoice system.
To change the General Mailbox, move to the *General Mailbox field. Enter
a new mailbox number or press F2 and select from the list that appears. Press
<Enter> when finished.
Logging
This field specifies how various operational listings will be reported. These
include error logs and phone traffic logs. Options include having logs reported to the display screen, a text file, both, or neither. Highlight the Logging field and press F2 to bring up the options menu. Make your selection by
pressing <Enter>.
Logging Blocked Lines
This is a special report which keeps track of the number of minutes per day in
which groups of ports are busy and calls cannot get through. This field
toggles on and off with the space bar.
Logging Retention (Days)
This field specifies the number of days which logging files will be retained
on disk before being automatically deleted by the Cleanup program.
Change Operator Extension
This is the extension that outside callers reach when they dial 0.
To change the operator extension, move to the *Operator Extension field.
Enter a new extension number or press F2 and select from the list that
appears. Press <Enter> when finished.
NOTE: If you change the operator extension, it may be necessary to change
the key assignment function for 0 in affected voice menus. See "Making
Voice Menu Changes" in this chapter.
Max Invalid Attempts
This is the maximum number of times a caller can press an invalid key before
being disconnected. This is system wide and does not affect the Invalid
attempts within the menus. The default is 3 and the range is 0-9.
Maximum Plays
This field sets the maximum times a system prompt plays before the system
disconnects. The default is 2 and the range is 1-9.
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Change Menu Prompt Maximum Length
You may increase the permitted length of prompts to allow them to be longer,
or reduce the permitted length to conserve on hard disk space.
To change the maximum length, move to the Menu Prompt MAXIMUM
Length field. Enter a new length in seconds, up to 999 seconds.
Minimum Message Length
The minimum message length is measured in seconds, and determines the
minimum length a message can be in order to be stored. If the message length
is shorter than this value, the caller or user will be prompted with, "Your
message was too short." The default is 3 seconds, and the range is 2-10
seconds.
Seconds Before No Answer
This is the length of time, in seconds, an extension will ring before it is
determined that there is no answer. The default is 15 seconds, and the range is
4-99 seconds.
Offhook Dialtone Detection
This is used for phone systems which need to detect dialtone before performing a call transfer. The value set in this on/off toggle field by Quick Setup
should be correct for most normal installations.
Change the Administrative Mailbox
This is the mailbox used to program the COVoice system outside the External
Maintenance program. You may designate another mailbox to serve this
function.
To change the Administrative Mailbox, move to the *Administrative Mailbox field. Enter a new mailbox number or press F2 and select from the list
that appears. Press <Enter> when finished.
NOTE: Items preceded by (D) are
initial settings that apply to all
new mailboxes and extensions.
They can be changed later at
individual mailboxes and

Extension Class of Service
This is the default Class of Service which is used when adding a new extension.
Mailbox Class of Service

(S) override all settings at

This is the default Class of Service which is used when adding a new mailbox.

individual extensions and

Date/Time

extensions. Items preceded by

mailboxes.

This field determines whether the date/time stamp on all messages in new
mailboxes will be automatic or manual (selected by the owner during message retrieval). This can be changed by individual mailbox owners.
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Distribution Lists
This field determines access to distribution lists system wide: whether
mailboxes will have access to system lists, personal lists, neither, or both.
Message Notification
This field sets Enhanced Notification on or off, system wide.
Message Waiting Lamps
This field controls lamp use for the entire COVoice system. Four settings
are available, selectable with the space bar:

n "Always" tells COVoice to send an "MWI light on" signal with every
new message, whether or not the extension's light is already on.

n "On" means that the MWI will only be set if the new messages are
deleted or saved, and a subsequent new message is received.

n "Auto-On" sends a new MWI-On signal in the event that the mailbox
owner logs in, then logs out without having retrieved new messages.
This feature is used on some phone systems which, if the owner logs in
on the same port on which the MWI signal was sent, will turn off the
light without regard for the presence of new messages. Auto-On
prevents the light from being turned off when new messages still
remain in the mailbox.

n "Off" tells COVoice not to send any MWI signals under any circumstances.
Notification Attempts
This is the default number of notification attempts assigned in a mailbox
when it is created. The default is 3 attempts, and the range is 2-10
attempts.
Notification Delay
This is the default number of minutes for the notification interval assigned in a mailbox when it is created. The default is 10 minutes, and the
range is 0-99 minutes.
External Forwarding
This allows a mailbox or extension to be forwarded to an outside number. To prevent toll fraud, it is recommended you leave this field set to
Off. If you wish to set this to On, consider restricting the telephone lines
to prevent unwanted calls to the outside.
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VOICE SYSTEMS RESEARCH

Chapter 500
Maintenance

Maintenance
500-1

This chapter discusses the options
found under the Maintenance menu,
with the exception of Quick Setup,
which was discussed in section
300-1.
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Low Level

The Maintenance Menu

The voice card(s) COVoice uses receive many different signals, tones,
voices and noises as they operate. They also send tones and signals, as well.
Dozens of software settings in the voice card define the parameters of tones
and signals, enabling COVoice to perform the correct responses to them.

Global & Channel
Parameters Editor

The Global and Channel Parameters Editor, reached on the Maintenance/Low Level menu, enables you to change these settings as your phone
system or application requires; however, it is very unlikely you will have to
use it. The Global and Channel Parameter values installed by the Quick
Setup program will be correct for the great majority of installations.

Global & Channel Parameters Editor Screen

Quick Setup installs default Global and Channel Parameters specifically for
the phone system you choose. The defaults listed in the descriptions in
Appendix C (Global & Channel Parameters) are for the Mitel SX-2000
telephone system, and may differ slightly from the defaults you observe on a
different installation.Your editor screen shows the units in which each setting
is expressed; total value of the setting equals the number of the setting
multiplied by the units. For example, a parameter expressed in units of 10
milliseconds (msec) with a setting of 200 equals 2000 msec.
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CAUTION: Many of
these parameters are
highly technical in
nature, and even small
changes in values can
affect operation of the
phone system and
COVoice in dramatic
ways. DO NOT
ATTEMPT TO CHANGE
ANY VALUES IN THIS
FORM UNLESS SPECIFICALLY DIRECTED TO
DO SO BY VSR TECHNICAL SUPPORT.

Pressing <PgUp> or <PgDn>, or using the up and down arrows, scrolls
through the several pages of Global and Channel Parameter settings. To
save changes and exit, press F10. To exit without saving, press <esc>.

Clean-Up
Utilities

The Clean-Up menu is also reached from the Maintenance Menu in
External Maintenance. The purpose of Clean-Up is to delete expired
messages, old log files and rebuild message control files, if necessary.
Clean-Up saves hard disk space by eliminating old and unnecessary files.
Normally, it is automatically run at the time specified in the Channel Forms in
CDE. The disk Optimization program (see next section) also runs during
automatic Clean-Up; however, it does not run during manual Clean-Up.
Clean-Up’s running time will vary depending on the amount of traffic on the
COVoice system and the time since the previous cleaning.

The Clean-Up Utilities

Clean-Up options are as follows:
Purge Transaction Logs — Transaction logs record information about
every call. They are saved for the number of days specified in the System
Options Form in CDE. Select this option if you wish to delete logs before the
default retention time.
Clean Mailboxes — This function removes expired messages and
rebuilds message control files. Clean Mailboxes is also a part of the automatic Cleanup process.

Quick Setup

The Quick Setup option allows you to re-run Quick Setup. HOWEVER,
you don't want to do this unless you wish to delete everything and start over.
A warning will appear if you attempt to run this program. See section 300-1
for a detailed description of Quick Setup.
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The Optimization Program is also reached from the Maintenance Menu.
When a file, such as a voice message, is to be stored on COVoice’s hard disk,
the operating system seeks an empty space. If the file is larger than any single
empty space, it may have to break the file into pieces and store the parts in
several spaces that are some distance from each other. This splitting of the file
is called “fragmentation,” and it can slow down system performance as the
pieces of the file are reassembled when needed. “Optimization” is the process
in which fragmented files are rearranged so they occupy contiguous storage
spaces, so that the hard disk can operate at its best speed.
The Optimization utility runs automatically during the Clean-Up process. Use
this menu to run it manually. It may take 10 or 15 minutes or more to run,
depending on the degree of disk fragmentation and the number of files on the
disk.

The Integrity utilities are reached from the Maintenance menu, and contain
sub-menus dealing with system security including Password control, Backup/
Restore System Upgrade, and Disk Format functions.

Optimization

CAUTION: DO NOT
TURN OFF THE SYSTEM
OR RESET IT WHILE THE
OPTIMIZATION PROGRAM IS RUNNING.

Integrity

The Integrity Utilities

Password
This screen enables you to change the system maintenance password. You will
be prompted to type in the old password, then enter a new one. You will be
asked to enter the new password twice, to confirm your choice.

In some, but not all COVoice system upgrades in which the voice boards are
swapped, it is necessary for the system security key number or system and
board electronic serial numbers to be changed. The changes can be made only
under the direction of a VSR technical support representative, who will guide
you in the correct entries to be made in these menus. Attempting to make
changes to these fields without VSR assistance will likely render your
system inoperable.
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System Upgrade/
Reserialization

Backup/Restore

The Backup function saves COVoice data, including voice messages, data
files, program files and device drivers to 3.5" high-density floppy disks in a
compressed data format. It operates very similarly to the DOS 6.22 Backup
function. This screen gives you the opportunity to select various categories
of COVoice files to be backed up, as follows:
— Mailbox Messages - saved and new messages stored as digitized voice
files; this is probably the largest number of files on most systems;

VSR recommends that you
BACK UP AT LEAST MONTHLY,
and back up Data and VOX
files ONLY.

— VOX files - menu & play file prompts recorded by the user for a unique
application; (*.vox)
— Data files - all file data which is serviced by the external maintenance
program. (*.dat)
— Programs - all files which pertain to the operating portion of the system.
— Drivers - files which enable devices such as voice boards and disk
drives to operate correctly.

File Recovery
Process

Backing up to floppy disk provides good security against system failures, but
can be a time-consuming and inconvenient process for the entire system.
Therefore, VSR recommends that you BACK UP AT LEAST MONTHLY,
and back up Data and VOX files ONLY, as these are the only files on your
system which are permanent and irreplaceable. To understand this, consider
the recovery process from the worst-case scenario, a total hard disk failure
in which you lose all files:
1. Boot COVoice from the DOS disk supplied with the system.
2. Re-format or replace and format the failed hard disk drive.
3. Transfer DOS to the hard disk.
4. Reload the programs and drivers from the program disks supplied with
COVoice. Rerun Quick Setup.
5. Restore the Data files and VOX files from the backup copies you made.
6. At this point, the only element missing from the pre-failure system is the
actual voice messages which were on the system when it failed. Most
messages are perishable — they have a life span measured in hours.
Considering the time elapsed between your backup and the failure —
probably several days — and the time it took to replace the failed disk and
restore files, the bulk of lost messages will be obsolete, anyway.
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To Backup, use the space bar to check the categories desired, highlight the
Backup command, press <enter> and follow the screen prompts. The
backup VSR recommends will take less than 10 minutes and require three or
four pre-formatted floppy disks. Be sure to number the disks in sequence as
they are used.

Backup

To Restore, which reverses the backup process, use the screen menus.
Select the categories to be restored, and insert the numbered backup disks in
the sequence prompted.

Restore

This function opens a shell, called the “Transfer Control Center,” to the
familiar DOS FORMAT.COM program, which formats blank floppy disks
in COVoice’s 3.5" high-density floppy disk drive. This function is for your
convenience in creating formatted disks to use in the Backup/Restore menu
(see next section). When you select it, a new screen with the DOS instruction
Insert new diskette for drive A:
For more information about the
FORMAT.COM command, see the

and press ENTER when ready...

DOS 6.22 manual shipped with

appears. Follow the instructions. When you are finished, control will be
returned to the External Maintenance program.
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Chapter 600
Advanced
Testing:
COVTest

Advanced Testing: COVTest
600-1

COVTest is a utility program
designed to display up to 4 COV
ports simultaneously. COVTest
emulates the Superset 4 telephone,
with status, testing, all softkey and
hardkey functionality, and system
programming.

How can COVTest help me?

Your Questions
Answered

The purpose of COVTest is to show you the status of your ports. It also allows
you to view how call status is displayed to COVoice from the PBX. This can
help you customize your application or help to resolve any problems you may
have been having with incomplete calls.

Will COVTest show me if there is no communication to the PBX on
my ports?
Yes. Since the COV Superset ports from the PBX plug directly into the COV
card in COVoice, this test will show you when communication to the PBX has
been lost. For example, in COVTest, if you unplug the line cord while you are
watching the test screen, and you will see the time/date display will read "error
-14," meaning that the connection has been lost.
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COVTest is a good way to find out exactly what is happening with your lines
if you should experience any problems. It will show you the codes that
COVoice is receiving from the PBX, and give you insight into why problems
may be occurring.

About COVTest

For example, if you call in and COVoice is not answering the call, you could
use COVTest to determine the cause, since you can see the display received
by COVoice. You may find that the proper code is not being received by
COVoice for the action that you want to be taken. By referring to Channel
Forms (See Chapter 400, Making Changes: Using the CDE Forms), you can
edit the code to be associated with the event that you desire to happen. For
example, if a call comes in, and the COVTest screen reads, "300 CALLING," but the call is not being answered and processed, you will know that
you should go to the Channel Forms and program an event to occur on that
condition. You could, for instance, program an automatic login to mailbox
when an extension call is received.
To access COVTest, from the c:\vsr prompt, type c1, then <Enter>. This
will display the status of the first four ports of the COVoice system. If you
have a 6 or 8 port system, to access the second 4 ports, enter c2. For the third
four ports, if you have a 10 or 12 port system, enter c3, and so on. You are
able to view only four ports at a time.
While COVTest is running, it may take a minute or so for the PBX to
attempt communication with the card. Thereafter, the PC display will reflect
what a real feature set would display.
One or two keyboard keystrokes are used to simulate a feature set key
depression.
For example, to dial to an extension, do the following:

n Use the up/down keypad arrows to select to which PABX line the keystrokes will be directed.

n
n
n
n

Go offhook by pressing "F."
Dial the desired extension number, for example, 100.
The screen will read, "100 RINGING..."
Go back onhook by pressing "N."

Use the <esc> key to exit COVTest.
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Accessing the
COVTest Utility

COVTest: Typical Screen with four COV (Superset) Ports.

The COVTest screen emulates a SS4 Telephone with all of the functionality.
The writing at the bottom of the screen is a breakdown of how to function
like a Superset 4 through a PC.
The black bar in the upper right corner is the cursor. By pressing the up/down
arrows on the keyboard, you are able to move between ports. This allows you
to access each port individually.
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Diagram of the Front of a SUPERSET 4

Line Status

Hookswitch

Line Keys
LF (15)

LE (14)

LD (13)

LC (12)

LB (11)

LA (10)

L9 (9)

L8 (8)

L7 (7)

L6 (6)

L5 (5)

L4 (4)

L3 (3)

L2 (2)

L1 (1)
HOLD

LCD DISPLAY

Soft Keys

F1

F2

F3

F4

F5

F6

1

2

3

A

DISPLAY

4

5

6

B

SELECT FEATURES

7

8

9

C

SPKR ON/OFF

*

0

#

D

MIC ON/OFF

Dial Pad

F1-F6 = softKey 1-6, A = display, B = selectFeat, C = spkrOn/Off, D = micOn/Off, <n> =
dtmf keys, L <1-f> = line key, L0 = hold, F = oFf-hook, N = oN-hook, ? - this help, ! =
sanity check
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Refer to the diagram on the previous page to view the keys explained below.

Superset 4 Keys
Explained

F1 - F6: These are the Softkeys for the SS4. For example, above on one line
you see 6 boxes. "Program" is equal to F1 or SoftKey 1, with "MSG" being
F4 or SoftKey 4. By pressing F1 on the keyboard, you will start the program
feature for that particular port.
A. This is the Display Key. Press A on the PC Keyboard display status on
screen now says "Display" Press L then 1. On the screen you now see
Line:xxx x = ext. #. Press F1 to exit.
B. This is the Select Features Key. Press B and you will see on the screen
"Dial Feature No." Press 1,2,3, or 4 to activate or display status of features.
Press F1 to exit.
C. This is the Speaker On/Off Key. Press C, to access the Speaker Phone
Mode. You can use this to answer a call to COVoice or make a call. Press C
again to hang up.
D. Mic On/Off
<n>, *, #: DTMF Keys (Dial Pad) - used for making calls, features activation, etc.
L <1-f>: Line keys - L1 = Line 1, Lf = Line 15. Remember: a Superset 4
has 15 keys.
L0: Hold key: when making test calls, while on a call press L0. This will put
the other party on hold.
F: off-Hook: this is like lifting the handset out of the cradle.
N: On-hook - this is like placing the handset back in the cradle.
?: This help - Not applicable
!:

sanity check - this verifies that all COV ports are connected.
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Chapter 700
Running Reports

Running Reports
700-1

This chapter describes how to run and
print reports. Reports let you see
details of how your system is
programmed.

.

About Reports

Reports show you information about your COVoice system in an easy-toread format. A typical use for a report is to see how each mailbox in your
system is set up—which features are being used, how many messages it
has stored, and other information. Reports can be simply viewed on the
screen, or printed to obtain a paper copy.
The following kinds of reports can be run:

n Listings. These show the setup you have for extensions, mailboxes,
voice menus, classes of service, your telephone system, personal distribution lists, and system distribution lists. Listings provide an excellent
reference while programming features of the COVoice system.

n Activity Reports. These are records of how mailboxes, extensions,
menus, and channels have been used over a period of time. They provide
information that can help you allocate the use of channels and classes of
service.

n System Reports. These show system-level settings, technical information about your telephone system, and registration information for your
reference.

n Logs. These are records of transactions that have occurred, and error
messages that your system has generated. Transactions are simply the
kinds of actions COVoice has taken in response to incoming calls. The
Logs provide useful troubleshooting information.
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The steps for running all reports are similar. Once you run one report and
become familiar with the process, it will be easy to apply what you have
learned to other reports. To introduce you to running reports, we have
provided an example procedure for you to review and try out.

Running a
Typical Report

Please note that some reports do not require every step described here. And
the specific information you must enter will of course vary with different
kinds of reports.

Running an Extension Listing
These listings show the current status of whichever extensions you select
for your report.
To run an extension listing,
1. At the External Maintenance main menu, select Reports, then Listings,
then Extension. Press <Enter>.

2. Choose the method you wish COVoice to use when selecting the range of
extensions for your report (highlight your choice and press the space bar.
mark).
This marks it with a

ü

n Select Extension if you want the report to list extensions by number
(for example, extensions 100 through 200; or a single extension).

n Select Name if you want the report to list extensions by user names
(for example, all users from Harris to Mason, alphabetically; or only
Harris).
3. Press F10 to continue. You will see a screen similar to this:

4. Enter the starting extension number or user name in the Starting field,
and enter the ending extension number or user name in the Ending field.
(If the report is for only one extension, enter the same name or number in
both fields). Then press F10 to continue.
—or—
If the report is to list all extensions in your system, just press F10. Then
choose Yes, as directed, to confirm your choice; and press <Enter>.

Continued
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Detailed Example
Procedure

NOTE: You may press F2 to see a list of extensions before making a
choice.

5. Select the way you want the extensions listed (sorted): numerically by
Extension, or alphabetically by Name (highlight your choice and press
the space bar. This marks it with a ). Press F10 to continue.

ü

6. Choose where you wish to send the report (highlight your choice and
press the space bar. This marks it with a ):

ü

n Select Screen to see the report.
n Select Printer to send the report to a printer connected to your
COVoice system.

n File is for writing the report to your hard disk. (This option is for
DOS-knowledgeable persons to use in special circumstances.)
7. Press F10 to run the report. It will now be sent to the screen, printer, or
file as you chose in the preceding step. It may take a few moments for
the report to appear:
NOTE: While a report is printing,
your printer may go off-line (a
common occurrence). If this
happens, COVoice will display an
error message. If the printer
remains in the off-line condition
for an excessive length of time,
COVoice will cease printing. The
printer should be reset to the

Extension Listing Report

After you are finished viewing or printing the report, press Esc repeatedly
to return to the main menu.

on-line condition before you
attempt to print again.
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Extension listings show the current status of the extensions you select for
your report.
To run an extension listing,
1. At the External Maintenance main menu, select Reports, then Listings,
then Extension. Press <Enter>.
2. Follow the instructions that appear.
For further help running reports, refer to "Running a Typical Report"
near the beginning of this chapter. This procedure is shown in detail
there.

Note
The following items apply to the example Extension Listing reports shown
here:

n
n
n
n
n

Box Number = voice mailbox associated with the extension.
Hold = the Holding feature
Screen = the Screening feature
Transfer Type = Can be Blind or Analysis. For dealer use.
Time = Time the report was run.
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Running
Reports
Extension Listings

Here are typical extension listing reports:

Extension Listing Report, sorted by extension

Extension Listing Report, sorted by name
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Mailbox listings show the current status of the mailboxes you select for
your report.
Mailbox Listings

To run a mailbox listing,
1. At the External Maintenance main menu, select Reports, then Listings,
then Mailbox. Press <Enter>.
2. Follow the instructions that appear.
For further help running reports, refer to "Running a Typical Report"
near the beginning of this chapter.

Note
The following items apply to the example mailbox listing reports shown
here:

n Box Number = the number of the voice mailbox.
n Status = whether mailbox is active; and its mailbox mode
n Messages = the number of new and saved messages currently in the
mailbox

n The far right-hand column is not in use at this time.
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Here are typical mailbox listing reports:

Mailbox Listing Report, sorted by mailbox

Mailbox Listing Report, sorted by name
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Menu listings show the setup of whichever menus you select for your
report.
Menu Listings

To run a menu listing,
1. At the External Maintenance main menu, select Reports, then Listings,
then Menu. Press <Enter>.
2. Follow the instructions that appear.
For further help running reports, refer to "Running a Typical Report"
near the beginning of this chapter.

Note

n To move between multiple menus, and to move between different pages
of a menu, use the Page Up and Down keys.

Here is a typical menu listing report:

Menu Listing Report, page 1

Menu Listing Report, page 2
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Class of Service listings show the settings of the classes of service you
select for your report.
Class Of Service
Listings

While running this listing, you will decide:

n Which classes you wish to list. One class or a range of classes can be
reported.

n Whether the report will list the classes by class number or class name.
n Whether you want the finished report sent: to the screen, a printer, or a
file. (File is for writing the report to your hard disk. This option is for
DOS-knowledgeable persons, such as your dealer, to use in special
circumstances.)
To run a class of service listing,
1. At the External Maintenance main menu, select Reports, then Listings,
then Class of Service. Press <Enter>.
2. Follow the instructions that appear, to build the listing you want.
For further help running reports, refer to "Running a Typical Report"
near the beginning of this chapter.

Here is a typical class of service listing report:

Class Of Service Listing Report
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The Phone System listing shows the prefixes and other information about
your telephone system.
Phone System Listing

To run a phone system listing,
1. At the External Maintenance main menu, select Reports, then Listings,
then Phone System. Press <Enter>.
2. Choose where you wish COVoice to send the report, as instructed.
For further help running reports, refer to "Running a Typical Report"
near the beginning of this chapter.

Here is a typical Phone System listing report:

Phone System Listing Report
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Distribution List
Listings

Distribution list listings show the content of the distribution list or lists you
select for your report. You may run a listing for personal or system distribution lists.
While running this listing, you will decide:

n (Personal lists only) Which mailbox you want COVoice to analyze for
distribution list information.

n Which distribution list or lists you wish the report to show. One distribution
list a range of lists can be reported.

n Where you want the finished report sent: to the screen, a printer, or a file.
(File is for writing the report to your hard disk. This option is for DOSknowledgeable persons to use in special circumstances).

To run a distribution list listing:
1. At the External Maintenance main menu, select Reports, then Listings, then
Personal Distribution or System Distribution. Press <Enter>.
2. Follow the instructions that appear on the screen.

For further help running reports, refer to "Running a Typical Report" near
the beginning of this chapter.
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Here are typical distribution list listing reports:

Personal Distribution List Listing

System Distribution List Listing
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Introduction
Activity Reports

Activity Reports show the level of specific kinds of activity associated
with the items described below. This information is useful when managing
traffic over your system.
The following activity reports are available:

n Mailbox. Reports the number of calls to mailboxes during a specified
period of time.

n Extension. Reports the number of calls to extensions during a specified
period of time.

n Menu. Reports the number of times a voice menu was accessed during a
specified period of time.

n Blockage. Reports how often, and for what duration, voice channels are
busy with calls—or blocked. Blocked channels result in callers encountering a busy signal. Blockage reports determine the busy hours of the
day and week, allowing the administrator to make changes in channel
assignments to reduce the number of blockages.

n Channel. Reports the use of each channel during a specified period of
time.
Running Activity Reports
To run an activity report,
1. At the External Maintenance main menu, select Reports, then Activity.
Press <Enter>.
2. Follow the instructions that appear, selecting the king of activity report
you wish to run when asked.
For further help running reports, refer to "Running a Typical Report"
near the beginning of this chapter.
Note.

n You will be requested for the Starting and Ending dates of the log files
to process (this tells the system which period of time to report on).
When you enter the dates, use two digits for the day and the month. For
example, February 6, 1995 would be entered as 02061995. ( It is not
necessary to type hyphens. COVoice inserts them automatically.)

An example of each type of activity report is shown on the following
pages.
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Mailbox Activity Report

Extension Activity Report

Menu Activity Report
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Blockage Activity Report

Channel Activity Report

Channel Activity Report, last page
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Introduction
System Reports show the general settings of your system.

n Defaults/Settings. Shows the system settings for your COVoice system.
n Channel Settings. Shows Notification settings for each COVoice
channel; how channels are assigned, blockage reporting groups, and the
current channel assignment. Channel settings for one time setting are
displayed on the screen.

n Time Settings. Shows the time settings that are established through the
Time Settings Editor.

n Channel Parameters. Shows detailed technical information about your
telephone system.

n Global Parameters. Shows the technical parameters for your telephone
system.

n General Settings. Shows summary information about your software,
memory, and the number of mailboxes, extension, menus, and remaining
recording time on your disk.

n Registration Info. Shows a registration form you can refer to when
obtaining technical assistance.
Running System Reports
To run a system report,
1. At the External Maintenance main menu, select Reports, then System.
Press <Enter>.
2. Highlight the type of system report you wish to run, and press
<Enter>.
3. Follow the instructions that appear.
For further help running reports, refer to "Running a Typical Report"
near the beginning of this chapter.
Note

n

If a report covers more than one page or time setting, use Page Up and
Page Down to move from one page or time setting to the other if you
are viewing it on-screen.
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System Reports

Example System Reports
An example of each type of system report is below.

Defaults/Settings Report page 1

Defaults/Settings Report page 2
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Channel Settings Report for one time setting

Time Settings Report page 1

Time Settings Report page 2
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Channel Parameters Report page 1

Channel Parameters Report page 2

Global Parameters Report
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General Settings Report page 1

General Settings Report page 2

Registration Info Report
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Logs are records of occurrences that may be used for troubleshooting.
Logs

There are two types of Logs:
■

As a courtesy, a list of
transaction codes is provided at
the end of this section.

Transaction. These are records of telephone transactions that occur on
each COVoice channel during a period of time. Each transaction log
covers the period of time between system cleanups, which is usually set
to occur every 24 hours.
You may view transaction logs to determine the cause of apparent
problems by following the transaction log step-by-step to reconstruct
problems.

■

Error. These are records of the time and nature of interruptions to
normal operation.

Running Log Reports
To run a Transaction Log report,
1. At the External Maintenance main menu, select Reports, then Logs, then
Transaction. Press <Enter>.
2. When requested, enter the Log-File Name to report on,
—or—
press F2 to obtain a list of log names from which to choose; highlight the
log you wish to display; and press <Enter>.

n The logs are named by date. The log name 19950214 , for example,
means the log for February 14, 1995.
3. Follow the instructions that appear.
For further help running reports, refer to "Running a Typical Report"
near the beginning of this chapter.
To run an Error Log report,
1. At the External Maintenance main menu, select Reports, then Logs, then
Error. Press <Enter>.
2. Follow the instructions that appear.
Notes

n On Transaction reports, the time of each transaction is on the left side of
the screen.

n On Error reports, the date and time of each error is on the left side of the
screen.
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Transaction Log report

Error Log report
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Transaction Codes
The codes listed below are used by COVoice to create transaction logs. Each
code represents an action COVoice can take in response to a call. Because each
call consists of a series of actions, several or many codes will be recorded for
each call. By interpreting the codes, the action of a call can be followed.
The codes appear not only in Transaction Log reports, but may also appear
below the status screen when COVoice is in the online, or normal, operating
mode.

...

Indicates continuation of a status line on another line.
Status separator
Channel answered incoming call
Blockage Group number # turns OFF
Blockage group number # turns ON
Call Analysis: # = extension;
result = call analysis result code:
7 = Busy
8 = No answer
9 = No ringback
10 = Connect
11 = Operator intercept detected
cb#
Blind call to extension or phone number #
cop#
Copied message to mailbox number #
copc#
Copied message with comment number #
CT#frwe#
Call Transfer: extension number # forwarded to extension
number #
CT#frwm#
Call Transfer: extension number # forwarded to menu
number #
CT#frwmb# Call Transfer: extension number # forwarded to mailbox
number #
CT#Frwo#
Call Transfer: extension number # is forwarded to outside
number #
dl#
Deleted message #
ed
Extension directory used
huCOUHLC How call was terminated:
LC (loop current drop)
UH (user hung up)
CO (computer hung up)
md
Mailbox directory used
mwl#r
Message-waiting lamp:
mwl#s
# (extension number where lamp is located)
r (reset lamp)
s (set lamp)
;
Ans
BKF#
BKO#
ca#, result
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Transaction Codes (continued)

Code

Description

Notification from mailbox number #, to extension number # *
Notification from mailbox number #, to outside number # *
notification from mailbox number #, to pager number #
* p is optional. If present, it indicates that a password is
required.
rtv#
Retrieved message number #
snt # to #
Sent message number # to mailbox number # or to distribution
list type:
dls# (system list number #)
dlp# (personal list number #)
dlm (manual list)
sv#
Saved message #
VM#
Voice Mail: mailbox number # is left a message
VM#frwe#
Voice Mail: mailbox number # is forwarded to extension
number #
VM#frwm# Voice Mail: mailbox number # is forwarded to menu number #
VM#frwmb# Voice Mail: mailbox number # is forwarded to mailbox
number #
VM#Frwo# Voice Mail: mailbox number # is forwarded to outside number
#
VM#ow
Voice Mail: mailbox number #, owner logged in
nte#,#p
nto#,#p
ntp#,#
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Chapter 800
Troubleshooting
& Assistance

Troubleshooting/Asssistance
800-1

This chapter contains information
about some common problems you
may encounter when installing a
COVoice system, and how they can
be corrected. You will also find
information about VSR's Integration Information and Release Notes,
as well as directions about how to
use the Remote Maintenance
Programs, Host and Remote.

General
Troubleshooting

Cause: Incorrect Mitel phone system selected.
Remedy: Make sure correct phone system is selected by looking in CDE,
Phone System.

Symptom: COVoice
does not answer.
Cause: Improper code in Channel Form.
Remedy: Go to COV TEST and make a call to the COVoice Hunt Group.
Take note of what appears on the screen. Press <esc> and go to CDE, Channel Forms to make sure that codes in the forms match what you wrote down.
For example, a correct match would be:
TRUNK II
(Code in Channel Forms)

=

TRUNK 65
COV TEST Display

An incorrect match would be:
TRUNK III
=
TRUNK 65
(Code in Channel Forms)
COV TEST Display

In this example, the number of trunk digits does not match the number called
for in the Channel Form.

Cause: Shorting straps not installed correctly.
Remedy: Remove case cover from the COVoice unit and make sure that the
shorting straps are installed as illustrated below:

LINE MODE
LINE 3
LINE 2
LINE 1
LINE 0
LINE MODE

The Pika Trans 4-M Card
STANDALONE

VOICE CARD

Cause: Line cards between COV card and voice card are not plugged in
properly.

Symptom: COVoice
does not answer,
cont.

Remedy: Make sure short line cards are connected between COV card and
Rhetorex card as shown below.

Pika Trans 4-M card

To the Mitel PBX

Voice Card

Factory installed
jumpers for voice
card to Pika card
connection

Cause: Notification not set up properly in Channel Forms.
Remedy: Look in CDE, Channel Forms to be sure that notification is
entered on an open line.

Cause: Lamp extension not valid.
Remedy: Look in CDE, Mailbox Forms, to make sure the lamp extension
has not been left blank, and contains a valid extension.

Cause: Outside notification has not been enabled.
Remedy: Check in CDE, Mailbox Forms to make sure Notification is
enabled, and there is a notification number entered, with a check mark next
to it. Also, make sure that External Notification is set to "yes."
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Symptom: Lamp or
outside notification
not working.

Symptom: Lamp or
outside notification
not working.

Cause: Incorrect Mitel telephone system selected.
Remedy: Make sure correct phone system is selected by looking in CDE,
Phone System.

Smart Transfer
Symptom: Caller
not asked if he/
she would like to
hold.

Cause: Holding option not active for extension.
Remedy: Each extension can have holding enabled. Turn on holding in
the Extension Forms.

Cause: Holding not allowed, unless call analysis detected a busy condition.
Remedy: COVoice does not prompt the user to hold if the call analysis
resulted in a ring no answer.

Symptom: Caller
not asked if he/
she would like to
leave message.

Cause: No assigned mailbox for extension.
Remedy: Assign a mailbox to the extension in the Extension Forms.

Cause: Feature prefix not correctly programmed.
Remedy: Place the correct feature code to place the caller on hold in the
Phone Menu's “Feature Prefixes”.
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Cause: Telephone set is forwarded ALL CALLS.
Remedy: If the phone does not ring, make sure that the phone is forwarded
only when busy or after the forwarding time has expired.

Cause: Telephone set has handsfree enabled.

Blind
Transferring
Symptom: Caller
Dropped.

Symptom: Phone
does not ring.

Remedy: If Handsfree is enabled, the phone answers the call automatically.
Disable Auto Answer on the Phone.

Cause: Telephone Recall Timer less than the forward timer.
Remedy: The recall timer must be set greater than the Call Forward No
Answer timer. Do this in the PBX.

Cause: Telephone forwarded has no mailbox.
Remedy: Program a mailbox in COVoice for the telephone extension.

Cause: Telephone forwarded to the attendant/operator.
Remedy: If the caller is rerouted to the attendant/operator prior to returning
to COVoice, the telephone may be forwarded there. Check phone set
programming.
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Symptom: Caller
returned to the
main menu.

Symptom: Transfers
are routed to the
attendant/operator.

Cause: Callers are recalling to COVoice instead of forwarding.
Remedy: For integration data to be sent, the phone system usually must be
forwarded back to COVoice instead of recalling. Set the phone system's
forward timer to a value greater than the recall timer.

Forwarded
Calls
Symptom: Caller
returned to the
main menu.

Cause: The mailbox is forwarded to a menu.
Remedy: Verify that the mailbox is not forwarded to the main menu in the
Mailbox Forms or the Channel Forms.

Cause: The Extension transmitted from the phone system is invalid in
COVoice.
Remedy: When COVoice receives extension information, it first looks up
the EXTENSION that is passed to it. If the extension is not valid, the caller
hears "Please enter the mailbox you wish to leave a message for." Each
telephone that is forwarded to COVoice must have an extension record built
using the Extension Form.

Symptom: COVoice
redirects the caller
back to the attendant/operator.

Cause: The Extension transmitted from the phone system does not have a
mailbox defined.
Remedy: After the extension transmitted has been looked up and verified,
COVoice routes the caller to the mailbox that is assigned to the extension. If
there is no mailbox defined, COVoice will route the caller to the message,
"Please enter the mailbox you wish to leave a message for." Check the
Mailbox Forms to be sure that a mailbox has been defined, then check the
Extension Forms to make sure that the correct mailbox has been assigned to
the extension.
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Cause: Extension not programmed in COVoice.
Remedy: Program an extension and mailbox in COVoice.

Symptom: Mailbox user
prompted with the
mailbox menu.

Voice Mail Leave Message
Cause: The Mailbox contains the maximum amount of messages.
Remedy: Increase the Maximum Messages value in the mailbox's class of
service, or purge any obsolete messages.

Cause: Mailbox has been selected as "Inactive."

Symptom: Caller is told
“That mailbox is currently unavailable."

Symptom: The mailbox does not operate.

Remedy: Each mailbox can be turned off within the Mailbox Forms. Turn
on the Mailbox within the Mailbox Forms.

Cause: The mailbox mode is programmed for "Greeting Only".
Remedy: When a mailbox is programmed for “Greeting Only” the system
hangs up promptly after the greeting. This feature is used in conjunction
with dial-through, the user has the ability to go elsewhere before the system
disconnects. At the mailbox forms, change the mailbox mode to "Take
Messages".
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Symptom: After
playing the greeting, the system
hangs up.

Voice Mail, cont.
Symptom: COVoice
interrupts recording.

Cause: COVoice is interpreting fluctuations in the speaker's voice as a
DTMF digit, a problem known as "talk-off."
Remedy: In the Channel/Global Parameters, adjust COVoice's sensitivity
to DTMF, lower, by increasing the "Minimum DTMF Duration for Non
Play Break."

Retrieving Messages
Symptom: When
listening to messages,
they sometimes cut
out.

Cause: COVoice is interpreting fluctuations in the speaker's voice as a
DTMF digit, a problem known as "talk-off"

Symptom: Mailbox
messages contain
"Invalid password"
message.

Cause: Extension Notification used in conjunction with Call Forwarding.

Symptom: Old and
Saved Messages
disappear.

Cause: The cleanup program is deleting old and saved messages.

Remedy: In the Channel/Global Parameters, adjust COVoice's sensitivity
to DTMF lower by increasing the "Minimum DTMF Duration for Non Play
Break."

Remedy: When using Call Forwarding on the telephones, increase the call
forwarding timer to a value greater than 4 rings. This is a phone system
feature, rather than a COVoice function, and needs to be programmed on
the phone system. When Extension notification calls the station, COVoice
will wait 4 rings or more for the user to pick up.

Remedy: When Cleanup runs each night, the system compares each
message left to the retention time specified in class of service. If the
message age exceeds the maximum retention time the message is purged.
Change message retention time in the Class of Service Forms.
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Cause: Notification has been turned off for the mailbox or system.

Notification
Message Waiting Lamps

Remedy: Check the mailbox editor, the class of service editor and the
system defaults editor to see if notification has been turned off or set incorrectly.

Symptom: Message
Waiting Lamps do not
light.

Cause: There are no Notification Channels selected in the “Channel Forms.”
Remedy: COVoice must be told what channel(s) to use when it notifies
users of new messages. The Channel Forms contain the line selection.

Cause: The Notification Line is not receiving dialtone.
Remedy: Turn OFF the “Off Hook Tone Detection” within the System
Defaults Forms.

Cause: The System Options Forms’s “Message Waiting Lamp” Field is
incorrect.
Remedy: Set the Message Waiting Lamp field in the System Options Form
for ALWAYS.
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Symptom: When COVoice tries to activate a
MWL, the main menu
plays repeatedly.

Symptom: The Message
waiting lamp does not
activate for each message left.

Pager Notification
Symptom: COVoice
does not call the
pager.

Cause: Pager notification ID disallowed in class of service.
Remedy: The Class of Service’s “Notification Type” field must be programmed as PHONE or BOTH.

Cause: The Message was not the first new message left.
Remedy: COVoice will only perform PHONE notification for the first new
message. If there are new messages in the mailbox already, COVoice will
not attempt to contact the mailbox user.

Symptom: COVoice tries
to call the pager, but no
page is left.

Cause: COVoice cannot get an outside line.
Remedy: In order to contact a paging company, COVoice needs to access
an outside line. Program to correct line access codes in the Phone System
Form's “Dialing Prefixes.” If the pager has an area code programmed,
COVoice uses the long distance access code, otherwise it uses the local call
field.

Cause: COVoice is not recognizing that paging company has answered.
Remedy: When COVoice calls the pager company with call analysis,
COVoice must be aware of the pager company's answer tone. Use
AccuCall to add PAGER.TON to the currently loaded tone table. Call VSR
Technical Support for further assistance.
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Cause: The pager is not receiving the mailbox ID.
Remedy: If COVoice reports “Call Connected!” but the pager is not receiving the message, then the pauses before sending the ID must be increased.
Add the necessary pauses to the sending mailbox in the forwarding section
of the mailbox editor. Each pause (a comma in front of the mailbox ID dial
string) is two seconds.

Pager Notification, cont.
Symptom: COVoice tries
to call the pager, but no
page is left, cont.

Cause: Missing “#” after the mailbox number.
Remedy: Some paging companies require that a # be entered before hanging up. If pager documentation shows this is needed, edit the "Online"
command in the V.BAT file as follows: ONLINE XX XX p. The “XX”
represents any other command line parameters already programmed.

Cause: Pager is not receiving mailbox ID.
Remedy: The number of pauses must be adjusted. Monitor the notification
call, and adjust the pauses so the mailbox number is dialed during the
reception window that the paging company provides. Add the necessary
pauses to the sending mailbox in the forwarding section of the mailbox
editor. Each pause (a comma in front of the mailbox ID dial string) is two
seconds.
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Symptom: Pager
pages with “TONE
ONLY.”

Phone Notification
Symptom: User does
not receive any
Phone notification.

Cause: The mailbox already contains a new message.
Remedy: COVoice will only perform phone notification on the first new
message.

Cause: The class of service is not programmed to permit phone notification.
Remedy: In the class of service editor, change the notification field to
PHONE or BOTH.

Cause: The Notification number is not programmed in the Mailbox Form.
Remedy: Program the notification number in the "Notification Number"
field of the Mailbox Form.
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Cause: The trunk isn't pointing to the right menu.
Remedy: Double check the trunk number in COV TEST, then program that
trunk to go to the correct menu in the Channel Forms.

Cause: Maximum Replays Without Response is programmed incorrectly.
The Maximum Replays Without Response is how many replays of the menu
COVoice will attempt after the initial play.
Remedy: Set the “Maximum Replays Without Response” field in the Menu
Forms to 1 less than the amount of times you wish the menu to play.

Cause: The user does not press “9” on the keypad to save the voice file.
Remedy: The Studio program requires that 9 be pressed on the telephone
prior to hanging up. If this is not done, the file will not be saved.
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Menus/
Recording
Symptom: COVoice
does not play the
correct menu.

Symptom: The menu
repeats too many
times.

Recording
Symptom: The file is
not saved after the
recording session is
complete.

Directories
Symptom: The directory does not find
the requested user.

Cause: The user's name is not programmed correctly in the appropriate
form.
Remedy: Each user's name must be programmed in the appropriate editor
(Mailbox Forms for Mailbox Directory, Extension Forms for Extension
Directory). Make sure to program the name as LASTNAME,
FIRSTNAME unless you have changed COVoice's default directory
prompt.

Cause: The users name is not recorded in the mailbox and/or extension.
Remedy: Examine the user's extension and/or mailbox with the respective
editors. If the user's name has not been entered in the appropriate field, do
so. In directory searches, COVoice ignores mailboxes and extensions
without name entries.

Cause: Mailbox inactive.
Remedy: In order for the name to appear in the directory, the mailbox has
to be activated. This applies to BOTH types of directories. A user without
a mailbox cannot appear on either directory. Check the mailbox mode field
with the mailbox editor to determine if the mailbox is inactive.

Cause: No directory access given in the Class of Service.
Remedy: Verify that the Class of Service Form's “Directory” option is set
to YES.
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Cause: The file QSTART is not on the system's hard disk.
Remedy: The Qstart file controls the way in which COVoice boots up. If
the file Qstart is not found in the C:\VSR directory, then create one as
follows:
C:\VSR> Copy Con Qstart <enter>
<enter>
CTRL-Z

System Software
Symptom: When the
system is booted, External Maintenance is
loaded rather than the
online system.

C:\VSR>

Cause: The Rhetorex driver is not initializing all the channels.
Remedy: Verify that the Rhetorex Driver is detecting all available channels
during the Boot-up process. The driver creates a log on each boot-up,
C:\RDSP>Voicecnf.log. Examination of this log will show what channels
did not initialize and why. Call COVoice technical support for assistance in
resolving the problem.

Cause: The System has exceeded the maximum number of open files.
Remedy: In the Online mode, COVoice has at least 30 files open at once.
Check the Config.Sys file for the line: FILES = 90. If it is not there, then
use the EDIT command to insert the line, and reboot the system.
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Symptom: The Online
system continually
shows “Initializing” on
one or more channels.

Cause: The Rhetorex driver is not loading on boot.
Symptom: When
started, the system
reports that it is a
demo system.

Remedy: Watch the Bootup process carefully, if the Rhetorex Driver does
not load, COVoice assumes that the system is a DEMO system. Contact
COVoice technical support for assistance in resolving the problem.

Symptom: The
system continually
boots.

Cause: The Rhetorex board is loading at the incorrect address.

Symptom: When
“Shift-F10” is
pressed, COVoice
does not respond.

Remedy: Check the CONFIG file located in the \RDSP directory. Each
Rhetorex Board loads at a specific address. The first board loads at Address 300, the second at 301, etc. If there is a discrepancy, make the
appropriate changes and reboot.

Cause: The Keyboard buffer is full.
Remedy: If the system does not display “SHUTDOWN PASSWORD”
when Shift-F10 is pressed, then press the Reset button and try again.
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Cause: Poor connection.
Remedy: If the monitor's LED is turned on and there is no display, check
that the monitor's connection to the video port has not been inserted upsidedown. If so, the connector has likely been damaged and the system will have
to be returned for repair.

System
Hardware
Symptom: No image
in display.

Cause: Contrast level turned down.
Remedy: Check the contrast adjustment knob. If it has been turned down
completely, the screen will appear blank. Adjust as necessary.

Cause: No power to monitor.
Remedy: The LED power light on the monitor will be off. Check all the AC
power connections, which includes connections to the AC wall outlet, power
supply and system. Check the power Off/On button.

Cause: Non-bootable disk in drive A:.
Remedy: The System cannot find the necessary information to start DOS.
Usually this occurs when a non-bootable diskette was left in the floppy drive
A: Remove the disk and reboot the system, allowing it to load the preinstalled MS-DOS on drive C:

Cause: Disk not formatted correctly.
Remedy: Use the MS-DOS format command to reformat the disk. Reinsert
and try again.

Cause: Bad connection.
Remedy: Open the cabinet and verify that all ribbon connections are secure.
Reseat connector and try again.
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Symptom: Non-system
Disk Error Message

Symptom: The floppy
disk drive does not
work.

Remote
Maintenance

Cause: CO/SESSIONS is not loaded correctly.

Symptom: CO/
SESSIONS will not
answer the phone

Remedy: CO/SESSIONS is a memory resident program and cannot be
loaded twice without using SUNLOAD or rebooting the system. If CO/
SESSIONS does not attempt to initialize the modem on startup, then run
SUNLOAD and try again.

Cause: CO/SESSIONS can not set the modem for auto answer.
Remedy: Check the modem setting that was installed with CO/SESSIONS.
Change the Modem Setting to “Hayes Basic” or “Everex Evercom”. Check
to see if the modem is malfunctioning.

Symptom: CO/SESSIONS
answers the phone, but
does not log the user
into the host machine.

Cause: CO/SESSIONS cannot communicate with the modem correctly.
Remedy: Change the modem setting on the HOST unit. Select Hayes
Basic or Everex Evercom if you are having trouble connecting to the host
system.
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VSR technicians have accumulated extensive knowledge of the integration
requirements of Mitel telephone systems. This has been gained from both
on-site installation experience, and from installation testing in the laboratories of major manufacturers.
Feature categories covered in the Phone System Compatibility Checklist
include:
-- Primary
-- Quick Setup selectable
-- Auto Attendant
-- Voice Mail
-- Call Transfer
-- Smart Transfers
-- Blind Transfers
-- Forward to Mailbox
-- Direct Login to Mailbox
-- Forward to Busy/No Answer Messages
-- Notification
-- Message Waiting Lamps
-- Pager Notification
-- Extension Notification
-- Outside Number Notification
-- Phone System
-- Hunt Groups
-- Delayed Ringing
-- End to End DTMF
-- Disconnect Type
-- Additional Equipment
-- Software Required (See Requirements Section)
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Integration
Information
Phone System Compatibility Checklist

Integration Notes

Each of these installations are discussed in further detail in VSR's Integration Notes. These documents offer advice on how to implement certain
features on specific telephone systems, including possible installation
configurations, phone system programming modifications, phone system
software versions, single-line station programming, station cards and
adapters, and other required or optional equipment.
VSR's Integration Notes contain proprietary information and are distributed
only to authorized dealers on a need-to-know basis. When you call VSR
Technical Support for installation information, be sure to ask if Integration
Notes are available.

Release Notes

VSR is continually improving its products, by refining the user interface,
adding functionality and simplifying operation. While we strive to keep
our manuals up to date, there is the possibility that your COVoice system,
as shipped, has small improvements or changes in its operation which are
not reflected in the various guides and manuals.
In this case, all such changes are published in Release Notes, which are
shipped with every system. Before you begin installation, you should read
the Release Notes accompanying the system to apprise yourself of product
changes not reflected in the manual. If you cannot find your release notes,
please call VSR Technical Support and ask for release notes for your
software version to be faxed to you immediately.

Remote Maintenance
What is Remote
Maintenance?

With remote maintenance, VSR or a dealer can call into a COVoice system
and operate it remotely, as if they were right in front of the system. All
screens and keys are available to the remote operator. Dealers can use this
program to make configuration changes to customer systems or for remote
troubleshooting. VSR uses this program to assist dealers with trouble
shooting during or after installations. VSR uses Triton Technologies' CO/
SESSIONS remote software package. Remote maintenance requires this
software, a modem installed in the COVoice system and a phone line
connected to the modem.
CO/SESSIONS' HOST program, as shipped, is configured to run "memoryresident," in the background during normal operation of COVoice and
therefore will be available at any time. It will automatically load itself each
time your COVoice system is re-booted. If you cannot dedicate a CO or
extension line to the modem, it will not affect the operation of the COVoice
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system. However, you will have to find a phone line and connect it to the
modem each time you wish to use CO/SESSIONS.

All COVoice systems are shipped with an external modem.

Remote Maintenance, cont.
Connecting the Modem
(External)

1.
Connect the External Modem to COM1 - using a Modem (Serial)
Cable with a DB-9 (9 pin) connector. If your serial cable is a DB-25 (25
pin) connector, you may purchase a 25- to 9-pin converter, available at
most computer and electronics stores.
2.
Connect your Modem to your modem extension or your direct
modem line.
Start CO/SESSIONS by exiting External Maintenance, logging in to the
C:\Host> directory and typing HOST<enter>. When HOST is started it
looks for the modem and dial tone. When it finds them both it displays a
highlighted message at the bottom of the screen which says, "WAIT
DIAL-IN SET". After this displays then a remote user may call in to this
COVoice system and operate it remotely.

Starting
CO\SESSIONS

To call into the system, a remote PC must be loaded with CO/SESSIONS
REMOTE program. To operate HOST and REMOTE, refer to the
CO\SESSIONS documentation included with your COVoice system.
The program which accesses the HOST program is called REMOTE. To
install remote simply follow the directions for in the CO\SESSIONS
documentation shipped with COVoice.
REMOTE has the capability of storing the telephone number, configurations and passwords for multiple systems. REMOTE logs into COVoice
and exchanges passwords automatically. If you choose to use the password
make sure you note the passwords chosen and that the REMOTE program
is set to the same password.
REMOTE also has the capability of transferring or downloading files.
This is especially helpful when there is a need to look at transaction or
error log files at the remote site. Data files could also be downloaded for
storage at a central location.
To operate HOST and REMOTE, refer to the CO\SESSIONS documentation included with your COVoice system.
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CO/SESSIONS REMOTE Installation
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VOICE SYSTEMS RESEARCH

Chapter 900
Detailed User's
Guide
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This chapter is an expanded
version of the COVoice User’s
Guide. It contains additional
information that will assist you
in helping users operate the
system. This also tells you how
to perform administrative
programming using the
Administrative Mailbox.

This chapter discusses

About This
Chapter

n Questions And Answers. These are answers to questions about the
subjects covered in this chapter. Page 900-4

n Accessing and Getting Around COVoice. This introduces the basic
methods for accessing and getting around the COVoice system, the use
of special-purpose keys, and notification (informing mailbox owners that
they have a message). Page 900-6

n Activating a Mailbox. These are expanded instructions for making a
new mailbox fully functional. Page 900-8

n Logging in Regularly. This is a restatement of instructions contained
in the COVoice Voice Mail User’s Guide. Page 900-10

n Supplementary instructions for using COVoice voice mail, beginning
with the Main User Menu. Beginning on page 900-11

n Administrative Mailbox Programming. These instructions guide the
Administrator in performing programming over a telephone, describe
problem-indicating messages the administrator may receive, and describe
administrator access to user mailboxes. Page 900-48

n Menu Trees. These are quick-reference diagrams to guide you through
Special Use of TTerms
erms

the user and administrator mailbox functions. Pages 900-56 and 90057.

Because this chapter is addressed to the administrator, but users and
callers are frequently discussed, the following conventions are used to
minimize confusion.

n The administrator, and only the administrator, is addressed directly as
“you, your, yours", etc.

n The user—one who has been assigned a mailbox—and the caller (one
who initiates a telephone call and may or may not be a user) are always
referred to indirectly, for example “user, the user, mailbox owner, caller,
they, them, their”, etc.
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Your Questions
Answered

Here are answers to questions regarding the subjects covered in this chapter.

What should I do if a user forgets their mailbox password?
All references are to items in this
chapter unless otherwise stated.

Reset the password in the Mailbox Maintenance part of the Administrative
Programming function.

What should I do if a user has chosen the same password as the
administrative mailbox has?
Change the administrative mailbox password.

How do I know if I have been assigned as the administrator?
1. In your mailbox, you will have the “7” option (Administrative Programming) available.
2. In External Maintenance, in the System Options Form, your mailbox will
be listed as the Administrative Mailbox.

How do I get more user’s guides?
They can be purchased from VSR; contact the sales department.

How do I change mailbox greetings?
Enter the mailbox and change the greeting as directed. See “Accessing and
Getting Around COVoice” and “Edit Greetings/Questions” sections in
this chapter.

How do I access my mailbox?
It must first be activated, after which you can log in routinely and retrieve
messages. See “Activating a Mailbox” and "Logging In Regularly”, this
chapter.

What happens if I don’t activate my mailbox?
You cannot retrieve messages, receive notification of new messages, or send
messages. In other words, you cannot use your mailbox unless it is activated.
Others can leave messages, however.

Will my pager notify me after each new message?
The notification process begins after the first new message is received. The
process continues until all new messages have been cleared by saving or
discarding, in other words until there are no longer any new messages in
your mailbox.
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How do I set the time and date of a message to be announced automatically? Manually?
Your system defaults to manual operation. If you wish, you can use the
Mailbox Settings features to change between automatic and manual. (Date
and time announcement is automatic if it is ON.) See “Change Date and Time
Announcement," this chapter.

What happens if I don’t save new messages but leave my mailbox?
The messages will continue to accumulate, and will be deleted along with
saved messages when the retention period is reached. The default retention
period is 30 days, but can be changed by the administrator.

When should I change my password?
For the sake of security, it should be changed frequently. If your system
handles a large amount of sensitive information, passwords should be
changed often-perhaps even once per week. In other situations, twice a year
is sufficient. If you have discovered unauthorized use of your system, all
passwords should be changed immediately.
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Before you can begin
using this system you must
first activate your voice
mailbox.

Accessing and
Getting Around
COVoice

T

his voice mail system is so advanced it’s
simple. Pre-recorded instructions, called voice
prompts, will carefully guide you through the
system every step of the way, indicating each
feature that is available. To access
features you simply use the keypad on your
telephone, pressing different keys as you follow
the voice prompts. To get started, all you need
to do is activate your voice mailbox.

Congratulations!
You are about to begin
using the latest in voice
processing technology from
Voice Systems Research.
Designed to improve your
communications with
customers, vendors, and
employees, this system is
simple to understand and
easy to use.

1
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Accessing COVoice

The COVoice system is easily accessed by one of the following methods:

n
n
n
n

dialing an extension that is reserved for voice mail
pressing a key that is assigned to voice mail from within a menu
pressing a feature key on an extension telephone
dialing from the outside to a COVoice channel which is dedicated to
voice mail; or dialing an extension that is reserved for voice mail after
reaching the organization's general business number (in some organizations, the operator makes this connection)

After accessing COVoice, the user must log in. The first time they do so,
they must activate their mailbox. Activating and logging in are described
on later pages.
Getting Around COVoice

COVoice directs the user from step to step whenever possible, using a
system of voice prompts. Note that COVoice has break-play capability,
which means that any of the prompts may be bypassed by pressing a valid
key (one which has been assigned a function). Thus, while a new user may
listen to all the instructions, an experienced user can simply press the
required keys without waiting for the instructions to play.
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The following keys generally have the functions listed below.
This key

#

can

Keys with Special
Purposes

n return the user to the preceding menu. It can be used at almost any time
to escape the current menu.

n confirm a step the user has just taken, and tell COVoice to continue on
n fast-forward a message that is being played

This key

Note that COVoice does not always
prompt for the use of these keys.

can

n replay a voice prompt so the user can hear it again
n access the mailbox password login
n rewind a message being played
COVoice can notify the user in two ways: through lamp notification, and
through enhanced notification. Most telephone systems have both capabilities.
Lamp notification is lighting a lamp on the user’s telephone set. When the
message is retrieved, the lamp is cleared.
Enhanced notification is dialing one or more telephone numbers in a list.
The numbers can belong to extensions, outside telephones, and/or pagers.
The user can turn enhanced notification on and off, and can program its
operation. For more detail about Enhanced Notification, see the “Change
Notification” instructions in this chapter.
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Notification (telling
the user they have a
message)

To Activate Your Voice Mailbox

Activating a
Mailbox
The COVoice administrator is
the person to contact if you
have problems or questions.
Your COVoice administrator is:
Their mailbox number is:
Their extension number is:

2

From your telephone, press the
speedcall key labeled VoiceMail
or dial the access code.
COVoice will prompt you
to enter your password. See
your administrator for default
password.
The default password is
Enter the default password.
To complete activation of your voice mailbox, you must
record a personal greeting, name, and password.
Once activation is complete, stay on the line and follow
the voice prompts to record and send yourself a message.
(Press 2 to send a message, then enter your voice mailbox
number, record a test message, label it, and send it.) Voice
prompts will help you and confirm that the message was sent.
That’s it! Your voice mailbox is now activated
and you have successfully sent yourself a message.
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Introduction

A mailbox is ready to accept messages as soon as it is created, often during installation of the COVoice system. However, its user cannot retrieve
messages until the mailbox has been activated. Activation is the process of
recording a greeting, a name, and a password. These only need to be recorded once, at the time the user first accesses the mailbox. Activation is
easy to follow, since it is guided by voice prompts.
The greeting, the name, and the password can also be re-recorded later, as
explained in “Change Mailbox Settings.”

Logging In For
Activation

To log into the mailbox for activation, the user must:
1. Access COVoice
2. Press “8” (if required; this is the default situation. Some systems with a
dedicated key for voice mail access do not require pressing the “8” key).
3. Enter their mailbox number (if required), and (if required) immediately
press the star key.

The Greeting

4. Enter the default password (usually 1111 for fixed length, or a string of
1's the same length as the fixed password length defined in Quick Setup.
For variable length passwords, the default password is fifteen 1's).
Once a greeting is recorded, it is played to each caller as they reach the
user’s mailbox. Since COVoice has dial-through capability, the caller can
dial an extension while the greeting is playing (See Class of Service
Options).
Greetings can be changed, and a selection of pre-recorded greetings can be
stored for later use. See “Edit Greetings/Questions” for details.
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Most greetings are personal greetings, for example, “Hello. This is Ralph
Henderson. I am away from the phone right now. If you would like to
leave a message, I will return your call as soon as possible.”
Some greetings may offer the caller the option of dialing another
extension for help rather than leaving a message. (“Hello. This is Ralph
Henderson. I am away from the phone right now. If you would like to
leave a message, I will return your call as soon as possible. Or you may
dial extension 310 for immediate help.”) Such a greeting might be used,
for example, when the mailbox owner is away from the office. The
caller must dial while the greeting is playing.
Because the caller must dial the other extension before the greeting ends,
the user should make sure that the "end" of the greeting consists of a few
seconds of silence. This gives the caller time to finish listening to the
message and dial before COVoice begins recording.

The name recorded during mailbox activation is the name of the mailbox
owner. The name is used:

The Name

n to identify the mailbox owner when a message they have sent to another
mailbox (from their own mailbox) is retrieved

n to identify the mailbox owner when their extension does not answer or is
busy

n to provide an entry in the COVoice system directory. The directories are
created automatically by COVoice and are used to direct callers who do
not know the extension of the person whom they are calling. Since the directory uses the recorded names to identify mailbox owners, it cannot
function without them.
COVoice mailboxes are secured by a password which is usually four digits
long. The user is prompted for the correct length. Once the password is
recorded, it cannot be changed by anyone else, including the administrator.
This provides a high level of security for their mailbox. If the user forgets
their password, the administrator may reset it to the original default
(usually the digits “1111." See "Logging in for Activation" on the previous page for other default password possibilities).

The Password

When the greeting, name, and password have been recorded, activation is
complete. COVoice now tells the user how many messages they have and
prompts them with the main user menu.

Completion
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To log into a mailbox after it has been activated, the user must

Logging in
Regularly

1. Access COVoice.
2. Press “8” (if required; this is the default situation. Some systems with a
dedicated key for voice mail access do not require pressing the “8” key)
3. Enter their mailbox number (if required; then immediately press the "*"
(star) key).
4. Enter their password.
Each time the user enters their mailbox, they are first prompted with the
number of emergency, priority, new, and saved messages which are in the
mailbox, followed by the main user menu. (Also see "Major Types of
Messages", below.)

The star ("*") key can enable users to access mailbox login
under the following conditions:
n
Any time a greeting is playing when accessing their mailbox; and
n
Whenever their mailbox is in a forwarded or Q & A mode, by
pressing the star key immediately after entering their mailbox number.
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Changing Extension Settings
Log into your voice mailbox.
Press 5.
You can set up your extension
to forward calls to another
extension, mailbox, outside
number, or menu; screen calls;
and allow callers to hold. You can
also select a personal operator
to take your calls when your
extension is busy or doesn't
answer.

The system will tell you how your extension is
set up and give you the following options:

Press

* Press
Press
** Press
Press

1

to change forwarding.

ABC

to change screening.

DEF

to change holding.

2

3

GHI

to foward your telephone to Voice Mail.

JKL

to change or assign personal operator.

4

5

See the system adminstrator for more details
on changing extension settings.
18

Transfer and Class of Service Dependent
* Smart
Phone System Dependent
**
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At the main user menu, the available options range from retrieving and
sending messages to changing the way the mailbox operates. The user can
also transfer out of their mailbox. And, if there is an extension associated
with the mailbox, the user can change the way the extension operates.
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Main User
Menu

To Retrieve Messages
Log into your voice mailbox.

1

Retrieve
Messages

Press 1.
Besides listening to each message, you have the
following options:

When you log into your
voice mailbox, COVoice
will tell you if you have
any messages, how many,
and what type. Priority
messages will be first,
followed by new messages
and saved messages.

Save Messages
Replay
Message

1

ABC

2

DEF

3

Copy
Message

GHI

JKL

MNO

Skip/Scan
Messages

PRS

TUV

WXY

4

5

6

Delete Message

Play Time & Date
Reply To Message

PRS

7

+

7

PRS

7

+

9

Hang Up

PRS

7

Skip Messages

4

8

1

Scan Messages

0

#

Pause While
Listening To Message
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Major Types of
Messages

The messages that the user retrieves can be any of the following types.

n Emergency Messages—These are very urgent messages, which are
placed before all other types of messages.

n Priority Messages—These are urgent messages, which are placed at the
front of the user’s messages. They are all announced when the user has
logged into their mailbox.

n New Messages—These are placed directly behind priority messages.
Their presence is announced before they are retrieved, after all priority
messages, if any, have been retrieved.

n Saved Messages—These were previously retrieved and then saved.
Any time messages are playing, the user may

n rewind by pressing
n fast forward by pressing
n pause by pressing 8

#

TUV

After a message has been played, the user is prompted with the following
options. As in most cases with COVoice, the user need not listen to the
prompts before selecting an option.
Message Retrieval
Options

1

Replay Message

While replaying a message, or directly after the message has played, the
user may listen to the message repeatedly by pressing 1
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1
ABC

2

DEF

3

GHI

4

JKL

5

MNO

6

PRS

7

PRS

7

+
+

PRS

Replay Message: Replays voice mail messages.
Save Message: Saves voice mail messages.
Discard Message: Erases voice mail messages.
Copy Message: Allows you to copy any
message, append comments, and send it to
another voice mailbox.
Reply To Message: Allows you to reply to a
message sent by another voice mailbox user.

Skip: Allows you to skip a message.

1

Scan: Allows you to scan messages.

8

To fast forward, press
the # key.

Play Time & Date: Tells you time and date a
message was received or saved.

7

TUV

To rewind while
listening to a message,
press the
key.

Pause: Allows you to pause while
listening to a message
or

TUV

8

Retrieve Saved Messages: Allows you to listen
to saved messages after listening to new messages.

5

Voice prompts are for your convenience. If you wish, simply press the
appropriate key to move through the system at your own pace.

Responses to Q & A sessions are
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treated as mail messages, where
ABC

2

all responses from each session

Save Message

form one message. Note that a

The user may save a message for later retrieval.

Q & A message may be very

n Messages are saved in the order in which they were received.
n The length of time messages are stored is determined by the mailbox’s

brief —the user may hear no

class of service (described in the Making Changes: Using the CDE
Forms chapter). The default is 30 days, and may be set to a different
length of time by the administrator.
DEF

3

voice—if the caller abandons
the session before responding to
the questions.

CAUTION: When discarding, the

Discard Message

The user may discard a message, even while it is playing. Once a message
is discarded, it cannot be retrieved.

user should avoid pressing the
“3” key twice, or they may discard the next message as well.
As a precaution COVoice rejects

GHI

4

the second key-press whenever

Copy Message

two “3” keys are pressed in

The user may copy any message—except a private message—to any
mailbox other than the one from which the message was retrieved. The
user may also add comments to messages they copy. This may be done
either during or after the message plays.

quick succession; however, care
is still needed.

As prompted, the user

n designates the mailbox to which the message is to be copied
n adds comments to the message if desired

Copying can be used to pass

After the message has been copied, it can be saved to the user’s mailbox.

bers of the user’s work group.
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messages along to others who
need to hear them, such as mem-

JKL

5

When you are finished replying,
you must still act upon the message (save, discard, copy, etc.).

When the time and date announcement is set to automatic
mode, the time and date automatically play after each mes-

Reply to Message

The user may reply to a message sent from another mailbox, either while
it is playing or directly after listening to it. This avoids having to return to
the main user menu to reply. After the user presses “5”, they are prompted
to reply.
MNO

6

Play Time and Date

The user may play the time and date that a new or saved message was
originally sent by pressing “6” after the message plays.

sage is retrieved. See “Change
Mailbox Settings.”

PRS

7

+

PRS

7

Skip a Message

While listening to a message, the user can skip to the next message by
pressing “7,” or "7 + 7"
PRS

7

+

1

Scan Messages

The user may also scan their messages, both new and saved, by pressing
“7 + 1” while listening to the beginning of their first message.
TUV

8

Pause While Listening

The user may pause while a message is playing. They press the “8” key
once to pause, and once again to continue. The maximum pause length is
approximately ten seconds.
TUV

8

+

1 Retrieve Saved Messages

The user may go directly to saved messages while listening to a new message by pressing “8” and "1" simultaneously or in quick succession.
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To Send Messages
Log into your voice mailbox.

Press 2.
This feature allows you to
send messages to other voice
mail users.

The system will ask you to enter the voice
mailbox number of the person you wish to send
a message to.

ABC

2

Send
Messages

Press 1 to record message.
Once you have recorded your message, you will be
given the following options:

Press
Press

1
ABC

2

to send.
to edit.

You can review, re-record, and append to your message.

Press
6

Press
Press

DEF

3

GHI

4

to discard.
to label message priority, certified, or private.
to repeat instructions.
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This is a better way for a user to send a message than by first dialing the
recipient’s extension, because:

n the sender’s name will be announced as the message is retrieved
—and—

n the recipient will be able to use the reply (“5” key) option (see "Retrieve
Messages").
After the user has recorded a message, they may simply hang up and the
message will be sent; however, if they remain on the line they will be
prompted with the following options.

Message-sending
Options

1 Send (also available to callers)
If the user presses “1”, their message will be sent immediately.
ABC

2

The default maximum length of

Edit (also available to callers)

messages is two minutes, though
1

the administrator can raise it to

Listen

The user may review their message for correctness before it is sent .

approximately sixteen minutes.
By using the append option, a

ABC

2

Re-record

message can be extended indefi-

The user may re-record their message, to replace the previous one.

nitely in units equal to the maximum message length. The maxi-

DEF

3

Append

mum message length is subject

The user may add to their message before it is sent, without re-recording.

to the class of service to which
the mailbox belongs.
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DEF

ABC

2

Send
Messages,
cont.

3

Discard (also available to callers)

If the user presses “3”, the message is deleted and is not sent.
GHI

4

Label a Message (available only to users)

Labeling a message causes it to be treated in one of the following ways.
1

Priority

A message labeled as priority is placed at the front of the recipient’s new
messages. The user will be prompted with the term “priority” when the
first priority message is retrieved.
ABC

2

Certified

When a message labeled as certified is retrieved by another mailbox, the
sending mailbox will receive a message stating the date and time it was retrieved.
DEF

3

Private

A message labeled as private cannot be copied by the recipient.
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To Send Messages To
A Distribution List

DEF

3

Send
Messages to a
Distribution
List

Log into your voice mailbox.
Press 3.
The system will give you the following options:

* Press
* Press
* Press

1
ABC

2

DEF

3

for system list.
for personal list.

You can develop a list of voice
mailboxes to send messages to
(see system administrator for
details on setting up system
and personal lists).

for manual list.

You are guided through entering the mailbox
numbers if a manual list, or the list number for
other lists; recording your message; and sending.

Press
Press

*

when finished.
#

to abort.
7

Class of service controlled; see your administrator.
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A distribution list is a list of mailboxes. “Sending a message to a distribution list” means sending the message to all the mailboxes on the list.
To send to a distribution list, the user follows prompts to:
The ability of a mailbox to send to a

1. Choose the type of distribution list (see below)

distribution list may be restricted by

2. If a manual list was chosen, enter the mailbox numbers to be on the list.

its class of service.

3. Record the message. All the message-sending options described above
are available.
4. Send the message.

Types of Distribution
Lists

There are three types of distribution lists:

1

System List

This is a list offered to all or certain users; it is created by the administrator through the External Maintenance program. The class of service to
which a mailbox is assigned determines whether its owner has access to
system distribution lists.
ABC

2

Personal List

This is a list that is tied to a user’s mailbox; it is defined by the user and
created by the administrator through the External Maintenance program.
The class of service to which a mailbox belongs determines whether its
owner has personal lists available, and how many.
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DEF

3

Manual List

This is a temporary list made up on the spot by the user before sending a
message. The manual list may contain up to five mailboxes.
See the Making Changes chapter for class of service instructions and distribution list programming.
When Finished
The message will be sent to the mailboxes on the distribution list.

#

To Abort

No message will be sent.
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All mailboxes support manual
distribution lists.

To Change Mailbox Settings

GHI

4

Log into your voice mailbox.
Press 4.

Change Mailbox Settings

COVoice will give you the following options:
You can personalize
your voice mailbox to
meet your specific needs.

Press

1

to edit greetings/questions.

In most mailbox modes, edit greetings; in
Q & A mode, edit questions. These are explained
further on pages 9 - 12.

Press
Press
Press

ABC

2

DEF

3

GHI

4

to edit name.
to edit password.
to change mailbox mode.

This option is explained in further detail on page 13.

Press
Press
8

JKL

5

MNO

6

to change notification.
to change date and time announcement.

You can select automatic or manual mode.

Press

PRS

to change forwarding.

Press

TUV

to change or assign personal operator.

7
8
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The Mailbox Settings option allows the user to:
1. record or re-record mailbox greetings or questions for a Question-andAnswer list
2. re-record their name
3. re-record their password
4. change how their mailbox operates (select mailbox mode)
5. set up or change enhanced notification for their mailbox
6. change the way that the date and time of a message is announced
7. change forwarding
8. change or assign a personal operator
Some of the mailbox settings are affected by the class of service to which
the mailbox is assigned.

1

Edit Greetings/
Questions

Introduction
This option uses the "1" key to either "Edit Greetings" or "Edit Questions",
depending on the mailbox mode that is selected:

n It is "Edit Greetings" in all mailbox modes except the Q & A mode.
n It is "Edit Questions" only in the Q & A Mailbox mode.
Both edit options are described on the following pages.
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To Edit Greetings
Log into your voice mailbox.
Press 4.
Press 1 to edit greetings.
You can record and edit up to ten greetings.

Press

1

to change active greeting.

You can choose which of your greetings will
be heard by callers.

Press

ABC

2

You can establish up to ten
greetings, each for a different
occasion, and activate them
as needed.

to select and edit a greeting.

You can play, record or re-record, or erase
a greeting.

Press

DEF

3

Press

to play all greetings.
to return to the previous menu.
9
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1

Edit Greetings

Edit Greetings allows the user to record and store up to ten greetings, and
designate one of them as the active greeting (the one that is used to greet
callers).

Users will find it helpful to keep a
written record of their greetings.

As soon as "1" is pressed for Edit Greetings, COVoice plays the current
active greeting and identifies its number. The user can now make changes
to their greetings, using the options described next. At the time each
greeting is recorded, the user assigns it a number between 1 and 10
(except that the greeting recorded the first time the user accesses their
mailbox is assigned the number 1. That number is used to identify the
greeting by COVoice.
The user may want to change their

A different greeting might be stored for each of the following occasions:

n
n
n
n
n

extension settings for some
greetings, for example set their
extension to transfer to their

the user is in the office

mailbox when their greeting is for

the user is on vacation
the user is out for part of the day

when they are away from the office.

the user is on a business trip
the user is temporarily working at a different location,
and they do not wish to or cannot transfer their extension
to the different location

n the user wants to greet callers with an announcement,
perhaps of a product sale, a restaurant menu, or the show
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CAUTION: One should never tell
callers the specific dates of
vacations.

times of a movie theater (for the Greeting-Only mode).
Note: If no key is pressed, the user
is told "Invalid selection."

1

Change Active Greeting

The user can choose a greeting to be the active greeting.
As prompted, the user

n listens to the currently-active greeting
n selects another greeting to activate (become the active greeting)
Only a previously-recorded greeting can be activated. If the user enters a
number for which a greeting has not been recorded, the user is returned to
the preceding menu.
ABC

2

Select and Edit a Greeting

This option allows the user to:

n edit a previously-recorded greeting by entering its number and following
prompts to re-record it.

n record a new greeting by entering a previously-unused number between 1
and 10, and following prompts to record the new greeting.
After pressing the old or new number, the following options become available.
Play

1

Pressing "1" causes the selected greeting to play.
If no greetings have been recorded, COVoice informs the user. If they press
an invalid number, COVoice simply repeats the menu in which this option
appears. An invalid number is one for which no greeting has been recorded.
ABC

2

Record Greeting

The user may record a new greeting, or re-record the selected greeting. If a
new greeting is being recorded, the entered number is used for the new
greeting.
Some greetings may offer the caller the option of dialing another extension for help rather than leaving a message. Such a greeting might be
used, for example, when the mailbox owner is away from the office.
Because the caller must dial the other extension before the greeting
ends, the user should make sure that the "end" of the greeting consists of
a few seconds of silence. This gives the caller time to finish listening to
the message and dial before COVoice begins recording (or hangs up, if
the mailbox is in the Greeting-Only mode).
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DEF

3

Erase Greeting

The user may delete the selected greeting. Before deletion is carried out,
COVoice asks the user to confirm the deletion or press "#" to abort the deletion.
#
DEF

3

Return to the Previous Menu

Play All Greetings

The user may play all of their greetings, each preceded by an announcement of its number.

#

Return to the Previous Menu
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To Edit Questions
(Q & A mode only)
Log into your voice mailbox.
Press 4.
You can create a list of questions
for interviewing callers. The
responses to the questions can be
Voice, 0-9 touch-tone, or Yes/No
touch-tone.

Press

1

to edit questions.

Preparing a question list
We suggest that you write the list of questions
down. Assign each question a number.
For each question, decide the following:
■ Type of response: Voice, 0-9 touch-tone, or
Yes/No numerical touch-tone. (0-9 touch-tone
could be a numerical answer or multiple-choice.)
■ The question
■ The possible responses
■ The number of the question

10
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1 Edit Questions (Q & A mailbox mode)
The Q & A (question and answer) mode enables a mailbox user to interview callers and thereby collect information. To do this, the user sets up a
list of questions.

Q & A List
Question
number

1 Q______________
A______________
2 Q______________
A______________

User's question.
Caller's answer (response):
Voice,
Numerical 0-9,
or Yes/No

3 Q______________
A______________
4 Q______________
A______________

Question-and-Answer List

Up to 99 questions can be asked in a single Q & A session, and the list can
be modified later.
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To Edit Questions (continued)
For the entire list, decide the following:
■ How many questions will be on the list?
■ Closing prompt: will you create your own, or
use COVoice's default prompt?
■ Termination method: Should COVoice hang
up or return to the previous menu when the
caller is finished answering the questions?
■ Response editing: will the caller be allowed to
edit their responses?
■ Operator access: will the caller be allowed to
transfer from the question list to an operator that
you specify?
If so, what is the operator's extension?
You will be asked for the information above as
COVoice guides you through creating the question
list.

For further instructions, continue
to the next page.

11
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The user can choose:

n whether the response will be voice, 0-9 numerical touch-tone, or Yes/No
touch-tone.

be used for entering numerical

n whether to record a custom closing prompt or to use the default closing
prompt supplied by the COVoice system.

n whether to end the session by hanging up or returning the caller to the
preceding menu.

n whether to allow the caller to edit their responses.
n whether to allow the caller to transfer to a temporary operator at a userspecified extension.
After a list is set up, the user can

n
n
n
n

NOTE: 0-9 numerical touch-tone can

edit the questions in the list.
delete all the questions in the list.
create a new list.
reset termination options (caller's ability to edit their responses, and the
caller's ability to transfer to an operator during the Q & A session).
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responses or for multiple-choice
responses.

To Edit Questions (continued)
Log into your voice mailbox.
Press 4.
Press 1 to edit questions.
You can set up the question list
and change, delete, or add
questions to the list. We suggest
you begin by setting up your
question list using the "record all
questions" option.

The system will give you the following options:

Press
Press

1
ABC

2

to play all questions.
to record all questions.

Use this to record a new question list.

Press
Press

DEF

3

GHI

4

to delete all questions.
to edit a question.

You can play, re-record, and delete a question.

Press
12

JKL

5

to set options.

You can set termination method, response editing,
and operator access. See pages 10-11 for explanation.

Press

#

to abort.
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The following options are used to set up or modify the question list.
The Play All Questions option is not
available unless at least one
question has been recorded.

1

The user may play the entire list of questions, to confirm that the list is
satisfactory. Each question played back is preceded by an announcement
of its number.
ABC

2

We recommend that the user make a
written list of questions before
starting, to make sure they obtain
the results they intend. A number
should be assigned to each question
to keep track of them while being

Play All Questions

Record All Questions

This option enables the user to record a new list of questions or re-record
over an entire existing list.
Recording a list involves the following steps, during which COVoice provides complete prompting to help the user fine-tune the question list to exactly meet their objectives.

prompted to record. The same

1. Enter the number of questions that will be on the list.

preparation should be made for

2. Record a question.

responses if they are numerical
responses.

3. Play back and re-record if desired.
4. Choose whether response will be voice, 0-9 touch-tone, or Yes/No
touch-tone.
Steps 2, 3, and 4 are repeated until the list is complete. Then the user is
prompted to:
5. Record an appropriate closing prompt. If the user does not record one,
COVoice uses the default prompt supplied with the system ("Thank
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you for responding to our questions. One moment. Please hang up
now.")
6. Select termination method. This option allows the user to choose
whether to terminate the Q & A session by hanging up or by returning
the caller to the preceding menu.
7. Enable or disable response editing. Response editing allows the caller
to review and edit their questions before the list is saved. The user confirms by pressing the “#” key, then presses “#” again to continue.
8. Set operator access. Operator access enables a caller to transfer to an
operator specified by the user any time during a Q & A session. The
operator may be a person who can directly help the caller in a specific
area, for example service, sales, marketing, or administration.
As prompted, the user can:

n turn operator access on or off.
n designate the extension for the operator.
The extension must physically exist and be defined in the External
Maintenance program (unless it is a dummy extension used strictly to
forward to a menu or mailbox).

n press “#” to confirm and continue.
Suggestion: The operator extension could be forwarded to a menu which
provides the caller additional dialing options. Or it could be forwarded
to a mailbox so that the caller could leave a message, for example a request to call them back.
Once a list has been completed, it can be changed or edited via the options
that are described next.
Suggestion: You can set up multiple question-and-answer lists for a user
by creating several mailboxes and assigning each of them to that user.
Each mailbox would be set to the Q & A mode, and a question list
created for each mailbox. The user could then forward their extension to
the mailbox of their choice, selecting a different Q & A mailbox each
time.
Or you could transfer the user’s extension to a menu that gave the caller
a choice of extension numbers to dial. Each such extension would be for
a different area of interest, and perhaps be forwarded to a mailbox
containing another question list. This application could be used for
screening or interviewing purposes.
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DEF

3

Delete All Questions

This deletes all the questions in a question-and-answer list.
GHI

4

Edit A Question

This allows the user to

n change existing questions
n delete existing questions
Before editing, the user is prompted to select the question to be edited.
This may be a pre-recorded question to edit or a new question to record. If
it is a new question, the user must enter a number which is higher than the
highest on the list; the new question will be placed after existing questions.
If no questions have been recorded,

After the user enters the number of the question to be edited, the following
options become available.

the Play option will not be announced.

1

Play

The user can play the selected question.
ABC

2

Re-record

The user can re-record the selected question if it is an existing question; or
record it if it is a new question. This option functions in the same way as
the Record All Questions option steps 2, 3, and 4, previously described.
DEF

3

Delete

This option allows the user to delete the selected question. When the question is deleted, the numbering of other questions is not changed. When the
list of questions is subsequently played to the caller, the unused number is
not played.
JKL

5

Set Options

The user may change the method of termination, the ability of the caller to
edit their responses, and the ability of the caller to access an operator
while in a Q & A session. These options were already set once, when the
user initially constructed the list. The following menu selections allow the
options to be changed later.
1

Select Termination Method

This is described above under the "Record All Questions" instructions.
ABC

2

Enable/Disable Response Editing
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This is described above under the "Record All Questions" instructions.
DEF

3

ABC

Set Operator Access

2

Edit Name

This is described above under the "Record All Questions" instructions.
The user may wish to change their recorded name if their name changes
or if they are dissatisfied with their current recorded name.
NOTE: The user must not record a greeting in the Edit Name option; this
should only be the user’s name, which is used in the system directory.
Also, the user should avoid pausing before or after speaking their name;
pauses will delay the system’s response to the caller. So press a key
immediately after speaking to end the recording.

DEF

3

Edit Password

NOTE: Passwords may be disabled
both through the Administrative

The user may wish to change their password. It is a good idea to do so
every few months in order to maintain their mailbox’s security.

Mailbox and the External Maintenance program. Administrative
Mailbox programming is described in

As the owner of the mailbox, only the user can change their password.
However, the administrator can reset the password to the default 1111 if
the user requests, for example if they forget their password. See “Protecting your System’s Security” in the Read First! chapter.
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this chapter. See the Making
Changes chapter for External

Maintenance.

Changing Your Mailbox Mode

GHI

4

Change Mailbox

Log into your voice mailbox. Press 4 to change
mailbox mode.

Mode

You can select one of five modes for your voice
mailbox, which are all class of service dependent.

Press

Mailbox modes can also be set by

1

to take messages (normal mode).

Press

ABC

to play greeting only.

Press

DEF

for Q & A (Question-and-Answer) mode.

Press

GHI

for RAD mailbox mode.

Press

JKL

for Service Bureau mode.

2

3

4

5

Your voice mailbox can
be pre-set to function in many
ways.
See pages 19 and 20 for
definitions of these features.

the administrator through the
13

External Maintenance program, or
by entering the user’s mailbox.
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NOTE: When selecting any of the
following modes, the user is

The user can cause their mailbox to operate in several different ways, as
described below.

prompted to confirm their choice by
pressing "1" :
Take Messages mode
Play Greeting Only mode
Q & A mode
RAD mode
Service Bureau mode
Otherwise, their selection will be

1

Take Messages

This is the standard mailbox operating mode, in which messages are received and a greeting is played to callers. The mailbox can receive as
many messages as allowed in the class of service setting. After that it will
prompt the caller “That mailbox is currently unavailable.” (If this occurs
frequently, you should increase the maximum number of messages in the
class of service setting.)

ignored.
ABC

2

Play Greeting Only

In the Play Greeting Only mode, no messages can be accepted; the mailbox only plays the active greeting. After the greeting is played, COVoice
hangs up. The Play Greeting Only mode allows the mailbox to be used
strictly for providing information.
A greeting used for providing information is an announcement greeting. If
the greeting includes instructions for dialing an extension for further information, the user must leave a few seconds of silence to allow the caller to
dial before COVoice hangs up.
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Example announcement greeting: “We have many different homes in
Area 6 to choose from. If you wish more information, dial 132 now”
(followed by a few seconds of silence).
132 could be an actual extension answered by a person, or it could be a
dummy extension which is forwarded to a menu that offers the caller additional choices. A dummy extension is one that is set up in the COVoice
system but does not physically exist.

DEF

3

Q & A (Question-and-Answer) Mode

In the Q & A mode, the user can set up a series of questions to ask callers,
for the purpose of gathering information. Up to ninety-nine questions can
be asked, with the option of Voice responses, 0-9 touch-tone, or Yes/No
touch-tone. The questions can be entered and edited in the “Edit Questions” option described earlier.
The caller may disconnect at any time, and responses will be saved. However, if the caller transfers to an operator, the responses will not be saved.
If allowed by the mailbox user, the caller may transfer to an operator at
any time during a Q & A session.
If no questions are recorded for a mailbox designated Q & A, the caller
will simply be asked to leave a message for the mailbox owner. Answers to
each Q & A session are retrieved by the user as a single mail message.
The maximum length of time allowed for the caller’s response is the same
as the maximum message length. This is controlled by the class of service
to which the mailbox belongs; the default is 120 seconds (2 minutes).

GHI

4

RAD Mailbox Mode

This mailbox mode emulates a recorded announcement device, which
plays a greeting and then hangs up. It does not accept messages, and it
does not respond to DTMF.
If your telephone system has an ACD system, the RAD mailbox can be
used to periodically inform callers in a hold queue that 1) they are in a
queue and 2) they will be assisted as soon as possible.
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JKL

GHI

4

Change Mailbox
Mode, cont.

5

Service Bureau Mailbox Mode

This mode is strictly for taking messages; it could be used by organizations that provide a limited message-taking service. A Service Bureau
mailbox plays a greeting, accepts one message, and immediately hangs up.
Service Bureau mailboxes do not respond to touch-tones, so callers cannot
transfer elsewhere. Callers cannot edit their messages. In other respects,
such as message retrieval, it is identical to mailboxes set to the Take Messages mode.
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Enhanced Notification
Log into your voice mailbox.
Press 4.
Press
COVoice can be set to call your
extension, pager, and/or outside
numbers when messages are left
in your voice mailbox.

JKL

5

to change notification.

You can set your voice mailbox to notify you or
your pager while you are at another extension
or outside the office.

Concept

14

Enhanced notification allows COVoice to notify you
of new messages by calling a list of up to 10
telephone numbers. These can be extensions, pagers,
or outside telephones. The list of telephone numbers
is repeated for the number of times and at the
intervals set by your administrator, or until all new
and priority messages have been retrieved.
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5

Change Notifica-

tion
Notification is available only if the
associated mailbox is in the Take
Messages mode.

Overview
Notification informs the user that there is a message in their mailbox. This
can be done by lighting a lamp on the extension telephone set (if it has a
lamp), calling the user's extension and/or other telephone numbers, or
both. Notification by telephone is Enhanced Notification. The user may
have either or both types of notification, as determined by the class of service assigned to the mailbox.
Note: For advanced programming options, see Chapter 400, Mailbox
Forms, Enhanced Notification.

The administrator can set up
notification through the External
Maintenance program or through
the user’s mailbox.

Enhanced Notification
Enhanced Notification dials a series, or list, of telephone numbers in an
effort to notify a user that they have a message. It is helpful for those who
move between several locations during a work day, or when many users
must be notified on a priority basis.
An entry (see the planning form on page 17 of the COVoice User’s Guide)
consists of one telephone number and its settings. The number can be for
an extension, an outside telephone, or a pager. Each entry can be enabled
or disabled, and each entry is identified by a number (1 through 10).
The user can thus choose up to ten entries, and then disable any of them at
any time. This allows the user to set up an all-inclusive search list, then
customize it quickly and easily to correspond to the locations where they
would most likely be found at any time. The list can be programmed either
by the user or by the administrator.
Notification occurs in the numerical order of enabled entries. When a user
receives a new message, COVoice attempts to notify them at the first
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Enhanced Notification (continued)
Planning
Use the planning form shown on Page 17. This represents a notification list.
Each Entry on the form is a telephone number and its settings. Under Entry
Type, enter 1 for extension, 2 for outside number, or 3 for pager. If pager access
requires that two numbers be dialed, enter the first number under Phone
Number and the second under Pager PIN Number (PIN = personal
identification number). Enter extension or outside telephone numbers under
Phone Number. To notify at a pager, VSR sends your mailbox number to the
pager. If this number does not display, the Prefixes may need adjusting—contact
your administrator for assistance. (Pager PIN Prefix is the time between when
the Phone Number is dialed and the Pager PIN Number is dialed. Mailbox
Prefix is the time between when the PIN Number is dialed and VSR sends your
mailbox number to the pager.) Notification occurs in the numerical order of the
entries on the form, at intervals set by your administrator. Notification for each
entry will repeat up to the number of Tries entered, at the interval set under
Wait. (Normally the default Tries and Wait settings are adequate.)

15
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enabled entry, for the number of tries indicated in the setting. The period
between tries (wait between tries) can also be set.
If there is no success at the first number, COVoice attempts to notify the
user at the second enabled entry, and so forth through the last enabled entry on the list. The list is repeated for the number of attempts and at the interval set by the administrator. If the user retrieves and saves or discards
all new and priority messages, notification stops. (See “List Attempts” and
“List Interval” in the “Administrative Mailbox Programming” section of
this chapter. Look for “Change Notification Interval” and “Change Notification Attempts.”)
If an extension or outside telephone is answered, a voice announces that a
message is in the user’s mailbox. (“This is the COVoice message center
calling for [name of person]. Please enter the password.”)
To notify a pager, COVoice sends the mailbox number to the pager.

Notification to an outside telephone
number can be permitted or excluded
via the class of service feature. If
external notification is turned off for
the user’s class of service, they

Setting Up Enhanced Notification
This is an overview of how to set up enhanced notification. Specific steps
are described in “Setup Instructions.”
First, the user determines which telephone numbers will be in their list. It
is best to use the planning form shown on page 17 of the COVoice Voice
Mail User’s Guide for this; it provides a record the user can refer to later.
Or use a copy of COVoice EZ Form 205, located in Appendix A. When
the user sets up their list, they enter the telephone and pager numbers, and
other characteristics that allow the list to serve its purpose.
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cannot notify at outside numbers.

The list may change frequently, so
we recommend you use a pencil.

Enhanced Notification (continued)
Roadmap
Key

Action

1
ABC

2

Turn Notification ON/OFF
Edit
1
Enable Entry (1-10)
2
Edit Entry (see planning form)
1
Change Entry Type
2
Change Phone Number
3
Change PIN Number
4
Change Number of Tries
5
Change Wait between Tries
6
Change PIN Prefix (not prompted)
7
Change MBX Prefix (not prompted)
3
Change to Another Entry
Return to Previous Menu

ABC

ABC

DEF

GHI

JKL

MNO

MNO

16

DEF

#
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Example Enhanced Notification Setup
Here is a list with four entries filled in. The keys associated with each column are also shown.
ABC

Entry
Number
1
2

1

2

Entry
Type

Phone Number

EXT

DEF

3

Pager PIN
Number

112

PGR

800-555-1234

3

OUT

555-6565

4

PGR

800-555-3235

GHI

4

Tries

5

Wait
(Minutes)

3

5

3

15

1

5

15

5

555-2222

555-1111

JKL

MNO

6

Pager PIN
Prefix

MNO

7

Mailbox
Prefix

5

1

5

1

5
6
7
8
9
10

Example planning form

If Enhanced Notification were programmed according to the planning form
above, the following would occur:
1. COVoice dials extension 112 for three tries, with a five-minute wait following each try.
2. COVoice dials pager number 800-555-1234; connects; waits five two-
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Enhanced Notification (continued)
Setup
Following the Road Map on the opposite page, enter the information from your
planning form. See pages 14 and 15 for planning instructions.
ABC

2

1

Planning Form

Entry
Number
1

Entry
Type *

Phone Number

DEF

3

Pager PIN
Number

GHI

4

Tries

JKL

5

Wait
(Minutes)

MNO

6

Pager PIN
Prefix

PRS

7

Mailbox
Prefix

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

17

10

* 1 = extension; 2 = outside telephone number; 3 = pager
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second pauses (Pager PIN Prefix); dials PIN number 555-2222; connects; waits one two-second pause (Mailbox Prefix); and sends the mailbox number to the pager. If the pager number doesn’t answer, COVoice
tries two more times with a 15-minute wait following each try.
3. COVoice dials outside number 555-6565 for one try, with a five-minute
wait following the try.
4. COVoice dials pager number 800-555-3235, connects; waits five twosecond pauses (Pager PIN Prefix); dials PIN number 555-1111; connects; waits one two-second pause (Mailbox Prefix), and sends the mailbox number to the pager. )
Setup Instructions
The following instructions correspond to the Road Map on page 16 of the
COVoice User’s Guide.
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Not every type of pager requires a
PIN Prefix.

Enhanced Notification (continued)

Page 16 of COVoice User's Guide is

Roadmap
Key

repeated here as well as on a

1

preceding page.

ABC

2

Action
Turn Notification ON/OFF
Edit
1
Enable Entry (1-10)
2
Edit Entry (see planning form)
1
Change Entry Type
2
Change Phone Number
3
Change PIN Number
4
Change Number of Tries
5
Change Wait between Tries
6
Change PIN Prefix (not prompted)
7
Change MBX Prefix (not prompted)
3
Change to Another Entry
Return to Previous Menu

ABC

ABC

DEF

GHI

JKL

MNO

MNO

16

DEF

#
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1

Turn Notification ON/OFF

Follow the prompts to turn enhanced notification off if it is on, or on if it is
off.
The user may decide to turn enhanced notification off when they are in the
office, on vacation, or any time they want to minimize calls to their extension, pager, or outside telephones.
ABC

2

Edit

Edit permits the user to enable an entry in the notification list, edit an entry
using keys “1” through “7”, or select a new entry.
1

Enable Entry (1-10)

This allows the user to enable or disable the Entry which is currently selected. Entries which are disabled are not notified. The user may select another Entry for enabling or disabling with the “3” key (see “Change to Another Entry”, below).
ABC

2

Edit Entry

Pressing “2” provides the user with options “1” through “7”, below. These
options enable the user to create or modify an entry in their Enhanced Notification list.

n To create a new list, the user just steps through the options as they appear below, chooses another Entry with the “3” key, and repeats until
they are finished with their list.
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n To modify a list, the user chooses an Entry they wish to modify with the
“3” key; then makes the desired changes using keys “1” through “7.”
All changes should be recorded on the user’s Enhanced Notification
planning form (in their COVoice User’s Guide) to provide for future
reference.
1

Change Entry Type

Enter
“1” if the Phone Number is to an extension
“2” if the Phone Number is to an outside number
“3” if the Phone Number is to a pager
ABC

2

Change Phone Number

As prompted, the user enters the Phone Number for the selected Entry and
confirms with the “#” key.

n For pagers that require dialing only one number, that number is entered
here.

n For pagers that require dialing two numbers, the first number is entered
here.
DEF

3

Change PIN Number (pager only)

As prompted, the user enters the PIN Number for the selected Entry and
confirms with the “#” key.
This option is for pagers that require dialing two numbers; the second
number is to be entered here. Do not enter anything if a PIN number is not
required.
NOTE: COVoice supports the characters 0 through 9, "*", "#", and ","
(comma) as parts of pager PIN numbers. However, the "*", "#", and ","
(comma) characters must be entered through the External Maintenance
program. The user cannot enter them. See the Making Changes chapter.
GHI

4

Change Number of Tries

As prompted, the user enters the number of times they wish COVoice to try
the number for the selected entry each time it passes through the list. Their
choice must be confirmed by pressing the “#” key.
For numbers where the user is less likely to be, they may wish to reduce
the number of Tries. Others will have to hear the telephone ring, and ex-
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NOTE: The ability to dial a pager or
other outside number may be
disabled by the class of service
assigned to the mailbox. See the
Mailbox Forms section in Chapter
400, Making Changes: Using the
CDE Forms.

NOTE: It is not necessary for the user
to enter the prefixes for long distance
(“1”) or for accessing an outside
number (typically “9”).

cessive ringing can be quite disturbing. The default number of tries is 3.
JKL

5

Change Wait Between Tries (all types)

As prompted, the user enters the number of minutes they want COVoice to
wait after each try before trying again. They confirm the number by pressing the “#” key.
If the user has an urgent need to be informed when a message is left in
their mailbox, they might enter “5” for five minutes. If their need to be informed is not urgent, they can enter up to “60” for sixty minutes.
When COVoice notifies to a pager, the pager displays the mailbox number.
If this number is not displayed, the PIN Prefix and/or the MBX Prefix
(below) may need to be adjusted. These are normally adjusted only by the
administrator.
NOTE: The user is not prompted for Edit Entry options “6” and “7”,
below, because these options should not be changed without consulting
the administrator.
CAUTION: Users must not change

MNO

6

the PIN Prefix or the Mailbox
Prefix unless they thoroughly
understand its meaning. These are
usually set by the administrator, so
the user does not normally need to

Change PIN Prefix (pager only)

The PIN Prefix is the number of pauses that separate the time that the
Phone Number is dialed from the time that the PIN Number is dialed (the
default pause is two seconds). It provides an interval long enough for COVoice to receive a dial tone.

change them.

PRS

7

Change Mailbox Prefix (pager only)

The Mailbox Prefix is the number of pauses that separate the time that the
final pager number is dialed from the time that COVoice sends the mailbox
number to the pager (the default pause length is two seconds). It provides
an interval long enough to connect with the pager.
DEF

3

Change to Another Entry

This option allows the user to select another Entry to edit, enable, or disable. After pressing “3” it is selected using the Entry numbers on the
user’s planning form (numbers 1 through 10). The user confirms the
choice by pressing the “#” key.
#

Return to Previous Menu

The previous menu is the Change Mailbox Settings menu.
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The user may want to hear the date and time of a message immediately
after each message is played.
The user follows the prompts to press “1” to turn off the date and time
announcement if it is on, or to turn it on if it is off. (If the user turns the
date and time announcement off, they can still hear it after a message is
played by pressing “6.”)
Mailbox Forwarding Options: Introduction
The next four options allow the user to forward their mailbox to another
mailbox, an extension, a menu, or an outside number. When a mailbox is
forwarded, no greeting is played and the caller is immediately connected
to the destination to which the mailbox is forwarded.
ABC

2

Forward to a Mailbox

Change Date and
Time Announcement
(page 8 of COVoice
User's Guide)

PRS

Change Mailbox
Forwarding

7

Forwarding can also be changed by
External Maintenance program or
through the user’s mailbox.

The user may wish to use this option if, for example, they are going on
vacation and they want all messages to be handled by an assistant. The
user would then forward their mailbox to the assistant’s mailbox.

3

6

the administrator through the

After pressing “5”, the user simply enters the number of the mailbox to
which they want their mailbox forwarded.

DEF

MNO

Forward to an Extension

After pressing “4”, the user simply enters the extension number to which
they want their mailbox forwarded.
The user might use this option if, for example, they want their calls to be
handled by their assistant directly. The user would then forward their
mailbox to the assistant’s extension. It is possible that the assistant could
share the user's extension.
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GHI

4

The user can access their own
mailbox, if it has been forwarded,
by pressing the

(star) key

quickly after entering the mailbox
number when logging in.

Forward to a Menu

After pressing “6”, the user presses the number of the menu to which they
want the mailbox forwarded. All menus are created and maintained by the administrator through the External Maintenance program. Each menu has an
identification number assigned. The administrator can provide the user with
the identification numbers for menus.
This option is for situations in which an extension is being used to lead the
caller to additional choices.
Example application: The user's extension forwards to a mailbox, which is
in turn forwarded to a menu that offers two options: 1. emergency, and 2.
normal messages. Option “1” is set to go to a mailbox which will page the
user, and option "2" will not page the user. This application might be used
by service-oriented companies.

CAUTION: Voice Mail system
hackers have accessed mailboxes
and changed forwarding numbers to
long-distance numbers, made calls,

JKL

5

Forward to an Outside Number

The user may also forward a mailbox to an outside telephone number. The
outside number may contain up to 20 digits.

and created excessive charges. If
the users have access to the outside

Note that the availability of this option is restricted by:

forwarding option, make sure that

n System setting—Outside Forwarding (ON/OFF) by default is OFF.
n Toll restriction—The telephone system may be restricted from dialing long

your telephone system is properly
restricted.

distance on any of the voice mail channels.

n Telephone system capability—For calls originating outside, requires the
ability to make a trunk-to-trunk connection without supervision.
Trunks are the telephone lines that connect your telephone system to the local telephone company office. A trunk-to-trunk connection in this case
means calling in on one of the lines while using a mailbox to forward to an
outside number. The trunk on which the call came in would then be connected to the trunk on which the forwarded call went out.
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The user may assign a personal operator to their mailbox. This option is
useful when you would like calls directed to your personal assistant when
you are not available. The user simply enters the extension of the person they
wish to assign as personal operator. The personal operator, rather than the
system operator, is accessed when a caller presses "0" during the mailbox
greeting. The user should add instructions to their greeting directing callers
to press "0" to reach the operator.
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TUV

Change or
Assign Personal
Operator
8

JKL

Changing Extension Settings

Change
Extension
Settings
5

Log into your voice mailbox.
Press 5.
You can set up your extension
to forward calls to another
extension, mailbox, outside
number, or menu; screen calls;
and allow callers to hold. You can
also select a personal operator
to take your calls when your
extension is busy or doesn't
answer.

Extension settings can also be

The system will tell you how your extension is
set up and give you the following options:

Press

* Press
** Press
Press
Press

1

to change forwarding.

ABC

to change screening.

DEF

to change holding.

2

3

GHI

to foward your telephone to Voice Mail.

JKL

to change or assign personal operator.

4

5

See the system adminstrator for more details
on changing extension settings.

changed by the administrator
through the External Maintenance

18

program Extension Editor and (for

Transfer and Class of Service Dependent
* Smart
Phone System Dependent
**

Holding and Screening only) the
Class of Service Editor.
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The way in which the user’s extension operates can be programmed by the
user through the extension settings described below.

1
ing

Change Forward-

Forwarding sends an incoming call directly to the extension or mailbox
the user specifies. The user’s extension does not ring.
Extension forwarding is available only if the system uses the automated
attendant. To forward when there is no automated attendant, use mailbox
forwarding (see “Change Mailbox Mode.)

1

Turn Forwarding Off

If forwarding is currently on, pressing “1” turns it off.
ABC

2

Forward to Another Extension

The user enters the extension to which they wish their own extension forwarded.
The user may want to forward to another extension any time they want
someone else to answer their calls. Another reason would be that the user
will temporarily be located at another extension, and they want to answer
their calls there.
DEF

3

Forward to a Mailbox

The user enters the mailbox number where they wish to receive messages
when their extension is dialed.
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The user may want to forward to their own mailbox when they are away
from their office, to prevent their telephone from ringing during that time.
They may want to forward to a mailbox belonging to an assistant, so the
assistant can handle their messages during their absence.
When the user forwards their extension to their own mailbox, callers receive a quicker response because the mailbox greeting answers them immediately.

GHI

4

Forward to a Menu

This option allows an extension to be forwarded to a menu. After pressing
"4", the user enters the number of the menu to which their mailbox is to be
forwarded. They confirm their choice by pressing the "#" key.
Forwarding an extension to a menu gives the caller multiple options, such
as dialing another extension to obtain help from an assistant or listening to
an announcement.
This option requires careful planning and the creation of appropriate
menu(s). Instructions for creating and modifying voice menus are located
in Chapter 400, Making Changes: Using the CDE Forms. Instructions for
recording the prompts that make up menus are located in both this chapter
and Chapter 400.
Example: Forwarding is used with "dummy" extensions, that is, extensions that don't physically exist. There is one dummy extension for each
department. Each dummy extension is set up to forward to a menu. Each
menu gives the user choices that are appropriate for the department.

MNO

6

Busy or No Answer Forwarding

With the following options, the user can have their extension forwarded
directly to another extension, mailbox, or menu on a busy or no answer
condition.In addition, they can program a second alternate extension,
mailbox, or menu which is accessed if connection to the first alternate is
unsuccessful.
1

Change 1st Alternate Busy Forwarding

ABC

Change 2nd Alternate Busy Forwarding

DEF

Change 1st Alternate No Answer Forwarding

GHI

Change 2nd Alternate No Answer Forwarding

2

3
4
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For example, extension 304 could have the following forwarding setup:

1

Change Forwarding, cont.

1st Alternate Busy
2nd Alternate Busy

Direct
SMART Extn
After Options Mailbox

305
306

1st Alternate No Answer
2nd Alternate No Answer

Direct
External

305

SMART Extn
555-1314

In this example, if extension 304 is busy, the call will forward, using SMART
transfer, to extension 305. If extension 305 is busy or does not answer, the
caller will hear the options menu, and then go to mailbox 306 if they choose
to leave a message.
If extension 304 does not answer, the call will be SMART transferred to
extension 305. If extension 305 is busy or does not answer, the call will be
transferred to an external number, 555-1314.
If you have read the Extension Forms section of Chapter 400, Making
Changes: Using the CDE Forms, you will note that you can do additional
programming to allow blind transferring to extension and external numbers.
This is not directly available to the user.
Note: If you choose BLIND Extn as your 1st Alternate for busy or no answer conditions, your
2nd Alternate will never be accessed because the call will be released no matter what the
condition of the 1st Alternate. Be certain that this is what you want if you choose BLIND Extn.
ABC
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Change Screening

The user can turn screening on or off using the “1” key.
Call Screening asks the caller to state their name. The caller’s name is announced to the user, who can then accept or reject the call. If the user rejects
the call, the caller is told that the extension doesn’t answer. If the user accepts
the call, the call is immediately transferred to the user.

DEF
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Change Holding

The availability of Call Screening
and Holding depends on the
telephone system in which COVoice
is installed.

The user follows prompts to turn holding on or off using the “1” key.
Call Holding allows callers to choose to be placed on hold if the extension
they are calling is busy. Callers who are on hold are placed in a queue with
others who are on hold, and are periodically informed of their position in the
queue and given the option of hanging up.
The holding interval (how often COVoice calls the extension while the caller
is holding) is set in the Class of Service Forms. See Chapter 400, Making
Changes: Using the CDE Forms, for more information.
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With Mitel systems, COVoice can forward a telephone to voice mail. This
means that the actual phone, not only the COVoice extension, will be
forwarded. This is very useful when a user is away from the office and
would like to forward their telephone to voice mail to prevent unnecessary ringing and waiting time for callers. It is also convenient when they
have a direct number, and would like to check their messages. Once the
telephone has been forwarded, the user needs only to call the direct
number and log in to the mailbox to check messages. This option is
SMART Transfer and Phone System Dependent.

GHI
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Forward
Your Telephone
to Voice Mail

WARNING: DO NOT FORWARD YOUR TELEPHONE WHEN
USING CALL SCREENING. IT CAN CAUSE ABNORMAL OPERATION OF THE SYSTEM.

The user may assign a personal operator to their extension. This option is
useful when you would like calls directed to your personal assistant when
you are not available. The user simply enters the extension of the person
they wish to assign as personal operator. The personal operator, rather
than the system operator, is accessed when a caller presses "0." The user
should add instructions to their greeting directing callers to press "0" to
reach the operator.

JKL

Change or
Assign Personal
Operator
5

MNO

Pressing “6” gives the user the choice of immediately transferring to
another mailbox or an extension while they are accessing their mailbox.

1

Transfer to Another Mailbox

Transfer
out of Mailbox
Transfer Options

The user may transfer to another mailbox in order to leave a message.
ABC
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6

Transfer to an Extension

The user may transfer to any extension.
Perhaps the user is off site, has just listened to a message, and would like
to talk to the person who left the message. Transferring allows the user to
call the person’s extension directly from within the mailbox, without having to exit to another menu.
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Administrative
Mailbox
Programming
About the Administrative Mailbox

COVoice allows you to make programming changes over the telephone, using a system-designated mailbox.
This permits you to be mobile; it also permits you to make requested
changes in the presence of the requester, that is, from the requester’s extension. This makes it very convenient to confirm the changes immediately.
Every COVoice voice mail system has an administrative mailbox, which is
set up during installation by your dealer. It differs from other mailboxes
only in that it allows administrative programming.
You can look up the number of the administrative mailbox in the External
Maintenance program, in the System Options Form.

Accessing the
Administrative Mailbox

You access the administrative mailbox in the same way as any other
mailbox, using its password.
About Administrative Programming
Once you are in the administrative mailbox, press the “7” key to access
administrative programming. The following programming options are
available:
1. Extension Maintenance
2. Mailbox Maintenance
3. Channel and System Reset
4. Utilities

1

Extension
Maintenance

Extension maintenance allows you to add a new extension to COVoice, or
assign a different mailbox to an extension.

1

Add a new Extension

As prompted,

n Enter the extension number you wish to add, and confirm.
n Enter the number of the mailbox to be assigned to the new extension; or,
enter “0” if a mailbox is not to be assigned to the extension.
ABC
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Assign Mailbox to Extension

This allows you to assign a mailbox to an extension you recently added, or
change the mailbox already assigned. (The mailbox and extension are normally assigned the same number when extensions are added.)
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As prompted,

n Enter the extension you want to change.
n Enter the mailbox number to be assigned and confirm.
COVoice returns you to the preceding menu for other extension maintenance choices.

The following options enable you to perform many of the mailbox maintenance functions that are available in the External Maintenance program
described in the Making Changes: Using the CDE Forms chapter. Some
of the maintenance functions that are not available through the administrative mailbox can be performed by opening the user’s mailbox (see
“Administrator Access to User Mailboxes”, below).

1

ABC
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Mailbox
Maintenance

Add a New Mailbox

You can add a new mailbox to your voice mail system.
The name of the mailbox owner

As prompted,

n Enter the mailbox number you wish to add, and confirm your choice.
n Enter the class of service you wish to assign to this mailbox.
For a discussion of classes of service, also see the Making Changes: Using the CDE Forms chapter.
ABC
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should be entered as soon as
possible using the External
Maintenance program. For instructions, see the Making Changes: Using
the CDE Forms chapter.

Turn off Mailbox

You can disable a mailbox so that it is entirely inactive, even though it remains on the system. This would occur, for example, if an employee leaves
the company and their extension and mailbox are temporarily unassigned.

After turning the mailbox off, you
should remove the owner’s name in
the Mailbox Forms. See "Accessing

As prompted,

n Enter the mailbox number you wish to turn off, and confirm your choice.

the Mailbox Forms" in the Making
Changes: Using the CDE Forms

chapter.
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Change Class of Service
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You can assign a different class of service to a mailbox, if you have multiple classes of service.
As prompted,

n Enter the number of the mailbox you wish to change.
COVoice reminds you of the current class of service assigned to the
mailbox.

n Enter the number of the class of service you wish to assign to the mailbox.
For a discussion of classes of service, see the Making Changes chapter.
GHI

Reset Password
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You can reset the password of a mailbox to the default (usually 1111). Do
this, for example, if a user forgets their password. They can then enter a
new password the next time they access their mailbox.
As prompted,

n Enter the number of the mailbox where the password is to be reset.
n Confirm your choice to reset the password.
JKL

Change Notification Interval
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You can change the default notification interval for a mailbox. This setting
is called List Interval in the External Maintenance program, and applies to
Enhanced Notification (see “Change Notification.”). It is the amount of
time between repetitions of an Enhanced Notification list.
As prompted,

n Enter the mailbox for which you wish to change the interval.
COVoice reminds you of the current interval.

n Enter the new interval in minutes.
MNO
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Change Notification Attempts

You can change the default notification attempts for a mailbox. This setting is referred to as List Attempts in the External Maintenance program.
List Attempts is the number of times that an Enhanced Notification list is
repeated each time a new message appears in the user’s mailbox.
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As prompted,

n Enter the mailbox for which you wish to change the number of List Attempts.
COVoice reminds you of the current List Attempts count for the mailbox.

n Enter the new attempts count, and save the new attempts count.
PRS
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Change Notification Password Requirement

You may turn the password requirement for access to the mailbox on or
off.

n Enter the mailbox you wish to change.
n Press “1” to turn the requirement off if it is on, or vice versa.
COVoice will confirm your choice.
When the password requirement is re-enabled, the password is reset to the
default (usually 1111).

8

password requirement be turned off.
However, it is not recommended

As prompted,

TUV

Some organizations require that the

Change Lamp Lighting Extension

You may assign a different extension to a mailbox for Message Waiting
Lamp notification.
As prompted,

n Enter the mailbox number whose extension lamp you wish to re-assign.
n Enter the new extension to which it is to be assigned for lamp notification, and confirm.
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because it eliminates security for the
mailbox owner.
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Channel And
System Reset

You may reset either a channel or the entire COVoice system in order to
eliminate improper functioning.

1

Reset a Channel

A channel is a telephone path within the COVoice system. Each channel
can be connected to your office telephone system or directly to your local
telephone company office.
If one channel ceases to function while the others continue to operate, reset the channel. Follow the prompts to designate the channel you wish to
reset.
COVoice will confirm that the channel has been reset.
ABC
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Reset System

If problems continue, press “2” to reset the system. The system actually
shuts down and restarts, so you will probably wish to inform the people in
your office before you reset the system.
GHI
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Utilities

1

Toggle Message-Waiting Lamp

Press “1” to reset the message-waiting lamp of an extension.
As prompted,
If two mailboxes share the same
lamp extension and one has a

n Enter the number of the extension you wish to change.
COVoice will immediately reset the lamp appropriately, and then confirm that the message waiting lamp for that extension has been changed.

message waiting, COVoice will not
reset the lamp.

When you instruct COVoice to change the extension, COVoice checks the
messages in the associated mailbox. If there are new messages, it lights
the lamp. If there are none, it turns the lamp off. It may become necessary
to reset the lamps if there is a power outage, because most telephone systems lose lamp notification during power outages.
See the Making Changes: Using the
CDE Forms chapter for making

menus from prompts.

ABC
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Record Voice Prompts

This allows you to create or change voice prompts. Prompts are played in
a serial order to create menus (such as the day menu).
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MENU
Prompt
Prompt
Prompt
Prompt
Prompt

"Please enter extension of the person you
want, or
'For sales, press 1."
"For technical support, press 2."
"To talk to an operator, press 3."
"To repeat these instructions, press the
star key."

Menu and prompts

The following prompt-recording options are provided:
1

Create New Prompt

Enter the number you wish to assign to the prompt. Remember to avoid
using a number that has already been assigned to another prompt.
ABC
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Re-record Existing Prompt

Enter the prompt number of the prompt you wish to re-record.
With either of the above options, the choices below are presented. After
using the choices to set up or change a prompt, choose “9” to save and
exit.
After creating a new prompt, it can be used to direct callers. (See the Making Changes chapter for instructions on creating and using prompts.)
1

Play

Play the prompt If you are changing a prompt, you can hear the prompt
you wish to change. You can play the prompt each time you make a
change, and thus confirm the results of each change you make. If you are
creating a prompt, you can hear the prompt you just recorded.
ABC
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Record

This simply announces “recording”, at which point you begin recording.
When you are finished, wait for the Record Voice Prompts menu to repeat,
or press any key.
DEF
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Append

This simply announces “recording”, at which time you begin recording the
message you wish to append to the end of the currently-selected prompt.
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Trim Front

This cuts a standard length from the beginning of the currently-selected
prompt. The purpose of trimming is to remove awkward intervals of silence from the beginning of the prompt. The default trim length is 0.1 seconds. You may change the default trim length with the Change Trim
Length option (see below).
After you press “4”, COVoice confirms that the prompt file has been
trimmed.
To confirm that you have trimmed enough from the prompt, play it back
using the “1” option.
JKL
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There are occasions when extra time
at the end of a prompt is needed. For
example, leave enough time for the
listener to press keys when the
prompt requests a response from the
listener.

Trim End

This cuts a standard length from the end of the currently-selected prompt.
The purpose of trimming is to remove awkward intervals of silence from
the end of the prompt.
The default trim length is 0.1 seconds. You may change the default trim
length with the Change Trim Length option (see below).
After you press “5”, COVoice confirms that the prompt file has been
trimmed.
To confirm that you have trimmed enough from the prompt, play it back
using the “1” option.
MNO
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Change Trim Length

You may change the trim length discussed above. The default is 0.1 seconds.
After you press “6”, COVoice reminds you of the current length.
Enter the new trim length in tenths of a second, followed by the “#” key.
For example, 1.3 seconds would be entered as 13#, and 0.9 seconds would
be entered as 9#. COVoice returns you to the previous menu.
WXY
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Save and Exit

After you are finished creating or changing a prompt, press “9” to save
the prompt and return to the previous menu.
DEF
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Change Time

You can change your system time between standard and daylight savings
time.
Press "1" for U.S.A. daylight savings time; press “2” for standard time.
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While in the Administrative Mailbox, you will receive administrative
messages if problems occur, such as call transferring difficulties; inadequate voice storage space; or diskette failure.

Administrative
Messages

Voice Message Space
This message warns you when the system is running out of disk space for
storing mailbox messages. The system announces the remaining disk
space when there is only enough space left on the hard disk to store 30
minutes of messages; and another at 15 minutes, and another at 5 minutes.
When there is no space left, the system will no longer store voice messages or transfer a call to a mailbox.
If you are running out of space, it is usually because there are too many
obsolete files stored on your system’s hard disk. Some times it is because
usage is heavier than anticipated.

n To maximize your current space, perform the following tasks using the
External Maintenance program (see "Cleanup Utilities" in the Maintenance chapter).
—Remove old versions of backup files.
—Purge old transaction logs.

n To obtain additional space, contact your dealer for instructions on purchasing additional space.
Erroneous References
While in the Administrative mailbox, you will be notified whenever a
menu, mailbox, or extension you try to reach refers to a nonexistent extension or mailbox.
You can access a user's mailbox to make certain kinds of changes.
How to Access a User's Mailbox
To access a user's mailbox, simply log in to that mailbox in the normal
way, using the administrative mailbox password. You will be greeted with
the number of messages in the mailbox and have certain options available.

Administrator Access to
User Mailboxes

NOTE: If a user has the same
password as the administrator, the
user will be limited to the same

Options Available in a User's Mailbox

options as the administrator. If this

The administrator can access only options 4, 5, and 6 of the main user
menu (change mailbox settings, change extension settings, and transfer to
an extension or other mailbox). The administrator has no access either to
the password or to messages left in the mailbox.

to change the administrative mailbox

ever occurs, the simplest solution is
password. This avoids the delay
involved in having the user change
their password. It also is better for
system security because it avoids
telling the user what the administrative mailbox password is.
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Retrieve Menu

User Menu Tree

Main User Menu
1
2
3
4
5
6

7

Retrieve Messages
Send Messages
Send to distribution
list
Change mailbox
settings
Change extension
settings
Transfer
1
To another
mailbox
2
To an extension
Administrative
Mailbox programming
Administrator Only.
See "Administrative
Mailbox Menu Tree"

8
9
#

*

Retrieve saved
messages
Hang up
Go to previous menu
Replay voice prompts

1
Replay messages
2
Save Message
3
Discard Message
4
Copy Message
5
Reply to Message
6
Play Time & Date
7 + 7 Skip message
7 + 1 Scan messages
8
Pause (duringmes
sage)
8
Retrieve saved
messages (after
listening to new
messages)

Send Messages Menu
1
2
3
4

*
1
2
3

System list *
Personal list *
Manual list *
When finished
Abort

*

Class of Service
controlled

*#

Mailbox Settings Menu

Extension Settings Menu

2
3
4
5

Change Forwarding
(FWD)
1
Turn off
2
FWD to another
ext.
3
FWD to a mailbox
4
FWD to a menu
Change Screening*
Change Holding
Forward telephone to
voice mail**
Change or assign
personal operator

*

Smart Transfer and
Class of Service
dependent

**

Telephone system
dependent

8

Listen again
Rewind
Fast forward
Pause

1
2
3

Listen
Re-record
Append

1
2
3

Priority
Certified
Private

Distribution List Menu

1

1

Send message
Edit message
Discard message
Label message
Repeat instructions

1

*#

2
3
4
5
6
7

8

Edit (depends on
mode)
Greetings
Questions
Edit name
Edit password
Change mailbox mode
Change notification
Change date & time
announcement
Change forwarding
1 Turn off
2 FWD to another
mailbox
3 FWD to an exten
sion
4 FWD to a menu
Change or assign
personal operator

Edit Greetings
1
2

3
#

Change activegreeting
Rerecord greeting
1
Play
2
Record
3
Erase
#
To previous
menu
Play all greetings
Return to previous
menu

Edit Questions
1
2
3
4

5

Play all questions
Record all questions
Delete all questions
Edit a question
1
Play
2
Re-record
3
Delete
Set options
1
Termination
method
2
Response
editing enable
3
Operator access
by caller

Change Notification Menu
1
2

Turn notification on/off
Edit
1 Enable entry
2 Edit entry
1 Entry type
2 Phone number
3 PIN number
4 Number of tries
5 Wait between
tries
6 PIN Prefix
7 MBX prefix
3 Change to another
entry
# Return to previous menu
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Mailbox Modes
1
2
3
4
5

Take messages
Greeting only
Q & A mode
RAD mode
Service Bureau mode

Administrative
Mailbox Menu
Tree
(Option 7 on Main
User Menu)
1
2

Add new extension
Assign mailbox to extension

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Add a new mailbox
Turn off mailbox
Change class of service
Reset password
Change notification interval
Change notification attempts
Change password requirement
Change lamp lighting extension

1
2

Reset a channel
Reset the system

1
2

Toggle message waiting lamp
Record voice prompts
1 Create new prompt
2 Re-record existing prompt
1 Play
2 Record
3 Append
4 Trim front
5 Trim end
6 Change trim length
7 Save and exit
Change time
1 Standard time
2 USA daylight savings time

Main Administrative Menu
1
2
3
4

Extension Maintenance
Mailbox Maintenance
Channel and System Reset
Utilities

3
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Appendix A: COVoice EZ Forms
A-1

This appendix contains descriptions
and examples of forms that can help
you perform and keep track of many
administrative functions.

The example forms provided in this appendix are described below.
COVoice EZ Form 200
Pre-installation Questionnaire
This form contains questions to ask the customer, before the installation, about how they will be using their system. Filling out this form
will make the installation easier.
COVoice EZ Form 201
Menu Flow Chart
This is for planning and recording the flow of menus when menus lead to
other menus (submenus). Use this form in conjunction with EZ Form
202.
COVoice EZ Form 202
Menu Planner
This is for detailed planning and recording of the contents of a menu.
Use this form before creating any menu. Use this form in conjunction
with the Menu Forms in the External Maintenance program.
COVoice EZ Form 203
Menu Prompt Recording Sheet
This is another form for keeping track of menu prompt recordings. It
contains some COVoice system prompts, with room to add the prompts
you record.
COVoice EZ Form 204
COVoice Programming Sheet
This form contains the default settings and the setting ranges of the
values found in the System Options Form, the Global & Channel
Parameters, and the Phone System settings. It includes a column to
record your changes, if you choose to make any.
COVoice EZ Form 205
Enhanced Notification Planning Sheet
This is for planning the enhanced notification setup for two mailboxes.
This form is used with either the Mailbox Forms in the External Maintenance program, or with the Administrative Mailbox described in the
Detailed User's Guide chapter. Enhanced Notification may be set up
through either of these two features.
NOTE: Because users can alter their enhanced notification settings, EZ Form 205 may not
be useful for keeping a record of enhanced notification setups. To view current settings, use
the Mailbox Forms in the External Maintenance program.
NOTE: Each COVoice User's Guide contains a similar form.

COVoice EZ Form 206
Distribution List
This is for planning and recording a system or personal distribution list.
Use one form for each distribution list you create. Use this form in
conjunction with the System and Personal Distribution List Forms in
the External Maintenance program.
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COVoice EZ Form 207
Class of Service Settings
This is for planning and recording the settings for a class of service. Use
a form for each class of service that you set up. Use this form in conjunction with the Class of Service Forms in the External Maintenance
program.
COVoice EZ Form 208
User Programming Sheet
This is for recording user information, such as name, mailbox number,
class of service, and general mailbox and extension settings.
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COVoice PRE-INSTALLATION QUESTIONAIRE
(Page 1.)
EQUIPMENT
Telephone System
COVoice System
System Password?

Model #
Software Release #

Software Release #
(Default is "password")

CUSTOMER
* Customer Name
Number of employees?
* Do you have a list of extension numbers and names? _______
How many are to be trained?
* Working Hours From
to
Do you close for lunch during your working hours? If yes, when: From ________to ________
Days Off
What are your Holidays?
* Mailbox Password Size?
(fixed - 3-15/variable)
* Who will be the Administrator? Name
Ext.
How would you like to use COVoice?
__As a Primary Automated Attendant?
__As a Secondary/Backup Attendant to a live operator?
__As Voice Mail Only?
__As Voice Mail in the Day and Automated Attendant at Night?
__As Automated Attendant only?
ATTENDANT
* What is the operator's extension?
* What is the operator's secondary extension, if any?
* What Voice Mailbox will be used as the General Mailbox (Night Messages) ________
Do all Channels answer the same way?
How do you want the channels to answer incoming calls during working hours? (Prompt
Scripts).
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________

How do you want the channels to answer incoming calls during off hours? (Prompt / Scripts)
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________

Do you want to use COVoice’s automated extension/mailbox directory, or create your own?
________________________________________________________________________
If so, do you want the directory to locate by first or last names?
Do any extensions require holding or screening (SMART transfer only)?
* Indicates that this information is required for Quick Setup.
COVOICE-EZ FORM 200 (01/08/96)

COVOICE PRE-INSTALLATION QUESTIONAIRE (Cont'd)
(Page 2.)
VOICE MAIL
Are there any mailboxes to be created for employees without extensions? (Field personnel)?
Would you like it so that it appears that they have an extension?
Do you expect that anyone will be receiving unusually long messages? (Avg = 20 Sec.,
Default = 2 Min., Max. = 16 Min.)
How many different classes of service do you want?
(Use Class of Service Form)
Is there anyone who is to remain off the directory?
Are there any extensions which have multiple user's who require separate mailboxes?
Do you want calls to go directly to the Voice Mailbox Greeting?
Do you want to be able to leave messages to distribution list?
(Use Distribution List Form.)
Does anyone require forwarding to an outside telephone?
Does anyone wish to be notified by Pager when there a message is received?
If so, is there a primary pager #?
Are custom prompts required (By VSR)?
Other.

COVOICE-EZ FORM 200 (01/08/96)

COVOICE EZ
FORM 201

MAIN LEVEL

COVOICE MENU
FLOW CHART

(01/08/96)

Time:______________

Channel(s)__________

Menu Number_____

Menu Name _________

Key #____ Menu # ____
Menu Name

Key #____ Menu # ____
Menu Name

Key #____ Menu # ____
Menu Name

Key #____ Menu # ____
Menu Name

SUB LEVEL 1

Key #

Key #

Key #

Key #

Menu #

Menu #

Menu #

Menu #

SUB LEVEL 2

Menu Name

Menu Name

Menu Name

Menu Name

Page # _____

COVoice Menu Planner
Menu #
Name
In order to assist with Menu Planning and recording you should first write out your script. After writing
the script you should then assign the corresponding key assignments.

Prompt #

Script

Key Assignments
0-

6-

1-

7-

2.-

8-

3-

9

4-

*-

5-

#-

EXIT COMMANDS
Maximum replays without response
Command-when replays are exceeded
Maximum invalid key attempts
Command-when invalid attempts exceeded
Immediate Dialing (circle one):

Extension

Mailbox

None

Valid key assignments are
Call transfer-- Direct
Request
First key
Hangup

Voice Mail-- Direct
Request
First key

COVOICE EZ FORM 202 (01/08/96)

Extension Directory menu
Menu-Choose
Invalid Key
Mailbox Directory
Play file-Choose Prompt

Menu Prompt Recording Sheet

Prompt
Number
50
205

Used by
COVoice
Call transfer
COVoice
Directory

** Prompt Number **
** Used by **
** Prompt Text **
** R/B **
**
**

!

Prompt Text
Please hold
Using the keypad, enter up to 8 letters of the person’s last name. For Q
press 7, for Z press 9. Press One when your have finished.

Number assigned to Prompt
System or Menu
What the prompt tells the caller.
Who Recorded the Prompt
To enable replace Online %1 with Online -ANNOUNCE in V.BAT

COVOICE EZ FORM 203 (1/08/96)

R/B

COVOICE PROGRAMMING SHEET
DESCRIPTION

SYSTEM

DEFAULT

Delay Before Paging Analysis (10ths of a Second)

Page# 1
RANGE

0

0-32000

None

20 Chars.

Fax Tone Detection Setting

Off

On/Off

General Mailbox

QS

Fax Dial String

Logging

Both

None/File/Screen/
Both

Logging Blocked Lines

ON

On/Off

Logging Retention (Days)

30

1-99

Operator Extension

QS

Maximum Invalid Attempts

3

Maximum Plays
Menu Prompt Maximum Length
Minimum Message Length

0-9

2

1-9

120

60-999

3 (sec)

2-10

No. of seconds ringing before no answer

15

4-99

Off hook Dial tone Detection

ON

On/Off

Administrative Mailbox

QS

Extension Class of Service

(D)

1

1-999

Mailbox Class of Service

(D)

1

1-999

Date/Time

(D)

Manual

Manual/Automatic

Distribution List Access

(S)

Both

Both/None/
System/Personal
On/Off

Message Notification

(S)

On

Message Waiting Lamps

(S)

Always

Notification Attempts

(D)

3

Always/On/Off/
Auto/On
0-99

Notification Delay

(D)

3 min.

0-99

External Forwarding

(S)

Off

On/Off

Flash Character

&

Any Character

Flash Duration

50 (10 msec)

0-9999

Pause Duration

200

0-9999

6

0-9999

GLOBAL/
CHANNEL

Pulse Break
Pulse Make Interval

4

0-9999

100

0-9999

DTMF Delay

5

0-9999

Off Delay

50

0-999

Pulse Delay
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CHANGED TO

COVOICE PROGRAMMING SHEET
DESCRIPTION

Page # 2

DEFAULT

RANGE

GLOBAL/
CHANNEL
(con't)
Minimum Ring

3

0-9999

Minimum Off

5

0-9999

Ring Reset

80

0-9999

Minimum Silence

4

0-9999

DTMF on Duration

6

0-99

Minimum Pulse On

2

0-99

Minimum Pulse Off

2

0-99

Minimum Digit Separation

25

0-9999

Loop Current Off

0

0-9999

Recall Delay

0

0-9999

Maximum pulse on

60

0-9999

DTMF Detection Time

3

0-99

DTMF Edge

Default

DTMF Delay

2

Default/lead Edge/
Trailing Edge
0-9999

Silence Delay

0

0-9999

Rings for No Answer

4

0-99

Call Progress Delay

25

0-9999

4000

0-9999

Loop Current Valid Delay

10

0-9999

Loop Current Wait Delay

10

0-9999

VOX Optimization Setting

Voice

Absence Timeout

Continuous Timeout

650

Voice/Create/
Default/Signal
0-9999

ABOVE1OFF Variance

13

0-99

BELOW1OFF Variance

13

0-99

ABOVE2OFF Variance

13

0-99

BELOW2OFF Variance

13

0-99

ABOVEON Variance

13

0-99

BELOWON Variance

13

0-99

Busy Off Maximum 1

90

0-9999

Busy Off Maximum 2

90

0-9999

Busy On Maximum 1

90

0-9999

Busy Cycles

2

0-99

Glitch Duration

15

0-9999

Spike Duration

19

0-9999

Ring Off Maximum 1

90

0-9999

Ring Off Minimum 2

225

0-9999

Voice Analysis Flag

Disabled

Disabled/Enabled

Channel Flash Duration

0

0-9999

Ring On Maximum

90

0-9999

Ring Off Maximum A

700

0-9999

Ring Off Maximum B

530

0-9999
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CHANGED TO

COVOICE PROGRAMMING SHEET
DESCRIPTION

DEFAULT

Page # 3
RANGE

GLOBAL/
CHANNEL
(con't)
Start On Cycle

1

0-99

Busy On Maximum

78

0-9999

Busy Off Maximum

58

0-9999

1000

0-9999

Silence To Answer

-1

0-999

PVC Glitch

10

0-99

Voice Analysis Length

50

0-9999

PVC Spike

10

0-9999

Maximum Answer Analysis

PHONE
SYSTEM
SETTINGS
Dialing
Prefixes

Internal Call

Local Call

9,

Long distance

9,

After Dialing

Feature
Prefixes

Transfer Start

Abort Busy
Abort a No Answer
Reject a Caller
Transfer Connect
Hold a Call
Park a Call
Pick Up a Call
Conferencing
Transfer outside
Set Msg Waiting Lamp

QS

Clear Msg Waiting Lamp

QS

COVOICE EZ FORM 204 (01/08/96)

CHANGED TO

COVOICE ENHANCED NOTIFICATION PLANNING SHEET
_______

Entry
Number

Notify
Type*

Phone Number

Pager PIN
Number

Tries

Wait
(Minutes
)

Mailbox #

Pager PIN
Prefix

Mailbox
Prefix

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

* 1 = extension; 2 = outside number; 3 = pager

COVOICE ENHANCED NOTIFICATION PLANNING SHEET

Entry
Number

Notify
Type*

Phone Number

Pager PIN
Number

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

* 1 = extension; 2 = outside number; 3 = pager
COVOICE EZ FORM 205 (01/08/96)

Tries

Wait
(Minutes
)

Mailbox # _______

Pager PIN
Prefix

Mailbox
Prefix

COVOICE DISTRIBUTION LIST
LIST #

MBX#

______

LIST TYPE:

NAME

COVOICE EZ FORM 206 (01/08/96)

System
MBX#

Personal

PAGE #

______

Mailbox # _____
NAME

CLASS OF SERVICE SETTINGS
CLASS #
CLASS DESC.
PARAMETERS
Directory
DND-Treat as CFFM
Extension Maintenance
Forwarding Maintenance
Holding
Holding Interval
Personal Operator
Screening
Transfer Type
Overhead Paging
Attempts
Overhead Paging Holding
Interval
Overhead Paging On
Busy
Overhead Paging On No
Answer
Overhead Paging On
Always
Take Messages Mode
Greeting Only Mode
Hotel/Motel Mode
Hotel/Motel Admin. Mode
Q & A Mode
RAD Mode
Service Bureau Mode
External Forwarding
Password Type
Password Length
Restricted Password
Personal Distribution
Lists
Distribution List Type

Send Messages
Directory
Mailbox Maintenance
Forwarding Maintenance
External Priority
External Notify
Greeting Type
Maximum Greeting
Length
Maximum Message Count
Maximum Message
Length
Maximum Message
Retention
Certified Messages
Priority Messages
Private Messages
Notify Type

Save Allowed
RW/FF Speed

Default
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
30
Yes
No
Forced
Blind
2

Range
Yes/No
Yes/No
Yes/No
Yes/No
Yes/No
1-180
Yes/No
Yes/No
Smart/ Forced
Blind
1-99

30

1-180

No

Yes/No

Yes

Yes/No

No

Yes/No

Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
Fixed
4
No
5

Yes/No
Yes/No
Yes/No
Yes/No
Yes/No
Yes/No
Yes/No
Yes/No
Fixed/ Variable
3-15
Yes/No
1-99

Both

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Multiple
999

System,
Personal, Both
None
Yes/No
Yes/No
Yes/No
Yes/No
Yes/No
Yes/No
Single/ Multiple
20-999

30
120

10-999
20-999

30

1-365

Yes
Yes
Yes
Both

Yes/No
Yes/No
Yes/No
Lamps Phone
Both
None
Yes/No
1-120 (.1 sec)

Yes
3
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Page # _______

User Name
(Last, First)

Mailbox
Number

COVOICE USER PROGRAMMING SHEET
Extension
Number

COVOICE EZ FORM 208 (01/08/96)

Class of
Service

Holding
On/Off

Screening
On/Off

Notification
Type

Lamp Ext.

Pager #
(To Notify)

Page __________

Outside #
(To Notify)
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Appendix B
Glossary

Glossary
B-1

This glossary contains definitions
for terms used in this Installer's
Guide.

AAVM—Automated Attendant Voice Mail system
ACD—Automatic Call Distribution
Administrator—In the COVoice system, the person or persons responsible
for maintaining the programming and integrity of the system.
Analysis—Determining whether a call transfer was answered, not answered, or busy. Often used synonymously with Smart Transfer.
Automated Attendant—a feature of a voice mail system which answers
incoming calls directly, acting in place of an operator or receptionist. The
automated attendant guides callers via the caller's touch-tone keypad.
Backup—A copy of computer data made on an externally-stored medium
such as a floppy diskette. Backup safeguards the data in case it is damaged while on the computer's hard disk.
Blind Transfer—An unsupervised transfer to a telephone or extension.
Call Holding—A feature which asks a caller to a busy extension to make
a touch-tone entry if he or she wishes to hold. If holding is selected,
COVoice places the caller in a queue and informs the caller of which
position they hold in the queue. COVoice periodically gives the caller the
opportunity to remain in the queue, leave a voice message, or hang up.
When the preceding person in the queue has hung up, COVoice connects
the caller to the extension.
Call processing— See Voice Processing System.
Caller—A person who is making a call.
Call—An attempt to reach another person, recording, or mailbox by
telephone.
Call Queueing—Placing callers who are waiting for a busy extension on
hold. As the extension becomes available, the callers are connected to the
extension in the order in which their calls were received. See Call Holding.
CDE Form—A screen in the External Maintenance program that provides
the means for programming COVoice. See Programming.
Certified Messages—Messages that COVoice follows by informing the
sender of the date and time that the messages were retrieved.
Channel—The circuitry and/or software necessary to support one call.
Each COVoice channel is connected to the telephone system or an outside
line in the same manner as a telephone set. COVoice can support as many
calls in process as it has channels. Often used synonymously with Port.
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Class of Service—In COVoice, a collection of privileges and features that
are assigned to a group of mailboxes. Classes of service allow many
mailboxes to be programmed at once, by assigning them to the classes. If
carefully organized, classes of service can be used to control system abuse
and traffic levels.
CO—Central Office. The telephone company facility where calls to and
from your office are routed to and from other geographical locations.
COVTest—A utility program designed to display up to 4 COV ports
simultaneously. COVTest emulates the Superset 4 telephone and all
softkey and hardkey functionality, status, testing, and system programming.
Default—The usual COVoice setting; a value set by the factory or an
automated installation program. Defaults are used by the software in the
absence of a choice made by the user or administrator. For example, all
mailboxes belong to Class of Service 1 by default; more classes can be
created and mailboxes assigned to them.
Dial-through—The ability to dial another extension while listening to a
mailbox greeting.
Directory—a list created automatically by the COVoice system using
mailbox or extension information. There is an extension directory and a
mailbox directory. These are used by callers to locate an extension or
mailbox, using the name of the person they wish to contact.
Distribution Lists—A set of voice mailbox numbers that are set up to
receive the same message. There are three types of distribution lists:
■

Manual lists, which are temporary lists that can be created by users at
the time a message is to be sent; manual lists are not saved.

■

System lists, which are assembled by the system administrator and can
generally be accessed by any user.

■

Personal lists, which are defined by individual users and assembled by
the administrator. They can be accessed only through the mailboxes of
the users who defined them.

n A Broadcast list includes all mailboxes on the system, with the exception
of those who have disabled their inclusion via class of service.
DND-Treat as CFFM—Determines whether COVoice will treat the called
extension which has been placed in DND as a Busy condition or follow the
Always forwarding option in the extension form.
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Glossary

Dummy Extension—A number that can be called but is not connected to a
telephone set. Its purpose is to allow callers to arrive at a specific destination, such as a department, a work group, or a voice menu. When the
dummy extension is dialed, the call is forwarded to the destination. Sometimes called a phantom extension.
Emergency Messages—Messages that are heard prior to all new messages,
including Priority Messages.
Extension Settings—Those features which determine how calls to an
extension will be processed.
Extension—The number assigned to each station (telephone set) of the
telephone system.
Firstkey—The first digit in your extension or mailbox number. For
example, for extension 301 the Firstkey is 3. A COVoice channel or menu
can be programmed to recognize the first digit dialed as an extension or
mailbox number, a menu selection, or both.
Forwarding—The action of routing calls to an extension or voice mailbox
to another extension, pager, mailbox, or voice menu. This is done when
the owner of the extension is out of the office at a different known location, doesn’t want to receive calls, or (in the case of being forwarded to a
menu) the extension is part of an automated answering service function.
Forward—To select where a call will be forwarded.
General Messages—Messages not sent to a specific user’s mailbox.
Instead they are sent to the General mailbox. This occurs at night under
automated attendant direction, whenever a previously-existing mailbox can
no longer be found, or when the caller is unsure of the number of the
mailbox they wish to reach.
Greeting Only mode—A mailbox mode in which the mailbox plays a
greeting, then tells the caller to hang up. No message recording is allowed.
Greeting (mailbox)—The recording made by a mailbox owner to give
callers a personal message.
Holding Interval—The length of time that a caller must hold before
COVoice tries the extension again.
Holding—An extension setting that allows a caller the option of waiting on
line when an extension is busy.
Hotel Admin Mode—In this mailbox mode, a Hotel/Motel administrator
has the access to routine tasks such setting and resetting guest room
mailboxes, setting, checking, and printing wake up calls, and leaving
messages.
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Hotel/Motel Mode—This mailbox mode is primarily for hotel and motel
guest rooms. It has limited user options. A caller will hear a prerecorded
greeting indicating the guest is unavailable. The caller has the option of
leaving a message or transferring to the Hotel operator.
Immediate Dialing—A field that can be programmed in the Menu Forms
to enable multiple functions, such as menu and extension access, for the
same key.
Incoming call—A call arriving at your office telephone system from
another location.
Key—Any of the button switches on the telephone dial pad.
Loudspeaker Paging Announcement and Call Retrieve—COVoice gives a
caller, attempting to reach an extension that has been forwarded to voice
mail, the option to either “leave a message, try another extension, or "have
me paged”. If the caller elects “to have me paged”, COVoice will place the
caller on hold, dial the paging system access code, and make a paging
announcement with an access code the call recipient can dial to pick up the
call from any phone on the system.
Mailbox—Also Voice Mailbox. A specific location on COVoice which
individuals can access for sending and receiving recorded messages.
Mailbox Prefix—Also MBX Prefix. Used for pager notification. The
number of pauses COVoice waits after dialing a PIN number before
sending the mailbox number. It provides an interval long enough to
connect with the pager. See PIN Prefix.
Main Operator—the primary operator for the telephone system. See
Operator.
Menu (voice menu)—A list of options presented to callers by recorded
voice. The callers select from the list by pressing keys on their telephone
keypads.
Message—In COVoice, a recording left in a user's mailbox.
Modem—A device which allows two computers to communicate with each
other using telephone lines.
New Messages—Voice mail messages that have not been retrieved and
then saved or discarded.
Notification—A feature that allows the system to call extensions, pagers,
or outside numbers to inform a user when a new message is left in their
mailbox.
Operator—The person responsible for answering incoming calls. They
may also connect the calls with the appropriate extensions.
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Outgoing Call—A call originating at your site, going to a location outside
your office telephone system.
Password— 1. A code set up by a voice mail user to allow access to their
voice mailbox. 2. The security code that the administrator must use to
move between the online operating mode and the External Maintenance
program.
Pause—A waiting period inserted in a dialing sequence that separates one
dialing action from another. The default pause for COVoice is two seconds. See PIN Prefix and Mailbox Prefix also.
Personal Operator—An extension, other than the system operator, programmed in a mailbox to which a caller will be transferred if he or she
presses "0" to access the operator.
PIN Number—The personal identification number for a specific pager in a
pager network. After the telephone number of the network is dialed and
connection is made, the pager is reached by dialing its PIN number.
PIN Prefix—Used for pager notification. The number of pauses COVoice
waits after dialing the first telephone number before it sends the PIN
number. See Mailbox Prefix also. The PIN Prefix provides an interval long
enough to obtain a dial tone. See also PIN Number.
Play-File—A voice prompt that is assigned to a voice menu key. When the
key is pressed, the prompt plays, after which the caller is returned to the
voice menu. Play-files are often used for making announcements.
Port—The physical connection of one COVoice channel to a telephone
line; the location on COVoice where the telephone line jack is inserted. See
Channel also.
Priority Messages—New messages that are played first when a user listens
to messages.
Private Messages—Messages that cannot be copied.
Programming—The setup and/or customization of a telephone or voice
processing system's features.
Prompt—A recorded voice instruction or announcement.
Q & A mode—A mailbox mode that allows a user to ask callers a list of
questions and record their responses.
RAD mode—Recorded Announcement Device mode. A mailbox mode in
which the mailbox plays a greeting then hangs up. It does not accept
messages, and does not respond to touch tones. Usually used in ACD
systems.
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Record—A group of related information stored together for easy retrieval.
For example, a mailbox record contains all the individual programming
information for a single mailbox.
Release—To give up control over a call; the process of going "on-hook" to
disconnect or transfer the call.
Remote Maintenance—Calling in to COVoice from the outside and making
programming changes, using a computer and communications software.
Report—An organized display of COVoice system programming or
activity information. Reports may be displayed on a screen, printed, and
saved to a file.
Restricted Password—A password which can be assigned by a mailbox
user to allow someone else to login into their mailbox, retrieve messages,
and save the message.
Retrieve a Message—To play back a recorded message that has been left
in a mailbox.
Saved Messages—Retrieved messages that the user has stored for later
retrieval.
Screening—A feature that announces a caller’s name before the call is
transferred. The recipient can accept or reject the call without the caller
knowing.
Service Bureau mode—A mailbox mode in which the mailbox plays a
greeting, takes a message, and then hangs up. No options are offered the
caller, and they cannot edit their messages. Used for high-traffic applications such as hotels.
Shutting down—The process of turning off voice mail operation (the
Online mode); this releases all calls to the office telephone system. Also
referred to as Shutdown.
Smart Transfer—Monitoring a call to determine whether it was answered,
is busy, or does not answer. COVoice supervises by reading the Mitel PBX
display, then taking the appropriate action. For example, if a call is busy,
COVoice would usually tell the caller "[User's Name] is on the phone", and
offer the option of leaving a message. See Analysis.
Surge Suppression—A surge is a sudden rise in the voltage from the
power company; surges occur occasionally. A very fast, short surge is a
spike. In a voice processing system, surges can cause messages to be lost
and calls to be disconnected. Surge suppressors reduce the size of surges
before the electrical power reaches the computer equipment.
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System Password—The password which must be typed in order to shut
the COVoice system down and to enter the External Maintenance program.
Take Messages mode—The most common mailbox mode, in which the
caller has other options available after leaving a message.
Telephone system—As used in this manual, the Mitel system that switches
calls around your office. Mitel telephone systems are highly automated and
require very little operator assistance. They allow systems such as COVoice to integrate with them to provide voice processing capabilities.
Time & Date—A system feature that announces the time and date a
message was left.
Transaction—1. A completed event, such as the activity resulting from an
incoming call. 2. The record of such an event which allows it to be reassembled in chronological sequence to provide an audit trail. 3. In
COVoice, one or more lines in a Transaction Log that forms a record of
the activity of one call.
Transaction Log—a record of activity that COVoice keeps daily. A
transaction log is formed for each interval between cleanups (usually 24
hours).
Transfer—1. A feature that allows a user to move to another extension or
voice mailbox. 2. The process of making a transfer.
Trunk—A cable that runs from your office to the telephone company
Central Office. Trunks connect your office to the telephone company.
User—In this manual, any person who is assigned a mailbox.
Voice Mailbox—Same as Mailbox.
Voice Mail Direct—Answering a channel or voice menu selection by
playing a mailbox greeting. The caller can then leave a message.
Voice Processing System—A system that performs call processing and
content processing:
Call processing is routing calls to their destinations, and providing
support functions such as operating voice menus.
Content processing is doing something to voice information, such as
taking messages and storing voice prompts on disk.
VOX files—Voice recordings stored on the COVoice hard disk.
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Channel
Parameters

Global and Channel Parameters
C-1

This section contains the default
Global and Channel Parameters for
the Mitel SX-2000.

This appendix lists all of the parameters controlled by the Global & Channel
Parameters Editor. Quick Setup installs default values in this editor for the phone
system selected. The defaults below are for the Mitel SX-2000 phone system,
and will differ slightly from those observed on a different installation. The editor
screen shows the units in which each setting expressed; total value of the setting
equals the number of the setting multiplied by the units. For example, a
parameter expressed in units of 10 milliseconds (10 msec) with a setting of 200
equals 2000 msec.
Many of these parameters are highly technical in nature, and even small changes
in values can affect operation of the phone system and COVoice in dramatic and
unexpected ways. DO NOT ATTEMPT TO CHANGE ANY VALUES IN THIS
EDITOR UNLESS SPECIFICALLY DIRECTED BY VSR TECHNICAL
SUPPORT.
Parameter

Default

Flash Character
Flash Duration
Pause Duration
Pulse Break
Pulse Make Interval
Pulse Delay
DTMF Delay
Off Delay
Minimum Ring
Minimum Off
Ring Reset
Minimum Silence
informational
DTMF On Duration
Minimum Pulse On
Minimum Pulse Off
Min. Digit Separation
Loop Current Off
Recall Delay
Maximum Pulse On
DTMF Detection Time
DTMF Edge
DTMF Delay
Silence Delay
Rings for No Answer

&
50
200
6
4
100
5
50
3
5
80
4

Call Progress Delay
Absence Timeout
Loop Cur. Valid Delay
Loop Cur. Wait Delay
VOX Optimize. Setting
Continuous Timeout

Description

Dial string hook flash character
Duration of ON HOOK state during flash
Dial string pause duration
Duration of break interval during pulse dial
Duration of make interval during pulse dial
Interval between pulse digits
Interval between DTMF digits during tone dialing
Delay before posting OFFHOOK event
Minimum valid duration of inbound ring ON
Minimum valid duration of inbound ring OFF
Maximum no ring signal before RINGS function is reset
Minimum duration of silence for sound-to-silence transition
event
6
Duration of DTMF tone when dialing
2
Minimum duration ON for valid loop pulse digit
2
Minimum duration OFF for valid loop pulse digit
25
Minimum separation OFF for valid loop pulse digit
0
Minimum duration of loop current off to generate Event 20
0
Ground delay for recall (3-wire phone systems)
60
Maximum valid duration ON for pulse digit
3
Minimum duration ON to detect DTMF during Play functions
[default] VP driver detects DTMF on leading or trailing edge of DTMF digit
2
Minimum duration ON to detect DTMF during non-Play functions
0
Threshold before silence is discarded during Record functions
4
Number of RINGBACK cycles before posting a PCPM analysis
complete
25
Interval before beginning PCPM analysis after dialing digit string
4000
Interval without signal before a PCPM analysis complete event is posted
to the system event queue
10
Delay after dialing digit string before loop current drop is considered
answer
10
Delay after loop current drop before a PCPM analysis complete event is
posted
[voice] 1=Optimize signal; 2=Optimize voice; 3=Create PCPM table entries
650
Duration of continuous signal before PCPM analysis complete event
posted
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ABOVE1OFF Variance 13
BELOW1OFF Variance 13
ABOVE2OFF Variance 13

Percent variance allowed during first Off period above the previous Off
Percent variance allowed during first Off period below the previous Off
Percent variance allowed during second Off period above the previous
Off
BELOW2OFF Variance 13
Percent variance allowed during second Off period below the previous
Off
ABOVEON Variance
13
Percent variance allowed during an On period above the previous On
BELOWON Variance
13
Percent variance allowed during an On period below the previous On
Busy Off Maximum 1
90
Maximum first Off for a double busy cadence
Busy Off Maximum 2
90
Maximum second Off period for a double busy cadence
Busy On Maximum 1
90
Maximum allowable On period for a double busy cadence
Busy Cycles
2
Number of non-Ringback cycles required before posting call analysis
complete event
Glitch Duration
15
Minimum signal duration for valid PCPM signal detection
Spike Duration
19
Minimum non-signal duration for valid PCPM signal detection
Ring Off Maximum 1
90
Maximum Off for a double ring
Ring Off Minimum 2
225
Minimum Off period for double cadence interring
Voice Analysis Flag
[disable] Enables or disables voice analysis detection as a terminating PCPM
condition
Channel Flash Duration 0
On hook duration during hook flash caused by "F" character
Ring On Maximum
90
Minimum necessary On period for short ring cadence
Ring Off Maximum A
700
Maximum allowable Off period for long ring cadence
Ring Off Maximum B
530
Maximum allowable Off period for short ring cadence
Start On Cycle
1
Call progression tone cycle on which driver begins PCPM in cadence
mode
Busy On Maximum
78
Maximum allowable On for single busy cadence
Busy Off Maximum
58
Maximum allowable Off for single busy cadence
Max. Answer Analysis 1000
Maximum allowable duration of answer analysis after answer detection
Silence to Answer
-1
Duration of silence before VP driver posts event 10 (-1=disabled)
PVC Glitch
10
Minimum necessary signal duration for PVC driver to detect valid call
progression tone
Voice Analysis Length 50
Maximum allowable voice duration before VP driver terminates PCPM
PVC Spike
10
Minimum necessary non-signal duration for PVC driver to detect valid
call progression tone
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Appendix D
PBX Event
and Feature
Programming

PBX Event and Feature Programming
D-1

EVENT

SX-20

SX-50

SX-50
MS-54

SX-50 SX-100/ SX-200 SX-2000
MS-55
200
D/FD

Menu
Login to Mailbox
Request Mailbox
Get Mailbox
Call Forward
Always
Call Forward
Busy

X1

X1

Call Forward
RNA
Direct to Mailbox
Direct to
Extension
Notification
Cleanup
Do Not Disturb

X

X

X

Do Not Disturb
Cancel

X

X

X

PBX Day Service
PBX Night 1
PBX Night 2

X2

X2

X2

X2

Call Forward I am
Here

X

X

X

X

X

X

Call Forward
Cancel

X

X

X

X

X

X

Loudspeaker
Play

X = NO
X1 = OK with SMART Transfer
X2 = Not Applicable
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PBX Initiated Event Codes & Feature Access Codes
SX-20
PBX Initiated Events
Menu

Trunk II

Login to Mailbox

~E

Call Forward Always

CFFM: ~E

Call Forward Busy

CFB: ~E

Call Forward RNA

CFNA: ~E

Request Mailbox

ATT.

Feature Access Codes
Call Hold Retrieve-Remote

53

Paging Access

50

Programming Access

70

SX-50
PBX Initiated Events
Menu

Trunk II

Login to Mailbox

~E

Call Forward Always

CFFM: ~E

Call Forward Busy

CFB: ~E

Call Forward RNA

CFNA: ~E

Request Mailbox

ATT.

Feature Access Codes
Call Hold Retrieve-Remote

53

Paging Access

50

Programming Access

70
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SX-50 MS-54
PBX Initiated Events
Menu

Trunk II

Login to Mailbox

~E

Call Forward Always

CFFM: ~E

Call Forward Busy

CFB: ~E

Call Forward RNA

CFNA: ~E

Request Mailbox

ATT.

Feature Access Codes
Call Hold Retrieve-Remote

53

Paging Access

50

Programming Access

70

SX-50 - MS 55
PBX Initiated Events
Menu

Trunk II

Login to Mailbox

~E

Call Forward Always

CFFM: ~E

Call Forward Busy

CFB: ~E

Call Forward RNA

CFNA: ~E

Request Mailbox

ATT.

Feature Access Codes
Call Hold Retrieve-Remote

53

Paging Access

50

Programming Access

70
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SX-100/200
PBX Initiated Events
Menu

TIII CALLING

Login to Mailbox

~E CALLING

Call Forward Always

FROM~E

Request Mailbox

ATT. CALLING

Feature Access Codes
Call Hold Retrieve-Remote

*10

Paging Access

*9

SX-200D
PBX Initiated Events
Menu

TIII Calling

Login to Mailbox

~E

Call Forward Always

FROM~E

Request Mailbox

ATT. CALLING

Feature Access Codes
Call Hold Retrieve-Remote

53

Paging Access

50

SX-2000
PBX Initiated Events
Menu

Trunk II

Login to Mailbox

~E ~I

Call Forward Always

CFFM: ~E

Call Forward Busy

CFB: ~E

Call Forward RNA

CFNA: ~E

PBX Event and Feature Programming
D-5

SX-2000, cont.
Feature Access Codes
Call Hold Retrieve-Remote

*13

Call Forward I Am Here

*45

Note: These are sample feature

Cancel Call Forward FM

*93

access codes; they are installer

Do Not Disturb -Remote

*34

programmable.

Do Not Disturb - Cancel

*33

Message Waiting Activate

*81

Message Waiting Deactivate

*82

Dialed Day Service

*510

Dialed Night 1 Service

*511

Dialed Night 2 Service

*512

Remote Clear all Features

*90

Paging Access
Programming Access

COVoice Installer's Guide
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70
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COVoice Feature Access - Mitel PBX Comparison Chart
The following chart will show you which COVoice features can be accessed for each Mitel PBX. For
detailed descriptions of specific features, and PBX equipment requirements, please see the Features
sections (30x -2) in Chapter 300.
FEATURE
ACD Hunt Group DND On and Off
ACD Silent Monitoring Recording *
Advanced Menuing
AMIS Analog Networking *
Audiotext
Auto Copy
Auto Day/Night Switching
Auto Day/Night 1/Night 2 Switching
Auto Disk Optimization
Auto Message Pause on Hold
Auto Reply
Auto Switch Configuration
Auto Time Synchronization
Caller Holding/Queuing
Call Screening
Certified, Priority, Emergency & Private Messages
Class of Service
Cleanup
COV Integration
COVTest
Custom Prompt Recording
Date and Time Stamping
Definable Primary/Secondary System Operators
Dial Through During Greeting
Digital Messaging on Hold (DMOH) *
Distribution Lists
DND-Treat as CFFM
DND Remote Extension Set and Clear
Easily Constructed Menu System
Enhanced Notification (Cascading)
Extension Conflict Dialing
Extension/Mailbox Creation and Editing
Extension/Mailbox Range Selection
External Priority and Emergency Labeling
Fax Tone Detection
Fast-Forward/Rewind Message

SX-20

SX-50

SX-100/200

SX-200 D/FD

SX-2000

No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

COVoice Feature Access - Mitel PBX Comparison Chart, cont.
FEATURE
Flexible Channel Controls and Time Settings
Flexible Extension/Mailbox Length
Forwarding: Mailbox and Extension
Future Delivery *
Holiday Greetings and Settings
Hotel/Motel Package
Immediate Dialing
Loudspeaker Paging Announcement/Call Retrieve
Loudspeaker Play File
Mailbox Modes
Manual Message Pause
Menu Prompt Recording
Message Retrieve, Save, Copy, and Delete
Message Waiting Lamps/Bells
Multiple Languages *
Multiple or Single Greetings
On/Off Site Mailbox Programming and Recording
On-Line Maintenance
Password Protection
Personal Operator
Port Assignments
Quick Setup
Remote Maintenance and Modem
Reports
Restricted Password
Save Messages
Scan Messages
Scheduled Event
Simplified Mailbox Activation
Skip Messages
System Back-Up/Restore
System Password Protection
Transfers - Blind and Smart
Trunk Routing
Transaction Processing
Voicemail/Extension Directories
* COVoice Software Version 2.0 or greater

SX-20

SX-50

SX-100/200

SX-200 D/FD

SX-2000

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Index

700

800

900

Appendix

A
Accessing and Getting Around
COVoice
900-6
ACD
303-2-2, 304-2-2, 305-2-2
Activating a Mailbox
900-8
Administrative Functions
basic operations
900-48
changing holiday and work
schedules
400-66
creating & modifying voice
menus and prompts
400-42
maintaining distribution lists
400-37
making changes to extensions
400-8
making changes to mailboxes
400-19
Administrative Mailbox
about
900-48
accessing 900-48
change
400-74
defining
300-1-8
extension maintenance
900-48
looking up number 400-74
mailbox maintenance
900-49
menu tree 900-57
programming
900-48
Assembly
200-3

B
Backup 500-7
Backup and Restore
500-6
Blind transfer, and extension
forwarding 400-17

C
Call Forwarding
changing 900-41, 900-44
setting up 400-17
Call Holding
changing 900-46
setting up 400-15
Call Screening 3-42, 4-48
and telephone forwarding
900-47
changing 900-46

setting up

400-16

Channel Forms 400-64
accessing 400-64
channel control
400-67
standard time settings
400-68
Class of Service 400-58
accessing the class of service
forms 400-58
adding a class of service
400-64
adding by copying and modify
ing
400-64
default
app. A
default field values app A.
deleting
400-65
field-by-field
400-59
modifying 400-65
planning
400-58
Cleanup Activities
500-4
Connecting COVoice to the PBX
200-3, 300-1-10

D
Data files
500-6
Date and time announcement
change
400-30
turn On/Off (default) 900-41
Default values, system
App. A
Directory, mailbox
400-24
Directory, system
900-9
Distribution List
accessing the distribution list
form
400-37
adding a list by copying and
modifying
400-39
building new lists
400-38
manual
400-37, 900-18
modifying 400-40
personal
400-37, 900-18
system
400-37, 900-18
types
400-37, 900-18
Dummy extension
400-9

E
Extension
adding
400-9, 400-10
assigning mailbox to
400-11

Index
I-1

Index
If you need the definition of a
word, see the Glossary,
Appendix B.

Index
(continued)
If you need the definition of a
word, see the Glossary,
Appendix B.

assigning class of service
400-15
assigning personal operator
400-15
deleting
400-13, 400-14
dummy extensions 400-9
setting up call forwarding
400-17
setting up call holding
400-15
setting up call screening
400-16
External Maintenance program
400-3
entering
400-3
exiting
400-4
learning about
400-3
main menu 400-4

F
Fax Tone Detection
400-72
Forms
channel
400-66
class of service 400-58
COVoice EZ Forms App. A
distribution list
400-37
extension 400-8
mailbox
400-19
menu
400-42
notification 400-33
phone system
400-71
system options
400-72

G
General Mailbox
changing 400-73
defining
300-1-8
General System Settings 400-72
administrative mailbox
400-74
date/time announcement
400-74
default class of service
400-74
general mailbox
400-73
holding interval
400-60
menu prompt maximum length
400-74
operator extension 400-73

COVoice Installer's Guide
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outside forwarding
RW/FF time 400-61
system password
Greetings
announcement
change active
edit900-22
erase
900-23
play all greetings
record
900-22

400-62
400-3
900-22
900-22

900-23

H
Hangup command
400-53
Help, getting
100-2
Holding Interval 400-60

I
Immediate Dialing
Invalid Key command

400-52
400-53

K
Keys
invalid
400-53
special purpose
900-7

L
Lamp Extension
assigning to mailbox 400-31
Lamp notification
300-1-4
Logging activity 700-22
Logging in
for activation
900-8
regularly
900-10
Logging Retention Period 400-73

M
Mailbox
accessing mailbox forms
400-19
activation 900-8
add a new mailbox 400-19
adding a range of mailboxes
400-21
adding a single mailbox
400-19
assigning lamp extension
400-31
change class of service
400-27
change mode 400-28, 900-30
change owner 400-24

change settings
400-19,
900-20
change time and date
Announcement
400-30,
900-41
choosing class of service
400-27
class of service changes
400-27
deleting a range of mailboxes
400-23
deleting a single mailbox
400-23
directory
400-24
disabling 400-30
edit name 900-29
edit password
900-29
enabling/disabling notification
400-33
forward to a mailbox
900-41
forward to a menu 900-42
forward to an extension
900-41
forward to an outside number
900-42
lamp extension, assigning
400-31
new user [Enable] 400-31
play greeting only mode
900-30
programming enhanced
notification 900-34
Q & A mode
900-31
RAD mode 900-31
Service Bureau Mode 900-32
settings
900-20
Take Messages mode 900-30
transfer to another mailbox
900-47
transfer to an extension
900-47
transfer out of mailbox
900-47
Mailboxes, cleaning
500-4
Main User Menu
900-11
Maintenance Activities
backup and restore 500-6
optimizing hard disk 500-5
remote maintenance 800-20
running manual cleanup
500-4

upgrade
500-5
Menu Tree
user
900-56
administrative mailbox
900-57
Menus, standard 400-44
Message
administrative
900-55
append
900-15
certified
900-16
copy
900-13
discard
900-13
edit
900-15
label
900-16
major types 900-12
pause while listening
900-14
priority
900-16
private
900-16
replay
900-12
reply to
900-14
retrieval options
900-12
retrieve saved messages
900-14
save
900-13
send
900-15
send to distribution list
900-18
scan
900-14
skip
900-14
Moving Between Online and
External Maintenance
400-3

N
Name, and directory
400-24
Name, extension 400-10
Name, mailbox 400-20
New User [Enable]
400-31
Notification
to outside number 900-42,
400-61
Notification, enhanced
400-33,
900-34
after dial
400-35
attempt
400-33, 900-35,
edit
900-34
enabling/disabling 400-33
example setup
400-33,
900-36

Index
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interval
400-33, 900-35,
list attempts 400-33, 900-35,
900-50
list interval 400-33, 900-35,
900-50
mailbox prefix
400-34,
900-40
overview 900-34
PIN Number 400-34, 900-39
PIN Prefix 400-34, 900-40
planning form Appendix A,
900-36
programming
400-33
setting up 400-33, 900-35
tries
400-35, 900-39
turn ON/OFF
900-38
wait
400-36, 900-40

Index
(continued)
If you need the definition of a
word, see the Glossary,
Appendix B.

O
Online
mode
400-4
Operator extension, changing
400-73
Optimizing hard disk
500-5
during cleanup
500-5
Outside Forwarding
change
900-42

P
Password
changes
400-26
disabling or enabling 400-26
resetting
400-26
system
400-76
user mailbox
900-9
Password, cont.
default
900-9
user same as administrator
900-4, 900-55
Personal Operator 400-15, 400-32,
900-43, 900-47
Play-File command
4-61
Play-Files
400-56
planning
400-56
recording 400-56
Prompt Studio 400-46
Prompts - See Voice Prompts

COVoice Installer's Guide
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Q
Q & A mode
delete all questions 900-28
edit questions
900-24
edit a question
900-28
enable/disable response editing
900-27
select termination method
900-27
operator access
900-27
record questions
900-26

R
Remote Maintenance
800-20
Reports
about
700-2
activity
700-14
class of service listings
700-10
distribution list listings
700-12
extension listings
700-5
logs
700-22
mailbox listing
700-7
menu listings
700-9
phone system listing 700-11
printing
700-4
running reports
700-5
system reports
700-17
transaction codes
700-24
typical report, running
700-3
Reset
channel
900-52
password 400-26
system
900-52
RW/FF Time
400-61

S
Software License Agreement
100-6
Smart Transfer 400-16, 400-17,
400-18
System Maintenance
500-3
System Password, change 400-76
System, COVoice
about
100-4
requirements
electrical
100-4
environmental 100-5

T
Time and Date announcement
400-30, 900-41
Transaction Logs, purging 500-4
Troubleshooting
call Transfer
blind Transfer 800-5
smart Transfer 800-4
directories 800-14
forwarded Calls 800-6
general
800-2
menus
800-13
pager notification
800-10
phone notification 800-12
recording 800-13
system hardware 800-17
system software 800-15
voice mail 800-7

create
900-53
play
900-53
record
900-53
re-record 900-53
standard
400-44, App. A
system
400-42, 400-44,
Appendix A
caution 400-42
trim end
900-54
trim front 900-54
VOX files
500-6

W
Wait Between Tries, notification
400-36, 900-40
Warranty
COVoice Limited System
Warranty 100-6
COVoice Software License
Agreement 100-7

U
Upgrade
500-5
User Menu Tree 900-56
Utilities 500-4, 500-5, 500-6, 500-7

V
Voice Mail Direct command
400-53
Voice Mail Firstkey command
400-53
Voice Mail Request command
400-53
Voice Menus
400-42
accessing the Menu Forms
400-42
assigning Exit Functions
400-53
assigning commands to keys
400-51
making changes
400-49
assigning to another menu
400-54
assigning to one or more
channels 400-55
creating or modifying
400-46
planning
400-42
Voice Prompt
append
900-53
change trim length
900-54
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